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PREFACE
“There was a little bird living in a huge beautiful green forest. The forest contained
many other animals, trees andplants. One day, the forest was set on fire. All the animals
fled to the edge ofthe forest to save their lives. The smallest ofall birds wentto a small

pond andpicked a minute droplet ofwater in its tiny beak andflew back to thefire. The
big animals lookedstrangely atthelittle bird. “What do you think you can do with such
a small droplet?” they asked. But the bird smiled, took another droplet andflew back to
the burningforest, saying to the other animals: “This is all I can do and I should do it’?
[Gloria Miranda Zambrano, COMPASpartnerin Peru]

Indigenous knowledge andcultural diversity is increasingly being put underpressure
as the process of modernisation reachesinto every corner of the world. Rapid changes
are taking placein land use practices, farming methods,health care and the cultural
ethosandrituals of indigenous peoples. Fortunately, in recent years much work has
been doneto cometo a better understanding of indigenous knowledgeandits relevance for sustainable development. Today the products of indigenous knowledge are
better understood. However, our understanding of the concepts oflife or cosmovisionsofrural people, the processes of indigenous learning and experimentation and
the roles ofspiritual leaders and other traditional institutions is less advanced. This
book shows the wealth of knowledgethat people are preparedto share, if outsiders
show respect andsincere interest for them.
COMPASis an initiative to understand and support the processes and concepts of
indigenous knowledge through field experimentation andintercultural dialogue. At
present, COMPASinvolves ten countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America and Europe and
consists of fourteen NGOsand oneuniversity. It aims to become an open platform
with national, regional and global membership andactivities.
Taking the cosmovision ofthe rural people as a point of departure for development,
taking spirituality seriously, looking for ways to test and improvetraditional practices
andrituals and looking at development cooperation as an intercultural dialogueis a
fairly new approach. Weare grateful to the funding agencies, NEDA, Novib and
SDC, whohaveprovided the means necessary to help COMPASto develop this new
approach. We hope to publish another book in 4 years time recording the new
insights and experiences gained by the COMPASprogramme.

We feel that the COMPAS approach is both challenging and relevant. There is a
great need to learn together, to inform each other and to maintain intercultural dia-

logue on the different sources of knowledge present within the rich diversity of
humancultures.

Freddy Delgado, Gustavo Saravia and Jaime Delgadillo, AGRUCO; Cosmas Gonese,
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COMPAS: SUPPORTING ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT

The COMPAS network for comparing and supporting endogenous development
began in 1995 when NGOs and universities in India, Sri Lanka, Ghana, the Netherlands, Norway, Mexico, Bolivia and Peru agreed to take a fresh look at the farming
communities they were working with. They were concerned about the quality ofthe
development activities they were supporting. The development organisations that
becamepartners in the COMPAS programme had gone through a variety of experien-

ces. In the early stages, many had been involved in efforts to enhance agricultural
production by the application offertilisers, hybrid seeds and mechanisation in monocultures. Most of them had realised the limitations of this approach in the rainfed
farming areas in which they were working and had subsequently built up experiences
with agriculture using lower levels of external inputs that madebetter use oflocally
available resources. They became engagedin activities such as agroforestry, soil and
water harvesting, the use of botanical pesticides, organic manure, multiple cropping
and the improvementoflocal seed. In these efforts they realised that, in mostcases,
the farming communities themselves had a great wealth of knowledge aboutthe physical and biological environment in which theylived. Farmers know their ownsoil,
their own climatic conditions, their ownland races, have learned to manage local water
resources and have observed the effects of local herbs on animal health and when
usedas botanical pesticides. Therefore, many ofthe technologies developed were largely based on farmers’ knowledge.
Butthe partners also learned that rural communities have their own processes for
testing new practices and that in seemingly traditional societies, farmers are continuous-

ly adapting their farming practices in the light of their experiences. This insight led
to manyexperiences with Participatory Technology Development (PTD), an approach
in which farmers and outside agencies cooperate to develop new farming techniques,
and where the experimental capacity of farmers determines the choice of topic for
experimentation and thecriteria for success and failure. The outcome of PTDactivities
are generally better insights into the possibilities and limitations of new techniques,
as well as an improvedcapacity amongst farmers and outsiders to develop technologies
that are appropriate to thelocal conditions.
Working within the cultural contextof the rural people, starting with their knowledge, their technologies, and someoftheir tools, and trying to evolve together with
them was a rewarding approach for developmentagencies. In general, these approaches
led to enthusiasm amongstpartners and the farmers with whom they worked.It also led
to a better relationship between the farming community and outside agencies. In this
process, however, several partners also realised that their professional background
madeit difficult to free themselves from conventional approaches. It proved difficult
for them to fully appreciate the real meaning of indigenous knowledge. Formal science

was the dominant paradigm anda pace-setter for development. From the formal perspective, indigenous knowledge andrural peoples’ cultures matterin so far as theyfit
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into this dominant paradigm. Indigenous technical knowledge was given attention,

validated, processed and judged by the standards, criteria and rules of conventional
science.‘It is only when we have proof for farmers’ knowledge thatitis scientific’.
Andrural peoples’ knowledge was only consideredrelevantto the extentthat it could
be understood within the dominant paradigm.

Participatory Technology Development often meantthat farmers participate in
processes of technology developmentthat were defined by outsiders. Development
intervention based on conventional science often has a negative perception of indigenous knowledge:it is seen as traditional, obsolete, irrelevant, a curiosity or folklore
of romantic value. Sometimes, in relation to the use of herbal medicine,it is seen as

a source of extraction oras partially useful. Indigenous knowledgeis rarely seen as a
source oflearning anda basis for the exchangeofideas. Of herbal medicines, for example, only the recipes are seen as interesting. This notion led a numberoforganisations

to look deeperinto thebasic features of indigenous knowledge.

Understandingfarmers’ cosmovisions
Historical perspective. The experiences of COMPAS partners first led to an
understanding that apart from the western based concepts of science that emerged
with the work of Descartes in the seventeenth century, there were many other scientific traditions, past and present.
Since mankind becameengagedin agriculture, some 10,000 years ago, people have
taken anactive position towards nature. This required an explicit concept of nature

and definition ofthe relationship between mankindandnature. In different parts
of the world people developed their own interpretation andin the course of history
the Chinese, the ancient Indians, peoples from South America, Africa, Middle East,
Australia, Greece and Europe developedtheir ownscience. Theearly scientists’ main
goal was to understand the meaning ofthings, rather than to predict and control.

Questionsrelating to divine beings, the humansoul and ethics were considered to be
of the highest significance.
Only in the seventeenth century did western science replace the notion of an
organic, living andspiritual universe with the notion of the world as a machine. The
new methodsof enquiry, as advocated by Bacon and developed by Descartes and
Newton, involved a mechanistic and mathematical description of nature and an analytical method of reasoning. Descartes concluded that ‘mind’ and ‘matter’ were two
separate and fundamentally different things. To make it possible for scientists to
describe nature mathematically, they had to restrict themselves to studying the essential
properties of matter: those that could be quantified by shapes, weights, numbers and
movement. Otherproperties, like colour, sound,taste or smell were considered subjective mental projections and were neglected or excluded from thescientific
domain. Aspects related to the mind such as the spiritual worlds, gods, the human
soul and emotions were no longer considered part of science, and wereleft to priests.
As the social sciences as we know them today beganto develop,theyinitially applied
the same mechanistic approach in these domains. Since the eighteenth century
Europe and western countries have adopted an approach to science that reduced the
perception of the world to that of a machine. Science became organised in highly
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specialised disciplines, each focusing on a narrowly defined part of the material
world.
In the course of the 20th century scientists like Einstein (physics), Heisenberg
(quantum physics), Sheldrake and Lovelock (biology), Jung (psychology) and Prigogine
(chemistry) brought forward research results and insights that made major corrections
to the Cartesian materialistic-mechanistic approach. New concepts include the laws
of thermodynamics, chaos theory, the world as a living entity (Gaia), synchronicity

(event A and B happen ‘when thetime is ripe forit, and not necessarily as a consequence
ofa particular cause’). These new conceptsin fact have again broughttogether‘mind’
and ‘matter’ as part and parcelof oneentity. These scientific insights make or rather
restore the bridge between the material world andthespiritual world.
It should be emphasised thatalso in the West, in addition to mainstream scientists,

agronomists and farmers, there have always been those who maintained a moreholistic
and spiritual worldview. Examples in Europe are Gnostic movements such as the
Catarhs in southern France, who were fought by the church, and other ecospiritual

movementssuch as the Franciscans whowereacceptedbyit. In the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth century, Goethe, the German botanist and poet, developed a holistic
and organic approachtoresearch. In this phenomenological natural science,skills like
observation, lively imagination, identification, observing living interconnections,
were meantto revive the cognitive powers ofscientists (and farmers). At the end of

the nineteenth century, Rudolf Steiner developed the theory of cognition from
Goethe’s investigations in nature. Steiner andhis‘spiritual science’ also inspired the

anthroposophic movementwith its biodynamic way of farming.
Cartesian scientific concepts and technology have undoubtedly had a great impact
on the world and have led to a great numberof technological breakthroughs.In agriculture, they enabled a clearer understanding ofthe influence of the biological processes
involved in the growth of plants and animals, the biological and physical processes
taking place in the soil and the mechanics of farm labour. The exploitation offossil
energy sources supported the developmentof machines thatin turn created the possibility of developing mechanical implements for farm work. Chemistry led to technologies such as chemicalfertilisers and pesticides. Farmers becamepart of a market
economythat changed their locally oriented economyto an open one, in which production and consumption becameincreasingly separated. In this vision of market
economy, economic growthis an importantgoal.

In temperate climates such as Europe and North-America andin irrigated tropical
areas, agricultural productivity has increased considerably. However, the environmental impact ofthis external-input-orientedagriculture is increasingly seen as unacceptable. Pesticides andnitrates from fertilisers pollute the groundwater in many regions
and theresistance of pests to pesticides is seen as a very serious problem. Under-

ground acquifers have become exhausted,irrigation systems silt and soils become
salinated. Biodiversity is rapidly decreasing and the use offossil energy is considerable,
contributing to the greenhouse effect whereas agriculture has the potential to be a
net producer of energy. Farmers are increasingly faced with economic problems. The
prices of external inputs are rising faster than the off-farm prices for their agricultural
products. These concerns have led many farmers in western countries and irrigated
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tropical areas to adopt alternative farming practices with the goal of reducing the cost
of farm inputs, preserving their resource base and protecting human health. Agriculture
in rainfed tropical areas faces a generally poorinfrastructure and dependson irregular
rains. Agricultural development programmes have, in most cases, been a failure here,

as production did not increase. These approaches often led to an erosion ofsoils, of
indigenous knowledge and genetic diversity. These rainfed areas include an important part of the tropics and probably between 1.5 and 2 billion people rely on them
for their livelihood. Farming systems here are complex, the environment is diverse
and the agricultural production is carried out under conditions of considerable risk.
Theaboveinsights have called for a reorientation ofscience and technology development. Worldwide there is an acceptance that major changes are required to achieve
sustainable agricultural development. This acceptance culminated in 1992, when
there was considerable attention to the problem and the political will to do something. The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil, concluded that: ‘... there is a need to intensify agriculture by diversifying
the production systemsfor maximum efficiency in the utilisation oflocal resources, while
minimising environmental and economicrisks.’ The section on biodiversity states:
‘Governments [...] should recognise andfoster the traditional methods and knowledge of

indigenouspeople and their communities, emphasising theparticular role ofwomen,relevant
to the conservation ofbiological diversity and the sustainable use of biologicalresources,
and ensure the opportunityfor participation ofthose groups in economic and commercial
benefits derivedfrom the use ofsuch traditional methods and knowledge’.

Rediscovering cosmovisions. In many tropical environmentsholistic and
spiritual worldviews continue to be of major importancefor farmers and rural and

urbanpeople,despite efforts ofreligious organisations, colonial powers, formal science
and education to neglect, forbid or ridicule them. Thus, when COMPASpartners
started to look into the background, internal logic and deeper meaning of indigenous knowledge, they encountered many holistic worldviews and scientific systems.
Juan San Martin, Stefan Rist and Freddy Delgado andtheir colleagues of AGRUCO
working in rural communities in Bolivia, initially tried to promote European concepts of organic farming in the Andean highlands. In working together with rural
communities the technicians learned that farmers in their tradition were not only
practising organic farming, but that their knowledge was based on a comprehensive
philosophy that was the result of a worldview or cosmovision that was much richer
than expected. Nature has a sacred meaning and hasa reciprocal relationship with
humans.

To improvethe work ofParticipatory Technology Development, David Millar of
CECIK madea study of the way farmers in Northern Ghanateach, learn and experiment. In studying the dynamics of indigenous knowledge he found that even in the
most traditional communities farmers carried out experiments. But, the context of
these experiments, the criteria for drawing conclusions and the actors involved in

them initially puzzled him. He could only understandthe traditional experimental
practices once the cosmovision ofthe rural population andtherole of the traditional
spiritual leaders was accepted and understood.Spirits and ancestors play a majorrole
in the cosmovisionofthe farmers in Ghana.
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Upawansa of ECOin Sri Lanka and Gowtham Shankar of IDEA in India worked
together with rural and tribal people. In the course of time they learned thatspiri-

tual practices were part and parcel of farmingactivities. Many activities such as land
preparation, ploughing, pest control and harvesting were accompanied by rituals

performed by traditional spiritual leaders. Taking a closer look at these traditional
practices revealed here too that these practices were the result of a comprehensive
worldview that was held by many farmers, despite their apparent materialistic or
commercial behaviour. Also partners from otherparts of India, Mexico, Norway and
the Netherlands were involved in this initial stage of COMPASandcarried out case

studies on the cosmovision offarmers in their areas. Many partners recognised that
spirituality is a vital part of farmers’ indigenous knowledge. However, the development agencies cannot understand or deal with it because, from the scientific view,

it is irrelevant and considered as ‘metaphysics’. Various NGOshave tried to deal
with culture, but the rural people’s own vision, their conceptoflife or worldview has

generally been missed out.
After revisiting the farmers, and by looking at indigenous knowledge as part of a
more comprehensive philosophy and worldview, the experience of the COMPAS
partnersis that once an outsidertakes the traditional cosmovision seriously, a wealth of
knowledge, vision and wisdom is revealed. Learning from these permits development
workers to improve their professional knowledge and interaction with communities.
That was the main reasonfor starting COMPAS: offering a space for a deeper understandingof farmers’ visions and enabling a dialogue between the developmentorgani-

sations that shared this concern. The main activities, therefore, were initially to clarify
the main conceptsrelating to indigenous visions on nature and on agriculture; to

documentfarmers’ cosmovisionsin different cultures and to establish a space for dialogue between organisations and individuals.

Cosmovision was chosenas a key concept.It refers to the way a certain population
perceives the world or cosmos. Cosmovision includes assumedrelationships between
the spiritual world, the natural world and the social world. It describes the roles of

supernatural powers, the way natural processes take place and the relationship between mankind and nature. Furthermore, the cosmovision makesexplicit the philosophical and scientific premises behind the farmers’ intervention in nature. Another

key concept was endogenous development. This refers to development from within,
based on the values and the dynamics ofpeople andtheresources available in a particular area. The knowledge, values, resources and choices of the people determine the

course and direction of development.
Participating in the first phase of COMPAS (1995-1996) enabled the partner

organisations to go back to the farming communities. In dialogue with the farmers,
they have tried to understand the farmers’ worldview, their notions of cause-effect

relation-ships and the relationship between society and nature. They also accepted
the traditional andspiritual leaders in the communities as partners in this dialogue.
In doing so, they generally discovered that these leaders play an importantrole in
farm-related rituals, as well as in decision making on community matters such as land

ownership, use of water resources and agriculture. In this way, they came across a
diversity of visions that in manyrespects are different from the conventional vision
on therelationship between mankind and natuture.
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Lessons learnedfrom indigenous cosmovisions
In April 1996 a workshop was organised in the Andean mountains of Cochabamba,
Bolivia and hosted by AGRUCO,the Bolivian partner in COMPAS. COMPAS partner organisations gathered in a Quechua community called Capellani and lived for
one week amongthe farmers. This not only enabled the experience of nature with its
sacred places, it also created a favourable environment for partners to exchange cosmo-

vision experiences. Partners from all over the world were welcomed by the farmers.
The visitors took part in rituals to invokethe spirits, and ask blessings for the work-

shop. Posters were made with drawings, pictures and cultural expressions which helped
participants to visualise the different cultures. The workshop showedthatin spite of
clear differences, there are manysimilarities amongst holistic perspectives in agriculture.
Agricultural practices are subject to an elaborate set of rules and rituals that reconfirm the relationship between nature, mankind andthespiritual world. The different
case studies provided material to make a numberofgeneralisations and conclusions:
o In all countries, major changes in demography, economicandcultural integration,
technological innovations, exposure to mass media and degradation of environmental resources have taken place and areleadingto an erosion of indigenouscultures,
knowledge and cosmovisions.

o At the sametime, despite the South’s apparentacceptance of the dominanttechnologies, beliefs and values, below the surface a persistent core of indigenous culture
survives and a wealth of indigenous knowledge on naturalresourceusestill exists.

This determines the values and decision making of rural populations.
o Many cosmovisions of indigenous farming communities are based on a holistic
concept: thereality in which farmingtakes place generally encompasses the natural

First COMPAS-workshop in Capellani, Bolivia (1996).
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Rediscovering cosmovisions

Many rural people have sophisticated ways of explaining the reality in which they
live. For them, a good harvest and good health can only be obtained if farming is practised in

harmony with the laws of nature, the regulations of the community, and the rules set by the
gods and otherspiritual beings.
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1-1 Mr. Don Philoris Wijenayaka, the shaman or Kapu Mathattaya, performs a kem ritual in
Sri Lanka.
iy

In recent years, considerable work has been done to understand the products ofindigenous knowledge. Most development activities, however, consider indigenous knowledge to
the extent that it can be understood and explained in Western concepts derived from thebasic
sciences. ®

1-2 Waru-waru in southern Peru has been rediscovered by scientists who found it a very effective
way ofwater management and one that reduces

1-3 Farmers in eastern Burkina Faso share
with the community the result ofan experiment with a new groundnut variety.

the damage done to crops by frost.

1-4 Bolivian farmers and outsiders discuss the results ofpotato variety trials.
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Rediscovering cosmovisions

Rural people often find that there is a lack of understanding for their indigenous
concepts and institutions, especially as far as non-material aspects are concerned. Therefore
indigenous communities have learned not to express their worldviews openly to outsiders and
someindigenousinstitutions may have gone underground.
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1-5 Mahadevaia Belalam,traditional priest andfarmer in Thalli, southern India, offering pooja
to the village deity Basaweshara.
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1-6 COMPASpartner Upawansa shares the Sri Lankan cosmovision with Bolivian farmers in Japo.
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Rediscovering cosmovisions

A peoples’ understanding and description of their spiritual world is frequently rich,
diverse and structured. It is experiential and can be based on the teachings of persons with
visions, such as spirit mediums or shamans or expressed in classical texts such as the Indian
Vedas. @

1-7 Cover ofa publication of
the Asian Agri-History Foundation [Andhra Pradesh, India.

1996]: the original Sanskrit
text andits english translation
ofSurapalas Vrikshayurveda,
the science ofplantlife.

1-8 Sri Brahamanda

Swamigal of Coimbatore in
his library with ola scripts in
ancient languages.
Rediscovering cosmovisions

world, the human world andthespiritual world. Mankind, the spiritual world and
nature are often seen as having a reciprocal relationship. If nature is not treated
well, it may react by treating the people badly, for example, a plague, a drought or a
bad harvest. If the spirits are respected they will ensure goodlife forliving creatures.
People, therefore, look upon farming not only as an activity in the natural world,
butalso as an activity in the spiritual world.
a The peoples’ understanding and description ofthe spiritual world is frequentlyrich,
diverse andstructured.It is experiential and can be based onteachings of persons
with visions, such as spirit mediums or shamans.It can be expressedin classical texts
such as the Veda’, or in linguistic or artistic symbols. The spiritual world is seen as
containinga creating force and a destructive force. There may be a polarity of good

and badforces, and thereare often different spiritual beings such as gods, spirits,
and ancestors. These spiritual beings may express themselves in nature and through
living creatures.
o In many cosmovisions, nature is considered sacred. This finds its expression in concepts like Mother Earth, sacred mountains,rivers, trees and animals. Animals, plants
and especially trees are often considered to be linked with the spiritual world and
should be treated with respect. The sacred character of nature and thespirituality
of the people often lead to the need to conductrituals during agricultural activities.
Someoftheserelate to spiritual beings or ancestors.
a Cosmic influences are frequently dealt with by using astrological information that
determines the moments when differentagricultural activities can take place. Thus,
in manycases, the agricultural calendar andtheritual calendar are linked and they
guidesocial, natural andspiritual activities.
Indigenous communities organise themselves on the basis of their cosmovision.
Manyindigenousinstitutions regulate the use of land, water and biological resources
as well as the way farmers learn, teach and experiment. Traditional leaders often
combinetheir political powers with spiritual skills and functions.
o The way farmers learn and experiment is based on their own concepts, values and
criteria.

a Many developmentactivities and conventional systems of education and technology
development neglectorreject the importance of cosmovision, culture and indigenous
knowledge and suggest the superiority of dominant western science. This western
scientific system tends to beless holistic and more materialistic than indigenous
knowledge systems.
o Thereis no reason to romanticise cosmovisions. It cannot be concluded that indigenous cosmovisions andtraditional practices have always been effective in preventing
overexploitation ofsoils, overgrazing, deforestation, pollution of water, erosion or
environmental disaster. Nor have they always led to maintainingsocial stability or
equity.

0 Indigenous knowledge is not always equally spread in the communities, some persons
may monopolise and misusecertain knowledge.
a For development organisations to be effective, there is a need for them to support
endogenous development. This is development that is based on locally available
biological and physical resources and the values and knowledge ofthe local population. This implies a good understanding ofthe diversity of cultures and the charac-
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teristics and dynamics ofindigenous knowledge systems and cosmovisions; coopera-

tion with traditional leaders; an appreciation of the potentials and limitations of
locally available resources for agriculture, health and nature management, and of
their possible role in the local economy; and finally a diversity of approaches to
endogenousdevelopmentthat can be applied by local NGOs and governmental
organisations for research and development.

The partners agreed that ‘development’ should be understood from the perspective of native cosmovision that implies the integration ofspiritual life in social and

material life. Yet there was a clear difference in the way the different partners, acting
as developmentagencies, could work with them. In the traditional communities in
Bolivia and Ghana andthetribal areas in India, traditional cosmovisionsarestill quite

intact. Agricultural production involves bio-physical as well as spiritual activities.
Theagricultural calendar and the ritual calendar coincide. Here, the only way to
have a good relationship with the rural population is to understand and appreciate
their cosmovision and collaborate with indigenousinstitutions.
In the rural areas in India, in Sri Lanka and in Peru,the traditional cosmovisions
have been subjected to considerable erosion anditis difficult to get a goodpicture of
the rural people’s cosmovision. It is a mixture of traditional and modern ideas that

maydiffer from village to village and from yearto year. In these areas,it was noticed
that in initial discussions with farmers, traditional concepts are frequently not
expressed. However, after further probing beyondthe surface, many elementsof the

traditional cosmovisionsgradually began to emerge. Farmers are used to the fact that

outside agencies do not understand,respectortolerate traditional practices or cosmovisions. Therefore, they talk with the outsider with empathy, in the language or concepts they think the outsider appreciates. They have learned that outsiders do not

appreciate their cosmovision, and thus they do not openly express their own concepts

and views. Thereis reason to assumethatin traditional societies, but also in countries
wheretraditional cosmovisions are subject to erosion, traditional cosmovision and

spirituality is more widespread and prevalent than assumed by outsiders in general.

This means that working with traditionalinstitutionsis relevant and requires tact and
social skills. In the Netherlands and Norwayandto a certain extent also in central
Mexico, it seems that traditional cosmovisions and spirituality have almost com-

pletely disappeared. There is a widespread discontent aboutthe materialistic way of
modernfarming and a small numberof farmers want to restore agriculture’s spiritual
vision. In such cases indigenousinstitutions may nolonger exist and, therefore, new
institutional allies may have to be sought.
In essence, the partners concluded that a focus on rural peoples’ cosmovisions can
makeit possible to re-connect their work with rural people's indigenous knowledge
in its full significance. It is within their cosmovision that farmersinterpret (agricul-

tural) developmentand within this context they define their relationships with out-

side agencies. Development workers, are now challenged to go beyondvalidating
indigenoustechnical knowledge. Farmers’ concepts oflife - and the practices based

on them are a reality to which they mustrelate. This relationship can only be genuine

whenrespect is given to the unknown concepts and traditionalinstitutions. It also
provides an opportunity for mutual learning.
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Implications for development agencies
Holistic professionalism. It is obvious that outsiders who want to work with
the farming community in order to enhance their endogenous development, need to
have the attitudes and skills that allow them to build up a good understanding with
traditional leaders. They should not only accept and respect the decision making and
community processes particular to these communities, but also be prepared to take
part in them. This can mean taking partin rituals, carrying out experiments together
with farmers and accepting or seeking cooperation with spiritual leaders such as traditional priests, healers, soothsayers or shamans.
If outsiders wantto learn from and withspiritual leaders in a culture thatis different from their own, they must find an answer to important questions: How to
approachthe people so that I can tell my story? And, how can I make myself available
to hear theirs? Most people are satisfied when they succeedin contacting the spiritual
elders and leave it at that. However, there is another question that might be of much
greater importance than “How doI relate to the elders’. This is: ‘How do I personally
relate to the spiritual powers these people represent?’ Mostpeople will not ask themselves this second question seriously. The spiritual world is not really taken into
accountandprofessionals have not learned how torelate toit. Field staff of developmentagencies should have an open mindand might need to develop spirituality
that is personally their own and which is compatible with that of the community.
Farmersare the main actorsin the use of indigenous knowledge. They go through

their own learning experiencesirrespective of the presence and involvementofoutsiders.
External agents can functionascatalysts to stimulate specific processes of learning

and to revalidate indigenous knowledge. They can learn a great deal from theinteraction with traditional knowledge and cosmovision. External agents are generally
trained by formal education and employed by formal development organisations.
Before joining these organisations, they had to undergo ‘an initiation’ in the formal
system ofthinking and reasoning. There is a need to be de-schooled and retrained to
be open for indigenous wisdoms.
The objectives of development programmes mayneedto be reformulated in order
to allow for activities that can bridge the gap. Rather than a top-downorcentrally
planned development approach, decentralisation is required to allow for location
specific priorities and unexpected events. Such a changeofattitude,skill, planning
and organisation is not easy to achieve within existing organisations. Church-based
NGOsmayhave problemsin accepting the indigenous spirituality of the local people.
Universities may have difficulties in accepting the scientific value of spirituality.
Government-based research andextension programmesare generally centrally planned

and havea technical and commercial focusthat is connected to governmentpolicies.
Endogenous development frequently contradicts their policies. To maximise the
impactandtoreceive inspiration and motivation, it is important for external agents

to havestrategic alliances with like-mindedindividuals in other organisations.
To bridge the gap between farmers and outsiders or between indigenous, cosmovision-related knowledge and conventional science, outsiders ‘have to learn to walk

in two worlds’. Bridging is more of a problem for them thanit is for the farmers. As
children,villagers have been educated in their own cosmovision and have learned to
deal with outside sources of knowledge. Indigenous knowledgeis their mainstream
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and their aim is often to strengthen this mainstream. They will then decide what
parts of conventional knowledge to include in their knowledge. Present scientific
methods advocate the objectivity and non-involvement of the researcher. Yet, it

seems that actor-involvement is a crucial aspect of understanding how a system
works. Most cosmovisions advocate involvement of all members of the community
in rituals andfestivals to foster or restore the balance between mankind, nature and the

spiritual world. It is not the quantity of the homogeneous variables that is important as
in the case of formal scientific research, but the quality, the attitudes and skills to relate
to the spiritual world and to influence the natural world through spiritual practices.
In order to enablea dialogue of complementarity between inside and outside knowledge, several conditions have to be fulfilled. Outsiders and farmers need to work on
an attitude of mutual trust. Outsiders should understand the intricacies of the local
language, understand the concept oflife of farmers as well as their own and accept
that the farmers have their own knowledge which is coherent with the context of

their reality. As outsiders are not trained for such roles, they have to be prepared to
dialogue without competition, without the seeking of dominance over the other. In

this way, indigenous and external knowledges will be strengthened and the potentials
of the community will be mobilised.
Relating to power and hierarchies. The issue of power and hierarchies in
society is a challenge when dealing with cosmovisions. In dealing with powerrelations,
important points to be observed are: what are the interests of the state in relation to
local authorities, of clans in relation to families, and families in relation to individuals,
of elite in relation to the marginalised, the collective in relation to the private, the
clergy in relation to commoners and male in relation to female? Another issue deals

with class and caste differences. How do they affect access to knowledge and to its
dynamics within the community?
Supporting endogenous development may have to contain activities to overcome
differences caused byclass, caste, ethnic, financial, academicorintellectual position. An

important point for development workers is to be aware of their own powerposition
in their relation to rural people. How can they overcome differences in status, caste,
class and build a relationship based on confidence?
Enhancing traditional resource rights. Howto ensure thatactivities of
developmentorganisations, like documentation of cosmovision, guarantee the local

population’s property rights to their knowledge and their biological resources? In
other words: how is it possible to ensure or strengthenintellectual property rights
and avoid piracy of biological resources or of local knowledge? The notion ofintellectual property rights (IPR) is an issue in the power relations between North and
South. As technology has advanced, legal ownership of knowledge and genetic materials is expressed in farmers’ rights, breeders’ rights and patentrights. These rights have
becomeissuesfor life forms such as seeds, genes and plantextracts. The actual plant

or organism as such cannotbe patented, but an extract or part of the plant (such as a
gene) can. There are a few criteria for recognition in a patent:it should be a techno-

logical novelty; its generation is not obvious; its application should be useful; and it
should bepossible to give a detailed description of the technical aspects of the tech-
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nique involved in production.
The intensification ofthe activities of international companies in prospecting the

potentials ofindigenous biological resources for medical, agricultural and commercially
interesting potentials should put COMPAS partners on the alert. The mechanism of

patenting can lead to claims for property rights on knowledge developed by indigenous people. An international resolution (FAO 1989) recognised that the owners of

germ plasm, through the concept of Farmers’ Rights, should be compensated for their

contributions to the enhancement of the genetic resources. There are several practical
problems in compensating farming communities. The biggest is knowing who to
compensate. The notion of ownership rights relating to knowledge or the use of
genetic resources is often non-existent in the local communities. Genetic resources

and knowledge about the use of biological resources are the products of generations

of improvement by indigenous farmers. In addition, farmersrarely have the expertise
and powerto negotiate a fair exchange.
There are a numberof international agreements that regulate intellectual property
rights: The International Convention for the Protection of New Plant Varieties (UPOV),
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade of the World Trade Organisation
(GATT/WTO), Convention ofBiological Diversity 1992. Also nationallegislation in
the USA such as the Plant Patent Act (PPA) and the Plant Variety Protection Act (PVPA)
are important. These regulations are the domain of controversy and negotiation be-

tween states, commercial companies, indigenouspeoples and farmers’ representatives.
Participation in these negotiationsis generally not a task for NGOs such as COMPAS
who work with rural communities. However, for such NGOs another aspectis

important: the protection of knowledge andbiological resources at community level
and strengthening the communities’ capacity to negotiate. At the momentthereis
no wayto patenta plantin its wild state. It is not always possible to prove that certain knowledge belongs to a certain population. Once it has been documented and
published, it belongs to the public domain andpatentingis not possible. But a modifi-

cation of indigenous knowledge and practices can be patentedif the innovator can
provethatit is a real innovation. Further, the application of indigenous knowledge
in commercial enterprises cannot be prevented. From the aboveit is clear that the
property rights of genetic resources and indigenous technologies is a sensitive issue.

The COMPASpartners should be very careful in publishing local information. A code
of conduct would, therefore, be good. A beginning of such a code of conduct has
been formulatedin the last chapter of this book.

Handling conflicting values. Cosmovision can have both positive and
negative effects on human rights, womenrights, equity, land use and sustainability.
Some ofthe positive effects in the eyes of outside agencies may be practices that
„enhance equity, democracy, women’s rights, conservation ofsoil or biological resources.
Looking at the waytraditional societies function, COMPASpartners have observed
somepositive effects. Sacred groves in Africa create nature reserves; the sacred status
of certain trees and animals in India and other Asian countries have helped to protect
them;recycling nutrients in organic agriculture enhancessustainability; and thereciprocal relationship with sacred nature in Bolivia and Peru is considered a good basis
for land management.In addition the redistribution of wealth throughfeasts in Peru
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and Mexico can be considered positive.
‘However, effects have been observed that can be considered negative. Tribal wars
and disputes over land use in Ghanaare supported bycalling on the intervention of
gods or ancestors. The problem ofpollution in the River Ganges remains unresolved
becausetheriver is considered sacred and should not be touched. Womenoften do
nothave the samerights as men, especially when it comesto traditional andspiritual
leadership. The cosmovision of conventional Dutch farmersallows a bioindustry that
keeps thousands of animals under inhumane conditions. In some countries animals
and even humansare used insacrifices.

It is extremely risky for an outsider to have a negative or positive value judgement
when there is no thorough understanding of the total cosmovision. Outsiders can

only change negative effects by having a respectful dialogue that leads to awareness
aboutthepositive and negative aspects of the cosmovision and spiritual and cultural
practices and subsequently to modifying the judgements of rural people. However,
through this dialogue and a better understanding of the cosmovision, outsiders may
also come to reconsider their value judgements.
Considering gender roles. In most, if notall indigenous societies the positions and roles of men and womenin theindigenousinstitutions are different. Men

usually have morepositions in the political and spiritual leadership and play a major
role in decision making. In manycases there is inequality in decision making and
access to natural resources such as landand irrigation water. Women often contribute
more to farm labour and receive fewer benefits from farm produce. In manycases
womenhaveless access to services suchas credit, irrigated land, education and extension. So far gender studies have not given muchattention to genderdifferences in

the cosmovision perspective. Whatis generallylittle known is the question of how
far gender differences in household decision making and economic position are
based on worldview and cosmovision. Also the position of womenin spiritual institutions andtheirroles in spiritual practices have not received muchattention.

It is likely that womenhave different interpretation of the cosmovisionoftheir
community and that they may have a different knowledge aboutthe spiritual world,
the social world and the natural world. It is important to know this worldview and
how it translates into the indigenous knowledge ofthe men and women,andtoantici-

pate ways and meansto use thatinsight in subsequentactivities such as local experiments, farmer to farmer exchange, training and networking and advocacy.
Someofthe partners dealt with genderroles in their documentation. In Ghana,there

are only a few female soothsayers andthereare rules that discriminate against womenbecomingspiritual leaders. In India,the ritual ofAgnihotra as promoted by KPP, can
be performed by womenas well as by men,but in practice it is generally performed
by men. In many countries a dowry system exists which determines and frequently
limits the rights of women. There are cases where women whoare menstruatingare

not allowedto plantor harvest or take part in rituals. In many cases womenare not
allowed to perform functionsin spiritual practices, in other cases women have spe-

cial roles, complementary to those of men. Theyare confinedto their houses to prepare food and offerings for the divine beings and ancestral spirits during most of the
major festivals. There are also tribal communities in which womenare notallowed
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to express their feelings. IDEA in India found that women have more knowledge
about sacred trees than men. This was used in strategies for environmental protection.

Genderroles are deeply rooted in the belief system of a society. One should treat this
subject with care. If a development agency concludes that it is good to try to change
the position of the womenviz a viz the position of the men, in order to enhance
equity, a study should first be made of the cosmovision ofthe society concerned. A
well-intended effort to enhance equity by focusing on the material and social aspects
of genderrelations, withoutunderstandingits spiritual aspect, mayeasily be misunderstood or misinterpreted as a western idea. Its impact maybevery limited. Once gender
roles are understood from a cosmovision perspective, the way to deal with them in
subsequentactivities may become clear. Cooperation with spiritual leaders and an
open dialogue may be an importantfirst step.

Learning from health. In India, there is a rich body ofclassical knowledge
described in the Vedas. Theseare classical texts written in Sanskrit or other languages.
Even though there was aninitial link between thetheories in the Vedas and the way
farmingis practised, today thelink has beenlost. This is not the case in health, where
there appears to be more openness when it comes to using classical knowledge.
Ayurveda, the traditional approach to health, is accepted in India and Sri Lanka by
conventional medical science. There are Ayurvedic hospitals and universities. These

carry out research, update their own knowledge andalso selectively integrate some
elements of western medical technology. FRLHT works with local health traditions
and Ayurveda.
Whyis there no such recognition of indigenous knowledge within agriculture? In
agricultural science, hardly any attention has been givento classical texts even though
classical texts on animal health and crop production andprotection do exist. It would

appearthatthere is an under-utilisation of the stock of knowledge available fortesting
and development. A recent developmentis that someIndianresearchers are tryingto
revive this link and they are confidentthat the future of sustainable agriculture can
benefit from the ancient principles described in the Vedas. CIKS, KPP and GREEN
Foundation work with classical texts in agriculture. It is hoped that crucial lessons
can belearned from the openness in health for the developmentofsustainable agriculture. It is also possible that the health sector may learn from interactions with
agriculture.

Testing and experimenting
Taking indigenous knowledgeseriously, meansthat outsiders should be prepared to
learn from it, study it, try to understandit, and in challenging it, look for ways of
developingit further. Perhaps this can be done bycarrying outfield tests based on
cosmovision. Werealise that the statement‘study’, ‘understand’ and‘test’ caneasily be
interpreted in termsofa positivist scientific approach,as just another, albeit semantically upgraded, anthropological approach, or another way of technology research.
Therefore, it is importantto state that ‘study’ and ‘understanding’ implies in-situ
experiencing andlearning aboutreality by and with the indigenous people. COMPAS
partners hopeto build up a relationship with the rural population and understand
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the enigmas oftheir survival, their practices as these relate to nature, their site-specific
insights and problems. On this basis, it may be possible to provide the basisfor real
dialogue, mutuallearning and experimentation. In this process, outsiders need to be

open to rural experiences that combine the mind, the spirit and the heart of rural

people.

Testing indigenous knowledge within a cosmovision perspective may pose problems.
In the positivist view, knowledge can only be derived from sensory experience.
Metaphysical speculation, subjective or intuitive insight and even purely logical
analysis are rejected. Therefore, quantitative methods are used to falsify hypothesis
about the real, that is the measurable, the material world. Taking indigenous knowledge
seriously means accepting the concepts, the metaphysical explanation, the intuitive
insights and also mythical and magical explanations as a basis for a respectful dialogue.
This does not mean that we should
accept everything as true, but we

should definitely not categorise
this body of knowledge as savage,
decadent, pagan or unenlightened.
MambimaPangananda,a Buddhist
monk in Sri Lanka said: ‘Jt is
always good to test the effectiveness
ofindigenous practices. Yet this testing
should not limititselfto the quanti-

tative measuring ofmaterial data. It
is important to provide the farmers
with the opportunity to reflect on the
use of spiritual practices and to test
their efficacy. They should be given
the chance to draw their own conclusions based on their intuition, their
perception of the reality and their
values. Persons with a good personal
andspiritual development will draw
the right conclusionsas they are sensitive to the laws ofharmony in nature,
the balance between differentpowers
and long-term sustainability. [Field
notes Bertus Haverkort, NovemMambima Pangananda

ber 1997}.

Respectfully appreciating and, where it occurs, also respectfully disagreeing and
subsequently looking for ways to come together by testing and improvement is the
key to intercultural dialogue. This intercultural dialogue abstains from hierarchical
notions as pertained in ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ approaches. In ethnocentric,
eurocentric and exploitative approaches, differentlevels and thusa distinction between

‘top’ and ‘bottom’is relevant. It is good to express clearly that for COMPASpartners,

no inherent superiority exists between cultures or knowledge systems. This does not
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mean that in certain aspects there cannot be advantages or superiority, but as long as
no society has shown a categorical and permanent paradise for all people and other
beings in the biosphere, we should be careful to confine ourselves to a particular
worldview, paradigm or epistemology.
There may be various goals for experimentation. For example, there are farm-level
experiments to test the effectiveness of local practices. After testing, a distinction
needs to be made between effective practices and doubtful practices. Practices may
be doubtful if they are based on superstition or the abuse of powerby spiritual leaders.
Testing makesit possible to avoid thepitfall of romantic fantasy and can lead to better
technologies. Many COMPASpartnersare carrying outactivities in this domain. Also
the ecological, economic andcultural costs and benefits of traditional practices can
be determined through experiments. Moreover, possibilities for upscaling certain
local practices in the samecultural or ecological zone can be determined. IDEA wants to
extend the activities to other tribal areas in India. This makesprior testing a necessity.
Astrology is important in Sri Lanka, the Andes and in biodynamic agriculture.
Ancestors play an importantrole in Africa, Indonesia and in India. Testing and comparing may determine possibilities for the transcultural translation of practices to
other ecological, spiritual and social systems.
Howcan a degree of complementarity be found betweenlocal practices and sciencebased technologies and how can synergetic combinations be developed? Complementarity is not only soughtin biological and physical techniques, butspiritual technologies are also included and explicit cooperation may be sought with indigenous
institutions. KPP is aimingto achieve a scientific validation of indigenouspractices.
FRLHTwill test the effectiveness of herbs used by local herbalists and Ayurvedic doctors, healers from the Siddha system, Tibetan medicine, the Unanisystem of medicine,
and by western bio-medical scientists.
Howcanthe potential of cosmovision-related farmingbe released to improve the
use of natural resources and agricultural practices? In Zimbabwe, AZTRECcarried
out a survey ontherole of pre-colonial indigenous knowledge in the conservation of
natural resources including the rehabilitation of wetlands, gully reclamation, and
woodland management. The spirit mediums guide the communities in their choice
oflocation, tree species and ways of implementation andsetting up the laws enforced
bythe chiefs. The effects on erosion, biodiversity, water retaining capacity anda revival
oftraditional laws, normsandvalues needto beestablished. The use of environmental protection and development groups by IDEA is based on the sameprinciple.
Testing may improve the experimental capacities of the local population and of
indigenousinstitutions. The testing of the framework for Empathic Learning and
Action (ELA) as is foreseen by CECIK in Ghanais one example ofthis. KPP in Indiais

an interesting example of a farmers’ organisation that organises farmers’ experiments
independent of the formal research system. AGRUCOin Bolivia will enhance the
experimental capacity of rural people and in Sri Lanka efforts will be made to include
Buddhistspiritual leaders in the field testing ofspiritual technologies such as the use
of mantras and yantras in agriculture. In Zimbabwe,the spirit mediums,village chiefs
andothers will work together to develop local ways for environmental management.
The results of experiments may help to explain the effectiveness of indigenous
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technologies by building a theory that combines the material with the spiritual
approach. A systematic presentation of the main concepts, principles and methods
of verification and its internal logic, in other words, the scientific paradigm of other
than western-based sciences is scarce. This is no small task and it is far beyond the
capacity and ambition of COMPAS. Yet, where a contribution by COMPAS can be
made, it should be tried.

Intercultural dialogue
The first phase of COMPAS ended with the main conclusion that there is a need for
a better understanding of cultural diversity, indigenous knowledge systems and cos-

movisions. A continued intercultural dialogue between representatives of different
knowledge systems, between southern-based cultures and western-based cultures
was, therefore, considered important. There are several reasons why an intercultural
dialogue on endogenous development and cultural diversity is relevant.

Eirst of all, after several decades of development interventionit is still not widely
accepted that a true understandingoflocal culture is a precondition for good communication between developmentworkers and the local popu-

lations. Intercultural exchange
between organisations that build
up experiencesin this domain is
important as it will allow for
mutual support, the exchange of

methods and concepts and may
provide support in regional
training activities. Dialogues are

important in the search for a

synergy between cultures and
the avoidance of struggle and
domination. We can learn from
each other, agree with each other,
or respectfully disagree. We can
feel free to challenge foreign
cultures or assumed positive

and negative customs. At the
sametime, we should be prepared
to be challenged. Thus, intercultural dialogues can help partners
in drawing the right conclusions
from their work.
An intercultural dialogue is

also a precondition for fair interCOMPASpartners from Tanzania and Nepal
visiting Dutch biodynamic farmers.
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national cooperation. In scientific circles worldwide, positivist

science and technology are generally regarded as the only valuable approach. An intercultural dialogue can help overcome the implied primacy of western-based approaches and bring partners from different background together in a platform that can
search for more holistic paradigms and systems for technology development that
build on the traditions of science and wisdom from different cultures both past and
present. In this way, the intercultural dialogue can be seen as an effort to overcome
the scientific, commercial and political domination that is part of the present processes of globalisation. It can subsequently support processes of regionalisation and
endogenous development, the counter-weight to globalisation.
Intercultural dialogues can create space for suppressed and marginalised cultures
and preventreactions such as fundamentalism, violence, silence and inferiority complexes. Such reactions can be observed in many places, and we feel that they can be
interpreted as the understandable reaction of people who have experienced ridicule,
suppression and injustice. Taking the basic concepts of others seriously and encouraging a dialogue between equal partners is one way of reducing international pressure.
We can only work in this direction if we start with ourselves. This includes holistic
development as organisations, as professionals and as individual persons. It requires
a process that involves the development of our intellectual, emotional and spiritual
capacities; down to earth and with compassion. Communication is essential in any
dialogue. This is not just the exchange of words and rational concepts. Communication has to do with exchange offeelings, meanings, interpretations, doubts, dreams,
hopes and despairs. Therefore, this we have to combine the exchange ofrational language as is being practised in science and development, with the exchange of symbolic expressions as found in dreams, art, love, protest and worship. In other words
we need to enhance the useof both parts of our brains. Theleft side with its rational
capacities andtheright side with its capacities for emotion,creativity and spirituality.
COMPASpartners realise that we cannotrely on and onlyuse rational scientific reasoning. The challenge is to complementthis rational reasoning with emotions, with
the use of symbols, with awe, with the acknowledgementofour ignorance and our
desire to learn.
COMPASis a an exciting initiative to bring togetherdifferent insights and expe-

riences. We hope to provide a basis for joint learning and action based on mutual
respect andreciprocity. We would like to contribute to a global movementofthose
seeking new,holistic solutions. In nature, there is an ecological niche for combinations ofspecific plants and animals: in COMPASweare looking for complementary
andsynergistic partnerships of the organisations within COMPAS. We hope to develop
a style of working together in which there are no secrets and important information
is accessible to those who requestit.

This books presents case studies of the partners currently involved in COMPAS.
The cosmovisionsof different peoples, the roles of indigenousinstitutions and some
specific spiritual practices are described. In the partners’ work plans, cooperation

with indigenous leaders is being sought and local concepts are included in field
experiments. We have nointentionto test cosmovisions, but we do wantto carry out
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field experiments within their framework. All partners will gain experiences with
enhancing endogenous development. In the last section of the book, there are some
reflections on possible methods for carrying out local level experimentation within
the perspective of the cosmovision.
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COSMOVISIONS IN HEALTH AND AGRICULTURE IN INDIA
Prabha Mahale and Hay Sorée

There are two major cosmovision traditions in India. The ‘Great Tradition’, which

represents the Sanskrit or classical tradition described in the Vedas and the ‘Folk

Tradition’, representing popular Hindu tradition and the tradition of the tribal
peoples. The rituals and practices of the Hindutradition, both classical and folk,is

a continuinghistory. They both representaliving cult that is deeply ingrained in
social, religious and cultural traditions, both in the orthodox and the popular sense.

Generally they converge, occasionally they diverge. Thereis also the indigenoussystem
ofthe original inhabitants,the tribal people who have anotherhistory and knowledge
base.

The Vedas are a collection of hymns, mantras andprayers written in Sanskrit, that
communicate the sacred knowledge of the cosmic order visioned by the rishis or
seers. Thus, rishis are exalted beings who manifest divine wisdom and include the

visionary sages of ancient India to whom the Vedas wereintuitively revealed. A rishi
or seer has a perfectly subjective and objective mind, becauseit is free from the six
prejudices: lust, anger, greed, intoxication, delusion, jealousy. Because ofthis he is
able to makefull use of the five senses and his mental capacity. The senses naturally
move outto see, hear, touch, smell and taste, whereas the mind can move outward
with the senses and move inward and experience an inner non-sensory world. For a

seer, the way to understanding nature is to become one with it. Vedas cover diverse
branchesof learning, such as astrology, medicine, law, economics, agriculture and
government. TheVedictraditionis the root of cosmology and knowledge for the vast

majority of Indians, HindusandJains. In India’s traditional thought,thereis no distinction between the sacred and the profane: everythingis sacred. Theessenceofthis
traditionis to live in partnership with, rather than to exploit nature. The most complete

holistic perspective of the universe was evolved by Vedic culture about 6000 to 8000
years ago, and has been sustained by Indian civilisation throughout the millennia.
The Vedas have played a majorrole in bringing together mankind andfaith in nature
and have guided man through Rta, the cosmic morality. The cosmology,the total
worldview, had therelationship between the Human and Natureasits core. All life

is believed to be interrelated and interwoven. According to Hindu mythology Brahma
is the creator, Vishnu the conserver and Shiva the destroyer of the universe.
The basic theory of cosmovision is known as Siddhanta. The Sarva Tantra
Siddhantas cut acrossall areas of traditional Indian science. The following elements
are importantfor health andagriculture:
- Understanding the composition ofall material, animateas well as inanimate, in terms
of the five primordial elements, the Pancha Mahabhutas: vayu (air), jala (water),
prithvi (earth), agni(fire) and akasha (ether, sky or space).

- Understanding the properties and action of humanbeings, animals and plants, in
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terms of three biological factors: vaata, pitta and kapha. Vaata: slender, light and
averse to sunlight. Pitta: medium size, abundancy and fond of sunlight. Kapha:
stout and bulky, abundant flowers and fruits, housing many creepers.
- Understanding the fundamental existential principles of dravya (matter), guna
(quality) and karma (action).
All living beings are born and evolve from the five Mahabhutas earth, water, fire, air

and space. In death they go back to them. The Mahabhutasare the primary natural
resources essential for all life forms. Through myths and rituals mankind is ever
reminded of his duty (dharma) to sustain these elements.

Gods and Goddesses from the Great Tradition
The cosmovision of ancient India can beillustrated by a quotation from an
Ayurvedic text: ‘The basic aim ofthe concepts andfundamentalprinciples ofall the
sciences is to establish happiness in all living beings. Buta correct and thorough knowledge
ofthe basic principles ofthe universe and the (human) body leads to the correct path to

happiness, while deceptive knowledge leads to the wrongpath.
The cosmic forces were personified in the form of various gods and goddesses,
whoseinfluence or failure to maintain cosmic morality was considered the main
cause of an imbalance in health. They play a role in healing and thus it was the
responsibility of every individual to observe the prescribed rules. Most of the Vedic
rituals are institutionalised in Hindu Dharmaandare a part of the day-to-daylife of
the people. Varunais the God of waters andall the rivers. Ganga, Yamuna, Saraswati
and Kaveri are deities of the vast water cosmogony. No ceremonyofbirth, death or
marriage is complete without theritual purification of water. Vegetative and animal
life forms such as lotus, coconut, mango,snake, tiger and cow are central in Hindu
myths. Cows, which are a symbolical representation of the earth, have traditionally
been objects of great worship and reverence. Thekilling of the cowis listed as one of
the major sins in Hinduism: “All that kill, eat andpermit the slaughter ofthe cow will
rot in hellfor as many years as there were hairs on the body ofthe cow. [Artha Shastra

of Kautilya].
Theteachings in ancient scripts such as the Upanishads, emphasise the importance oftrees. Reverencefortrees is expressed in the various tree worships related to
the Ficus species. Trees have also been linked with penance, education andreligious
activities. Prithvi, the Mother Earth,is the divine mother whosustains plant and animal
life. She is perceived to be a powerful Goddess for the world as a whole. The cosmos
itself is seen as a great being, a cosmic organism. Different parts of the world are
identified as parts of her body. The earth is called her loins, the oceans her bowels,
the mountains her bones, therivers her veins, the trees her body hair, the Sun and
Moonhereyes and the lower worlds her hips, legs and feet. Vayu (air) in the Vedic

pantheonis associated with Indra, the Godofthe firmament, the personified atmosphere. Heis prana, the pure breath oflife. Finally the sun, the greatball offire is the
energiser, thelife giver.
The Goddessestooillustrate importantideas in Hindu philosophy. For example,
Prakriti denotes physical reality. It is nature in all its complexity, orderliness and
intensity. The Goddess Sri, or Lakshmi, is today one of the most popular and widely
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venerated deities. In early Vedic literature she was invoked to bring prosperity and
abundance. In the Sri-Sukta (an appendix to the Rig Veda dating from pre-Buddhist
times) she is described as moist in cow dung. Clearly, Sri is associated with growth

and the fecundity of moist, rich soil. Villagers, particularly women, worship Sri in

the form of cow dung on certain occasions. Lakshmi is associated with the lotus
(symbolising vegetative growth) and the elephant (whose power brings fertilising
rains). Together they represent the blossomingoflife. Durga is one of the most formidable Goddesses of the Hindu Pantheon. Her primary mythological function is to
combat the demons whothreaten thestability of the cosmos.

Deities of villagers
In thevillages, these goddesses are worshipped by uppercaste Hindus. The ‘Great Gods

and Goddesses’, though acknowledged to be in charge of distant, cosmic rhythms,
are only oflimited interest to mostvillage people. Every village has its ownvillage
deities. They often share the namesor epithets ofdeities in the Sanskrit pantheon
but they do not necessarily have any similarity with ‘the Great Tradition’ Goddesses.
Unlike the ‘Great Gods’ whose worship is often restricted to certain castes, these deities
are the goddesses of the whole village. All over southern India, these village deities

are almost exclusively female. They are notusually represented by anthropomorphic
images but by uncarved natural stones, trees or small shrines. The village and its
immediate surroundings, therefore, represent for thevillagers a more orless complete
cosmos. Thecentral divine power impingingon, or underlying this cosmosis the vil-

Munishewara, positioned in farmers field. Farmersbelieve thattheirfields are protected by this deity.
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lage goddess. The extent to which orderandfertility dominate the village cosmosis
determined by the relationship between the goddess and the villagers. Their relationship is localised and aims not so much at individual welfare but at securing the
welfare of the village as a whole. In return for their worship, the goddess ensures that
the villagers have good crops,timelyrain,fertility and protection from diseases, spirits
and untimely death.
Theentire ritual complex built around agricultural operations involves protective,
prohibitive and promotional values. For example, the villagers in Pachara (West
Bengal) propitiate Lakshmi and Manasa a numberoftimes each year. While Manasa

is worshipped generally during the cultivation season, Lakshmiis worshipped during
pre-harvest or post-harvest periods. Furthermore, manyofthe rituals performed for
living human are also being extended to Mother Earth. The Adi Perukku agricultural
festival is celebrated in Tamil Nadu. On the eighteenth day of the Tamil month of
Adi (between mid-July and mid-August) this festival hails the arrival of the monsoon.

Reverence is paid to the River Goddess and farmers are encouraged to sow seeds.
An importantaspect ofthis festival is the sowing of nine varieties of seeds: wheat,
paddy, toordal, green gram, groundnut, bean, sesame, black gram and horse gram
(Navadanya) in a pot.It is called Mulaipari and is a forerunner ofthe present germinationtest.

Apart from thefestivals of the village goddess, there are a numberofritual performances that directly or indirectly relate to the various stages of managing agriculture production and consumption. These are observed byindividual families and by.
particular caste communities. These rituals vary from region to region and from
community to community. But the ultimate goal is the same: the worship ofdeities,
implements, bullocks, and spirits in the fields to ensure a good harvest.

Classical Indian Agricultural Science
In the Vedas, particularly Rig Veda and Atharva Vedaa great dealofattentionis paid
to agriculture, implements, cattle and other animals, and the rains and harvests.
Ancienttexts relating to agriculture are the Vrkshayurveda (Ayurveda ofplants) and
the Krshisastra (science of agriculture) and Mrgayurveda(animal science). They pro-

vide a wealth of knowledge on such subjects as the collection andselection ofseeds,
germination, seed treatment,soil testing and preparation, methods of cultivating
plants, pest control and crop protection, the rearing of cows andthecare of draught
cattle, for example.
Outbreaks of disease ‘andpest attacks on plants are viewed as being based on the
sameprinciples as the epidemics that affect the human and animal species. The basic
understandingis that epidemics occur because of imbalancesin the ecosystem. One
of the major causes of such inbalance is humanerroror living in the wrong way
which leads to an incorrect intervention in natural processes. The main protection

against epidemics is a thorough knowledge of nature which makesit possible to
avoid causing serious imbalances in the ecosystem.
Vrkshayurveda- the science ofplant health - was accorded a primeposition in the
history of agriculture in India. The three major ancienttexts that provide the basis
for Vrkshayurveda were compiled by Varahamihira, Chavundarya and Sarangadhara.
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Living health traditions and Ayurveda
Western science focuses on the analysis of matter, time and space. In Ayurveda,
understanding of the world is not limited to the five senses because these only convey reality in
its grossest manifestations. To reach good understanding the mind must be freed from the six
prejudices of lust, anger, greed, intoxication, delusion andjealousy.

2-1 Sri Brahamanda Swamigalat his temple with Hindu goddesses. He is a healer with expertise
in alchemy, pharmacology and spirituality.
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Except for scattered documentationby anthropologists and ethno-botanists, no systematic documentation and assessment has been madeof Indian local health traditions. The Foundation for Revitalisation of Local Health Traditions (FRLHT) aims to make a fairly comprehen-

sive documentation ofthe living health traditions in southern India. It found that the application

of herbsis usually combined with mantras, meditation or other formsofspiritual healing.

2-2, 2-3 Meetingoflocal healers, Ayurvedic and bio-medical doctors to discuss the effectiveness of
herbs according to each oftheir own experiences and theories.

2-4 Barefoot doctor ofthe Centre for Indigenous Medicine and Health Care in Coimbatore in a
botanical garden. The herbs that cure snake bites are grown in an environment that includes a
sacred grove.

Living health traditions and Ayurveda

Ayurvedic prescriptions may look promising, but in some cases the knowledgeis

only textual and needs to befield tested. The Centre for Indian Knowledge Systems (CIKS)
intends to make a description of traditional farming practices. Thereis a reciprocity between
the moral behaviour of a community andthecare ofspiritual beings for a healthy crop and good
harvest.
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2-5, 2-6 StaffofCIKS dialogue with farmers ofthe Womens Welfare and Development Association:
why are rains failing to fall, soils less fertile and crops increasingly attacked by pests and diseases?
Farmers have optedfor naturalfarming, the collection ofindigenous seed varieties and natural pest
control.

2-7 Meetingfarmers at CIKS’ experimentalplot with traditional rice varieties.

Living health traditions and Ayurveda
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Ciks documented the relevance of astrology for agriculture in the first phase of
COMPAS. Sowing dates, but also other farm operations are determined by moon phases and
astrological constellations.

2-8 Farmers in Chengalpet district share the astrological calendar, on which the Panchangam
(a farmers almanac) is based, with staffof CIKS.

2-9 Ola scripts on palm leaves is the way knowledge has been recorded
since ancient times. There are scripts forfuture prediction, agriculture,
folk poetry and some may be 2000years old.
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Living health traditions and Ayurveda

These texts provide indications of an integrated approach to controlling crop pests
and diseases through soil, seed, plant and environmental treatment. These different
methods haveseveral characteristics in common and can be used to launch a multipronged attack on pests and diseases; to improve plant health and increase resistance;
to enrich the soil with nutrients and increase useful microbial activity, and finally to
ensure a broad spectrum effect on pests and diseases.
Folk knowledge

Farmers’ perception and understandingofecology, crops, land, labour, livestock and
agricultural implements has a profound bearing on the strategy they adoptin their
day-to-day agricultural operations. Their ideas aboutclimate, crops, the optimum
climatic conditions required for cultivation and beliefs relating to crops andfruits are
the results of the knowledge they received from their ancestors and their own long
experiences in the natural laboratory oftheir fields. Farmers have the ability to identify
varioustypes ofseeds and seedlings andthis is often based on morphological characteristics. By lookingat the natureofthe flowers ona plant,an estimation ofthe yield
can be made.
The technically useful items of indigenous agricultural practices are often documented withoutreference to the symbolic orritual matrix in which they occur.It is a
debatable point whether, by looking at these practices from a mere scientific and
rational perspective does not devalue them. Despite the fact that farmers have been
subjectto external influences,they still continue to experiment and make innovations,
sometimes adapting external knowledge to indigenous knowledge and sometimes
revitalising their own knowledge.
There are indigenousinstitutions that regulate community administration, decisionmaking, elements of farming and the rites and rituals related to cosmovison. In the
villages, religious functionaries such as Brahmin priests, and in the tribal communities
of the Eastern Ghats traditional functionaries such as the Naiks and Disaris play an
important role (see Gowtham Shankar in this publication). The functioning and

strength of the institutions that kept the environment protected, depends on how
successfully future citizens are introduced to the heritage that generates respect for
these institutions. Knowledge systems cannot grow if traditional cultural anchors are
not properly located. Culture provides a ‘grammar’, while technology provides new
words. The meaning oflife can only be discovered if both are blended together.

Synthesis oflocal and external knowledge
There is a close-knit relationship between cosmovision, or the way the relation
between mankind andnatureis viewed in the widest sense, and agricultural practices.
Folklore, proverbs and songsare the vehicles of this process. This, however, does not
necessarily mean that farmers always have a thorough insight into what theyare
doing or why. Traditional knowledge often seems to imply thatrites, practices and
customs are continued outofsheer habit or out of an undefinedfear oftheeffects of
bad influences if they are abolished. This could mean slide towards superstition,
which meansthere is a kind of mysterious belief. A constant review of any knowledge
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system is essential for further development.
The advantage of modern scienceis that it is analytical and tries to arrive at general
truths by discovering the parts of the whole. The advantage of indigenous knowledge
is that it is location specific, holistic and relates to diversity. The disadvantage of
modern agricultural science is that it deals with parts only and is obsessed with the
general. But knowledge systems are not static, they are dynamic. They change.
Farmers and researchers experiment.

Is a synthesis of local and external knowledge, or traditional and western-based
knowledge possible? In our opinion a synthesis is not possible if traditional knowledge
is viewed as an ‘alternative’ to external knowledge. Both have their own bases and
both have their limitations. Influencing each other would involve changing fixed
paradigmsandthe creation of new ones, which no doubt would bring about major
improvements and changes andinvolve a readiness to question one’s own system and
the courageto enterinto a dialogue with the other. There are quite a numberof indications thatthere is at least a growinginterest in indigenous knowledge systems and
their integration into conventional science. COMPAS is one example.
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REVITALISING LOCAL HEALTH TRADITIONS
Darshan Shankar

Non-western knowledge systems have so-far failed to establish their right to endogenous
development. Their epistemology, or‘theory of the method of knowing’, lies unexplored outsideoftheir traditional worlds. Their universal attributes lie unrecognised.
It may be alarming to learn that they are, in fact, being rapidly eroded andface
destruction due to thepolitical and economiceffects of a globalisation process that
has its intellectual and philosophical roots in mainstream western cultures. This
destructive process began with colonisation and continues today.
Manypeople havea fairly mature understanding of the nature of indigenoustraditions in various applied fields such as agriculture, health, food, nutrition, veterinary care, the performingarts, architecture, metallurgy andalso in theoretical fields
like mathematics, linguistics, astronomy andlogic. For them it is clear that the marginalisation of the indigenous cultures during the last two centuries has essentially
been due to oppressive political and economic processes rather than theiralleged disfunctioning, inherent inadequacy orirrelevance. Indigenoustraditions continue to be
alive, are evolving, changing and adapting, as doeslife itself. Only dead things do not
evolve and do notchange. A living tradition evolves.
The concern forrevitalisation of indigenous cultures must, therefore, not be
viewedas a concernforreviving the past. It should rather be seenas a serious attempt
to broaden and deepen the scope, quality and content of modern civilisation.
Unfortunately, this process has, overthelast two centuries, become wedged in a narrow
monocultural track and resulted in world-wide cultural uniformity. This cultural
uniformity is extremely dangerous for the survival and evolution ofcivilisations.
Uniformity narrows downthealternatives and optionsavailable to the peoplesof the
world andtheir capacity to cope with the present and the future.
All cultures have a potential stake in supporting therevitalisation of the worlds’
manyindigenouscultures because world civilisation as a whole stands to gain from
a state of ‘flourishing’ cultural diversity. The key to appreciating‘cultural plurality’ is
an acceptanceofthefact that cultures are guided by their own epistemologies. It seems
to be necessary for our understanding of the epistemological differences between
knowledge systemsto appreciate the historical fact that various knowledge systems
have hadtheir genesis andbasic evolution in specific cultural spaces in time. Modern
science, as we knowit todayis, in this context, definitely, a product of European culture, with its Greek antecedents. Science, despite its universal attributes, (which are

also a feature of non-western knowledge systems), is a cultural product. Science,
therefore, cannot be viewed, except from an Eurocentric viewpoint, as the only universal epistemology or way of studying and knowingnature.
In the medical field, particularly in the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America,
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there are living medical knowledge systems thatare indigenous and have been evolving
in these societies for generations. These medical cultures have epistemological foundations that are very different from western bio-medicine. There is an urgent social
reason for promoting these indigenous cultures because, in the context of public
health, the ‘modern’ health system, based on western bio-medicine, is unable to meet
the basic health needs of the majority of the people. In the Indian contextfor example,
the modern medicine health system is only able to offer primary health care to about
30% of the rural population. Revitalisation of indigenous health cultures based on
locally available biological resources and local knowledge, has the potential to provide
health security to millions.

Epistemology ofAyurveda
To gain an understanding of indigenous non-western health systems, such as
Ayurveda in India, it is necessary to be familiar with its epistemological traditions.

The Ayurvedic worldview is based on the Sankhya school in which the manifest
world (vyakt) emerges from the unmanifest world (avyakt). Oneflowsinto the other.

Observer and observed are one,just as subject and object are one. The way to understand nature is, therefore, to becomeonewith it. This is achieved by the five senses
and the mind.Sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell makeit possible to decipher the
world around while the mind moves both inwards and outwards. A mindfree of

prejudice is both perfectly objective and subjective. This is perfect oneness with
nature and is termed as the mental state of Brahma from which Ayurvedic Shastra

was pro-pounded.
In the western tradition, the scientific temperis limited to the use of analytical
disciplines. But in Ayurveda it meansfreeing the mind ofthe six prejudices of kam
(lust), krodh (anger), lobh (greed), madh (intoxication), moh (delusion) and matsar
(jealousy). The western tradition restricts itself to the concepts of matter, time and

space. But Ayurvedais based on therecognition of fundamental padarthas or existential principles such as dravya (existential principles of 9 types), guna (qualities of
4] types), karma(action of5 types), samanya (generic), vishesha (distinctiveness) and

samvya(inseparability).
Dravya encompasses nine categories of being from atma(soul) to prithvi (earth),
which meansit covers a range from subtle to gross, from consciousnessto solid earth.

They are simultaneously different and linked, one devolving into the other. Consciousness devolves into the mind, because the mind’s qualities like innumerability
(sankhya), magnitude (parimana), uniqueness (prthaktva), conjunction (samyoga),
disjunction (vibhaga), nearness (paratva), remoteness (aparatva), impression (samskara) causal relations (ywkti) and repetitive expression (abhyasa), create the notions
of time and space on the mental plane. The mind further devolvesinto thefive states
of matter: akasha (space like), vayu (wind like), agni(fire like), ap (waterlike) and
prithvi(solid earth like). An understanding of the world is not limited to the five

senses which only conveyreality in its grossest manifestation. Complete awareness
only comes from a level of perception at which the observer both reaches out and
looks within, thereby establishing a subjective flow which connects the observer and
the observed.
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FUNDAMENTAL EXISTENTIAL PRINCIPLES (PADARTHAS) OF AYURVEDA

Prithvi: solid state

Ghanda - smell

Sita - cold / temperature
Guru - heavy / weight
Snigdha - oib, moist / emolliency
Manda - slow, dull / intensity
Sthira - stable /fluidity
Sandra - solid / viscosity
Kathina - hard / rigidity
Khara - rough / texture
Sthula - gross / density

Ap:fluid state

Rasa- taste

Sita, Guru,
Drava - Liquid / viscosity

Tejas: transforming: Rupa - form
state

Snigdha, Manda,

Spatial temporal displace-

Sara - mobile /fluidity
Mrdu- soft / rigidity
Sthula, Picchila — sticky /
adhesion

ments applicabletoall the
first five dravyas.

Usna- hot / temperature
Laghu- light / weight
Ruksa - dry / emolliency
Tiksna — intense / intensity
Cala - mobility
Suksma - subtle / density

Utksepana - upward

Apaksepana - downward
movement
Akuncana- centripetal
Prasarana - centrifugal

Vayu: state of

Sparsa - touch

motion

Akasha: state of:
pervasiveness

Sita, Laghu, Ruksa, Suksma, Cala
Visada - clear / adhesion
Khara

Sabda - sound

Gamana -multidirectional

Sita
Laghu
Slaksna - smooth / texture
Visada

Kala: time

Dik: directions

Sankya — enumerability, Parimana - magnitude
Prthakvta — uniqueness, Samyoga - conjunction
Vibhaga — disjunction, Paratva - nearness
Aparatva — remoteness, Samskara - impression

Yukti - causalrelations, Abhyasa- repetitive expression
Mana: mind

|Atma: consciousness: Iccha — inclination, Dvesa - aversion

Sukha — pleasure, Dukha- pain
Prayatna — aversion, Buddhi- intelligence
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The western tradition in theoretical sciences is founded in the logic of Aristotle

and the deductive and axiomatic method of theory construction as evidenced in
Euclid’s elements, which have been further refined in the course of work in logic and

mathematics during the last hundred years. The Ayurvedic shastras (sciences), by

contrast, are based on the Indian schooloflogic called the Nyaya-Vaisesika Darsanas.
Western logic deals with a study of‘propositions’, especially their ‘logical form’ as
abstracted from their ‘content’ or ‘matter’. It deals with ‘general conditions ofvalid
inference’. Whereas one of the main characteristics of the Indian ‘formal’logic is that
it is notlogic at all, in the sense thatit is generally understood. Indian logic refuses
to totally detach form from content. It takes great care to exclude terms that have no
referential content, from logical discourse.
The difficulty in making comparisons between epistemologies can beillustrated
when one attempts to compare their internal parameters. For example, there is no
conceptual correlation available between the three basic physiologic parameters of
Ayurveda: kaph, vat and pith and western physiologic parameters like hormones,
blood pressure,lipid levels and blood. Quantitative parameters in Ayurveda are not
given the same importanceas they are in western traditions. Although measurement

and quantification are used, they differ in form from western systems of knowledge.

Most measurements in the traditional medical science are made using units ‘nor-

malised’ to an individual. Thatis, while assessing a person’s heightor the length ofhis
or her limbs, the measurement is expressed in units of anguli, the dimension of a
finger ofthe individual concernedrather than in an arbitrary standardexternal to the

individual, such as the international meter. Such normalised units exist not only for

measurement oflength but also for volume and time. Qualitative parameters and
natural language have been given far more importance and support the rigour and
accuracy of Indian tradition.

Ayurvedahas three standards for validation. Aptoupdesh is knowledge regarding
principles and practice through the statements of authorities that are in the most

evolved state of mind,free ofthe six prejudices which colour perception. The others
are anuman which stands for inference and pratyaksha whichis direct perception,

including intuitive cognition. Aptoupdesh is seen as a departure from the western tra-

dition in that it is a recognition of the various levels of perception which may be
acquired by a learnedpractitioner of the science. Ayurveda defines health as swasthya
or to be established in one’s self. This is when the body, mind,tissues, metabolism,
awareness, and senses areall in equilibrium.

Living health traditions

Moving from epistemology to social reality in the practical world, the traditional
health culture of India functions through two streams. Oneis the ‘codified’ stream,
which includes well-developed systems of medicine like Ayurveda, Siddha, Unani
and Tibetan. The otheris the ethnic community-based and ecosystems-rooted‘folk’
stream, whichis referred to in this article as ‘local health traditions’.
The ‘codified’ stream consists of medical knowledge with sophisticated theoretical
foundations expressed in thousandsof regional manuscripts covering treatises on all
branches of medicine and surgery. Today in India there are around 600,000licensed
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practitioners of the codified stream and they manage a whole range of common,
chronic and sometimes even acute conditions as well as preventive and promotive
healthcare.
The Siddha systemsis one of the oldest systems of medicine in India. The term
‘siddha means achievement.Siddhaliterature is in Tamil and the system is practiced
in the Tamil-speaking areas of India. It is a system largely therapeutic in nature and
specialises in pharmacy: the use of mercury and sulphuras well as other minerals and
metals alongside plant and animal parts. It was practiced by siddhars, a Shaivite sect
who aimedat maintaining perfect health in order to achieve siddhi or heavenly bliss.
The siddhars were saintly figures who achieved results in medicine through the practice
of yoga. The root belief of Siddha is an intimate link between human beings and
their environment. Manis seen as a microcosm constructedofall the elements found
in nature. Just as the earth is susceptible to natural calamities and epidemics, the

humanorgansare influenced by food, poison, the seasons and mental stress. The
principles and doctrines of this system are similar to Ayurveda. The difference is
morelinguistic than doctrinal. The diagnosis of disease involves identifying its causes.
This is done by examining the pulse, urine and eyes, studying abnormalsounds, the
colourof the body and tongue and,aboveall, the status of agni(the digestive system
of the body). Treatmentis not oriented simply towards disease, but has to take into
accountthepatient, his or her environment, meteorological conditions, age, sex, race,

habits, mental frame, habitat, diet, appetite, physical condition and physiological
constitution. Thus, treatmenthas to be normalised to the individual to reduce the
chancesoferror.
The Unani system of medicine, with its origin in Greece, has a long and impressive
record in India. It was introduced by the Arabs andPersians aroundthe eleventh century. Today, India is one of the main areas whereit is practised.It also has thelargest
Unanieducational, research and health care institutions. In India, the Unani system
closely interacts with Ayurvedic and other local medical systems. After subjecting it
to its owntests, the Unanisystem absorbed what was best in the native medical systems.
Special attention was paid to the medicinal herbs foundin India. Several books on
the therapeutic qualities of these herbs were written by Arab physicians. Gradually, a
numberofschools were set up to impart instruction in the system of medicine, and
hospitals and dispensaries were established in the large cities where the sick could be
treated.
Tibetan medicinein Indiais, in a sense, a regional manifestation ofAyurvedain the
Trans-Himalayan regions and in parts of Northeastern India. The Tibetan people
through long andserious effort absorbed and assimilated Ayurveda via Buddhism and
built uponits principles and resources. Tibetan medicinehas its originslargely in Ayurveda,in thelocal traditionsof people living in the ecosystemsin the Trans-Himalayas
and to a lesser extent in Chinese medicine. Tibetan medical literature is available
today in the Tibetan language. Its main teaching institutions are in Dharamshala
(Himachal Pradesh), but clinics have been established in several parts of the country.

Local health traditions which are linked to village based ecosystems are purely
empirical. They represent a highly decentralised system of knowledgeofhealth care
which is community specific, local resource dependent and henceregion specific.
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Millions of households, practise home remedies and possess knowledge oflocal foods

and nutrition. More than 600,000 traditional birth attendants manage over 90% of
rural deliveries. Thousands of herbal healers, monks, bone-setters, tribal doctors and

a host ofspecialists in various areas attendto a variety of rural health problems.All
these local, community-based actors are the carriers of local health traditions.
According to the Anthropological Survey of India, there are 4,639 ethnic communities in India and each ethnic community has its own health culture.

Exceptfor scattered documentation by anthropologists and ethno-botanists of the
ethno-medical traditions of manytribal, and fewer non-tribal communities in different regions, no systematic documentation and assessment has been madeofthe
entire spectrum of India’s local health traditions. Thus the knowledge and resource
base of this stream has not been fully documented or understood.

COMPAS: Documentation andformal assessment
oflocal health practices
Our proposal within the COMPAS programmeontherevitalisation of indigenous
health cultures is a limited approach based on strategic plan to promote the revi-

talisation of local health traditions in pockets of southern India. The approach has to
be limited because today the resources, human and financial are limited, but we
expectthatthis limited approach and modestinvestmentinto therevitalisation program, will give rise to further investments and more comprehensive approaches from

others inspired bytheresults of this work.
The proposal has two objectives. Today the existence of local health traditions is
notrecognised in official health policy as it has not been systematically documented
and presented in an objective manner. Therefore, the first objective is to conduct a

fairly comprehensive documentation ofliving health traditions in five locations in
southern India, from Kerala to Maharashtra. Each of these five locations is an admini-

strative unit or Taluka and may have a population of some hundred thousand and a
geographical size of about 100 square kilometres. The documentation would be done
in a participatory way involving thelocal carriers of the health traditions as well as

representatives of local community organisations. The documentation could cover
the knowledge base, resource base andthesociological features of the health tradition.
Also the worldview of the tradition, the range ofits functional medical knowledge,

the type of health conditions which it manages and the epistemology ofthe tradition
will be included. Plants, animals and minerals usedin the local tradition and the purposes for which these resources are used will be recorded. Also cultural aspects like
the season in which particular herbs andplants are collected, favourable astrological
times for collection and the rituals associated with collection will be indicated.
Sociological information will also be assembled: the ethnic backgroundofthecarriers,
the mode of transmission of knowledge from onegenerationto the other, the extent

to whichthe tradition is accepted socially and thesize of the tradition. The purpose
of the documentation is to build up fairly detailed picture of the functioning of

local health traditions in southern India. The report could be used to inform policy
makers and community health organisations about the nature, scope, relevance and
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culture of local health traditions.
The second objective of the FRLHT-COMPAS proposal is to select some limited
aspects of the traditions and subject them to a rapid assessment. The local communities will be involved through self-assessment, but also medical professionals from
the codified medical traditions (Ayurveda, Siddha, Unani and Tibetan) and from the

western bio-medicine system. Thefirst level of assessmentin this project will be carried
out by the community itself on the basis of its own experiences. Other local professionals will be consulted to provide a formal confirmation of evidence about the
validity of the tradition, to contribute suggestions for improvementor to provide
suggestions to other medical traditions about the wider applications of local health
traditions. In this exercise only those aspects oflocal health traditions will be selected
that are amenable to rapid assessment. For example, in southern Indian villages a
plant, known as Phyllanthus Niruriis used in the treatmentof hepatitis. Local experienceis positive. Thereis also formal confirmation from the experiences of codified
medical systems like Ayurveda, Unani, Siddha and the Tibetan system of medicine
abouttheefficacy ofthis plant for hepatitis. There is also corroborative evidence from
western bio-medical workers, based on the work of a Nobel prize winner Baruch
Bloomberg,aboutthe efficacy of Phyllanthus Niruri in combatingthe hepatitis virus.
This rapid assessment exercise would initiate a meeting between local health practitioners and other medical professionals to discuss specific medical practices such as
the example of Phyllanthus Niruri and hepatitis mentioned above. The objective of
doingthis rapid assessmentis to reinforce the community’s confidencein its own traditional knowledge, and, where necessary to supplementlocal practices if they are
seen as being incomplete. In some cases practices may even be discouraged. The reports of this rapid assessment workshop would be published and widely distributed
to local, regional, national andinternational organisations. The methodology forcarrying out this rapid assessmentsystematically would be refined during the course of
project implementation.
Onevery important approachthatwill be used for the documentation and rapid
assessmentis the participatory approach.It is not the outsiders who are going to
documentorassess. It will be a team ofinsiders and outsiders, workingin a relationship of mutual respect. The outcomeofthis work is expected to create an awareness
of the relevance of local health traditions in the community and amongst public
health institutions and policy makers. The awareness created will hopefully not only
relate to the medical relevance of the traditions, butalso to their cultural uniqueness
and appropriateness.

Bio-prospecting
What happens when oneculturepirates the intellectual and biological resources of
anotherculture? Issues like bio-prospecting will also be addressed. An attemptwill be

madeto broadenthedebate on bio-prospecting andexplore its implications from an
endogenous developmentperspective. Bio-prospecting initiatives are often controversial becauseof a general failure to acknowledge sources of materials and information

and the frequent absence of equitable benefit sharing agreements. Practical problems
arise when seeking to identify the ‘rightful’ owners of indigenous knowledge in
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attempting to reward the holders of indigenous knowledge, and the owners of the
resources. Most often traditional knowledge about a particular resource is widely distributed beyond the community concerned. This can be seen in the case of the plant
Phyllanthus Niruri whoseuse for treatmentofinfectious hepatitis is known throughout
South India. The Fox Chase Research Centre in the USA has filed a patent claim on
a hepatitis drug developed from this plant. The practical problem in such casesis
how to share benefits with a widely distributed owner constituency. One possible
solution is to place the benefits in a common community biodiversity fund. This
proposal raises further issues, such as who would control the biodiversity fund and
how to ensure it would be applied equitably.
A central issue missed in these debates is the serious cultural erosion that takes
place when oneculture prospects the intellectual and biological resources of another.
In effect, science andits carriers (the western knowledge system) are prospecting traditional knowledge system of non-western origin. One culture is considered advanced
and the other viewed as essentially backward. One culture is assumedto be the creator
of new and superior knowledge and products; the other the donor of raw material
and imperfect, crude and unrefined knowledge which is only good enoughto provide
‘leads’. Economic andpolitical powerlies within the prospecting culture, whereas the
donorculture belongs to a society thatis politically and economically weak. Given
the domination of the prospectingculture, intellectual property rights (IPRs) are only
defined in termsof the parameters of one cultural tradition. The parameters, categories and concepts of diverse ethnic knowledge systems cannotbe applied to claim IPRs
undertherules ofthe currently expanding global market. When bioprospecting is viewed
as a cross-cultural transaction, the questionthatarises is: Can anyfinancial ‘compensation’ and reward to the donorethnic culture for permittingitself to be prospected
upon - and thus demeaningits own integrity, identity and thevalueofits heritagemake up for the erosion and loss of its own culture? Whereas mutually respectful
exchangesacross cultures are to be welcomed,thepolitical, sociological and epistemological foundations for such cross-cultural dialogue have notyet beenestablished,
and bioprospecting represents a typical example ofa one-sided transaction.
The message from the COMPAS-FRLHTproject would bethat southern countries
shouldactpolitically to change the termsof cross-cultural discourse, especially in the
context of ‘globalisation. The challenge within globalisation today is threefold.
Firstly, to involve multi-cultural exchange of diverse cultural goods andservices.
Secondly, to promotesubstantial economic investments in the diverse social cultures
of the world, so that they can retain their integrity and creativity. Andfinally, to promote a modern world order wherecultural diversity can flourish and global unity is
founded not on a ‘uniformity’ of economic,political, social and technological forms,
but on sharingofdiversity.
Globalisation based on such a sharing would perhaps reduce the size of the world
market and encourage local markets and even non-market (nature-culture) relations

to re-manifest themselves amongst the ecosystem peoples of the world.
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AYURVEDA,
COSMOVISION AND TRADITIONAL AGRICULTURE
K.M. Shyam Sundar and A.V. Balasubramanian

How does one comprehend the cosmovision of a people? There could be two
approaches. Oneis to look at theliving traditions andreality of present day rural
people andtheotherto look at what has been written and recorded. Indian tradition
offers a structure for viewing and understanding by describing two‘levels’ of understanding and knowledge. They are Sastriya Parampara,theclassical or textual tradition
and Lok Parampara,the folk or oral tradition.It is importanttorealise that these two
traditions are not ‘opposed’ to each otherorin conflict: their relationship is symbiotic.
Theyarein fact the two ends of a continuum. At one end we may havescholars well
versed in Sanskrit texts and at the other end we mayhavea totally unschooled,village
bonesetter. Various intermediate positions are possible. One can be a practioner of
Ayurveda whoonly knowsthelocal language and has never learned Sanskrit. He or

she may be familiar with Tamil texts of Ayurvedaor the translations. Butit is also
possible thatthere is a local healer who may know andquote bits and pieces oftexts
or verses in a local dialect even though he maybe unlettered.
As already indicated by Mahale and Soréein this publication, in the Vedas, a great
deal of attention is paid to agriculture, implements, cattle, rains and harvests. ‘Texts
of Vrkshayurveda or the ‘Science of plants’ give a detailed description ofdifferent
aspects ofplantlife. They encompass areas suchascollection, selection and storage
of seeds; germination, sowing, various techniques of plant propagation, grafting,
nursing andirrigation;testing andclassification ofsoil andselection ofsoils suitable
for various plants or types of plants; manuring; pest and disease management, preventive and promotive care to build up disease resistance and to cultivate healthy
plants; nomenclature, taxonomy, description andclassification to suit varied purposes;
favourable and unfavourable meteorological conditions for various plants, and the
use ofplants as indicators of weather, water and minerals.
How doesthis cosmovisionrelate to the reality of our people's lives? In what way
can it contribute to comprehend, enhanceandenrich traditional knowledge? These
are matters to be addressed during our participation in COMPAS.

Field location for action research
The Kancheepuram district is the northern mostdistrict in the state of Tamil Nadu.It
is located in the northeastern cornerofthestate. Its borders are the Bay of Bengal on

the eastern side, Pondicherry and Villupuram districts on the southern side and Andhra
Pradesh on the northern side. Its western borders are the two neighbouring districts

of Tamil Nadu, namely Vellore district and Thiruvannamalai district. Historically,
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Kancheepuram has formed a part ofThondaimadalam which is one of the major subdivisions of the ancient Tamil country. Kancheepuram, one ofthe bigger towns of
the district, has been famous since Puranic times as a major centre of pilgrimage and
learning. Even today Kancheepuram has important religious shrines and leaders
associated with Saivite, Vaishnavite, Buddhist andJain religions. At various points in

history it has been the capital of the Chola and the Pallava kingdoms.
The district has an area of about 7,800 square kilometres and is sub-divided into
twelve taluks. Thefield area selected for our participation in COMPASfalls in the
Chengalpet taluk. Chengalpet taluk has a population of about 400,000 people distributed in 340 villages. Eighty-five percent of its population are rural dwellers.
Forest land in Kancheepuram district accounts for only 5.5% ofthe area - oneof the
lowest proportions of any district in the State and well below the State average of
16.6%. Agriculture is the major occupation and about 72% ofthetotal cultivated
area is under food crops. A special feature of this district is the extensive network of
irrigation pond-like tanks, knownlocally as erys. There are over 2,000 of these tanks.

Abouthalf of the total irrigated land in the district is under tank irrigation. There
are two major seasons for the paddy crop. Thefirst season is when paddy is sown
between the months of June and September. The sowing operation peaks in the
Tamil month of Adi (mid-July to mid-August). This crop is harvested between
Decemberto February. The secondseasonstarts with sowing in the period December
to January. The crop is harvested between March and June.

The People. The majority of the people in the area are Naikers or Vaniyars. Their
main occupationis agriculture andcattle rearing. There is a small populationofIrula
Tribe people whoare well knownfor their snake catching and huntingabilities. They
are also knownas Villiyans, which means‘the people with a bow’. They have a very good
knowledge of ethnobotany andare well-versed in the medicinal plants foundin the
area, especially those that are useful in treating poisonous bites. The socio-economic
status of these people is very much below the poverty line and they continueto live
the life of nomads. The recent ban on snake catching has further exacerbated their
position and they nowearntheirlivelihood by labouring on constructionsites and the
fields. The majority of Naikers live in thatched mud houses. The thatch is usually
madeup of dry palm leaves over which hayis spread. Theleafis generally of bamboo or the stem of the Casuarina tree tied together with coir threads or any plant
fibres.
Both men and womenareinvolvedin agricultural practices. Certain types ofwork
such as ploughingare exclusively done by men and works such as sowing and transplantingis normally carried out by women. The youngandoldalso take partin agricultural operations such as harvesting and threshing. The farmers are small land
holders and work between a half to one acre. The major crop produced is paddy.
Other crops such as groundnut, sugar cane, maize and sesame are also grown.
‘Tamarind is a major agricultural produce and womenharvestits seeds. Young children
climb the tamarind tree during the season in March and April when the tamarind
ripens and shake the branches to makethefruits fall. The fruits are collected and
dried in the sun for two orthree days after which the outer covering andtheseedis
removedandstored.
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Beliefs and Myths. Before starting any agricultural operation the farmers
worship Lord Vignesha, the Lord who removes obstacles. For this they prepare two
conical structures made of clay and these are placed at the eastern edge of thefield.
They burnanoil lamp,offer incense and burn camphorto propitiate the Lord. They
also break a coconut symbolising the crackingofall obstacles in the path of agricultural operations. Theyfirst start ploughing in the Sani Moolai, or the Saturn corner
of the field. They believe that Saturn is the Lord ofall agricultural operations and
protects the crop from pest attack. The farmers consult the village astrologer or the
priest who gives them the exact timing for sowingtheseeds. At times the priest goes into
a trance or becomespossessed by gods orspirits when deciding the time for sowing.
Healso describes the reasonsforthe failures of any of the previous crops and suggests
remedial measures, which usually consists ofsacrifices and rituals. Before sowing, the
gods ofthe eight corners ofthe field are worshipped and in most cases a young lamb
or fowlis sacrificed. It is believed that, by offering the blood ofthese animals, the

evil spirits are satisfied and will not hinderagricultural practices.
Festivals. The month ofAdi, which falls between mid-July and mid-August, is the
period ofthefestivals for the goddesses Mariammanor the Mother Goddess. During
this period, especially on Fridays, the temples of the Mother Goddess are well decorated and people offer worship by boiling rag: (finger millet) in fresh earthen pots in front

of the temples. The fuel used is dried cow dung cakes. The farming community seek
the blessings of the Mother Goddess to bring forth timely rains and protect their
crops and households. The youngstersofthe villages take a dip in the temple tank or
sprinkle water from the tank using neem leaves and go throughthevillage streets in
procession, carrying decorated pots and accompanied by drums and other musical
instruments. Some of them draw small chariots hooked to the skin on their back.
Somepierce their cheeks and tongue with a spear (ve/). In many templesthey also

indulgein fire-walking in the evening. Thefestivities in each temple last for three to four
days andusually novillager goes beyond the boundary ofthe village on these days. The
beginning ofthefestivities is marked by hoisting the flag post in front of the temple.
The Pongal festival is celebrated in the Tamil month of Thai (January). This is a

harvestfestival andlasts for five days. Thefirst day is called Boghi. In the early hours
of the morning, people burn their old clothes and other household material. The
second dayis called Pongal. In the morning people boil freshly harvested rice in earthen
pots and when the boiled rice froths up and comes outofthe potall the family members shout “Pongal, O Pongal, Pongal, O Pongal”, facing the Sun God. The cooked
tice is shown to the Sun God and farmers thank the Sun Godfor a goodharvest.
Agricultural implements such as ploughs andtillers are decorated with turmeric and
saffron and worshipped. The third day is the Mattu Pongalandit is then that the
cattle, who plays an importantrolein all agricultural activities, are worshipped. They
are bathed andtheir foreheads are smeared with turmeric andsaffron, their horns are
painted with bright colours and decorated with flowers. The cattle are fed with
cooked rice and sugar cane. In the evening they are tied to decorated and painted
carts and people go around thevillage singing and dancing. The fourth day is Kanum
Pongal during whichthe villagers go to their relatives and take lunch together:it is
a social time.
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Understanding farmers’ practices in Ayurvedic terms
Today, although the lives of these farmers has been subject to great change, traditional outlooks and ways ofdoing thingsstill seem to form thebasic substratum of
their thinking. Modernpractices and inputs appear as a deposit that has been spread
over them. For example, traditional seeds may have made way for High Yielding

Hybrid varieties, but sowingstill begins on. an ‘auspicious day’. The tractor may have
replaced the bullock cart, but ploughingis still commenced at the Sani Moolai.
Moderntools are the object of worship alongside the plough andsickle during Pongal.

How importantis the analysis of these practices by farmers and the understanding

The study of plant life in Badia can be te aced to the Uedic Perio
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The Rigveda (Gaon B.C.) classified
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Vrksayurveda is considered the Indian contribution to the world ofscience.
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of their rationale in Ayurvedic terms? From our experience we feel that it has a very
important purpose. Such an analysis permits us to extend the scope and application
of farmers’ practices. For example, once we know that a treatmentis effective because
it regulates vaatha (one of the three bio-logical factors, in this case slender, light and
averse to sunlight), it opens up the possibility of modifying, extending or enhancing

the efficacy oftreatment by trying out other substances or regimens that can regulate
vaatha. We can also evolve treatments based on the properties of materials known
from Vrkshayurveda to new conditions or situations not described or dealt with by
Vrkshayurveda. We feel that such an analysis can play a crucial role in the analysis of
farmers’ practices, validating them and also in enriching and expanding their scope.
Traditional technologies still meet the basic needs ofa large section of the Indian
population. They are extensively present and are adapted to various circumstances
andlocations. The cosmovision underlying these technologies and practices is in its
very essence, sustainable and eco-friendly. However, it is not generally understood that
there is an underlying methodology which is rigorous and dynamic which offers a
way of understanding, assessing, strengthening and revitalising traditional knowledge.
This we feel is of primary importance and anyeffort to survey, document,assess or
evaluate traditional practices and technologies must have a basis in the fundamental
theories and principles underlying these traditions.

Our approach in COMPAS
In the context of COMPAS,CIKSwill implementseveral activities. We will engage in
the documentation of the knowledge of plants from the various sources or
Vrksayurveda: manuscripts, books and otherliterature. So far only a fraction of the
manuscripts on this subject have been published. There is no proper inventory of
manuscripts and books in this area. We will include literature on medicine, food,
fodder, agricultural implements, musical instruments, consecration of gardens, grain

storage, soul types, conservation practices and biodiversity. A lot of prescriptions of
Vrksayurveda appear to be very promising, but they need to be worked on at many
levels. In somecases the knowledgeis only textual and it needsto befield tested. We
need to understand the conditions for their use and standardise them.
Wewill also make a description of traditional practices in farming such asrituals,
ceremonies, the sacrifice of animals, folklore, folk songs, timing for planting,
favourable and unfavourable constellations, the locations of star groups (asterism),

the concept of boundary spirits and mantras. The traditional institutions in the
Panchayat system, like village leadership, but also those responsible for water
managementand market systems will be documented. Through the conventions of
farmers in different areas, we will documentexisting farming practices.
We will conduct introductory workshops to dialogue with farmers on the concepts ofVrksayurveda. During these workshops andotherinteractions with the farming
community, wewill discuss andcarry outparticipatory field experiments on the concepts of Vrksayurveda on growth enhancement,disease resistance, pest control, seed
storage, and manuring, especially in the region's rice ecosystem. Experimentswill be

carried out to test, demonstrate, improve or modify the techniques based onlocal
resources and conditions. By means of farmer-to-farmer workshops, we will discuss
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existing farming techniques, methods to improve them with Vrksayurveda, and find

ways to counter obstacles.
Ourproject staff will be trained and will gain experience in participatory research
with a cosmovision perspective. We hope to share our experiences through networking
with local institutions and local NGOs and we also intend to organise training, programmesfor the field staff of other development organisations.
One ofthe local collaborating institutions is Gramiya Seva Nilayam (GSN), a
grass root organisation involved in non-formal education which for thelast seven

years has focused on organic farming. GSN also has a programmein the conservation and cultivation oftraditional grain varieties. The other main organisation is
Women’s Welfare Development Association (WWDA). This voluntary organisation
is involved in training and deals with such subjects as natural farming, thecollection

of indigenousseed varieties, natural pest control. Theyalso help set up smallvillage
level libraries to make books on natural farmingavailable to the villagers. They have
had a favourable response to their work. They believe that farming should be based
on nature and be economically and environmentally viable if farmers are to achieve

self-sustainability.
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Experimenting farmers and biodiversity
In India, the Cow is greatly respected, worshipped and is believed to be an abode of

all Gods, particularly Laxmi, the goddess of wealth. Its products are invaluable: manurefor energy
and soil fertility, traction for transport and farm labour, urine, milk. Its products are used for
food, medicine, to activate soil and protect plants from disease. #

3-1, 3-2 On mr. Purushothama Rao’ organic
farm, butter milk is added to the compost to

enhance bacteriologicalactivities.

3-3 An important ritualfor
mr. Rao is Agnihotra, performed
twice a day exactly at sunrise and
sunset. Cow dung cakes are put
to fire, cow ghee and unbroken
rice are offered in an inverted
copper vessel ofpyramid shape
whilst a mantra 1s chanted two
times. It is said to heal the environment, encourage healthy
crops, animal and human development and elevate human
energy.

2
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3-4 Krishi Prayoga Pariwara (KPP) is a group of5000 farmers who join forces to experiment with
traditional techniques. The activities are to document indigenous knowledge and indigenous institutions, collect and study ancient literature, implement farm experiments, organise sharing workshops

and mass meetings, and educate youth.
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Experimenting farmers and biodiversity

Traditional agriculture generally ensures food security and preserves genetic diversity.
Women play a major role in the selection, conservation and propagation of seeds
at the farm
level. «

3-5 Celebrating seed
diversity. Seeds in the
Indian tradition are
a symbol oflife and
represent the divinity
in life. GREEN Foundation conserves rare

traditional varieties
ofseeds in small and
marginalfarmer lands.

3-6 During weeding time, womenfolk perform Karibanta, a ritual requestf
or a safeguard against
pest. A branch ofthe pacchaditree is chopped andfixed in crop fields.
Experimenting farmers and biodiversity
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supernatural forces is a
For rural people, theall pervasive influence of good and evil
sustaining plants. Through
reality. Prithvi, Mother Earthis perceived as a powerful goddess
linked. e
ceremonies andfestivals, w omenand the reproduction of biodiversity are

3-7 Women carrying
Arathi during village
fair.

leaves. Coconut, fruits and
3-8 Arathi contains sweet balls, is decorated with flowers and neem
betel leaves are also offered.
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Experimenting farmers and biodiversity

KRISHI PRAYOGA PARIWARA:
A GROUP OF EXPERIMENTING FARMERS
Upendra Shenoy, Purushothama Rao, V. K. Aruna Kumara and A. S. Anand

Krishi Prayoga Pariwara (KPP), as the name indicates, is a fraternity of ecological
farmers, committed to time-tested principles and human values. KPP was initiated

by a farmer peer group in a remotevillage in Malnad area of Karnataka, India, during early 1990s. The peer group concentrated on the increasing problemsfacing agriculture. Hence, its major activity is to find solutions to these problems andto collect the information and guidance from experts they need. The group grew informally under the able leadership of Mr. Purushothama Rao, a progressive organic
farmer from Thirthahalli on the western Ghats in Karnataka.
In September 1996, this group of experimenting farmers became a registered

body.Its vision and objective was broadened. Looking to the future, KPP is trying to
develop a practical vision andstrategy for alternative developmentthatis not simply
economic but which promotes moral, ethical, spiritual and ecological values. There

are three broad objectives. Firstly, KPP promotes Swadeshi Swavalambi and Savayava
Krishi (SSSK), which means‘indigenous,self-reliant and organic or eco-friendly agri-

culture, which is thoroughly sustainable’. Secondly, revitalising local health traditions, in which safe, non-chemicalized agriculture and diversified ecosystems play an
importantrole. In other words, the group wishes to promotean ecofriendly life style.
Thirdly, KPP provides development education to young people empowering them to
play a constructive, non-political, non-partisan, development-oriented leadership
role something which is a very important need in India’s rural areas.
KPPactivities have reached thirteen of Karnataka twenty districts. It intends to
work with the COMPASprogrammeona specific mini-agroclimatic zone comprising
of 7 talukas. These are Thirthahalli, Sagara, Soraba, Hosanagara talukas of Shimoga

district and Sirsi, Siddapura, Yellapura talukas of Uttara Kannadadistrict. The major
crops grownin this zone are paddy (Oryza sativa), arecanut (Areca catecha), coconut
(Cocos nucifera), banana (Musa spp), pepper (Piper nigrum), cardamum and so on.
The area receives an averagerainfall of 1800-2000 mm. It hasred, lateritic soil that
is shallow and which has a low nutritional status.

The area is represented by different ethnic communities including the Havyaka
Brahmins, Idigas, Deevas, Siddis, Bovis and Vokkaligas. Each community hasits
owntradition, values and norms. However, they do not differ much as far as crop
cultivation is concerned. They observe all the major Hindu festivals such as

Dasherra, Deepavali, Bhoomi Hunnime, Vinayaka Chaturthi and Ugadi.
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Historical perspective
TheIndian society,like societies elsewhere in the world, was formed and developed
by agriculture. A lively debate can be generated around the question whether agriculture developed human societies or it is the other way round. Historically speaking, it is agriculture that has sustained human civilisation and culture. In almost all
ancient societies, agriculture fostered a life style quite distinct from those found in
earlier nomadic societies. Politics, law, social organisation, economics and commerce,

religion and culture were all inspired and shaped by agriculture over the millennia.
In India agriculture clearly dates back at least 4,000 to 5,000 years. It was consistently progressive and had developed its own scientific and technological wisdom.It was
well advanced in comparison with the status of agriculture in other countries right
up to the eighteenth century. A numberofIndian texts provide us with information

thatverifies this. The notes and records scrupulously kept by the British administrators
in India during the eighteenth and nineteenth century testifies to the sophistication
of Indian agriculture. A report written in 1802 notes: Tn passing through Rampore
territory [Rampur in present Uttar Pradesh], we could notfail to notice the high state of
cultivation which it had attained. Ifa comparison be made between it and our own, it
is painful to think that the balance ofadvantageis clearly in favour ofthe former.’
Luke Scrafton, a member of Robert Clives Council, in his book ‘Reflections of
the Governmentof Hindustan’ (1770) had this to say: ‘The manufactures, commerce
and agricultureflourished exceedingly [...] nor is there a part ofthe world where arts and

agriculture have been more cultivated ofwhich the vast, plenty and variety ofmanufactures and the merchants were proofs sufficient.’

But thesituation has vastly changed in recent decades. Traditional agriculture has
increasingly given way to modern (westernised, mechanised and chemicalised) agri-

culture, the norms and methodsof which are antithetical to our traditions andvalues,

both cultural andagricultural. A tremendousandsustained propagandathrough the
media, the policies of the government and agricultural universities, and pressure
from the national andinternational economies - haveall contributed to the present

situation. Hence, time honoured principles and policies have dwindled and are on
the verge of extinction. No critical evaluation ofthis situation has been attempted,
althoughit is clear that the losses in termsofcivilisation and ecology are immense.
Indian agricultural experiences - the old and the new - when comparedreveal certain
interesting contra-distinctions. The pre-modern practices were never eco-destructive

like many of their modern equivalents are. The old system was based ona spiritual
view of nature whilst the contemporary view is totally mechanist and materialist.
Cooperation with natural forces was the hall-mark of the traditional agriculture.
Modernagriculture wants to compel, direct and dominate them. Devotion was the
human feeling that used to link humansto the nature. Nowthis has been replaced

by an insatiable greed. As a result, far-sightedness has given wayto short- sightedness
and chaos is gradually taking over. Because of this basic change,it is little wonder
that mankind's tensions both within himself, his surroundings and the animate and
inanimate creatures that share his world, have increased. These tensions lead to the

signs and symptomsof wholesale degradation in the quality, the motives and the
managementof humanlife. Clearly this is a situation that requires urgent attention.

Obviously, wewill have to understand andrevive the old mental framework and
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thelife pattern that evolved from it. This is difficult because the values involved have

become dim and discordant. They will have to be reasserted and assiduously promoted. This should not and will not mean that all that the modern mind hascreated should be rejected. It means, however, that those values and methods that come
into conflict with the sustaining ideals of the earlier regime and those that promote

disharmony at any level should be disgarded. Also, new ideals and practices that clarify
and qualitatively improve the traditional ones should be adopted as being benifical.
For this, we will have to overcomethevain glorious myththatall that is modern

is good and has to be accepted andall that is old is worthless and should be disgarded. We should rememberthat the world works on the basis of satya, an Indian

wordforreality, which is constantly being revealed to humanbeingsall the time. For
example, it was discovered a long time ago that one plus one is two and no new
invention hasaltered this mathematical truth. The higher and newer mathematics

can neverbetrueif they reject this basic but ancient truth revealed to man thousands
of years ago. Similar analogies apply to the cultural and agricultural realms as well.

India’s cosmovision and Indian agriculture
India’s approachtolife in all its dimensions before the present era was based on the

Vedic cosmogony which wastotally spiritual. Vedas have preached that the world as
a creation has a divine substratum.All kinds of created things, animate and inanimate,

are mutual and boundtogether by divine love. The universe has a purpose andall
that has been created has to workto fulfil this purpose. Humanshavea particular

responsibility because they have been endowed with unique powers of discrimination,
knowledge and wisdom and should understand these principles of creation, apply
them toall the situations and live a happy and contentedlife. All humanactivities
whetherpolitical, economic or artistic should be kept within the bounds of the
morallaw.
It is interesting to note that Vedas see agriculture as the most honourable of
humanactivities. Agriculture is the one area where humans andthe divine cooperate
with each other to sustain creation and work outa plan for the improvisation of the

created ones. A hymnin Rig Veda says: ‘Don't play the gameofdice. Get involved in
agriculture. You will acquire plenty and prosperity. This will bring you fame andrecog-

nition. Thereby you lead a happy life.’The Bhagavad Githa, another honouredscript
based on Vedas says: ‘Ifyou respect and cooperate with the Gods, they will also respect
and cooperate with you. By this mutualrespect and cooperation, you derive prosperity both material andspiritual.’
There are two famous suktas (collections of hymns) in the Vedas. One is Bhoomi

Sukta or Earth hymns, the other is Anna Sukta or Food hymns. In the BhoomiSukta,
the Mother Earth has been extolled and the humanrelationship with her has been
equated to that of a son with his mother. She expects that we worship her devoutly

because sheis the bestower of our food, water and air, the three essential requisites
for ourlife. The Anna Sukta equates food to God.It gives us vigour and valour and
through it we achieve our ends - both material and spiritual. Thus, throughout
Indian thought, not only the earth, but also her constituents and products, the
mountains, rivers, lakes, oceans, forests, birds and animals have been deitified and
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worshipped. The earth was seen as a sacred environment and people were warned to
live frugally, to adopta ‘live andletlive’ attitude, not only with other humans but
with all life, mobile and immobile. Because humans had the power of a superior
mind, they had to behavelike trustees and care for the wealth called nature.
The saints and sages, the wisest and well-informed leaders in Indian sociallife,
devised a balanced wayoflife that was rich both materially and spiritually. Agriculture and agro-basedactivities ofvarious types had been designed well within the framework of moral law that also ensured ecological sustainability. Human needs could be
met but human greeds were condemned.A culture based ontheseideas had evolved
a society that wasasideal as possible. This culture usedrituals,rites, festivals, arts and
architectural designs as tools to achieve specific ends. Nature’s evolutionary process
and human developmentpolicies never were intended to be adversaries. The modern world has taken a very different road, one thatis sure to prove suicidal in the ultimateanalysis. Krishi Prayoga Pariwara wants to recreate this ancient vision and up-

date the techniquesand strategies towards that endbyutilising both traditional and
modern experiences and wisdom.
Cow - the sacred animal
In India, the Cow is greatly respected, worshipped andis believed to be the abode of
all the Gods, particularly of Laxmi, the goddess of Wealth. In farmers’ families, food
is offered to the Cow every morningbefore the days activities begin. The Cow is an
inseparable part of the farming community. It is worshippedin particular during the
festival of lights, Deepavali, in the month of October, when the Cowis referred to
as ‘Kamadhenu’ which means an animal
with the power to provide whatever the
person mayasks for. All the products of
Coware used in agriculture. Sage Parashara (500 AD) notes on the importance

Poster used extensively by Krishi Prayoga Pariwara (KPP)
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of using of animal and cow manure in
agriculture. Vrkshayurveda of Chavundaraya (1025 AD) deals with agriculture
and botany, and describes the use of milk
in changing the flowercolour and in
enhancing fruit taste. Panchagavya, a
mixture of five Cow products namely,
dung,urine, milk, curd and gheeis used
in human medicine,to activate soil and
to protect plants from diseases.
KPP experimented with the ideas furnished in the above texts and got good
results by using the products of the Cow.
KPP advocates the use of Cow’s urine
(both pregnant and non-pregnant), Cow’s
dung, milk, curd, buttermilk, ghee and
wheyin agriculture. It advocates the use

of amniotic fluid as a growth promoter and flower inducer. Cow’s urineis used as a
foliar spray, the dungis used in composting, milk used as an antiviral spray, curd and
buttermilk in increasing the microbial activity in soil, ghee in seed treatment and so
on.

Strategy
Atpresent, Krishi Prayoga Pariwara, along with the Sanjeevana agro-research foun-

dation, is developing an agricultural research wing,a health research andservice wing
and a developmenteducation wing. All these are to be housed in a 15 acre plot at
Jambane, Sagar Taluk, in Karnataka.
Theagricultural research wing has already started IKST (Indigenous Knowledge
Systems and Technologies) in agriculture which are the mainstays ofalternative

developmentplans. The processwill be hastened through active cooperation with the
COMPASprogramme. KPP has developed a questionnaire that gives ample opportunity for the collectors to acquire information from thevillagers. Already a quantity
of ancient and medieval agriculturalliterature on agriculture andrelated subjects has
_ been collected and this search will continue. KPPis designing on-farm research and
the scientific validation of ancient practices obtained from these texts. Proven technologies will be disseminated through seminars, workshops and training. KPP has
already organised more than 300 seminars and workshops with this goal in mind over
the past 4-5 years. More than 25,000 farmers have participated in these programmes.
They haveinfluenced quite a large numberof farmers to moveinto organic farming.
KPP keeps the public informed aboutactivities through periodic newsletters and
books published in the local language, Kannada. KPP has developed linkages with
manylike-mindedindividuals and institutions within the state, in the country and
also abroad to help strengthenitsefforts to develop a holistic agricultural philosophy
and safe techniques.
A health research wing has started documenting local health traditions. It has
plans to develop mini-herbal gardens for research purposes in various parts of the
operational area and is planning to provide services to the sick through a combination of herbal medicines, naturopathy, yoga, magnetotherapy and meditation.
The developmenteducation winghasplansto selectively draw young people from
differentvillage units organised by KPP andtrain them. Thetraining will be aimed
at promotingtheright philosophy for development, an eco-friendlylife style and at
promoting desirable socio-economic changes based on the time-tested and positive
cultural values of our country. Training would be non-formalandparticipatory.
Research approach

Goals. An experiment could have various goals as far as Indigenous Knowledge
Systemsand Technologies (IKST) are concerned. Testing can be carried out to measure

theefficacy of technology in solving the present problem;or to understand cause and
effect relationships and the values, inter-relationships or interdependencies of the
different factors involved in the IKST. We can also embark on experimentation to

makethe necessary modifications and improvements to IKST which will make it more
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suitable for present problems and local conditions. Finally, we can validate a technology from the ecological, environmental, economic or psychological pointof view.
Entering the community. Usually KPP is approached by the members orrepresentatives ofthe village who are in search of help. The KPP team then studies the
grouporthevillage or a bench mark survey will be conducted to provideall the information needed with regards to infrastructures, croppingpattern, status, cropping methods,
socio-economic conditions, community or village institutions, festivals, rituals,

beliefs, customs, norms and values. The participatory method ofstudy encompasses
both the individual and the community. However, there are also occasions when KPP
enters a community to help certain individuals who have beenin contact with them
or it may follow-up previous dialogues and visits. KPP staff mayalso be involved in
fairs, festivals, ceremonies andrituals organised by the community. KPPitself may also
organise meetings to which community leaders, healers, physicians, priests, spiritualists or other members of community are invited. The process of entering the community is often guided bytheintuitive, spiritual and logical capacities of KPP team.
Prerequisites for experimentation. The KPP team has to consider certain
prerequisites for engaging in an experimentation process with farmersorvillages. First,

the local institutions, tradition, culture, beliefs, customs, values and norms have to be
respected and understood.It is also important to consider the resource position of

the community andthelocation specific customs that must be respected when dealing
with the community.If there are any differences in gender, generation or similar differences, these have to be considered together with the communities’ time frame.

Both KPP and the community has to be ready to accepttheresults of experiments.

Identifying a problem. KPP gives priority to the present day problems faced
by the community. Hence thereis a need to identify these problems and the village
survey is an important basis for this. The KPP team together with community leaders
and other essential members of the community will analyse the survey and identify
the problems. Then the problemsare categorised on priorities set by the community,
after a dialogue with the KPP team. Now thetaskis to tackle or solve the problem.
First, the roots of the problem will be studied and understood. This information will
then berelated to the appropriate IKST of the community and an experimentwill be
conductedtotest the efficacy of the appropriate IKST selected to solve the problem.
Besides this, KPP also conducts experiments to achieve the goals stated earlier.
How to select parameters? KPPselects the parameters on the basis of the
goals appropriate for the experiments. The parameterswill be selected from technical,
spiritual, social and economicperspectives. Theselection process is supported by the
literature, whether contemporary or ancient, dialogue with the experts, scholars, scientists, spiritual leaders, spiritual mediumsand the experiencesofindividuals. Apart from
these, parametersarealso selected throughintuitive, heuristic and/ora logical approach.
Design of experiments. Experiments are designed with the help of community representatives, scientists and the KPP team. Theprocess considers conventional
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design and also traditional or local designs if any. Based on the goals and the parameters selected, spiritualists, healers, priests, astrologers will be involved in designing

the experiment.
Monitoring. The experimental process will be observed and recorded by the persons involved in the experiment. The necessary training, inputs, logistics, informa-

tion, guidance and suggestionswill be provided by the KPP team.
Analysis and evaluation. Theobservations are analysed and evaluated with
respect to the parameters set for the experiment. Therewill be a statistical analysis, a
logical analysis and an analysis which takes accountof the cosmovision aspects of the
IKST. Economic analysis of the whole process will also be conducted to assess the
economic feasibility of the IKST. The results will then be discussed in relation to the
objectives of the experiment and a bias free conclusion will be reached. This
approach can be summarised by the following diagram.
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Positive conclusions that proves that IKST is efficient and able to solve a particular
problem will then be disseminated to community members or other interested individuals. Major acceptance and successful adaptations by the community will motivate
KPP to formulate necessary recommendations in its SSSK philosophy and package.
Achievements
KPP advocates Swadeshi Swavalambi and Savayava Krishi (SSSK). The philosophy is
to use local resources efficiently and optimally to achieveself reliance and eco-friendly
agricultural production. The package includes Agnihotra, a cow anda tulasi (Basil Oscimum sanctum). Agnihotra symbolises the individuals’ contribution to the envi-

ronmentand society. It is a ritual performed twice daily exactly at sunrise and sunset.
It requires a copper or mudvessel of pyramid shape, a cow dungcake, cow ghee, and
unbroken rice, akshatha. Cow dung cakes arranged inside the vessel are lightened.
Akshatha smeared with cow ghee will be offered to agni (fire) during two mantras

which are chanted exactly at sunrise and sunset. The processis said to heal the environment. It purifies the atmosphere and devours noxious gasses. It also elevates

humanenergy. The ritual is meant to be a reciprocation for whatthe individual has
received from the environment. Agnihotra has multiple uses in agriculture. Quite a

few pests anddiseases are said to be unableto thrive in this atmosphere. Agnihotra
ash is used in seed treatment. Ash wateris applied to thefield. In addition, the ash

is used in curing several human diseases and ailments. Agnihotra is a simpleritual
that can be donebyanyperson:thereis no barrier ofcaste, sex, religion or age.
KPP, prima facie, advocates cow-based agriculture. One cow is necessary to
manure an acre. There are different methods of preparing manure such as Nadep

composting, the Pradeep Tapas method of composting, the Krishi Nivasa methods
and Vermi-composting. A farmer can assess field conditions and crop requirements

and can optfor any of these methods. The manure enrichessoil health andfertility.
Composts,full of helpful microbes, provide necessary nutrients to the plants. Cow
dungis a necessary input in composting. Apart from cow dung, cow urineis also
used in crop production.

Cow's urine, especially
that from pregnant cowsis
rich in growth hormones
and helps crop growth.
Cow urine is sprayed on
the crop at a dilution of
1:10. It also helps keep
pests away. It can be mixed
with various plant recipes
for different functions.
Cow milk is known to be
antiviral and viral disease

Purushothama Rao shows a compost heap
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in many crops can be controlled when 1:10 of diluted cow milk is sprayed. It

is also used in seed treatment. Lokopakarum (Chavundaraya) a text that dates from
1025 AD states that diluted cow milk poured at the base of the red hibiscus plant
regularly results in yields of white flowers. Bullock urine is used in seed treatments.
Cow horn is the in-strument used to absorb astral and cosmic energy and is used in

biodynamic agriculture. The horn, filled with cow dung or silica, is instrumentalin
so-called 500 and 501 preparations.

Apart from these ideas, KPP suggests many environmentally-friendly agricultural
techniques. Parthenium, Eupatorium, Glyricidia are used in liquid manure preparation. The manure is applied through foliar spray. Sometimesit is also applied to the
base. Amniotic fluid is used as a growth promoter and flower inducer. It is rich in
auxins growth hormones. Diluted amniotic fluid promotes growth and quick bearing.
We have developed recipes that help in fruit setting and prevent flower dropping. As
far as biocides are concerned, KPPs major work is to help in plant protection.
Decoctions of Neem, Adathoda, Calotropis, Agave, Pongamia, Lasiosiphon, Sweet-

flag, Amosphophallus, Bouganvilla, Cleodendran, and Embelia are used to prevent

pests and diseases.
Within COMPAS, KPP wants to undertake thefollowing activities:
o Documentation of indigenous knowledge and indigenous institutions.
Documentation will be done in a participatory way. First, the population or community concerned will be identified. The population will be studied with respect to
its socio-economic condition, location and specialities. The elders will be consulted
in documenting indigenous knowledge and indigenousinstitutions. Collectors of

informationwill listen to the farmers and will provoke them through questioning
to come up with more information. Information will also be collected through
school children. Theywill be motivated byspecial prizes. The collected information
will then be systematically compiled according to crops, season,locality, agricultural operations, ethno-communities, beliefs, faiths and worship.
a Collection of ancientliterature. To support the documented indigenous knowledge,
and also to get new information,classical texts like Vedas, Puranas, Shastras and
other ancient literature as well as contemporary literature will be collected and
studied. Persons that posses ancientliterature will be identified. We will also contact
oriental researchinstitutes, majorlibraries and institutions that have similarinterests.
If necessary, classical texts will be translated into local languages.

o Identifying farmers who are research minded. KPP believes in this statement:
‘Necessity is the motherof invention’. Farmersface a lot of problems in thefield.
The problems may be technical, financial, administrative or of another nature.
KPP concentrates on technical problems. To maximise profits, the farmertries to
find a solution to his problems. In this process he becomesa scientist. He has to
get all the information he can on crops, soil and environmental conditions. For
this information he contacts the veterinarian, agriculturists, research stations, uni-

versities, other institutions or individuals and mayrefer to the literature on the
subject. The process is purely explorative in nature. KPP now has morethat 50 scientists of this kind whom farmers can consult. Their interests vary and include seed
selection, seed treatment, soil reclamation, soil enrichers, plant protection, liquid

manures, growth harmonisers and regulators, quick or delayed ripening, processing,
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value addition, harvesting and storage. KPP admires the achievements of the farmers

and provides them with the necessary information and resource persons to facilitate their experimental process.
o Organising experience sharing workshops and exchange workshops. Forthelast
six to seven years, KPP has organised meetings of farmers and scientists twice a

year. Farmers from different parts of Karnataka gather together on this occasion.
Sessions highlight the successful techniques experienced by the farmers followed
by their more bitter experiences with experimentation. The programmeis a twoway interaction programme. A few problemsthat have not been solved will come

up for discussion. Different treatments will be suggested to the farmers conducting the experiments.
o Organising mass meetings of farmers. Since 1992, mass meetings of farmers have
been organised every now and then to keep them in touch with Swadeshi

Swavalambi Savayava Krishi (SSSK), the Philosophy of Agriculture. The accepted,
successful techniques of experienced farmers are advocated to these farmers.
Farmerswill be educated in all aspects of agriculture including marketing. Farmers’
questionswill be answered during these meetings. Usually these programmesare
organised in the villages for the benefit of individual farmers, farmer groups, the

village, and the nation. The programmeis followedby the formation of KPPunits.
o Organising KPP unitsatvillage level. Village level units will consist of a minimum
.five farmers whopractice indigenous,self-reliant eco-friendly agriculture. The KPP

headquarters team will assist them develop cosmovision,skills and capabilities for
the alternative approach. KPP will attend to the individual needs and promotion
of group interests for the benefit of the village as a whole. The unit will become
the production centre for organic foods. The group will be educated in under-

standingtheir village, its resources and knowledge and ways ofoptimally making
use of these resources. The approachis holistic and eco-friendly. The unit members
will be involved in the ‘Gramavikasa’, the endogenous developmentprocess that
aimsat achievingself-reliance for the village. The necessary visions for this developmentwill be provided.
Clearly the acceptance and down-to-earth actions bylarge groupsof farmers serves
as the test ofviability of indigenous, self-reliant eco-friendly agriculture.

On 18th September 1998, Mr. Purushothama Rao suddenly died. He has been the
iniator ofKPP and was a men with great vision, charisma and dedication. He has
been a pioneer in developingfarming practices that are in line with the lawsofthe
natural and spiritual world. His ideas and example will remain a source of inspiration for COMPAS.
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THE SYNERGY OF CULTURE
AND SPIRITUALITY ENHANCES BIODIVERSITY
Vanaja Ramprasad, Krishna Prasad and Gowri Gopinath

A village remote, yet not far away from a metropolis, is waking upto the call of birds
and animals as morning dawned. Yellamma, motherofthree children (ten, eight and
six) remembersit is Sankranthi, a harvest festival to be celebrated in thevillage.It is

a day ofgratitude and thanksgiving. Yellammabusies herself decorating the house and
cleaning the floor with a paste of cowdung. Flowers and ears of grains representing
a bountiful harvest are pasted on the walls of entrance. Yellammagoes into the house
andstarts cleaning the shed and decorating the animals. The family gets ready for
the pooja, an offering or prayer performedin the field where the harvested grains are
stacked. In the open field, in the midst of everything that is part of their livelihood
- the animals and the implements- a small fire that symbolises the all powerful Sun
is invoked. A dish ofrice, lentils (dhal) and jaggery (unrefined sugar) is offered as

thanksgiving. Her cattle is washed andcarefully decorated with flowers and vermilion.
That evening the animals will jump thesacredfire in front of the temple. Jumping

the sacred flamesignifies a prayer for cattle health.
South of Bangalore, India and closeto this electronic and computercity, a cluster
of villages nestles between the mountains. They are well-shielded from the urban
population and technological developmentsofthe city and are populated mainly by
farming communities and tribal people such as the Irulas. The traditional practices
and perceptionsof these rural people and the mainspring oftheir daily life are outside the domain andinterpretation of modern science.

An important andintegral componentofnatural resources is the biodiversity ofall
formsoflife. From thetiniest organism to the wide variety of flora and fauna found.
The notion ofall life forms coming together and sustaining the earth used to be a
familiar concept. The lives of indigenous people, the‘tribals’, were intricately intertwined with the ecosystem. Ancientcivilisations, indigenous and folk people thrived
on theart of conservation. With the increasing urbanisation, automation and chemi-

calisation oflife, the burden being placed on life-supporting systems such asair,
water, plant and animal life grow. Thepressure on shrinking resources has brought
manylife formsto the brink ofextinction.
GREEN Foundation is a NGO working with small farmers in the dryland regions
of South India. Its key objective is biodiversity conservation for sustainable agriculture. Its major concerns are the restoration of lost genetic resources in food crops
(millet, paddy and othercrops) and vegetables. GREEN Foundation seeks to unravel
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some of many untold facts of biodiversity as they relate to the conservation of wild
flora, agricultural crops, trees and livestock. This approach to conserving the different formsofdiversity meantbuilding on people’s waysofcultivating, propagating,utilising and conserving various life forms. Within COMPASthethrust of the present
project will be to focus on the conservationoflife forms which include agricultural
crops, medicinalplants, livestock, agroforestry and soil microflora.
Aroundfifty villages will be covered, twenty-five in Denkanikottai, Tamil Nadu
and twenty-five in Kanakapura Taluks, Karnataka. Thevillages are closely intertwined
and have much in common. Theylive either inside or adjacentto the forest. We are
particularly consciousofthe fact that, because of their remoteness, their culture and
lifestyles are intact. Thalli is one of the biggest blocks with 50 Panchayats and nearly 370 villages and small hamlets. Out ofthe total population of 148,000 nearly
46,966 are from the villages in the forest area. It is a beautiful landscape with hills
and undulatingterrains. Night temperatures, however, are low and can reach 10°C in
winter; summersare pleasant. Thesoil in the project area was identified as red laterite
and the most commontypein theareais the red sandy loam. The average annual
rainfall is around 800 mm. Thesevillages have been neglected as far as infrastructural
facilities such as approachroads, education,health centers, transport and communication are concerned.
The area is a continuation of Madumalai forest range of the western Ghats: a
deciduousforest with rich flora and fauna. Lantana cameraspreads everywhere along
with other thorny bushes. Rare forest species like Semicarpus, Anacardium,Glorylily,
Orchids are rich and ornamental. Commercial species include Sandalwood, Rosewood, Tamarind, Honge and Bamboo. Bamboohas beendisappearing fast in recent

years, not only because it is food for elephants but also because of auctions held by
the government. Replantation is now underway. Elephants, deer, jackals, rabbits,

wild bores, foxes, monkeys and bearslive in these forests. Elephants give the farming
community lot of trouble and crops have to be protected against them.
Crop diversity has been maintained bythe farmers. A basic mixed cropping system
has remained intact over time. To some extent indigenousseeds have been replaced
by High Yielding Varieties. Ragi (finger millet), minor millets, pulse varieties andoil

seeds are the main crops. North of Thalli, where there are sandy loam soils and
slightly warmer temperatures, groundnuts are grown on large scale and theareais
famous for them. Here, farmers buy their food and straw for their cattle. Water is
drawn from perennial streams and small tanks. However, the streamsflow in the forest
to join the River Cauvery andare not usedforirrigation. Instead, tanks andprivate
wells supply irrigation needs. Rainfed irrigation is the most common and around
90% of the farmers depend on rain. Due toincreasing population and migration,
deforestation is a commonfeature and is caused by extendingthe area cultivated and
by need for firewood.
Caste groupslike Lingayat and Vokkaligas dominate the area. Othercaste such as
Vanniyar, Gounder, Vadda, Kumbai, Golla, Besta, Harijans and also Muslimsare also

found to someextentin thevillages. Lambanis and Irulas form a negligible percentage
of the village population. The Muslim population is concentrated north of Thalli,
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because this is a potential area for business. Though diverse in castes, people normally follow the common values, rules, customs and beliefs of their community.
Along with the major festivals they also celebrate local festivals associated with the
village deities for thanksgiving,to evokeblessings for good harvests, and to secure the
welfare of the entire village community. Despite considerable advances in many aspects oflife, transportis still very poor and people have to walk miles to their villages.
Invalids have to becarried in baskets for many miles if they need treatment at a
medical centre. Although the tribals are shy about their costume, which is heavily
embroidered,theelderly still continueto use it. The younger generation dress in this
way too or choose more modernstyles.
Thepeoplestill resort to the forest for their food crops and income-generating
resources off-season or in summer. Bambooshoots, tubers, gooseberry and special
tenderleaves are the mostpreferred food supplements. Collection of Pongamea seeds
and Tamarind processing are the main summer-incomeactivities. The village community’s contacts with townsandcities, their exposure to the mass media as wellas
outsiders’ intrusion has had an impacton the younger population. The older members
of the community areself-reliant, independentand tough in their attitude and are
rich in humanskills and knowledge. Young people and children are at the cross roads,
still finding their values.
Sacred seeds, gender and cultural sanctity

Traditional agriculture in India is one of the oldest, yet one of the most advanced
forms of food production. Traditional practices did not simply comeinto being
because of an understanding of the mechanism ofnature, but as a result of a science
that was accessible to people as they went abouttheir everyday work. It was not the
science of the laboratory. Farmers choose crop types or varieties depending onsoil
depths, water-holding capacity, slope and drainage and byobserving their interactions with each other. The combinationsofdifferent agroclimatic conditions such as
low rainfall and high temperatures coupled with different soil conditions gaverise to
various crop combinations and crop rotations. The limitation of household labour
further determined the type of crops and cropping pattern. Traditional agriculture
generally ensured food security and preserved genetic diversity.
Gender and biodiversity are linked not only symbolically but also in the material
domain. Womenplay a majorrole in conserving seed at the farm level. It are women
whodecide the amountofseeds that has to be preserved, the variety, and thepreservations methods necessary. Womenare the ones whodecide whenchangeis required
andthatseed has to be borrowed or exchanged. Because womenshare the sacred power
of Shakti (female power of reproduction), with the seed, it is women whoare vested

with the responsibility of selection, conservation and propagation. These processes
are intimate aspects of the reproduction of biodiversity through ceremonies andfestivals.
Therole of womenin theselection of seeds begins when the crops comeinto flower.

In the ragi (finger millet) growing areas of South India, the first flower to bloom in

the field is mustard. Coinciding with the appearance ofthat flower, a festival called
Gowri Pooja is celebrated in which the manyrelationshipsof the plant with thesoil,
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water and other crops are recognised and maintained. The Goddess Gowriis identified

both as a Goddess of water, which is essential for the growth of the crop, and with
the fertility of the flower so that good grain is formed. As part ofthe festival, the
flowers are brought home and worshipped. In parts of the sorghum growing regions

of Karnataka, young unmarriedgirls collect contributions from the public, singing
songs praising the power of Goddess Gowri. The girls also bring in fresh soil from
the village pond symbolisingfertile soil, and make an idol outofit. After the cere-

mony,the idol is immersed in water. The ceremony thusrejuvenates the connections
between soil, water and biodiversity. Seed selection is a continuous process and,
because womenare involved in weeding, harvesting crops andcollecting grains, they
watch plants grow throughtheir whole life cycle and select seed at all stages.

Identifying fruits which will produce good seeds begins with the collection of
green vegetables in the case of the pulses that are associated with ragi orfinger millet.
While collecting the green beans, women identify which plantwill be allowed to

mature into seed of good quality on the basis ofsize, grain formation, pest and
insects attack, for example. While
collecting beans, women keep a
watch on theears of the main cereal

crops, especially in the case of
sorghum and bajra (pearl millet).

Theears that are largest with plenty of grains are selected for reproduction. While selecting and storing seeds, women determine the
quantity needed for two planting
seasons. This is to avoid therisk of

drought and the possibility of
going withoutseed. In addition, a
certain amount of seed is kept
aside to offer as gifts to the poor
and to Goddesses and Gods.
When the selected cereal ears

are brought to the threshing yard,
the first head load or cart is wel-

comed into the threshing yard by
women making a pooja or offering.

On the last threshing day the
heapsof grain includingtheseeds,

are worshipped by women. Before
transporting the grains home,
somegrain from each heapis given
as a gift to the poor. Families who
have provided help are also given a

gift of grain. In the ceremonyperHonneru germination test performed on Ugadi day
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formed by womenbeforethe seeds

of cereals are carried away for storage purposes, forces are evoked that are essential

for a good crop. Water is symbolised in the form of the winnowing pan, pest protection is symbolised in the form of leaves or the branch of a tree or bush. Soil fertility is symbolised in the form of cowdung and weedsin the form ofgrass. The ritual thus locates biodiversity conservation in the complex webofthelife that maintains
and rejuvenates plant productivity. The ritual also forms the basis of seed preservation. Thus, theleaf used in the ceremonyforpest control will be used for seed storage.
The lakkli (Vitex negundo) leaf is used for preserving paddy. Wherever lakkli is not
found in abundance, neem is used as a preservative. In a few cases, seeds are mixed
with other seeds for preservation. For example, Dolichus lab lab or field beans are
mixed with mustard or finger millet for preservation. Tur (pigeon pea) is mixed with

sand for preservation. In other instances, seeds are stored above the kitchen, so that
the smoke keeps the pests away.
Seed quality is tested through ceremonial ritual in a variety of ways. The stored
seeds are tested for germination during a selected festival. It can be Ugadi or the
KamannaFestival, or Holi or the feast ofthevillage gods. In the sorghum region, immediately after the threshing operations, farmers celebrate a festival called Kammanna
Habba which is also called Holi. In this festival, all the planetary forces are thanked
for helping produce a good crop.
On all three days women draw various symbols representing various planets and
worship them as part of expressing thanks to the planet. Before the conclusion of the
ceremony, women will make small heaps of all the seeds they have collected for that
year. On each heap, women will pour sanctified water. If the water carries the seeds
a little way off, they are considered to be of good quality. If they are not, the women
of the household have to try to exchange them or borrow seed from others. On the
last day of the Holi festival, after conducting the quality test, a germination test will
be carried out. In this test, all the seeds screened for good quality, will be placed in a
coconut shell with a medium of good manure selected from the manure pit. All the
grains including cereals, pulses, and oilseeds are placed in the shell for a test. There
will normally be nine seeds, the Navdanya. These seeds will be worshipped, and on the
seventh day when the seeds have sprouted, they will be examined. Women will look

for replacements for seeds that have not sprouted well. Thus, by repeated testing, the
quality of seed at the level of the individual farming household is maintained.
In the finger millet growing area, the test for quality will not be conducted immediately after the threshing ceremony, but thetest for germination will be carried out
on the day of Ugadi i.e. New Year's day in the Hindu Calendar based on the lunar

cycle. After an offering has been made to the household deity, both the couple place
all the seeds selected for reproduction in the coming agricultural season in a medium
of manure brought from their own manure pit. This manure has been dried before
hand. After sowingall the pulses, cereals and oilseeds which numberaboutnine, are
worshipped. Ontheseventh day, the plankis carried to the nearest source of water,
where a sacrifice (pooja) is made and the seeds are examined for sprouting. If the

sprouts are not good orare low in number, or the growthis notofthe level expected
(aboutthree inches in length), the seeds of that particular variety will not be considered
good enough for sowing in the coming agricultural season and farmerwill look for

replacements. Within the space of the three months available between the tests
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embedded in ceremonies and the sowing season, replacement seeds are looked for
through exchange or borrowing. Normally, buying seeds is avoided because trading
in seeds is considered bad behaviour. Reciprocal exchangeis the basis of seed exchange
in traditional agriculture.

A few days prior to sowing, the seeds are taken out from storage for drying and
cleaning. If, due to improper storage, seeds have been affected by worms or insects,
then these seeds are weeded out and the good seeds are identified. On the day of
sowing, womenkeepall the seeds meantfor sowing before the house deity and worship
them. On their wayto thefield each woman whocarries seedswillvisit all the seven
sisters (seven village Goddesses) and make an offering. Before sowing begins, women
worship thedraft animals, the plough, the seed drill and other equipmentto be used

in sowing. In the sorghum-growingregion, it are the women whocarryoutall the

sowing whereas in thefinger millet growing region womenwill give the seeds to men

to sow them.The seedsoffered to the village Gods and Goddesses are collected by
the poor.

Noneofthe above proceduresare followed for the so-called High Yielding Variety

(HYV) seeds purchased in the market. While the farmer-reproduced varieties are con-

sidered sacred, the HYV varieties are considered impure. Theyare sent directly to the
field, and the menareresponsible for sowing them.

Navagrahas: symbol of macrocosm
The Sun is addressed in the Vedas as soul of the Universe. Varahamihira the author
of BrahatSamhita,calls the Sun ‘Kalatma’ orthe soulof time. The planetsreferred to in
the literature, however, were merely reflectors or transmitters of light and solar energy.

These planetary rays affect biological and psychological processes in human beings,

influencingtheir destinies as malevolent or benevolent experience. Thetexts describe
Navagrahas: the planets Mars (Mangala), Mercury (Budha), Jupiter (Brahaspati),
Venus (Shukra), Saturn (Sani), Sun (Ravi) and Moon (Soma)andthe two ascending
and descending nodes as Rahu and Kethu. Usually all nine are worshipped together.

It has been described that the planetary positions of the sun and moonaffect the sea
water causingtides. Theyalso affect the storesoffluid on the surface of the earth and
its vegetation. Recentstudies ofscientists in the west have revealed that the sun spots
and solar radiation do influence biological behaviour. Sunspots have been observed

over many years and they are found to vary in numberover time.
Someofthe traditional beliefs about farming have been linked to planetaryrays.
It is an old belief that trees should not be cut near the time of the new moonfor then
the sap will dry quickly. It has been shown through experiments conducted for over

nine years that the maximum growthof wheat corresponded with the period of the
increasing moon and that maize was found to grow best when planted two days before

the full moon.

Rituals and worship of nature
Forvillage folk, living in close proximity to nature, there exists the all pervasive in-

fluence of the supernatural forces of good versusevil and the glorification of nature
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Tribal cosmovision and powersin agriculture
Theeasternhills and forests of India are the homeland of sixty indigenous peoples
or ‘tribal communities’. Tribals believe in divine beings which are closely connected to their
agro-ecological practices and socio-economiclife. @

4-1 Tribal wo-

men threshing

crops by hand.

4-3 Tribal

people have various traditional
functionaries.
The poojari is
the village priest
and performs
rituals,
4-2 Whilst the majority ofthe divine
beings are female, women are a minority
among ritualfunctionaries. The most
important one is the gurumayi, the community priestess or shaman.

4-4 The disari
is the magicoreligious and
medical man.
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Tribal knowledge on cosmovision is preserved in mutte (ola scripts), gondas (chalk
marks), folk songs and dances. IDEA, Integrated Development through Environmental Awakening,

is an NGO which builds on tribal knowledge to develop sustainable agro-ecological practices. #

4-5 Some customary practices are limiting womens
participation. As some traditionalfunctionaries realise
this, womenin their villages nowadays are allowed to
fully participate in the ceremonies.

4-6 Touching, eating orsellingfood
andfruits is prohibited unless specific
first eating ceremoniesare held by the
Disari and the Poojari.

4-7 Prosperity depends on the proper functioning ofthe traditionalfunctionaries. In order to communicate with supernatural beings, the Disari is using gondas.
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Tribal cosomovision and powersin agriculture

Traditional Sri Lankan agriculture is based on spiritual practices, astrology and eco-

friendly techniques. Together they activate the multitude of powers: the power of the moment,
of location and place, the power of sound and symbols, mental powers, powers of plants and
supernatural powers. @
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4-8 After the kem is performed, the chanted and energised water is sprinkled over the rice field.

Rats, mice, elephants, wildboars and insects are asked to leave or only take a fair portion ofthe crop.

4-9, 4-10 Afier a training given by the Ecological Conservation Organisation (ECO), the
farmer(centre) recalled that his father used to

keep an old booklet on his attic. He traced it
andfound the remaining pages showing some
twenty symbols and yantras for crop protection.
Tribal cosomovision and powersin agriculture
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Buddhist Monks possess invaluable knowledge about indigenous techniques like
charming water and sand. Beyond the reach of outsiders’ eyes and ears, village priests perform
a great variety ofrituals in the domains of construction, farming and health.

4-11 The Buddhist monk Mabima
Pangananda is knowledgeable about
rituals in agriculture such as seedselection, land preparation for sowing, and
determining the right moments for
sowing and harvesting.

4-12 With the help ofself-made posters,

a farmerandspiritual leader explains
traditionalrituals to other farmers and
encourages them to experiment.
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Tribal cosomovision and powers in agriculture
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RITUALS AND WORSHIP OF NATU
RE IN KARNATAKA, INDIA

Hiricara Habba
festival

‘Ancestral worship for apVarieties of food and
peasing the spirits of ances- clothing are prepar
ed to
tors in the eventof calamities. appease ancestral
spirits.
The ancestral spirit will
appear in dreamsoftheeldest
in the family indicating how

Ì Celebrated in Ashwa-

yuja masa (the seventh
month of Hindu Calendar (mid Sept-Oct)

to solve the problem.
Holada Mune

‘A farm deity constructed with: Offerings madet
o deity.
three natural stones. The deity

Different stages in the
agricultural calendar
year. Varies from one
location to the other.

is worshipped at periodic in-tervals during the agricultural
season: ploughing, sowing and
harvesting. Theritual signifies
Protection of crops from cattle
grazing, wild animals and
thieves.
Yanagi Paravu

Protection against elephant
igrazing.

Thesouth east corner of the Carried out before
field is cleared and a picture harvesting.
ofthe elephant drawn on the
ground.Flowers, food, incensé
and coconutsare given in
offering to the elephant (God

ofprotection).
Worship of
prayer madeforfertility
anthills ‘Naga pan- andprocreation.
chami’ (Snakes)

Worship ofPrithvi ‘A prayerfor blessings of
(Mother Earth)
MotherEarth.
e.g. amongst the
Trula tribals

Milk, coconutandfruits are!
offered to the snake goddess
whois perceived as a symbol
offertility. Women mainly
perform this pooja.

End July every year.

Performance of pooja during Carried out before
which offerings are made.
thefirst ploughing.
Wednesdayis believed
to be the day ofbirth
of Mother Earth.
Ploughing, digging and
sowing on that day
would signify wounding Mother Earth.
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Hill worship

Sanctity ofthehill.

Surroundedby sacred trees

: Varies (Local specific)

and water. A temple is constructed on top. Pooja and
offering are made. Collection:
of firewood, stones and timbe
from this hill is tabooed.

Harvest rituals
Rashi Pooje
Kanada Pooje

A prayer for continuity in
goodyields ofragi (finger
millet, staple crop in several
communities).

This festival has particular
reference to ragi. After
threshing grains are heaped
and worshipped.

Karibanta

Theritual is a request against The trunk of Pacchaditree
turns black is cut due to its
pest attack of crops.
‘infestation’ by pests.

Honeru

A community festival (18
villages) signifying different
agricultural operations,like
ploughing (Negalu).

Tepothsava

Pooja andofferings
to agricultural implements.

After threshing of
grains - February
every year.

Weeding time
(Sept-Oct)

Carried out before

ploughing.

A worship oftanks and water Offerings are madein thesite Oncea year.
‘sourcesfor
3
Pp plentiful water.

Sathyhabba and
Yedagujathre

A community festival for better:
rains and bountiful harvest.

Worship offemale Villagefairs and deity
deities: Maramma, worshipsare at times collectively celebrated and animals
Pat talamma,
are sacrificed for the good
Karagadamma
causeofthevillage (goat,
buffaloes, chicken).
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SACRED PLANTS AND ANIMALS WITH
THE DIVINE IN KARNATAKA, INDIA

Tare (Terminalia belrica)

Shaneshwara

Creates problems and only by
worshipping him problems maysolve

Bevu (Melia Azadriach)

Maramma

Village deity protects thevillage

Ala (Ficus Bengalensis)

Muneswara

Farm deity protects the crop

Ekka (Calotropis gigantea)

Ekkada Benaka

Solves problems

Hale

Madduramma

Village deity

Banni

Pandavaru

Symbolof protection. Thetree is
worshipped on Ayudha pooja dya
during which agricultural implements are worshipped.

(Acacia ferruginea)

Beli Kanagile
(Plumeria Bilwa)

Growsaround temple for the
sake of flowers

Bilwa (Aegle marmelos)

Grows around templefor leaves
to worship

Elephant

Ganesha

God of Knowledge

Horse

Madduramma

Village deity

Tiger

Muneswara

Farm deity

Tiger

Mahadeshwara

Great tradition God

Cobra

Nagaraja

Fertility Symbol

Cow

Shiva

Destroyer of Universe
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Ashwatha Katte (sacred trees).

The GREEN approach
The GREEN approach will start with the documentation of indigenous knowledge
and practices: rituals related tofertility and seed testing, the role of women, practices
related to weather, pest control, varied combinations, nutritional management, con-

servation ofsacred plants and groves; folk stories, proverbs and poetry; basic health
care systemsandtraditional resource managementsystems. Then field experiments
will be carried out based on traditional concepts and in cooperation with traditionalleaders. The different activities and methods are summarised in the following
diagram.
CHART OF GREENS PROGRAMME

Literature review and consulta-

People and community

tion with knowledgeable experts

Y
Documentation from field
wider area forest areas of
Denkanikota taluk and
Kanakapura taluk

v

Publications
and workshops

'

A

Experimentation

™
<

~~

Scientists
—
>

Discussions with social scien-

tists people & consolidation

a

Select villages
from the 2
blocks

Schools
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Local experiments in farmers’
field (selected villages)

Vv

Local NGOs

Regional network

A

TRIBAL AGRO-ECOLOGY AND COSMOVISION
K. J. N. Gowtham Shankar

The Eastern Ghatsis one of India’s major natural resource bases. This 20 million year
old mountain range lies between the Phulbani of southern Orissa and Nilgiris of
Tamil Nadu covering Andhra Pradesh and a some of MadhyaPradesh. Thecoastal
area in the east defines the eastern boundary. The Eastern Ghats is the homeland of
about60 indigenous tribal communities and the local population numbers some 10
million people. The majority live in hilly forested areas. The tribes of the Eastern
Ghats are commonly knownas the Adivasi, Girijan and VanyaJati. Eachtribal group
has a distinctlifestyle based on the belief that nature, mankind andthespiritual
worldare interrelated.
In the first phase of COMPAS, IDEA (Integrated Development through Environmental Awakening) documented the agro-ecological practices and cosmovisions of

the 10 tribal communities with whom weare workingin thehills, valleys and plains
of the Eastern Ghats. An attempt was made to understandthelinkage betweentribal
and modern knowledge, and specifically the role of gender. Several resource persons
and agencies were consulted in order to ensure conceptualclarity. Oral and written
literature was verified to allow a better understanding of the concepts. Our study
thus provides an overview ofthe varied traditional practices that exist in the region
and theirpresentstatus.
The tribes of Eastern Ghats practice three main typesofagriculture, depending
on the locationoftheland.First, shifting cultivation is practised in thehills. It is the
major componentofthe subsistence economyin all 10 communities. It involves a
mixed agriculture with variety ofcereals and millets, pulses, beans, tubers, medicinal
plants, fuel, fodder and roofing material. Patches are community property, controlled
and regulated by traditional village institutions. Each clan is allotted a particular corner
of the hillside for cultivation andtheselection process is normally carried out during
the Pushyafestival in Decemberand January. Different types ofshifting cultivation
are practised, based on the nature of the land. Short duration crops produce a harvest
in a relatively brief period of time and thus maintain economicstability and food
security in times of droughtandfloods. Mixedcultivation has many advantages from
an economic pointof view. The harvest is sequential, which enables the farmerto use
someofthe crop for food grain, some for investmentandfestivals and someto clear
off debts. They provide somebuffer against hunger and from financial commitments
such as those with money lenders.
A secondtypeofagricultureis terrace cultivation, which is generally found in the
valleys where there is adequate water and the land can be managed in a way that
allows for the cultivation of wetland crops. The ownership ofterrace cultivation and
the selection process of such plots is in the hands of individuals or clan members.
Cultivation involves terrace bundingto controlsoil erosion and the application of
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farmyard manure and bio-fertilisers. A third typeis plain land cultivation, consisting
of wetland and dryland agriculture. Normally the plain lands belong to individual
families and varieties such as dry land paddy,finger millet, barren yard millet, Italian
millet and sorghum as wellas varieties of vegetables, tubers and beans are grown.

Tribal cosmovision
Thetribal people believe in the existence of natural and supernatural divine beings

andspiritual forces. They recognise the diversity of these forces and believe they are
able to exert an influencethat can help or harm nature and human beings. They believe that their work and everythinginlife is controlled by divine beings whoinhabit
their houses,villages, agriculturalfields outside the village, mountains, forests, rivers
and burial grounds. These gods, goddesses and spiritual beings differ from one
anotherin nature, composition, function and character(see table page 92). Thetribal
people believe that some of these beings are benevolent and some are malevolent.
The supernatural beings are beyond human control; hence submission, devotion and
reverenceis accordedto these powers. Thetribal people also believe in good and bad
ancestral spirits. These ancestral spirits watch over them always and help them when

they are in danger anddistress. They perform appropriaterites and rituals to appease
the divine being and ancestral spirits in order to protect themselves and get rid ofevil
influences. They do not construct their houses, distribute land,start felling trees for

shifting cultivation, eat fruits and cereals, perform marriages or go hunting until they
have performedtheserites.
Almostall these communities have manydivine andspiritual beings. For example,
the Kondh priest Korra Gasi describes how the Pulikonda have more than 100 gods,

goddesses and spirits some of whom are good natured and some of whom haveevil

intentions. It is interesting to note that the majority of cosmovisions in this region

contain beliefs that pertain only to their agro-ecological practices. The tribal people
from villages such as Konda Reddy, Koya and the Konda Dorabelieve that the major

millets, hill paddy and chodi(finger millet) are not only an important foodcrop, but
are also sacred. Similarly the
other communities consider
the minor millet 4orra (Italian
millet) and saama(little millet) as sacred crops and gifts
from their ancestors. The red

gram, especially the hill red
gram,is thegift of the Goddess

of Earth to thetribal people.
Henceanyritual connectedto
their festivals would not be
complete without offering
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Most ofthe ceremonies andrituals are relatedto agriculture,
the environment and health.
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these grains to the divine
beings and ancestral spirits

both good and bad. Festivals
such as Chaitra Porob, Pushya

Porob, and Magh Porob,for example, are all related to seeds and crops. Otherfestivals are related to food conservation.
The tribal people believe they are the children of Mother Nature and that she
protects and guides them. Sometrees such as mahua, tamarind and mango;wild animals such as the Indian bison, tiger‘and common /angur (monkey), birdslike peacock and dove; and streams, mountains and cavesare all holy and containsacredelements. Because ofthis they are worshipped. In addition to these sacred objects, the
peoplealso have sacredhills where they perform annual rituals, ceremonies and Jatras
or fairs. These special occasions are attended by other members of the tribe. The
sacred forests called onum are inhabited by divine beings. Such places can be found
on theplainsin particular. For most communities, the mountains comefirst in the
hierarchy of things and streams occupy secondplace. Trees and animal species come
third.

Traditional institutions
The physical and material well-being of the tribal people is well organised and controlled by traditional institutions and functionaries. The nazk is the village headman
andis responsiblefor village administration. He maintains law and order and controls
orsettles inter-village land disputes. He also mobilises financial resources when necessary by collecting contributions in cash and kind from the community to celebrate
community-based agriculture-related feasts, festivals and rituals. The kotpaik is the
sacerdotal head and works to ensure the smooth functioningofvarioussocial, cultural, religious and agricultural norms. The disari is responsible for magico-religious
matters and heis the medical man ofthevillage. He has considerable knowledge of
agro-ecological matters and land managementpractices. The poojariis the priest who
controls the religious protocols of the village and performs rituals associated with
agriculture. Further, there is the communal womanpriest or shamancalled gurumayi
and the guniya and sutrani whoarethetraditional birth attendants. Kartela disaries and
sirla disaries are the reli5
om
gious and medical men of
the region and the communities consider them to be
supremeandsacred saints.
A groupofeightto ten villages constitute a muta and
this is headed by a mutadar.
This person plays a vital
role in maintaining the
cohesion, integrity, stability and social identity of
the communities in their

specific geographical habitat. The community has a
clearly visible knowledge
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Gondas (chalk marks) are used by disaries and guniyas
to communicate with divine beings.
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of soil conservation and land management. Soil testing and the selection ofland for

different crops requires the skilled knowledge of disari, kattela and sirla disaries who
are able to test soils by colour, weight, andtaste and assess the gradationofthe land.
They know aboutspecific floral species for controlling soil erosion, improving soil
fertility and understand how to use green manure and growth hormones for the benefit of the plants. Theycelebrate the festivals related to grain conservation and ensure
that individual members follow the principle of conserving food grains. Touching,
eating orselling grains and vegetables withoutcelebrating the necessary festivals such
as Korra Kottalu is taboo.
The information storage systems and mechanismsrelated to cosmovision are

mainly vested in the four important functionaries of the village: the disari, poojari,
guniya and gurumayi. Thoughthetraditional dormitories have disappeared physically in all the villages studied, we still found that tribal people have retained their
knowledge systemsin different forms.
Mutte is the name given to the body ofagricultural science. It contains a wide

range of traditional agricultural practices written on palm leaves: Thalapatra
Grandha. Only disari, poojari and guniya can possess mutte. Somevillages have lost
their tradition of keeping mutte, other communities, however,still maintain it. The

Thalapatra Grandhas cover three main subjects: calculations in astronomy; herbal
medicines; and information on natural and supernatural beings and evils and ways

of influencing them.
Knowledgeis also preserved in the form offolk songs, mostly retained by the tribal
women. These songs contain the mythological histories of the communities andtheir
worldviews. Knowledgerelating to the agri-

cultural activities of the men are generally

TAAS GONDA
.

preserved in the form of dance and music.

(to treat pest in crops)

For example, the Kandul Baza is a combi-

nation of music and song that explains the
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UPAI GONDA
(to protect cattle, crops and animals
from black magic)

origin of red gram and its cultivation practices as well as the need to protect its germ
plasm. The karkota is a musical instrument
made of woodthatis used tocreate different

soundswith different pitches. It is employed
to threaten or drive away different types of
wild animals and birds and prevent them
from damagingthecrops.
The onum or sacred forests physically
show traces of their mythological histories

and the times of origin of various natural
and supernatural beings and their dwelling
of abodes. Gondas or chalk marks are used
by disaries and guniyas to propitiate or to ap-

A
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pease evils spirits and to protect the crops
from humans, animals and witch craft. For
example, Chitti Ban Gonda can undo black
magic and witchcraft, and Thaas Gonda can

control pests in nurseries. Some of the chalk
marks observed on the walls of houses also

DONGOR POOJA GONDA
(to pray/please mother nature)

contain information that concerns agriculture, butthevillage heads, including the disari,
find it difficult to explain the purpose and
the meaning of these marks. Gondas are the

symbol of communication with supernatural
beings. They have the power to absorb and
release the most sensitive information and
knowledge systems as well as supernatural

powers. Though these knowledge systems
look complicated to outsiders, it is easy for
a tribal person to grasp the knowledge they contain and their meaning andto learn

the art and project it withoutdifficulty.
To appease the benevolent divine beings, the tribal people carry out acts of propitiation with a numberofrituals and ceremoniesthat ranges from simple to complex
depending uponthe hierarchical position of the divine being and the nature of bene-

fits they get from them. Thedisarifixes the auspicious datesforfestivals or rituals on
the basis of his astrological calculations and the lunar month calendar. The poojari
performs the ritual for the community. Thereare different costs for performing the

majorfestivals. For example, the Nandi Pandugafestival in honour of the god Nandi
Demuducosts Rs. 4,000. Generally these costs include such items as turmeric,rice
or ragi powder, vermilion debs, milk, liquor, incense, camphor wicks, paddy, husk

animals for sacrifices and grains for the communal feast. Thevillage naik will collect
contributions of between Rs.1 to Rs.10 andatleast a kilogram ofrice or millets from
the villages for these ceremonies andrituals. The individual families also celebrate the

samefestivals in their homes with the headof the family as family priest. The cost
involved range from a minimum of Rs.150 to maximum of Rs.1,000 depending on
the festival.

Prosperity always depends on the proper functioning of the disari. Their lunar
month-basedagricultural calendar andthefestivals for supernatural powers are worked
out accordingto astrological calculations. Hence,it is the responsibility of the disari
to maintain theorder. If he miscalculates the dates offestivals relating to specific religious, cultural, agricultural and environmental events, it would disturb all agricultural practices, upset the benevolent divine beings and spirits, and result in serious

consequences for the community. Thereis also the risk that benevolentordivinespirits
may become malevolent.
Theposition ofpoojari is also very important,critical and sensitivein villagelife.
If he fails to perform rituals properly the divine beings will curse the village and the
result will be crop failure, cattle death and humans themselves mayfall sick and die.
If something goes wrongin thevillage, if crops fail for example, or epidemics break

out, the community attributes this to the fact that the god or goddess have not been
properly propitiated by disari and poojari. They mustoffer an explanation and perform thenecessary rituals. If the problem is related to an individual family, then the

disari will perform the necessary rituals in that family’s house.
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MAJOR DIVINE BEINGS OF THE KONDA DORA COMMUNITY,
EASTERN GHATS, INDIA

Sanku Demudu (G)

{Outside the Seed testing,fertility of
village
crops; protection from
their totems.

Sacrifice goat, chicken
andoffer grains

MarchApril

Kora Gangamma(D): Forest

Harvestof finger millet:

Sacrifice chicken

July-August}

Sama Gangamma (D): In forest

Harvest oflittle millet

Offer food and chicken

December

between two
stones
Gowramma(D)

Forest

For better crop production Offer food, incense stick

April

and coconut
|Adavi Thalli,
Mother Nature (D)

Forest

Initiation ofall agricultural Offer bananas, food and
operations as well as pest chicken
control

July

Dhara

Forest

To protect humans and

December

Gangamma (D)

:Sacrifice goat or chicken

cattle from wild animals

in forest
Inti Demudu,

Inside the

lAncestors (S)

house

Tenki Demudu (D)

Mango stone First eating of mango stone Sacrifice chicken

Pedda Rai,
Goddess of stone (G) Stone

Gali Demudu,

Wind

God of wind (G)
Nandi Demudu (G)

First eating of mango

Sacrifice chicken and offer May
cooked food and food grains

May

To protect theirvillage
from stonesliding

Sacrifice goat and pig

July

To protect their crops

Sacrifice chicken

June/July

Sacrifice chicken and pig:

February

Sacrifice chicken and pig:

Any time

Treat with mantras, bethu

Any time

from heavy winds
On hills be- For cattle health

tween the
stones
[Amma Thalli (D)

Inside the:
: house

Family wealth and health

Peeda (S)

In the wind Family health

andoffer chicken
Pandavulu (G)
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Outside the To get rain
village

Sacrifice goat

April

Gender aspects
During community rituals and ceremonies pertaining to the gods and goddesses, the
poojaries, disaries and guniyas play a major role. However, the female gurumayi (the
shaman) andspiritual leader is only allowed to attend and officiate at rituals and ceremonies relating to the family goddesses or spirits in which she is specialised. It was
interesting to find that in some villages the gurumayi did not even play this role and
was in fact confined to attending to the spiritual healing of diseases especially those
that affected women.Theirritual status is not equivalent to that of men, hence they
are subjectto several taboosincluding those associated with menstruation. This period
is seen as objectionable to both divine beings and badspirits.
The majority of divine beings are goddesses and priest are men. On thepositive
side, this shows the communities attitude towards gender at the cosmovisionlevel.
However, on the negative side communities do not allow womenpriests directly or indirectly to serve or to communicate with the goddesses during communal ceremonies.
For example, womenarenotallowed to attend ‘Mokka Pandugajatra’, a fair for pest
control to the goddess Maatha Thakrani.
Womenare confined to their houses and required to prepare food and offerings
for the divine beings andancestral spirits during most majorfestivals. Women take
part in the merry making, dancingandsinging after a ceremony has been completed.
Womenare allowed to celebrate and worship the god or goddess on two occasions.
During Chaitra Porob (mangofirst eating ceremony) they worship Bondurga,the
goddess of forest. In Sirlamamidi village during Kumdanua, thefestival for newly

harvested pumpkinandlittle millet, women worship and extend offerings to the deities
and ancestralspirits. It is clearly pointed out that no womanis allowed to touch the
sacred sword, axe or spear belonging to the divine beings, but they are allowed to
worship them.

External influences
It is clearly observed in almostall the communities studied that rapid changes are
occurring in religious practices, cultural ethos and ceremonial rituals. This acculturation process is due to frequentcontacts with neighbouring non-tribal communities,
settled landlords, merchants and the coming of Christians. The adoption ofalien
religions and practices can create disharmony. This is generally seen in Christian influencedvillages. In such villages we have observed,and thetraditional leaders have
also reported,that their own kinsmen whohave been converted do notparticipate
in the religious ceremonies connected with the agricultural and environmental wel-

fare of the village. They also do not cooperate and participate in the administration
of the village, or in development works relating to traditional norms andpractices.
They also do not obey the traditional leaders. This causes friction. Many of the
Christian missions openly advise people to changereligion andrid themselves of the
wrath ofdeities whom they cannotplease because the cost of performing the necessary rites are too expensive for poorpeople.

The adoption ofnew religious practices andfestival calendars also affect crop calendars. This leads to the disruption of the entire agro-economic base and productivity
and affect food security. Their traditional musical instruments such as the dompu,
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kiridi, tomuku, bousi have been replaced by the harmonium, clarinet, guitar, and
Khanjara and their Oili and Sankidi songs are now dominated by songs from the
film world and Christianity.
‘Traditional communal institutions that were formerly empoweredto take decision
on land, crop management and traditional agricultural practices have been eroded
under the influence and impact of modern agricultural policies such as watershed
development, water harvesting technologies, hybrid seed and cash cropping. The
functions of disari and naiks, kattela disari and sirla disari in relation to agriculture
have weakened. This change in agricultural practices under the influence of a hightech approachto agriculture has not taken into consideration the possibility of judiciously combiningtraditionaltribal agricultural and land managementpractices with
modern agricultural developmenttechnologies. This further erodes and upsets tribal
agriculture and related cosmovision beliefs, festivals, crop calendars and crop and
pest managementpractices.
We found that the communities are trying to maintain their identity and theirtraditional systems and practices. Some have been successful. For example, the institutions and functionaries headed by the sacerdotal head, the kotpaik, are gaining in
importance especially in agriculture. The poojari celebrates festivals related to agriculture andis increasingly consulted on crop managementpractices as is the disari

for biological pest control. The disari is gaining in importance nowadays.In thehilltop villages, the traditional leaders still secure the generation of new agricultural
technologies and knowledge, while in plain and valley villages, farmer-to-farmer
exchange systems throughparticipation and demonstrationis prevalent.
Though changing trendsare affecting tribal life, the well-knit social systemsstill
control andresist the influx of alien cultures. It was also observed that in manyvillages

The influx ofalien religions is affecting tribal cosmovision and agro-ecological practices.
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the traditional functionaries themselves realised that there were negative elements in

their practices and slowly began to change their attitudes. They seem to bestrengthening their positive practices. For example, the villages of Konda Reddies have never
allowed women to participate in religious ceremonies or worship the goddess in the
communal ceremonies. Now women are allowed to participate in these ceremonies.
In Sirlamamidi, the disari now teaches womenabouthis functions including mantras
and gondas. In somevillages, guniya and sutrani - the traditional birth attendants are interacting with governmental health workers. These trends indicate the attitude of
the functionaries and their intention to interact with modern development approaches

while keeping their identity intact and continuing to serve their community. These
functionaries can be strengthened with the introduction of a workable combination
of modern andtraditional methodsthat suit their needs.

Emotionalintegration
IDEA is concerned with the sustainable developmentofthe tribal people on par with
the developmentofother non-tribal communities. We have been working with tribal
communities for twelve years and our main objective is to enhance endogenous ecoagricultural diversity as well as revive tribal traditional institutions for sustainable
development.
Central to our approach is the concept of Emotional Integration and Awakening
(EIA). We see working in this way as an alternative to mainstream development models

that only take tribal and rural livelihoods into account. Mainstream develop-ment
models are based on the organisation of the target group along physical lines, and
project leaders and staff are bound to be controlled by certain authoritarian disciplines that thrive on dependency, top-down approaches and external support.
Sustainable developmenthas to go beyondthephysical integration and organisation
of the target group to promoting empowermentanda culture ofidentity. If thereis
no emotional attachmentand conceptas far as the issues are concerned, the development modelwill collapse.
The concept of emotional integration is a complex andsensitive new development model. It refers to the tribal peoples’ perceptions andlife styles that in turn are
based on an emotional attachmentto their history as a group (the roots), their culture and cosmovisions, the way they organise social and economiclife and how this
is linked to the ecosystem.It refers to their identity and self-respect: their human values,
psychology and social ethics. Emotional integration and awakening consists of four
elements. First, emotional content: the amountof specific information, perception
and knowledgeofidentity in the mind of an individual or group. Second, an emotional realisation or awareness of the mind (which often follows a change of mental
attitude) leading to the choice of proper action based on proper perceptions. Third,

emotional involvementindicates the need to participate not only with the mind, but
also with the heart, and this applies both to tribal people and to outside support
organisations. Thelast element, an emotional edge overrationality, integrates the last
three:it is the realisation of set objectives with emotional content, involvement and
realisation.
Thestaff of support organisations have to use different social techniquesto build
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up this process of EIA. For example, when organising tribal communities each with
its own habits, habitats, customs, cosmovisions, anthropological, linguistic and agroecological characteristics, one has to talk with them about the human, cultural, tribal
and socio-political issues in a language that they can understand. This will give the
tribal people a feeling that they belong to a single race that is divided into heterogeneous groups and this will set them thinking about tribal solidarity. Another example might be that when an eco-restoration programme needs emotional commitment
and participation, considerable sensitivity is required in dealing with cultural norms,
customary practices and social controls that are based on the animistic beliefs of the
tribal people.
It must be fully recognised that these are ideas that not only guidereligious practice
and otheraspects of their life. Their traditional, animistic religious belief is acquired
by tribal people through their reciprocal respect, and psychological and emotional
attachmentto the entire race. This respect and attachment is not imposed on the
tribal, but is culturally preserved, ecologically respected and emotionally transferred
from generation to generation. This respect and attachmentalways remains with the
tribal person in some way. Heorshenevertries to loose the identity of totemic clan
ethics, through which he orshe respects, protects and conserves the species of his or
her clan totem. They are boundto observethe social and ecological controls of the
community when using agro-ecological and natural resources. We, at IDEA, have
several examples of reviving traditional, natural resource conservation practices, sustainable agriculture programmes, herbal medical practices and women development
activities through the conceptof EIA.
We can distinguish four main stages in our approach. When entering a new com-

munity, we start by building up a rapport with individuals. Case studies, group discussions, andbuilding up relationships with traditional institutions and headsfollow.
We encourage cultural programmeswith songsrelated to the people's history, culture
andfestivals, their lives, their ancestors, clan totems, beliefs, customs, normsandinter-

relations with the forests and the environment. This attracts immediate attention
and creates emotional participation and physical integration. Usually this is our
entry point.

Then the formal process begins. In a simple and analytical way, short lectures are
given during group andvillage meetings. Living examples and evidence from the
community are cited and further explanations of the meaning of songs are given. We
try to establish interrelations between customs, norms,festivals, forests, environment
and animistic religious practices. This gives them the confidence in their life and
practices and to further build up emotional strength. The ‘we’ feeling develops in
their minds and hearts. All people, including the traditional institutional heads participate in the programme.
The third stage of our approach begins at this point: the process of formalising
the group with more elements of building emotional integration and awakening. For
example, CODEcentres - COmmunity Development Education- are established for
the young people of the tribe. These centres cater for the needs of individuals,
groups, andtraditionalinstitutional heads as far as those subjects relating to particular village or community practices are concerned. Care will be taken to avoid
commentingontheir superstitions. These are normally discussed at a later stage and
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people sort them out with full emotional consciousness. This stage further develops

their confidence. The questionsraised for furtherclarification, the intensity of group
discussions, butalso the learning andsingingoftheir songs in their houses, fields and

during meetings indicate to us the quality and degree of participation.
The fourth stage starts with leadership building, the introduction of modern

developmenttechnologies and inputs, the revival oftraditional conservation and cultural practices. Meetings with othervillages are also organised. Further analyses of
present problems are made and responsibilities shared. Our approach now shifts to

crystallising the EIA concept. The informal nature survey is formalised with scientific

support and people with training, organisational and leadership skills are identified.

Status reports are prepared and analysed; the community is helped to prepare their
ownplans, evaluations and assessments. Traditional herbalists receive trainingin allopathic first aid. Traditional birth attendants receive training in modern mother and
childcare, immunisation and nutritional improvement. Village-based women's development groups are organised andthetraditional heads are involved in these groups.
EnvironmentProtection and Development Groups (EPDG’s) are also established to
workoutplansfor the integrated sustainable developmentof thevillage and for the
integration oftheir ecology-related cultural festivals, ceremonies, huntingand revived

totemic clan concepts with natural resources surveys and analysis.
The experience of IDEA proved the feasibility and viability for this new type of
development approach. We have reached the goals of building upalternative sustaina-

ble eco-developmentprocesses in about 200villages in Andra Pradesh and Orissa.

Ee
G

Tribal women possess a good knowledge on wild leavy vegetables.
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Needfor further activities
IDEA has initiated the revival of indigenous, tribal eco-agricultural practices that
combine indigenous and modern knowledge systems. Tribal indigenous knowledge
systemsare in a process of rapid transition in the North Eastern Ghats. Hence there
is a need for continuous action research programmes and farmers’ experimentation
to help documentand revive indigenous knowledge. There is a great need to promote
and strengthen these activities and to strengthen cultural identity and endogenous
developmentat different levels in close cooperation with interested NGOs.
During the second phase of COMPAS, we therefore want to further document,
establish and crystallise tribal indigenous eco-development processes, practices and
knowledge systems and extend them our support. It will be important to further
strengthen and promote tribal traditional institutions and the tasks of functionaries
and wealso hope to promote people-based platforms for cross-cultural dialogues and
the exchange of information on agri-eco-cultural practices and cosmovision beliefs.
It is essential to conduct comparative studies, demonstrations and local experimentation on thedifferent knowledge systemsandpractices of the indigenous(tribal) villages.
In order to promote and strengthen these activities small NGOs such as CERT,
STAR, TYO and GRASS and a few selected youth groups from the tribal and rural
areas will also take part in the programme. Each selected NGO will implement the
programme independently in order to achieve the overall objective. Their work will
be coordinated and supervised by IDEA with specific monitoring mechanisms.
As for exchange with other COMPAS partners, we hope to participate in studies
on different formsof indigenous (including tribal) agricultural knowledge systems,

and the way these are expressed in agriculture-related songs, dances, music, and
gondas. We suggest comparing cosmovision-related practices on herbal fertilisers, biofertilisers and bio-pesticides. We are also interested in participating in comparative
studies of knowledge systems and cosmovision related to natural resources conservation,
notonly within India, butalso in African and Latin American countries.
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COMPARING COSMOVISIONS IN NEPAL
Maheswar Ghimire

Nepal is a small Himalayan kingdom with tremendous diversity in topography,
natural resources and cultural heritage. It has more than 36 different ethnic groups,
each with its own culture, traditional beliefs, festivals and rituals who havelived
together for centuries and understand each other well. Spiritually, their roots are
either in the Hindu or Buddhist traditions. People celebrate different types of colourful
festivals according to the season and theirspiritual belief. A festival with its ancient
processions and rituals has mythological, religious and historical significance. From
these festivals and ceremonies onecan derive a wealth of delightful legends and folk
stories, but one can also cometo a deeper understanding of indigenous concepts of
life, agriculture and health. Unfortunately, cultural and natural diversity is gradually
being eroded in the nameofpolitical stability and underthe influence of economic
development and western culture. Modernisation has made the younger generation
in Nepal less interested in discovering the meaningofthese ancientfestivals andrituals.
In this article we describe the history and the environmentof the Chitwan Valley
and Dibya Nagar, the area andvillage where wewill work in the context of COMPAS.
Wewill go on to describe onefestival, Holi Purnima andoffer it as an example of
ourinitial attempt to understand theintricate relationship betweenfestivals, cosmovision and agriculture. In our conclusion, we discuss the activities we plan to carry
out within COMPAS.
Chitwan:a source ofancient civilisation
The high mountains,hills and plains, the different types of farmland, the temples,
and the way in which the houses and the countryside have been patterned,reflect
Nepal’s natural diversity and cultural heritage. In the Chitwan Valley, which in
ancient time was known as the kingdom of King Chitraban,we can findthe places
of devotion and meditation of such ancient scholars as Balmiki who wrote the great
epic Ramayana. Archaeological sites have also been discovered in the area which reveal
information aboutthe period of Lord Krishna, one of the heroes of Mahabharata.
The Chitwan Valley is situated in the foothills of Mahabharata and covers the
catchmentof the River Ganges, a region regardedasthe source of ancient Indian and
Nepalese cultures. Lumbini on the south-western ChitwanPlainsis the birthplace of
Lord Buddha. Janakpurdham is also famous andconsidered to be the Kingdom of

King Janak of the Great Hindu epic Ramayana. The ancientandhistorical relationship between the people of Chitwan and these two importantsites has been recorded
in differentepics, scriptures and traditional literature. In the north-western region of
the Chitwan valley, Devghatdham is a placeofspecial religious and holy significance
for the majority of Hindu people.
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In Hinduism, Mother Earth and specific plant and animal species are considered
sacred. Nature is considered the source oflife, a life which came from a divine source.

Humanity is intimately related to nature and people have a strong belief in the
Wheel of Life and the way the different stages oflife and death are related. Living
beings can utiliseproducts from nature to complete a cycle. As in India, the concept

of 'Panchamahabhoota'or the five primordial elements earth, water,air, fire and sky,
is strong. Religion is the main source ofcultural development and social organisa-

tion. In Dibya Nagar, more than 36 Hindufestivals are celebrated each year. The
majority of these festivals have a meaningandsacrifices and offerings are made to
please the gods and goddesses in the homestead,village and region. Thefestivals are

related to the seasons, natural resource management, weatherprediction and farming.
For older people such festivals and their rituals are an intimate part oftheir day to

daylife and spiritual practices. Rituals have an educational purpose: they encourage
the new generation to understandtheintrinsic relationship between people and other
living creatures in the area. Thus, rituals are the medium for understanding and
developing an awarenessof nature.

As modernisation enters the Chitwan Valley, however, a younger generation is
growing up with less interest in the true meaning ofthese festivals. They see them
simply as a source of entertainment andrecreation.

Holi Purnima:the Spring festival
Holi Purnima, is one such festival, and we will describe it here. It is the Nepalese
Spring Festival. Local innovationis related to the manyfestivals celebrated in the area
andhas a direct relationship with farming,livestock and natural resource management.
Holi Purnima comes in the month of March. The major characteristics of this festival are red powder, romance and haunting demons, Holika. The ancientscriptures
tell the story of the role of Lord Krishna during this festival. Holika begins on the
eighth day of the waxing moonin the month of March and endsafter 7 days on the
day ofthe full moon. Farmersin the hill region of Nepal see it as the signal to get
ready for planting new crops. This indicates the way in whichthefestival is related
to farming practices.
During this festival, cereal grain (especially rice) is fed to pigeons andit is hoped

that the pigeonswill return an enormous quantity of wealth to the family performing
the rite. According to an ancient legend, a boy spread his paddyrice over the farmyard
and wenttosleep in his house. The pigeons cameandateall his rice. When the boy
wokeup there was nota single grain of paddyrice left. He started to cry and prayed
to the God and Goddess. The God and Goddess saw what had happened andasked the
pigeonsto.bring back the rice or give wealth or gold of equivalent value. The pigeons
left their dropping as gold pebbles. Because of the gold the boy was able to live a
happylife. The story is interesting whenseen in the context of the importance of the
droppings of different types of birds in providing manurefor the fields. According
to traditional agriculture practitioners in the mid-hill regions of Nepal, pigeon droppings are good when planting new crops because they contain the nutrients the
plants need. Anotherbelief close to the heart of the Nepalese is that feeding pigeons
will bring peace andprosperity to the family, village and area and custom advises that
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pigeons should be feed every day.
It is also interesting to observe that when Holi Purnimabegins, the majority of
farmers in this part of Nepal start spreading compost from their compostpits over

their fields. Why do farmers normally select this time of year? One farmer in the
Chitwan District putit this way: ‘Holi Purnimafalls at the turningpoint between two
different seasons: winter is going and spring is coming. There is also abundant sunlight
and the phaseofthefull moon brings more energy (from sun). In addition, the quality of

the water in plants, soil and otherliving beings is good which helps the new seeds to germinate and the young plants to grow.’ This festival takes place in the early spring
according to the lunar calendar. The weatheris neither cold or hotanditis the time
of the year when major agricultural tasks such as preparing the land and applying
manure in readiness for the new cropsare carried out. Insects and other pathogens
in the soil will be turned up and exposed to sunlight, a process that will help decrease
the chances of pest resurgence. Thelast day of Holi Purnimafalls on the day of the
full moon,andthis is when planting should start. There may be somerelation between
agriculture and the cosmic influences affecting water. Holi Purnima has a special significance within the Tharu society of Chitwan Valley. It is one of their most important festivals and onethatis greatly enjoyed. During thefestival the ‘Imta dance’ is
performed.In the indigenous wisdom ofthe people we see how farmingis related to
festivals. This gives a special relevanceto thetask ofrevalorising thesefestivals so the
teaching contained in the legends associated with them can be better understood.
Our aim within COMPASis to cometoa fuller understandingofthe intricate relationships between indigenous knowledge, cosmovision and farmingpractices.
Another importantaspect ofcelebrating festivals in the family or the community
is that they fulfil particular needs. They provide the physical body with a change of
food and drink. Peoplelike to prepare and eat food which is moretasty, diverse and
nutritious than their everyday diet and which gives them morevitality. Festivals also
contain elements of security. They confirm the people's belief in the power of the
God and Goddess andtheir ability to protect and treat the physical ailments of the
farm family and those
living nearby from evil
spirits. Ritualsare also performed to bring favourable
weather.
Like all festivals, Holi
Purnima also has a social
significance.
Festivals

enable interaction between people in the spirit

of friendship, love and
happiness. Festivals and
rituals are special occa-

sions that bring family
members, friends and
relatives together and

On a small altar, each dayfreshflowers are

create an atmosphere of

dedicated to the gods and goddesses.
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cooperation and mutual understanding in which strong relationships can be built
up. For some people, festivals are times when they feel free and able to express their
feeling without hindrance. In Nepal, the majority of peoplelive below the poverty
line and face many different types of problem. Even though people are extremely
poor andlive at subsistence level, it does not mean that they are always concerned
about their material well being. Of course, material improvement is important, but
they always seek to fulfil their spiritual needs and to develop their inner consciousness.
Festivals and rituals play an important role in Nepalese society and they answer
manydifferent needs. Today, farmers are thinking more constructively aboutthis festival. Theyfeel that the waythat festivals should be celebrated should be creative and
related to the various seasons. This meansthat they should have somecreative significance which can help the new generation in their moral and ethical development
and supporttheir interests in the perspective of their future as farmers.

Our plans within COMPAS
Dibya Nagaris a village of some 6000 inhabitants in Chitwan District. The Hindu
population consists of Brahmin, Chhetry and Tharu, and the Buddhist population
is made up of Gurung and Tamang. There are also other minor ethnic groups. The
Gurung are mainly followers of Hinayana Buddhism thathasa close relationship
with Lamaism. Westill need to gather more information about their religion.
Because the Hindu community is larger than the Buddhist community,thelater follow the Hindu as well as the Hinayanaculture, ritual and festival. The Tharu can be
considered indigenous to the area. Most other ethnic groups have migrated from
otherparts of the mid-hill region following the implementation of the Rapti Dun
Developmentand Resettlement Programme,initiated by the Government of Nepal

in 1956. Before that time the area aroundthevillage of Dibya Nagar was dense natural
forest and only a small part of it was occupied by the Tharu. After 1956,a large number of immigrants transformed this forest area into cultivated land.It is well known
that the Tharuare rich in traditional agricultural knowledge buttheirlivelihood has
been affected by the migrants. Within COMPAS, we hopeto assess and possibly
revalorise Tharu indigenous agricultural knowledge and compare it with that of
migrant Hindus and Buddhists from thehills. We want to explore the positive and
negative aspects of the acculturation process that has taken place.
The Tharuare simple, gentle and friendly people. They speak a mixture oftribal
languages whose vocabulary has somesimilarity to Bhojpuri and Magadhi. Sanskrit
is its most likely source. In the past they did not measure whattheir cropsyielded.
If somebody asked abouttheir grain stock they would say: ‘Whatever has been produced has been stored in the granary. You can check the amount. If it was enough for
the whole year then the harvest had been good. These days the Tharu havestarted to
calculate their yield. But one piece of land is harvested in the traditional way: without measurementssoas to please the family god.

Forests and water resources are declining in Dibya Nagar. There are no longer any
community forests, although some 10 kms awaythere is a forest belonging to the
Royal Chitwan National Park. It is a restricted area and noforest products can be
collected there. Occasional conflicts have arisen between the Park Authority and the
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community most affected by these regulations. The Narayani is a major Nepalese
river close to Dibya Nagar. Large industries have been established upstream and as a
result aquatic life, drinking water andfishing has been affected. Fishing in Narayani
River has been forbidden bylaw, the river has eroded cultivated land. Thesituation
for the people in the area is miserable andit is very difficult for them to maintain
their livelihood.
Farmers havestarted to grow some timber and fodder species for household use
on their own land. The most importantspecies are Dalbergia sisso, Melia azedirach,
Azedirachta indica, Bombax ceiba, Dendrocalamusspp., Terminalia spp., Syzgium spp.,
Ziziphus, Amala, Ficus religiosa, Ficus benghalensis, Ficus lacor, Artocarpus lakoocha,
Ficus benjamina, Bauhinia spp. Most ofthe land is now being cultivated and crops
are being grown underseasonal irrigation on the lowlands andrainfed agriculture in
the uplands. The most important crops grownin the area are paddy, wheat, maize,
mustard,lentil, and seasonal vegetables. Local fruits include mangoes,litchi, papaya,
pineapple,jackfruit and somecitrus. The various ethnic groups have their ownlivestock traditions. The most commonlivestock are buffaloes, cows, goats, chickens,
pigs and sheep.

Building on indigenous knowledge
There is some awareness among the NGOsin Nepal that use can be made offarmers’
indigenous knowledgefor sustainable development. Overthe centuries, farmers have
developed their own,location-specific, holistic and harmonious knowledge and practices in agriculture, health, social norms and natural resources management. This
knowledgeis based on spirituality, culture and traditional values. Due to processes of
globalisation,liberalisation and the free market economy, Nepalese life has changed
dramatically over the last decades. The governmenthas invested considerable amounts
of internal and external revenue in modernising agriculture and forestry. Since the
1960s, there has been a subsidised chemical approachto agriculture that has favoured
educated andrich farmers.It has also lead to the degradation of the environment and
to decreased productivity. Until 1988/89, Nepal exported food grain. Today the
country imports it. In order to achieve sustainable developmentandsolvethe agricultural, environmental and social problems caused by modernisation, study and
documentation, synthesis and dissemination of indigenous knowledge systemsis a
priority. Fortunately, there are still many opportunities for such studies.
Based in Chitwan, the Ecological Services Centre (ECOSCENTRE) is a small

NGO whichstarted implementing field programmes since 1995 in the Devghat
region of the mid-hill region of Nepal. ECOSCENTRE is mainly active in natural
resource management programmes which contain components of education, agriculture, forest managementandprotection, rural infrastructure development and
other community development programmes using participatory approaches. The
major focus has been onsustainable agriculture and studying indigenous natural
resource managementpractice amongst the people of Devghat Region.
Based on farmer workshops held in preparation for the programme, it would
appear that farmers in Dibya Nagar have two expectations of the COMPASpro-
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gramme. Oneis to create a level of awareness among the youth about their culture,
the merits of traditional agriculture and to try to create an interface between traditional and modern agriculture. The last sentence might seem a little controversial
because of the two polarities involved. However, we have tried to compromise and
to begin building a strong network of people from both traditional and modern agri-

culture. Both farmers and ECOSCENTRE realise that there is an opportunity to integrate cosmovision into the experimentation of our action-oriented, sustainable agriculture programme. Secondly, farmers are interested in trying to find an effective

alternative to chemical farming that will help to save the soil, the people and their
identity. Given this background wedecided with the farmers to work on the following
six topics:

o Study and documentfarmers’ indigenous knowledge and cosmovision.
o Develop a procedure for experimenting with crop cultivation according to the
recommendationsof the Panchangam,the traditional astrological calendar.
o Execute these experiments.

a Involve the youth using an exchange programme between farmers and school
pupils.
a Write an article on the subject and publish regularly in the local newspaper. This
will also help to build up local level networks.
0 Organise lectures at the Central Agriculture and Animal Science College, which is
located in Chitwan some 10 km from Dibya Nagar.

We would very muchlike to compare the cosmovision ofthe original Tharu population with that of migrants andto explore the interactions betweenthedifferent ethnic
groups. There is encoutaging support and participation from farmers in Dibya

Nagar.It is a challenging task for us, as Devghat and Dibya Nagar havedifferent agroecological conditions, social structures and other phenomena. Although there are
Gurung communities in both workingareas, there are somedifferencesin the festivals,
rituals and other cultural ceremonies celebrated. However, the ultimate objectives of

farmersare very similar: sustaining food security and cultural identity.
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ACTIVATING ALL POWERS IN SRI LANKA AGRICULTURE
G.K. Upawansa and Rukman Wagachchi

The Buddhist priest was just about leaving the temple of Kataragama in the south of
Sri Lanka. When he learned about the aim of our visit, he decided to stay and take
timefor a lengthy dialogue with us. As our aim is to assist farmers to revitalise and to
field test ancient knowledge, including its spiritual techniques, we wanted to ask the
spiritual leaders for support. Monks and priests possess invaluable knowledge about
indigenous techniques such as charming water and sand. They can also possibly train
shamans and village priests and develop methods fortesting and valuing traditional
practices. The priest Mabima Pangananda is knowledgeable about such agricultural
rituals as seed selection, preparing land for sowing, and determining the right

moments for sowing and harvesting. During our visit it became clear that heis very
willing to train the village shamans. He was pleased with our interest: until recently,
agriculturalists were not interested in spirituality.
In this article, we describe how agriculture in Sri Lanka was essentially an integrated system with crops,trees, livestock and fish. Animal and crop production has .
always been based on three aspects: the relationship with spirits and supernatural
beings, astrology, and ecologically-sound practices. We will also indicate how we
established a system of field experimentation to test and improve indigenous and
effective traditional farming practices.
Sri Lanka is a small pear-shaped island to the south of the Indian sub-continent.
Altitudes are as high as 3500 meter abovesea level giving rise to a varied pattern of
rainfall. The several different agro-ecological zones range from tropical forests, to
highlands and semi-deserts. The south and southwest regions receive rainfall
throughoutthe year andare referred to as the Wet Zone. The northwest province,
the central province, the Uva and the north andeastern provinces make up the dry
zone. The dry zonereceives an average seasonal rainfall of 75 inches. The northeast
monsoonswhichprovidethis rain lasts from Octobertill January. The ancient people
used the undulating topographyto construct wewa’ or pond-like tanks. In these cas-

cading water reservoirs, water overflows from the top most tanks to those lower
down and ultimately flowsinto rice fields below. In somecases the chena, an agroforestry type of farm onthehighlands, was located above the tanks. Cultivation usually
began in the highland farms before the onset ofthe rains. The food security situation was such thatin spite of the renovation of almostall ancient irrigation schemes
and the construction of new schemes, foodself-sufficiency remained a distant dream.

Heavy imports were needed to meetgrain requirements. This contrasts sharply with
the past when the country producedall its food.
During the first phase of COMPAS, Upawansa of the NGO Ecological
Conservation Organisation (ECO) and other members of the network for agricul-
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tural revival documented the importance of cosmovision for farmers in different

areas of Sri Lanka. Workshops were organised in which farmers who apply traditional practices based on their cosmovision as well as other resource persons,priests
and monks and NGOofficials participated and shared their knowledge and experience. Written sources were also consulted. ECO’s main objective is to offer Sri
Lankan farmers alternatives to modern high-tech and chemical agriculture and protect them from exploitation. Training programmesin ecological farming have been

conductedsince 1992 for university lecturers, graduates, NGOofficials, farmers and
students interested in ecological agriculture. The programmedeals with indigenous
knowledgerelated to agriculture and includes astrology and the influence of supernatural beings. Most ofthe traditional practices are used extensively in the north central, northwestern, southern and Uvaprovinces. In the north andeast they are used
as well, but with some variations due to Tamil and Hindu influences. In the more
developed provinces these practices have largely disappeared due to the extensive
use of chemicals. Because of the reaction against the use of chemicals, some NGOs

are trying to revive these traditional practices. In the training sessions on eco-friendly
practices, farmers bring upthespiritual practices theyfind effective. The aim is to have
farmers testing these indigenouspractices so they can be adapted andre-introduced
amongotherfarmers. The topic of cosmovision was very well received throughout

the country and at present there are farmers groups experimenting with spiritual
techniquesin five different district of Sri Lanka. Most of them are being helped by
NGOsandstaff from the Ministry of Agriculture.

Sri Lankan agricultural cosmovision
Spirits and supernatural beings. The majority of Sri Lankans are
Buddhists (70%) and 10% are Hindus. People believe in godsand other deities and

it is customaryto invoke their blessings. The help andblessings of the gods will protect them from dangers,ill-health and hardship. Godsinhabit trees and especially the
Bo tree (Ficus religiosa). Other ficus species are venerated. Both Buddhists and
Hindusconstruct temples along side Bo trees and makeofferings to thesetrees. It is
also believed that there are gods or goddesses protecting rivers, forests and mountains. On the other hand, demonsare believed to haunt cemeteries, funeral houses,

empty buildings and unclean places. People also believe in a category ofspirits that
are neither gods nor demons: bahirawas, whoare believed to live underground and

within air space. Bahirawas are believed to look after the harvest. People believe that a
bahirawa can sometimesappropriate part of the harvest, causinglosses to the farmers.
Therefore, special poojas (sacrifices or offerings) are madeto these spirits in the field

in order to protect against losses caused by such appropriation.
The different spirits are placed in a particular hierarchical order. When godsare

angered or nottreated properly, deaths, epidemics, quarrels, crop failures, animal losses,
and many moredisasters occurin society. Bad godsalso contribute to such calamities.
Thehierarchy from the bottom upwardsis: the mountains, rivers and trees, through
sub-divisional gods (gambara), regional gods, national gods and then the four worldly
gods: Viruda, Virupaksha, Drutaraksha and Wesamuni. All matter is believed to exist
in three physical forms: solid (apo), liquid (theyo) or vapour (vayo). Heat (patavi)
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determines in which of these three forms any matter exists. The cosmos, which was
called akasha, exerts influence on the earth. These five factors are collectively referred
to as Pancha Maha Butha in ancient literature.
COSMOVISION OF AGRICULTURE IN SRI LANKA

Astrology

AGRICULTURE

Eco-friendly
materials & practices

Spirits

Rituals

Mabima, the Buddhist priest from Kataragama explained his understanding of

reality: “In classical knowledge, upon which both Hinduism and Buddhism are based,

reality is understood to function through a multitude ofpowers and forces. In western
thinking, the most important powers are those of matter and energy. According to the
theory ofEinstein, matter and energy are just different expressions ofthe same phenomenon. In addition to these, Sri Lankan Buddhism recognises at least eight differentforces
and powers: the power of the moment (each moment has its special quality, hence the
importance ofastrology), the power ofa certain location (sacred places, bad places), the
power ofsound (mantras), the power ofsymbols (yantras), the mental powers ofcertain

persons (enhanced by training andpiouslifestyle), thepowerofplants(i.e. thepowers that
go beyond the nutritional or pharmaceutical values), the power of place and space
induced by certain events that have taken place there, and supernatural powers that have
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their origin in spirits or divine beings. It ts importantto understandall these different
powers and know how to relate to them. Butalso the balance and synergy between these
powersis important. This understanding cannotbe achieved through mentalefforts only.
Also otherlevels ofunderstanding are important: spiritualperception, feelings, intuition,
using ordinary and extra-ordinary senses, dreams, visions. Words are too limited to
explain the full richness andfunctioning of these powers andforces. Therefore, a prerequisite is personal spiritual development that helps overcome personal prejudices and
biases. Spiritual development will enable people to be in full contact with all the powers
andforces oflife. A different language 1s necessary, ofcourse: the language ofmetaphors,
art and rituals. The traditionalpractices related to health, construction and agriculture
are firmly based on the existence ofthese forces. Rural people have learned to handle this
multitude offorces: localpriests and shamans wholive a pious life can perform rituals at
auspicious times and at specific locations during which mantras (sounds), yantras (sym-

bols), and plants are used to create the good vibrations for plant and animallife and
human health. These village priests or shamans acquire these capacities through training
andinitiation, during which they learn to develop their supernatural qualities, learn to
overcome the prejudices and learn mantra’ and how to perform rituals. The pious life
style implies that they do not eat meat, do not consume alcohol, have no wrong sex, do
notsee dead bodies, do notlie and steal and are not attached to materialgoods.’

Astrology. Astrology plays a significant role in the lives of Sri Lankan people.
Rural people in particular have great faith in astrology and consult astrologers before
embarking onanysignificant enterprise in their personal, educational or professional life. Astrology also plays a dominantrole in agriculture, especially in the cultivation of rice. Farmers believe that certain days are good for beginning cultivation.
They also avoid certain days which they consider inauspicious or unlucky. Usually a
Sundayis chosentoinitiate workrelating to paddy cultivation. The work is begun on
an auspicious day at an auspicious time. Most farmers follow the astrological calendar
or pancha suddiya to ensure success and avoid bad luck. Pancha suddiya involves the
following five aspects.
a Adherenceto ‘good’ and ‘bad’ days. For example, Thursdays and Fridays are considered auspicious or good days when important undertakings may be launched.
o Theposition of the moonin relation to the earth. Twenty-seven such positions or
nekathas are known out of which twelve are believed to be good. Also different
nekathas are appropriate for different undertakings.
a The auspicious hora or one-hourperiod. Seven horas are identified and each hora

is divided into five panchamakala hora (12 minutes). Each ofthelatteris divided

into three shookshama horas of 4 minutes and further sub-divided into periods of
36 seconds each.
o Avoid facing certain directions on certain days. For exampleit is believed to be
inauspicious to begin any important enterprise while facing the north on a Sunday.
Yogini meansfacing auspicious directions.
o The evil period. This period is called rabukalaya and one should not begin any
important activities at this time. It lasts one and a half hour, and every day there
are two suchperiods.
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Eco-friendly practices. According to traditional practice, agricultural culti-

vation was a community activity. Individual decisions had to fall in line with communal decisions and the gamarala orvillage chief saw toit thatall collective decisions
were adhered to. Cultivation started with the making of a vow to the gods to ensure
the success ofcultivation. Then cultivation was initiated by thevillage leader in one area

at an auspicioustime. These activities were followed by several agricultural practices:
minimal tillage of the land; mixed cropping and seeding wherever possible; fencing

activities at auspicious moments; crop protection like the cultivation of a small portion ofland to attract birds for pest managementin paddy, performing kems, a ritual
or a religiousrite (see below), and if necessary supplementthese actions with use of

plants or plant extracts (biopesticides); Harvesting and heapingin the field for some
weeks or months; threshing and separating a small portion for the Mangalyaor other
festival.

Spiritual practices
Since ancient times rituals have been used in Sri Lankan agriculture to support crop

growth andanimal husbandry andto chase away wild animals or pests that damage
the crops. The combinationofspiritual practices, astrology and eco-friendly technologies have become customs. Despite the impact of the green revolution, many of
these spiritual practices still exist, but in some instances, their full meaning is not

fully understood by the younger farmers. Frequently they are being practised away
from the eyes andears of outsiders. People have learned not to express their spiritual

practices openly as they are often ridiculed or condemnedbyoutsiders. Yet, our experience is that once we showedsincereinterest in their spiritual practices, farmers were
happy to share their experiences with us.

Oneof the most importantrituals is the pooja or offering, carried out during the
annual festival that is called Mangalya. In manyvillages this festival is held at the
devala, a specific place, usually on the bundofthe village water reservoir, the tank.
Onthe day ofthefestival all items which are collected and purchasedare taken in a
procession to the devale premises. All men, women andchildren of thevillage are
expected to participate. In the meantime some poojas are made to God Ganesh.
These poojas consist of fruits, specially prepared oil cakes, and otheritems of food.
Milk rice cooked at the place of God Ganeshis first offered to him. Then the milk
rice cooked at anotherlocationis offered to five gods in a special stage decorated with
betel leaves and sheltered with cloth. Offerings are made to two other gods, stages
for which are madeoneither side of the main platform. It appears that one of these
godsis responsible for the well-being of animals while the other is the guardian of

crops. Finally, two more cups of food including fruits and milk rice are offered to
Kadawara, the messenger of the god, whois also considered to be a powerfulfigure.
A successful pooja is believed to usher in prosperity to the village farmers. If something goes wrong during the course of the pooja, the Kapurala (the caretakerorservant) will be punished. Thisfestival is normally performed with a new harvest. There

are certain rituals that have to be performed in order to removecurses, theill effects
of black magic, and to prevent crop losses caused by the Bairawas. Sometimes the
participants wear masks andusefire torches.
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There are three major sections to Buddha’s teachings. One deals with the discipline of monks orpriests; another section refers to the understanding of thoughts,
mental activities and the process of thinking; and a third section is known as the
Suthara Pitakaya which describes good ways ofliving. This section consists of many
suthras, sermonspreached by Lord Buddha. Reciting suthras, whichis doneto get rid
ofevil spirits and to invoke blessings,is called pirith. Pirith chantingis used to obtain
protection for crops and cultivation. Farmers often chant pirith to prevent or obtain

relief from crop diseases, animal epidemics and evil effects. There is nothing secret
or confidential about these methods. But one important requirement is that the

chanting has to be done by a devout person who leads a pious andrighteouslife.
Fortunately, such people are available in ourvillages today. They are familiar with
traditional religious practices such as charmingsand and water for protection against
pests. Many farmers in thevillages obtain the services of these persons to protect
their crops against pests and diseases. Many of them have reported that these traditional religions methods have proved to be moreeffective than chemical pesticides.

A mantrais a certain type ofverse, a combinationofcarefully selected sounds that
together create a nucleusofspiritual energy. It functions as a magnetora lens to
attract or create spiritual vibrations. According to the Upanishads, ancient writings
from India, the mantra has its origin in the eternal and unchangeable substrate of the
creation. Mantras existed in this substrate and caused the creation of the universe.
Early seers and sages have made studyofthe effects of sound or vibrations and in
this way composed the specific combinations of sounds that are now established
mantras.
In Sri Lankan Buddhism,it is consideredevil to kill other forms oflife. The use
of chemical pesticides, therefore, is not consistent with thefaith as it kills insects and
otherliving organisms. In the tradition, several spiritual practices have been developed

to relate to the spirits of the different living organisms. Mantras play an important
role there. The spiritual leaders know what mantrasto use to achieve specific effects.
There are mantras to ask rats to leave thefield, mantras to enhance a healthy crop and
mantras to reduce the damage by paddy bugs. The mantras address someinvisible spirits
whois believed to grant redress. The words used, the sounds made and the rhythm
of the reciting is important. Some mantras are very short and mayconsist ofjust a
few words. Mantras are used in agriculture to obtain higheryields and also to protect
crops from damagebypests and wild animals.
Yantras are symbols that have been given the powers by mantra or pirith chanting

by a sacred person. It can have the form of a drawing, an idol or a structure. Some
yantras are inscriptions on a thin strip of copper or palm leaves. These inscriptions

can represent gods, spirits or be abstract geometrical figures or texts in Sanskrit or
anotherlanguage. Yantras are used to secure protection from ones enemies, the anger
ofthe godsorevilspirits, ill effects of planets, forces of nature, envy andtheevil eye.
They can also help to ensure good crops or good health.
In agriculture, the use ofyantrasis widespread. Generally a yantra is placed in the
centre ofthe rice threshingfloor. An abstract geometrical drawingis used: three concentric circles and eight radial lines with different drawings on the outside: The
yantra is placed or drawn onthethreshingfloor, certain items such as an oystershell,

a coconut, a piece of iron are placed on it, together with a few bundles of paddy.
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During threshing operations no

they may not know thata threshing
operation is going on. Other yantras

are used for crop protection:
against flies, rats, and for animal
health.
During one of our field visits
we discussed the use of yantras
with the farmers. One of the farm. .
ers remembered that his father
made use of these, and that he
should have a booklet with the
designsof the yantras in the attic of
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item is referred to by its real name.
The idea is to mislead the spirits so

his house. He found the book. The

Drawing made by a farmerto indicate the yantra,

pages had turned yellow and some

mantra and rituals used when threshingrice.

pages were missing. It contained
some 20 abstract geometric figures each referring to a specific plague or pest. We

copied the booklet and have since shown it to several other farmers. In many
instances they were recognised by traditional leaders as consistent with their own
knowledge. Other farmers were eager to copy the drawingsto test them in theirfields.

Thepractice of kemsis very widespreadin rural Sri Lanka. A kem is a kind ofpractice, technique or custom thatis followed in order to obtain some favourable effect
such as relief from a specific illness. For example, washing in a pool of water imme-

diately after a crow washes in that pool is believed to bringrelief to people suffering
from certain infirmities. A requirement in this kem is that the patient should wash
without speaking or making much noise. The following kem is used for protection
against the paddyfly. “Goto the paddyfield early in the morning, catch a fly at the
entrance of the field, chant a specific mantra seven times and thenrelease the fly’.
Another one is: “Charm some oil with a specific mantra andlight an oil lamp at dusk
at the farmers home and not in the field. To prevent crop damage by birds charm
somesand and sprinkleit in the field’. Some kems combinethe use ofastrology with
the use of certain plants or herbs. Other kems depend ontheuse ofspecific plants
and mantras. These traditional practices have survived because they mustbeeffective.
If these had noreal effect, they would have disappeared long ago.
There are also kems that do not involve anybelief in spiritual beings or gods.
These kems are based on a careful observation of nature and natural phenomena. The
kem practised to destroy the paddy caterpillar belongs to this category. It works as
follows: milk rice is prepared and put on circularslices of banana leaves, placed on

tree stumps which are located in those parts of the field where caterpillars have infested the crop. This is done very early in the morning before the crows leave their
nests. When the crows perch on the banana discs to eat the milk rice, the milk rice
falls to the ground. When the crows pick up the fallen milk rice, they see the caterpillars and eat them instead of the milk rice. A variation of this practice is to keep
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roasted grains mixed with pieces offruit in the evenings before sunset. This attracts

carnivorousbirds who destroy thecaterpillars. Here,it is not the farmer whokills the
caterpillars. So he does not commitanysin, which is an importantconsideration in
Buddhism. This kem is an example of howtraditional practices are based on knowledge
of nature andreligion.
Some kems are mechanical methods, like the lighting of fire torches. These torches
are made using a piece of saffron robe for the wick and sticks of trees wara
(Calatropis gigantea), kadura (Pagiantha dichotoma) or gurula (Leea indica) for the
handle. The wick is dipped in butter oil or fat. A numberof these torches are lighted
and kept burning for about two hours at dusk. Mostpests and insects are destroyed
in this way. This is really a light trap. But the colouring used for the robe and the

chemical properties of the selected sticks give extra effect. Today, some farmers may
even use engineoil and cotton waste to make these torches. It is also believed that
the torches will drive away evil spirits such as demons andprethas.
There are various conditions that have to be met to make the working of kems

successful. For example, the farmer should notvisit the field being treated for a specific
period. This period of prohibition maybe one, three or seven days. With some kems,
womenare prohibited from entering thefield altogether, while other kems have to be

performed by womenonly or even by pregnant women only. Theeffectiveness of a
kem can benullified if the person is exposed to a killa or impurity caused byeating
certain food (especially meat). Attending a funeral also causes impurities. Another

major impurity is associated with women's menstruation.
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Please accept this offering. Take care ofmy crops this season.
Tlpromise that I'll do an offering at the end ofthe season.’
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Atoni cosmovision and African ancestors

Cosmovisions of the Atoni, in Timor, Indonesia have shown a strong ability to
survive and are translated in religion, economyand political structures or adat. @

5-1 A dukunhas spiritual powers and is consultedfor crop diseases, human health and weather
forecasts. On his advice the pah tuaf, or clan elder will perform rituals and sacrifices.

5-2, 5-3 Lady harvesting sweet potatoes
for own consumption.
Soil erosion increases

as traditional land use
practices are abandoned
and threatens food
security.
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One of che major aims of Timor Integrated Rural Development Programme (TIRD-P)
is to realise a more just and democratic society where people can express their culture. In agriculture, learning and experimentation will be based on the Atoni cosmovisions. #
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5-4 Every clan builds an adat house, the meeting

5-5 The adat houses have a location where

place ofthe elders ofthe clan. Here they decide

animalsacrifices are being held. Especially pigs

aboutfestivals, sacrifices andfarming activities.

have great ceremonialvalue.

5-6 Traditionalrulers (rajas) have great poli-

tical influence and play important functions

in rituals for crop production. Here thefirst
harvested maize is kept and worshippedin the
adat house.
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Antoni cosmovision and African ancestors

In Africa, ancestral ownership of land is widely accepted. The living are temporary
possessors of a heritage to be passed on to yet unborngenerations. Before adopting an innovation, spirits have to be consulted through ancestors. Soothsayers, traditional priests and spirit
mediums can communicate with the ancestors and divine beings in the environment.

5-7 In northern

Ghana, sacrifices
are made on the
ancestral shrines in
the courtyard ofa
farmers’ house.

5-8 The chief
fetish priest prepares
to sacrifice a white
chicken for reconciliation.

Antoni cosmovision and African ancestors

Chiefs are responsible for administrative and judicial functions. The spiritual world

is the major driving force and regulates the performance of traditional institutions in Africa. @

5-9 Young chiefsitting in state with his sister after he has been initiated and installed.
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Antoni cosmovision and African ancestors

Indigenous institutions
Indigenous knowledge associated with the practice of agriculture and irrigation survived for over 2000 years due to the unique institutional system that supportedit.
Thisinstitutional system was made up of many componentsand organised asa hierarchy. Atthe base, there wasthe village — the smallest unit. Each village was under a
gamsabhaor village council. Each village also had a village chief. A number ofvillages formed a korale which was the nexthigher level. Next came rataymahattayas and
even larger divisions were called disawas. At the apex of this pyramid was the king
whopossessed unlimited power. Any problem that could notberesolved at the local
level was referred to the higher levels. Village temples and devales with their priests
also enjoyed a certain degree of power. Then there were practitioners of Ayurvedic
medicine.
The pirivena wasthe only formal educationinstitute. This is a school attached to
a Buddhist temple of worship. While religion was taught by Buddhist priests, the
otherthree sections of the indigenous knowledge system, namely medicine,astrology
and ritualism were taught by masters (gurus). In the passing down ofthis knowledge
from master to pupil, some importantsections were deliberately kept back without
being passed down to the pupils. This practice of retaining some knowledge was
referred to as guru mushtiya. The knowledge was hidden for the pupil and only given
when the master died. In manyinstances, knowledge retained by the masterin this
way was lost forever.
This entire knowledge system is written in ola scripts. Young leaves of palmyrah
trees are treated andseasonedin a particular way to produce a writing surface. The
teachings of Lord Buddhaarealso written on theseola scripts. These writings can be
categorised into four main fields: dhamma, medicine, astrology and the category
dealing with spirits, yantras and mantras. The dhammabooks also contain remedies for
crop damage,pest attacks, damage from wild animals and also advice for improving
yields. The medical book contained methodsoftreatmentfor crops. These remedies
are described as Vrkshayurveda: Vrksha means trees and Ayurveda meanstreating
sicknesses and physical disorders. A large numberof remedies, rituals, and the use of
spirits can be foundin thesection covering astrology andspirits. These prescriptions
have beensafeguarded as secrets and some have been passed downorally.
These indigenous systems began to disappear with the advent of westerners. The
gamsabha was abolished in 1832. The gamarala was replaced byanofficer called the
velvidane in the 1860s. The velvidane’ functions related only to the cultivation of
paddy. Other components of the farming system such as highland andlivestock
farming were neglected. Agriculture in the villages came more and more underthe

influence of bureaucrats who wereoutsiders. Then modern technology enteredvillage
agriculture. The Waste Lands Ordinance was an enormousblowto indigenousagriculture. This law introduced by theBritish, enabled them to buy up landat very low
prices. Coffee plantations were established and later tea and cocoa were planted.
Natives lost access to the land andthis destroyed village agriculture. Christian missionaries camefrom anentirely different socio-cultural and religious background and
did notappreciate the value of indigenous practices orbeliefs. Someof them deliberately
suppressed andridiculed them in order to introduce their own beliefs and practices.
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The present institutional arrangements favour individual activity rather than communal or cooperative efforts. Paid labour was introduced into village agriculture that
until then had depended on the mutual exchange of labour. Agriculture became an
economic pursuit, and no longer a way oflife. As a result, human values, respect for
nature and cultural considerationsall began to disappear.

The introduction of science-based education accelerated this process further.
Modern science has not seriously studied indigenous knowledge. Instead of subjecting
it to scientific study to test its validity, scientists tend to dismiss it as a myth.
Agricultural scientists do not seem to have much faith in indigenous knowledge. Yet,
the rejection of indigenous knowledge has led to the disturbance of the ecosystem.
Crop failures are frequent due to non-adherenceto cultivation time-schedules.
Onecan also observea revivalofthe interest of agricultural scientists in traditional
practices, including their spiritual aspects. One promising feature is that Integrated
Pest Management methodsin agricultureare likely to gain popularity over chemical
methodsin the next few years. Manytraditional methods are now included in IPM
of rice pests in Sri Lanka.
In the north, central and the northwest Province, although certain changes have
occurredin the practices, methods and techniquesrelatedto agriculture, by andlarge

the traditional way of farming has been preserved. Many farmers use both modern
as well as traditional methods. Almostall farmers use fertilisers and agro-chemicals.
At the same timethey adhereto traditional practices such as making a vow to gods
whencultivation begins. They fulfil this vow at the end ofthe season. This also takes
place in the colonisation schemes established by the government. More farmers are
now using modernpesticides rather than indigenous techniques. This is due to the

propagandacarried out by agricultural officers and chemical companies. In some
places, for example, conditions favour the adoptionoftraditional techniques. The
availability of practitioners of ancient techniques helps to get them adopted in some
areas. Many farmers have nowrealised the serious negative consequences of modern
methods.

Our challenge within COMPAS
It has to be acceptedthata large section of the farmer population has moreorless
abandoned most indigenous practices and techniques and adopted modern technologies that are often directly antagonistic to astrology, supernatural beings and the
ecosystem. However, the numberofindividuals or formal institutions interested in
indigenous knowledge is gradually on the increase. Ecological Conservation
Organisation is experimenting with farmers on both eco-friendly practices, kems,
rituals and poojas to the gods. We follow the technique of observation and experimentation byseveral farmers and then meetings are organised where farmers share
their experiences. Almost every phenomenonthat was subjected to testing has produced satisfactory results. The re-introduction of indigenouspractices needs careful
planning. Such a plan should havethe following steps:
o Identification of areas where aspects of indigenous and cosmovision-based knowledge
is currently being practised.
a Collection of available information on availability of competent persons that can
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apply these methods and techniques and comparing these practises with modern
technology.
o Examination ofconstraints,if any, that may prevent the widespread application of
cosmovision-based techniques.
Oo Verification of the effectiveness of cosmovision-based methods and techniques
practised by farmers. These verifications can becarried out by volunteer farmers
whocarry outtests on their own fields.
a Techniques found to be effective are introduced to farmers by training resource
persons and making the services of the latter available to them.
o Increasing awareness in the form of seminars and workshops for farmers, NGO
officials and government officials, in which the experiences of farmers and
researchers are discussed.
o Successful case studies to be given publicity through the mass media.
The above programme was implemented in Polonnaruwa District and generated
a lot of interest among the farmers. Many more farmers will participate, as over 100
demonstrations are now being planned. These demonstrations will show the farmers
how the application of cosmovision-based technologies can help them solve the
problem of low yields, persistent losses and damage to the environment. Most of
these techniques, practices and methods are environment friendly, do not involve
high costs and are also culturally accepted. Fortunately many participants have
offered to train selected youths from different parts of the country to use these techniques, practices and methods. There has also been a suggestion thata privatelibrary
be organised that would be accessible to recognised practitioners.
The next step is testing on a small scale. Small plots are selected for this process.
Observations are made and tests carried out in these plots. Since these tests are duplicated in a large number ofplots, the results are acceptable. Successful techniques are
immediately adopted by farmers in the neighbourhood. This ensures that successful
techniques spread to other areas. Buddhist temples are important places with respect
to indigenous knowledge, because priests in charge carry out indigenous practices
such as charming water and sand. The close relationship that exist between the rural
people and the Buddhist templesare a great help in popularising indigenous knowledge.
Buddhist priests have close contact with farmers and moreover they command
respect amongthe farming community.

When weorganised workshopsin the contextofthis study, the participants became
so interested, that one of the NGOs- Janodaya- offered to organise a workshop in a
temple so as to provide practitioners with the opportunity of contributing more
towards popularising indigenous knowledge and cosmovision. The chief incumbent
of this temple was himself a resource person. Another workshop was held in
Kaudulla, in the Polonnaruwa district and was attended by resource persons, NGO
officials and practitioners. This workshop too wasvery successful and manyparticipantsrevealed the effective techniques they used. The meeting ended with a resolution to apply indigenous methodsin agriculture together with certain modern ones.
The success of this workshop led to the organisation of two more similar workshops
that received assistance from thelocal agricultural society. Now the farmers themselves
have organised another workshop and have even undertaken to provideits partici-
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pants with lunch and refreshments. Since farmers have now realised that farming is not
profitable with modern technology, they are looking for alternatives. There is clearly
scope for the popularisation of indigenous knowledge and cosmovision.
The Ministry of Agriculture is also now involved in experiments with cosmovision - based practices. At the end of 1997, a series of farmers exchange meetings were
organised for their staff. Kalyani Palangasinghe, one of the Sri Lankan COMPAS

partners, describes how such a meeting was organised. With the help offarmer leaders,
I identified key people: those who have a spiritual function, knowledgeable farmers,
Ayurvedic doctors. Also people with an interest in the subject were invited. Farmerleaders

are respected in the community and know their own culture well. The objectives ofthe
meeting were discussed with the resource persons: to present to farmers the spiritualpractices that are being used in the tradition and specifically how they should carry out their
roles. In Sri Lanka, shamanscarry outrituals to influence the good growth ofthe crops
by enhancing the powers ofsound (mantras) and symbols (yantras). These rituals have to

be performed at auspicious times, to be determinedby astrologers. The shamans undergo
extensive apprenticeships, have to be inaugurated and should live a pious life. These
shamans were asked to reveal the mantras they are using, show someofthe yantras and make
a demonstration ofa certain ritual. Other shamans were asked to make a drawing ofthe
ritual they generally perform on a piece ofpaper ofa size large enough to be presented to
the meeting. My role was to prepare andfacilitate the meeting.
We made use oftraditional symbols and
ceremonies to introduce the meeting. An oil

lamp was lightened and mantras were
intoned. There was a demonstration of a
ritual in the farmers' meeting. It is very

important to search for the right resource
persons. We also made a kind of healthy
curative oil, and gave a small demonstra-

tion which immediately showsits applicability. The farmers were very enthusiastic.
They sensed thatin this way their knowledge,
their culture and their spirituality was
respected. The meeting lasted longer than
usual, Even after the meetingfarmers con-

tinued discussions. Most ofthe participants
wrote down the mantras, and in somecases

they recognised them from the time their
parents had used them.
During the meeting drawings of spiritualpractices were shown. Theyprovoked so
much reactions that we only needed to ask:
‘Whatdo you see in this poster, and do you
thinkit is useful?’ to get a very lively disAccording to thefarmers, mantras andyantras create vibrations

cussion going. At the endofthe meeting we

leading to a harmony in the plot.

asked which farmers were interested in
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experimenting with some ofthe traditionalpractices that had been presented. We got more

than twenty volunteers and I promised that I would help them in carrying out the
experiments. I now need to define the methods forfield experiments. My colleagues ofthe
Ministry ofAgriculture were surprised about the degree ofparticipation and theself-

respect shown by the leaders. Nobody said it was nonsense. Apparently the idea was well
received and the idea to start testing them appealed to both the farmers andprofessional
scientists.”
.
Recent activities

Theresults of the work by COMPASfurther helped build the network anddifferent
organisations, farmer groups and individuals in different parts of the country are
now working on cosmovision. The most important lesson was that during sharing

workshops, farmers readily accepted the idea of testing, experimenting and further
validating the methods. The involvementofofficials of the Ministry of Agriculture,
and various other government departments andresearch institutions, and district
administrative officials in various capacities needs to be further strengthened so that
use can be made of their capacities in order to further understand and develop cosmovision-based ecological agriculture.
In the coming years, we will engage in a numberofactivities. First ofall, we will
reinforce the interest among farmersin experimentation in order to test and improve

indigenousandeffective traditional farming techniques. Farmers will be the main
actors, but we will also intensify the relations with support organisations. Possibly,
collaborative experiments will be executed with other national and international
research. institutes. We also hope to contribute to building theory to explain the
results.
We also intend to continue collecting and documenting information on indigenous knowledge and cosmovision,their conceptsoflife, and indigenousinstitutions.
Keypersons, both men and women,will be interviewed,life histories will be studied
and village workshops will be organised to study and discuss the topic and share
information with othertraditional farming systems. Participation in village festivals,

rituals and other importantevents will be central. The documentation will not only
be in written form, butalso in audio and videorecords, slides and photos, and also
through indigenous expressions with local media, local symbols, music, songs and
designs. It will be interesting and challenging to conductexchangevisits between villagers, village leaders andspiritual leaders. In order to present the information to a
wider audience, we also intend to conduct national and international seminars and

workshops.
Field staff will be further trained and supportedin orderto assistfield staff implementthese activities with farmers. We hopetoestablish clusters of traditional leaders
and farmer groups, in which the methodsused bythevarious farmer groupswill be
documented, discussed and their effectiveness assessed. In order to exchange and
agree on the approachesto be used, national, regional and village level working
groups will be established. We also intend to do intense networking with governmental and non-governmental institutions, but the farmer groups who intend to
continue with indigenouspractices will have most ofourattention.
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To meet the demand of partner organisations that are working with farmers and
are interested in this approach, we offer support with documentation, testing and the
improvement oftraditional techniques themselves. We hopeto establish a field laboratory where we can also do some of the testing ourselves and strengthen our cooperation with Buddhist priests and traditional shamans.
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ATONI COSMOVISIONS IN AGRICULTURE IN TIMOR
Johan Kieft and Marthen Duan

The Atoni, or Dawan as they are called in the Belunese language, live in the western
part ofthe island of Timor, Indonesia. They are still mainly subsistence farmers and
have somelivestock which are free ranged. They collect non-wood forest products such
as candlenut and Tamarind and they also produce handicrafts. For centuries Timor
was famous for its sandalwood. In an early Chinese report of 1225 by the Chinese
inspector of overseas trade, Chau Ju-Kua, Timor was mentioned as being rich in sandalwood [Krom, 1931]. From 1511 onwards, the Portuguese became interested in

the island’s sandalwood trade. They needed sandalwood to trade with the Chinese
because there were no European products that were of value to China. In Europe,
there was hardly any demandfor it. The Dutch became interested for the same reason,
but they were unable to control the trade. The competition for sandalwoodled to
Timorbeing divided between the Dutch and the Portuguese. The east became Portuguese and the west Dutch. The western part became Indonesian in 1949 when the

Dutch withdrew from Indonesia. In 1975 East Timor becamea part of Indonesia.
Comparedto the other Indonesianislands, Timoris dry. Average rainfall depends
on topography and the mountains generally receive significantly more (over 2000
mm) than the surrounding flat lands (1000-1400 mm). The western part of the

island is influenced by the north-west monsoonandreceives rain in a relatively short
three-month period from December to March. Moreto the east, the importance of
the north-west monsoon becomesless significant and the chances of drought during
the wetseasonincrease significantly. In the east, the southern monsoonbringsocca-

sionalrainfall, especially to the south of the island. Cassava can growthereall year
round, and short season 90 days crops like mungbean can be produced during the
dry season [Pingin, 1995]. According to Fox [1995] the effects of ENSO (El Nifio
Southern Oscillation) are marked and these limit the boundaries within which agri-

culture can be carried out. Farmers must contend with the certainty of uncertain
rainfall and at least implicitly attunetheir activities at the beginning ofeach raining
season to the worstcase scenario. This, according to Fox, is the only reasonable perspective for agricultural development.

Theisland is not volcanic. The parent material ofthe soils consists of uplifted sea
bottom,a process thatis still going on. This geological background meansthatsoils
are notas fertile as on volcanic islands such as Flores and Java. There are five major
agro-ecosystems in Timor [Alderick & Anda, 1987]. First, there are alluvial marine

plains and basin agro-ecosystems: generally flat to sloping land wherethesoils close
to the rivers are loamy. During the monsoonpercolationis limited which means that
these soils, especially the clayey ones are suited for rainfed sawah (rice) cultivation.
Landis also used for adangs (swidden cultivation) and grazing. There are also palm
forests that provide materials that can be used for house building. Farmers have
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developed an indigenous system of fallow management [Kieft, 1997]. Secondly,

there are the coral plateau agro-ecosystems These gently slopingreefal limestonesoils
with reddish clay have a low swelling and shrinking potential. Thesoils are often too
shallow for crop production, but as groundwateris close by (4-5 m depth), there is

good potential for small-scale irrigation with the help of windmills. Then there are
limestone and marl upland agro-ecosystems. This moderately sloping land consists
of limestones and marl. There used to be a lush, mixed tropical hardwoodforest, but °
this has now been removed andthe area is now covered with coconutpalms, fruit
trees and homegardens. These soils are favoured by the Timorese farmers. Fourthly,
there are Bobonaroclay soils, which are basically uplifted marine clays with poor
physical and chemical properties. They are extremely hard when dry and very sticky
when wet. With a very lowinfiltration rate, these soils are also very sensitive to erosion.
In Amarasi (Kab Kupang), farmers developed their system of fallow management
based on the use of Leucaenaon thesesoils. This system is seen as a successful example of indigenous fallow managementandlandrehabilitation [Field et. al., 1992].

Fifthly, there are old alluvial terrace deposits in which thesoils are neutral andslightly acid red clayey. These lands are not used intensively, mainly because of dryness.
Farmers themselves have developed their own land use characterisation system. For

Unab, a hamlet 30 km east of Kefamenanu farmers mentioned 4 major soil types:
black, red, stony and clayey. In other areas farmers use a comparable system [Kieft,
19971;
Cosmovisions
Cosmovisions, or how people understand relations between mankind, spirituality

and nature, has a significant impacton the way people organise their lives on Timor.
The recent problems between the local government and the indigenous people on
land rights can clarify this. Accordingto the law, land which is underforest is government land. The people living in these forests and living from it believe that it is
theirs. They are convinced that the land has been given by the Almighty totheir
ancestors. If they loose it, because they are not able to defendit, their ancestors will
be very angry [YTM, 1997]. The way cosmovisions are worked outin religious, economic andpolitical structures is called adat in Indonesian.
TIRD-P or TimorIntegrated Rural Development Programmeis a network of four
NGOs (Haumeni, Tafenpah, Tafentop and Timor Membangum). Alfa-Omega and

Justisia are also partners in TIRD-P, thelatter providing juridical support to farmers.
The aims of TIRD-Pis to realise a more just and democratic society, in which there
is room for people to express their culture and cosmovision. The partners are currently working on integrated crop developmentandpartof the programmeis dealing
with farmer experimentation, in which attempts are madeto use indigenous forms
and concepts of experimentation.
An important concept in the cosmovisions of the Atoni is the leu concept. It
meansholy, sacred, something that provokes awe.It is a force that can be either dangerous or beneficial. Anything might become /eu as a results of a ceremonialact or a
dream. The Atonidistinguish the following kindofleu: leu nono or fertility; leu musu
or hostility; leu fenu, a medicine used during pregnancy and child birth; leu abanut,
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another medicine used for taming buffaloes; and leu kinat applied in conjunction
with the manufacture of dyes for weaving (kinat).

In theliterature there are no creation myths mentioned [Schulte-Nordholt, 1971;
Asche, 1995]. However, every clan has its myth of origin. An exampleis the myth of
origin of the Teakas village. ‘Long ago, aroundthe year 1400, Neno anitei andAmaina
were thefirst people originatingfrom nature. They were originally a piece ofwood and a
stone. They saw the sun for the first time when they left the cave Popnam. They lived in
a place where now there is rumah adat (temple). After a while they separated and one

lived in the area close to the cave Oekanafpopnam andthe other in FaotkanafNaisolat’
[YTM/Kehati, 1997].

Cosmovisionsstill play a very importantrole in economic life. Agriculture and
handicraft production are closely related to cosmovisions. Still people perform the
ceremonies. On every gardenplot the farmers build a small temple of stones.It is
there they offer to the spirits, their ancestors and Uis Neno and were farmerstry to

influence nature. However, the relationship between experimentation and their prayers
has to beclarified.
During discussions held in the village of Panthea on technology development,
farmers stated that if a technology is to be accepted they ask for signs from their
ancestors. A typical example was the introduction of a hybrid maize variety in the
mid-1980’s. The variety Arjuna was introduced by the government underforce.
Initially ie developed well but when the cob was ready to harvest, it was attacked by
a weevil. The introduction failed completely and it meant a set back in agricultural
development from the governments’ point of view. The farmers experienced it as a
sign from their ancestors that this variety was not good for them. The farmers have
their own concept ofexperimenting whichis called cobaltit. It meanstry out somethingfirst and whenitis suited, use it. Still it is not clear what indicators they use in
this adaptation process. Research onthisissueis still on going.
The table shows the ceremonies performed in Kainbaun in 1996. Whenthecalendar is compared with the one described by Schulte Nordholt [1971] which is based

on data gathered in 1947, there were hardly anydifferences. The only difference is
that the buffalo has been replaced by the cow.
How do cosmovision relate to costs? For both maize and rice crops, the major
costs involved in terms of time and moneyare related to hedgingto protectthe crops

from free ranging animals. Costs for adat and ceremoniesare only a small part of the
total cost, some 5%. It is not true, as is often assumed,that adat negatively influences
income due to the expense involved in ceremonies. The major cause of low profits
are low yields caused by low soil fertility [Piggin, 1995].
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COSMOVISIONS AND AGRICULTURE IN TIMOR, INDONESIA

Land clearing

Feknono Hauawa: adat elders
determine which fields are going
be used, which wood will be cut

Enter maize into the adat house.

and the ropes made of wood beans.
After burning
the fields

Planting and
sowing

Si fon nopo: to cool down the
fields which are just burned.

Sprinkle the fields with bamboo
sprouts.

: Simosuak: to prepare for planting. Every memberofa clan gets a
planting stick from the head ofthe
clan and plants 3 to 4 holes of the
head’s field before starting on his
ownfields.

Land conservation Eka hoe: to avoid the field from
erosion.

Atthe lowest pointofthefield the
head ofthe clan slaughters pig and
chicken (to contact ancestors).

Pests, diseases and

climatic problems
Harvesting
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Doaadat: to ask for protection
for the crops.

Pray to get in contact with the
ancestors.

Seka pena: the young maize season. People are not allowed to eat the
maize just after harvest. The newly
harvested maize hasto be entered
into church and the clans’ house.
After this every clan collects its cows
andfries maize and prays under the
ficus tree. Then the people dance
around the cows and break a
melon/cucumberon the back of a
cow, so that the herd will not enter
the gardens andeatthe harvest.

TIRD plans
To answer the problem of soil fertility, Sloping Agricultural Land Technology (SALT)

has been introduced by NGOs and government projects. SALT aims at contour hedging,
non-burning of fields and the recycling of organic matter. However, its adaptation
has been low. In a discussion on soil fertility, farmers said that they believed strongly
in the use of fire to increase fertility when they open land. They mentioned that
yields of land burned earlier are higher that those not burned. Our research confirmed
this statement. Also here cosmovisions play an important role and determine the
choice of technology. Still many questions are unanswered. SALT clearly cannot compete with the traditional way of agriculture. Also there is a strong relation between
burning and cosmovision-based concept of farming, as has been indicated in the
table [Kieft, 1997].

Agriculture and handicraft are closely related. Cotton is only produced for making
ikats. In moreisolated villages in the Biboki kingdom mostof the old women use
home grown cotton to weaveikats. Ikats are one of the most specific expressions of

the Timorese culture: each clan has its own design. /kats symbolise feminity and have
an important function in rituals and the exchange economyofthe Atoni: it opposes
the masculine gifts of money, weapons and animals [Asche, 1995]. Some clothes

have magical powers. People believe that these clothes can have a protective function
in times of individual weakness such as childbirth and sickness [Asche, 1995]. The

relationship between clothes (ikaz) and adat is the main reason whyitis difficult to
‘rationalise’ its production. The major aim of weaving is notto increase income but
to make sure that when kats have to be exchanged (marriage, death etc.) there are

Timorese farmers use home-grown cotton to weaveikats.
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clothes available. However, one of the NGOs in TIRD, Tafenpah, has proven that if

the women receive a reasonable price for their work, they are willing to increase production. Asche proves that the poorest are the most active weavers.

In 1998, TIRD started with an integrated crop management approach in which
experimentation is a major activity. TIRD is using the indigenous conceptof cobal
tit to stimulate farmers to look for opportunities to develop farming.It is in a sense
a way oftesting by transforming technology coming from outside the community
andsynthesising it with local culture. It is similar to what has been mentioned by
Van Veldhuizen (1995) in his article on farmers’ experimentation. In onevillage a
farmer was farming on very steep slopes. He had experienced erosion and was won-

dering what to do. After an NGO had carried out training on how to plant
hedgerows andhowthis could be used to prevent erosion, he decided he should also
plant hedgerows. Instead of using legumes as proposed during the training, he used
cassava. He planted the cassava close together: 5 cm within the row. He mentioned

that one of the main advantages of his adjustment was that he had cassava leaves
which he could use as vegetables.

The economic performanceofagriculture is low andin the long term will lead to
marginalisation. Labour andlandare notpaid and theavailability of food is insecure.
Farmers are not accumulating capital to develop agriculture but instead they are
using capital (silver, gold, kats) to purchase food. This is one of the biggest push fac-

tors in urbanisation. It means that young people are not attracted to work in agriculture any longer, although they have very few other alternatives. This is a big challenge for TIRD. TIRD wants to support these processes in the field. It wants to
improve the performance of farmers through learning by doing and experimenting.
TIRD had made a small start but still needs to do more. One of its major aims is to
realise a more just and democratic society in which there is a place for people to
express their culture. Cosmovisions in the area have proven to beresilient and have

a strongability to survive. Although the church and the Indonesian State have challenged their existence, theyarestill being practised by people in the area. TIRD needs
to do more.It has to develop a framework for developmentthatis based on the cosmovisionofthe people.
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Uis Neno

|

|
Uis Neno, crocodile: water of the moon, water of the sun.
Hebestows rightenous, gives coolness and coldness

A shinning body,a splendid body, as we say: Uis Neno ofthe water.
Uis Neno,theradiant one,thebrilliant one, the sun
Neno whoarts a vault, who dost give shelter, who dost give shade

He whobrings about change, whoalters, who provides and supports
Whoburns and scorches

Whoraises up and administers justice
Mayest Thou give coolness and cold
Star, morningstar and full moon
are the younger brothers of Uis Neno.
The moonis the wife of Uis Neno.

His spouse is the moon
WhenUis Neno sleeps we do notgoforth
The divine man wecall sun
Thedivine womanwecall moon
Le’u moon, Le’u sun
Thou are both radiant,
Thouare both belan

|
|

|
In this Atoniprayer, Uis Neno Lreans the Lord of heaven.In thefirst four lines he is compared
with three other gods, Uis Pah, the Earthgod; Uis Oe; and the god ofwater, symbolised by a
crocodile. Uis Nenois the one who makes theearth fertile. In these lines he is identical with

Uis Pah, the Earthgod, whois his pendantandthedeity that is complementary to him though
its nature is entirely different.
Uis Pah alsorefers to ‘the earth spirits. In every garden the Atonibuild a small temple ofstones
to honourhim.Uis Nenois as the sun, radiant andfierce and makes the earth hot. He provides
humanswith rice and maize. Heis also the Jeu (awe springing) and a taboo (mum) and stands

above everything. Mankindis surrounded bya hostofspirits andinvisible forces. They stand
between humans and Uis Neno. People believe that Uis Neno is responsible for all good
things. If bad things happen, 4 mistake was madein therituals or a taboo was broken.
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TRADITIONAL AFRICAN WORLDVIEWS
FROM A COSMOVISION PERSPECTIVE
David Millar

‘The common awareness that the earth we are part ofhas been entrusted to us and can
in no way be considered as property or commodity to dispose of as we please (like the
Whiteman does), has always been deeply embedded in ourtraditionalbeliefs. Traditional
philosophy ascribed a sacred significance to land. It was commonly believed that basic

property, in particularly land, belongs to the ancestors. This principle ofancestral ownership made the living temporary possessors ofa heritage which was destined to pass to generations yet unborn. Land was an ancestraltrust, committed to the livingfor the benefit of
the whole community, in particular the unborn generations. It is intendedfor the benefit ofourselves and the generations yet unborn. We, the living and in particular the Chief

and the Tindambas, are the custodians ofthe land. Land, therefore, is the most valuable
heritage ofthe whole community, and cannot be lightly parted with.
This philosophical pronouncementwas brought very recently to my attention by
a Konkonba Elder, FemmeBiligon in northern Ghana. Although this encounter
happeneda short while ago, it translates back into several historical discourses I have

hadin various parts of Africa on the subject of cosmovision.It also finds expression
in several writings of scholars interested in the sociology and anthropology ofAfrica.
I take the position thatin all these narratives, the commonthread flowing through the
African perspective is “The Triad’: the principle of ancestor (representing the dead),

the living, and the generationsyet unborn.It is similar to the three-persons-in-oneGodconceptof the Christian religion: Father, Son and HolySpirit. F W. Bartle alludes
to a similar position in his article “The universe has three souls’ [Bartle, 1990].

Landis the mostrevered property ofall African traditions.It is in the ownership,
management, and use of this commonproperty that African traditions best express
their cosmovisions. Reverent Father Globus, in his paper presented to a national

Eucharist Congress in Ghana on the Church and the Environmentputsit like this:
‘According to the northern ethnic groups, land was the property of the earth spirit who

was the giver ofthe meansto live. The Gas (living in the coastal area in southern Ghana)
attributed ownership of land to sacred lagoons, while the Ashanties regarded land as a
supernaturalfemale force - the inexhaustible source ofsustenance and the providerofthe
most basic needs. The earth was helpful ifpropitiated, and harmful if neglected. Land

was the sanctuary for the souls ofthe departed ancestors.’ The late Nana Sir Ofori Atta
I, an Ashanti chief, spoke the famous words: ‘Land belongs to a vast family of whom
many are dead, a few are living and a countless host are still unborn. A well-known

Ashanti saying that sumsit all up goes as follows: ‘The farm is mine, but the soil
belongs to the stool.’
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Land belongs to a vastfamily ofwhom many are dead, a few are living and countless hosts are still unborn.

It could be argued thatit is very difficult, if not impossible, to take a common
position for a continent so huge anddiverse as Africa. This does not seem to be the
case whenit comesto the subject of cosmovision. Whenthefocusis on “TheTriad’,
and thefocusis on land as a commonproperty, a commonvocabulary and knowledge,
and therefore a commonculture, sweeps through Africa. In my ownresearches and
field studies, I have constantly been reminded of the commonnessandsimilarities in

positions taken on ‘ancestor-centrism’ and land, as a medium expressing cosmovisions. I came across these reminders when I was in Casamance, Senegal, as part of a

Farming Systems Research team in 1984 and in Zaria, Nigeria, as part of the Insti-

tute of Field Communication and Agricultural Training team. But also in Burkina
Faso, where part of my own ancestral homelies. With Burkina, I have been able to
gather more information from the work of R. A. Swanson on the Gourmaand from
Malidoma P. Somé’s book “Ofwater and spirits’. In 1992 in Zimbabwe, when I was
memberofan international workshop on research-extension linkages and also during
myover twenty studies and researches in both northern and southern Ghanasimilar
impressions have been confirmed. With these encountersas a spring-board, what are
the details of the commoncharacteristics of the African perspective of the cosmovision paradigm?
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The African cosmovision concept
The cosmovision notion originates from a culture which has a holistic worldview,
integrating the world with the cosmos. In this perspective, the whole of nature is
conceived asa living being,like an animal, with all parts interrelated and needing to
perform. Humansociety is part of nature and mankind works and communicates
with nature. Nature does not belong to mankind, but mankind to nature. Thus,
human society does not stand in opposition to nature, as in the western view where
mankindis considered the conquerorofnatural forces. This relationship is notstatic,
but dynamic and involves continuous domestication and transformation of the environment which mustnotbe abusedorflouted.
Cosmovision is a social construct that includes the assumed interrelationships
betweenspirituality, nature and mankind.It describes the role of supernatural powers,
the natural processes that take place and the relationship between mankind and
nature. It also makes explicit the philosophical and scientific basis on whichinterventions in nature take place. Being a social construction implies that it is not a uniform concept. However, cosmovisions often indicate a hierarchy in divine beings,
spiritual beings (especially the ancestors), natural forces (such as climate, diseases,

COSMOVISION IN NORTHERN GHANA

Allfather

Christian God
Other Gods
Rain god, earth god,
lineage god,

Muslim God

Fetish groves,
sacred lands, shrines,
mountains,rivers.

personal god.
Founderofvillage,
Soothsayers
Diviners, healers,
sorcerers,

exorcists.

ancestral splits,
tendana(earth

priest),
chief, elders.

Ritual crops,
sacred trees,

‘

‘

ALARA
seasons.

Mother Nature
Fauna/flora,

people/animals,
soil/fertility, water/rain,
sunshine/wind,
life/death.
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floods), soil, vegetation, animals, man and woman. These hierarchies, when they
exist, give rise to several rituals in which the elders, priests and soothsayers play
prominent roles and prescribe the way problem-solving and general experimentation
can take place. This presupposes the way people go about knowledge and technology development. Because of the holistic nature of the worldview, the hierarchies are
often difficult to discern. Below is a diagrammatic representation of the interrelationships mentioned abovein the northern Ghanaian context.
Several studies have drawn attention to spirituality as an essential component of
rural people’s wayoflife. Though research in this field is by no means exhausted, the
cosmovision paradigm provides an added framework for studying indigenous
knowledge, with emphasis on wholeness. Earlier anthropologists have documented
how spirituality is a vital componentin thelives of the people of Africa. Fortes
[1962], Goody [1972] and Brown [1975] do notrefer to cosmovision and do not

make the interrelations spelt out above. They have underscored the importance and
the need to take the link between spirits of the dead, the yet unborn, andtheliving

very seriously and shown howthis link influences the use of resources in Africa.
Kassogueetal. [1990] have thoroughly discussed the role of nature and mankind

and their relationship with the spirits among the Dogon in Mali. A more advanced
form of this discourse can be found in Firth [1967; 1970] in which he describes ‘the

freeing of the land’ which takes place before the yam planting amongthe Tikopia.
With a few differences, the Tikopia also make a clear link betweenspirituality, materiality (nature) and mankind Recent attempts at drawing attention to African folk
spirituality can be found in the studies of Huizer [1991; 1995]. His findings reflect

the work of Zimbabwean cheaisations like ZIRRCON- the ZimbabweanInstitute
of Religious Research and Ecological Conservation. Also AZTREC- the Association
of Zimbabwe Traditional Environmental Conservationists as presented by Cosmas
Gonesein this publication, has a similar orientation. Gonese’s description of the philosophy behind the management of natural resources reinforces the position ofthe
Elder (as FemmeBiligon, quoted in the beginningofthis article) on the land and
their images of the land. The work of Sibanda [1997] and Mahir and Millar [1994]

focuses on thespirituality of trees in Zimbabwe and the Sudan. Thelivestock sector
has received its fair share of spirituality. Toure [1990] elaborately described traditionallivestock herding and spirituality in Senegal. B. J. Linquist and David Adolph
described in Blunt and Warren [1996] the rituals and use ofsacred proverbs as part

of veterinary knowledge among the Gabra, camelpastoralists in Northern Kenya.
Twoof my recentstudies (yet to be published) are on Fulani herdsmen in Ghana and

on cattle track management and spirituality.
The role of different functionaries in perpetuating the worldviews oftraditional
African societies, as they influence of developmentinterventions,is vividly elucidated
by Professor Kofi Asare Opuku in two publications “Traditional attitudes towards
nature in Africa’ [1993] and “The traditional foundations of development’ [1989].

He mentionstheinstitution of chieftaincy and their prescribed functionaries, griots
and towncriers, the various leaderships and their structural arrangements, and describes their functionsas traditionally supportive to the chiefs in rural development.
Heputsthe chief at the centre. Beumers and Koloss [1992] take a similar position

with their article ‘Kings of
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Africa’. The chief or kingis really central to rural develop-

ment in cephaloussocieties (with chiefs), but for some acephaloussocieties (without
chiefs) in Africa, the land priests or land owners may occupy centre stage. Swanson
[1980] reveals to us development and spirituality in his article ‘Development interventions and self-realisation among the Gourma: ‘The Gourma of Upper Volta (now
Burkina Faso) have a highly developed worldview that incorporates specific concepts and
perceptions of human beings, souls, God and destiny. Individual actions that result in

failure or success, are seen as a reflection ofdestiny.’ From his viewpoint, destiny becomes
a factorin sustainable development. Hence, with destinyas a social construct, he argues
for endogenous development amongcultures with such strong ties. Kirby [1995]

puts togethera longlist of cross-cultural differences between Europeans and Americans, and between Ghanaians and Africans. He draws a very clear parallel between
the twospiritual realms and how they influence perceptions. He posits a perspective
for endogenous developmentthatis cosmovision-based,in order to go aroundcross-

cultural biases or stereotyping.

A paradigm shift
Enriched by such knowledgeablereflections, how could a paradigm shift towards
endogenous development be made that caters for the African worldviews?
Endogenous development means working through indigenousstructures and insti-

tutions. It is my experience that the spiritual world is the major driving force and
implicitly regulates the performanceof all other traditional institutions in Africa.
Chieftaincy is responsible for administrative and judicial functions in traditional
societies but the powerposition of the chief is mitigated by parallel institutions.

Installation ofa chiefin northern Ghana.
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|
|
The revered spiritual world has a weak link with chieftaincy but a very strong link
with the land owners or earth priests (Tindabas) and the institutions that have spiritual roles to perform. They regulate the powers of the chief, they prescribe punishments in the case of excessive abuse of power by the chief. This ensures morality,
accountability and transparency in a chief’s performance. The family heads are
empowered by the aren of their family members and some of them form the
council of elders which advises the chief. This council is instrumental in influencing
policy direction, formulation,execution, and sanctions. In addition to the fact that
the people are represented by the council of elders, who themselves are members of
families, it will be noticed that the people have an even stronger link with the
Tindabas andthe spiritual offices than with the chief. They have daily contact and
access to theseinstitutions.
There are multiple opportunities for influencinglocal policy andits implementation,
andfor redress and hearing. All of these functions are supposedto belife long positions, hence the elaborate regularity mechanisms and multiple communication channels
established by rural communities. This structure is, almost invariably, politically stable
with opportunities for the people to influence or contribute towardstheir future.
These samestructures are used for conflict prevention, resolution and management,be
it wars orcivil disagreement [see also Huizer, 1991]. They deal with issues of population, migration, and the environment, andall development that is communitybased. The people are governed by unwritten laws and regulationsthat are guided by
history, posterity, and their spirituality. These laws define and protect the rights of
the people and regulate the community. They guarantee freedom within specific confines. Amongst other tassel the laws prescribe that access to production resourcesare
negotiated and rarely traded-off for money. On the whole, the structures emphasise
endogenous development and endogenous guaranteesoffoodsecurity.
The presentation above seems to have made a wholesale choice for traditional systems
of endogenous development. This has deliberately been done in order to draw attention to a neglected area. By this line of action, I wish to drum up myproposed choice
which is a blend of traditional system of governance with western democraciesif
food security is to be achieved. For these reasons, I advocate a blend ofexternal and
internal structures and action possibilities for sustainable endogenous development.

Demooratixing? development
Mypremise for evolving dik a framework for endogenous development stems from
my twenty years experience in development. When we intervenein rural communities
to assist in improvingtheirliving conditions, we often think that the local communities are either so ignorant that they exacerbate their problemsor that they are simply
not doing enough to solve them.Thereality is that often what we encounteris their
‘best-option scenario’, resulting from protracted efforts to resolve the problem - an
endeavour they would continue with or withoutus. For them it is a question ofsurvival and continuous existence within that environment.Forus,it is one of plugging
in and plugging out. So with their limited tools, techniques, information, knowhow, and know-what, coupled with their spirituality and worldview, they keep at the
problem, year after year, trying out a wide range of possible experiences, learning
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from them, and planning new action: learning from experience.

What this means is that while we are beginning to enter into their lives, they are
engaged in trying to improve them. So, when we eventually get to acting, there are,

in fact, two parallel action programmes on the same issue running concurrently: one
(ours) with a temporary life span, and the other (theirs) perpetual. We often come in
as intruders into their on-going world of discovery and re-discovery, then we enrol
them in our activities, dictating the rules of participation, without allowing them to

enrol us in their style of participation. The Empathetic Learning and Action (ELA)
framework tries to cometo grips with these parallel realities. Negotiation, consensus
building, and establishing of dialogue are the objectives within the ELA framework.
Mostattention is focused on building communication bridges through whatI call
‘learning shades’. The details of ELA are available in Millar (1996) andalso thearticle
“When the spirits speak’ in this book takes this discussion further.
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WHEN THE SPIRITS SPEAK
David Millar

During one of myvisits to the Frafra area near Bolgatanga, northern Ghana, I went
to a village called Vea where there was a big governmentirrigation project. Besides
the rice and vegetables that were growing onthefields, the land both onthe farming

side and on the opposite side of the dam was very bare. You see only a handful of
trees. I knew that those on the farming side werecleared to enhance mechanised agriculture, but what about those on the opposite side? I asked the chief, who was about

seventy years old then, what had happenedto those trees. He told me that, ‘Zong ago
my people and I showed our concern about ‘the disappearing trees’ since the dam was constructed by consulting our ancestors through the soothsayer. The ancestors told us that the
gods were protecting those trees, because for them, the trees were living creatures justlike

humans, and so neededprotection. When the irrigation project camealong, it did notgive
us the opportunity to consult our gods, and went ahead andcleared thetrees on thefarming
side. So all the trees got annoyed and walked away from the area; never to come back

again’. Althoughthere was a governmentnursery nearby, there was very little planting
going on in the area, because the people were not keen and the gods werestill

annoyed. So I asked whatif they were given the opportunity to makesacrifices to
pacify their gods, and then askedfor their permission to planttrees in the area again,
with the gods’ consent. Thechiefsaid: ‘Thatis the way to go about things. We would have
protected someof the trees or would have planted some back. They will not be the same
but we would have pleased our gods. For me, the response ofthe chief is a guarantee

that they would do their best to fulfil the wishes of the gods, once the gods have
agreed that trees should be planted.
This article highlights some encounters with cosmovisions in northern Ghana.

Firgtly, the cosmovision and agricultural experimentation among the Talensis is
described, followed by an exploration of the importance of gender in cosmovision
amongthe Boosi. As outside interventionsare still male biased and also have paid

too little attention to spirituality and indigenouslearning, a new methodology which
allows for a ‘twin-track’ is needed. I have labelled this methodology ‘Empathic
Learning and Action (ELA) [see details in Millar, 1996]. Within the context of
COMPAS, this learning and action framework will be tested in Bongo. Its brief
description will close this article.

Walking the development path
In the course of my field work as manager of a church-based agricultural development
programme,I realised that the discourse referred to above abouttree-planting in the
Vea area was not just an incident. Looking back, my education in modern agricul-
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ture and extension methods = mefrom seeingthe rural reality with the eyes
of the rural population. In the 1970s and 1980s, the work of the agricultural extension programmesofthe ever and the NGOsin the area were based on the
assumption that we, the outsiders, would have better agricultural technologies and
ways to organise them, oatthose being used in thetraditional farming system. In
orderto help the farmers to increase productivity and earn moreprofit, we demonstrated fertilisers, encouraged tractorisation and the use of agro-chemicals, distributed
high-yielding varieties to replace traditional ones. We were part of the ‘Green
Revolution’ [Benor and Harrison, 1977; Réling, 1988]. These activities were based

on the assumption thatthe farmers’ objectives were to increase yields and maximise
their income, and that a demonstration with ‘better’ technologies would be sufficient
to convince farmersof their usefulness. At the end of the 1980s, we gradually realised
that small farmers have very limited control over the environment and face many
risks and uncertainties due to drought, pests and diseases. Hence, they pay much
attention to the environment, studyit critically, and use it as a reference for choosing
production methods. We concluded that their choice of varieties to grow, tools to
use, what crop-crop or crop-livestock combinationsto adopt, where to grow what, and
the timing offarm pan haveall been a response to existing ecological conditions.
This also means that in the traditional form of production,primarily locally available
inputs are used. This system has supported itself over generations. Technologies
introduced from the West have disturbedit and haveled to a degree ofinstability that
would not have existed if they were not introduced.
Realising this, we emphasised technologies that were based on the local resources,
natural as well as human, and through Low-External-Input and Sustainable
Agriculture (LEISA) programmeswetried to address the location specific needs of the
farmers. However, the eaitonal formsof farming in our country, as in most other
developing countries, were not well documented in writing. The knowledge was
maintained and developed throughoral tradition. The origin of LEISA should be the
knowledge-rich small farmers who may not always have received enoughyield from
their plots, butstill survived. Early in 1990 we applied the methodsof Participatory
Technology Development (PTD), which implied the joint experimentation with

farmers on topics that farmers themselves identified as useful [Jiggingset. al., 1989].
Finally, farmers’ knowledge was taken serious, we thought.
In the course of these experiences westarted to realise that farmers in Ghana have
a worldviewthatis different from that promoted through the extension programmes
of the government and the NGOs. This ‘official’ worldview was based. on so-called
modernagriculture, with its origin in Europe and embeddedin the concepts ofscience
and technology. However, we gradually realised again that it is not the maximum
yield or commercial value of the crop that is necessarily the most important motivation for farmers. Nor are individual farmers taking their own decisions independently. For the majority of farmers in northern Ghana, farming is rather a result of
the cosmovisions and social

organisation in their communities [see Millar, 1990;

1992; 1994; 1996]. We gained moreinsight into the farmers’ cosmovision from
1995 onwards by doing case studies in Tongo, Bongo and Vea and by looking deeper
into the role of traditional leaders in the communities as well as of sacred lands such
as shrines and groves.
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Talensi cosmovision
In order to get a more complete picture of a cosmovision [PRATEC 1991], we went

to the Tongovillage in northern Ghana, wherethe people belongto the Talensitribe.
This village was chosen, as it became clear from otherresearch in northern Ghana

[Millar 1992] thatreligious practices play importantroles in farmers’ experiments.
At crucial moments, farmers makesacrifices, read omen, consult soothsayers and traditional priests. Yet, the concrete mechanismsandthelogic for these practices were
not known. For a good understanding of existing farmers’ practices, it was found

necessary to make an in-depth analysis of the interaction between agriculture and
indigenous institutions, which in northern Ghanahavea distinct spiritual character.
Onthebasis ofinterviews with several traditional functionaries, the Talensi cosmo-

vision could be reconstructed. The Universe has been created by the Almighty God
or Allfather. God presents himself in other gods such as the rain god, the earth god,

tree gods, house gods or personal gods. Certain people are endowed with special
powersto call upon, for example, the earth and windto cause certain things to happen.
Also each individual or family has his or her personal god. Certain trees, groves and
animals are sacred. Manhas soul
whichis of divine origin. Between
the gods and theliving humansare
the ancestors. Ancestors can com-

municatedirectly with the gods, as
well as with theliving people. The

spirits of the ancestors, especially
the male and those who have had a

long life and have exerted special
spiritual power during their living

time, are believed to be present in
the community and the guide
people’s behaviour.

Of theliving people, the tindana
or earth priest, has the power to
communicate directly with the god
ofthe earth. Heexercises both spiritual power and especially power
over the land. For our acephalous
societies, the Chiefs are recognised
for their political, administrative,
and judiciary functions. Chiefs do
not have spiritual powers or powers over land. They are seen as a

choice of the ancestors to provide
leadership functions, guided by the
tindana, soothsayers, a council of
elders, and various functionaries.
The soothsayer has supernatural

The tindana or earth priest seated on the grave ofhis ancestor.
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power in seeing the intentions and wishes ofthe gods, either directly or through the
ancestors. They can act as medium, predict the future and they can advise on the
type of sacrifice to be made. Their capacities are tested during the initiation ceremonies. Villagersarefree to consult those soothsayers who have the best reputation.
Soothsayers who are consistently proven wrong may be consulted very little or even
abandoned.
Natureis sacred justas certain crops and animals. Gods can be pleased by sacrifices:
offering drinks, food orthelife of an animal. Sacrifices can also be made to encourage
ancestors to plead to God on behalf of the living person. Sacrifices generally take
place before the growing season and after the harvest. Thereis an intimate relationship
between the traditional calendar offestivals and agricultural activities. No planting
is allowed before certain festivals have taken place. Towards the end ofthe growing
season, agricultural activities come to an end at a moment indicated by the Tindana
and is associated with drumming, dancing and sacrifices [see also Fortes, 1969;

Goody, 1972; Riehl, 1990].
Innovation and experimentation

In the Talensi worldview, there is no clear distinction between the past and the present.

‘We live by the lessons accumulated by our ancestors and thus are guided by our ances-

tors. Changeis a relative new phenomenonin the Talensi society. Till the beginning of
the twentieth century exposure to outside systems and information had been limited:

slave hunting and tribal wars madetravelling even to nearbyvillages risky. Transport
systems were very limited and education andalternative job opportunities were vir-

tually absent. Since the 1940s outside contacts increased through mission, formal
education, government agricultural and health programmes, road construction and
transport systems.
These contacts have led to a numberof structural changes. One generation ago
people were generally very scantily dressed. Now,even the smaller children wear clothes.

Food habits change as people have started to take breakfast and children are being
fed externally manufactured foods, which was not the case in the past. New fields
have been opened for farming and new crops and newvarieties oftraditional crops
(such as sorghum) have been adopted. Animal traction and mechanisation has been
introduced andat present certain crops are being grown for cash (cotton). Young

men and,to a lesser extent, womenreceive formal training and acquire jobs outside
thevillage and they transfer money and consumer goodsto thevillage. This migration leads to a labour shortage in farming (especially weeding) andis seen as a fact
adversely affecting agricultural production. One remarkable change in Bongo is that a
Catholic church has been built in thevillage. The land was provided by the tindana,
the earth priest, on a strategic location between two fetish bushes to allow the indigenous gods to keep an eye on the ‘White-man’s-god’.

These changesare substantial and in conflict with thebelief held by someoutsiders
that the society is conservative andresists change. New ideas can come up and be
implemented as long as the ancestors’ consent and advice is sought. If a new idea
does not deviate substantially from the existing practices and aboveall, is not seen to

cause calamities to the individual or the community, people are free to experiment,
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adapt or adopt. If the innovation is considered a major changefrom traditional practice, the approval of the gods and the ancestors has to be sought.
The soothsayers play a role in these experiments by performing certain rites: He
or she makes use ofa ‘readingstick’ whichis held in the hands above a number of
items poured on a goat skin. Supernatural powers movethe stick in a certain directiòn and the meaning of this direction can only be read by the soothsayer and his or
herassistant. Then dice are used to confirm or reject the interpretation. The general
requirements are that experiments with innovations are approved. Before the experiments are carried out, sacrifices are made andthe traditional rituals are respected.
The success orfailure of an experimentis not only indicated by the relation between the
physical or economiccosts andthe effects of the innovation, the total environmental
(physical, economic, economic andspiritual) response to the innovationis assessed.

Apart from yield responses, attention is given to the incidenceof accidents, illnesses or diseases, snake bites, and so on. Non-material indicators supersede the material
ones and this maylead to a rejection of an innovation if the farm family’s welfare has
decreased despite good performance. A snake bite or an accident or disease during
production has a meaning whichcan berelated to the experiment. In the interpretation ofthe results of the experiment, the soothsayer can play a decisiverole.

Sacred groves and shrines
Comparatively recently, shrines and groves are beginning to attract the attention of
development workers. They are foundto bea library ofvital information on ecological preservation and a response to environmental concerns [see Shrines and Groves
in Dorm-Adzobuet.al., 1991]. Accordingto the elders ofWinkongo and Tongo, two

villages in the Bolgatanga district, the gods demarcated these areas as their sanctuary
and informedthefetish priest through a vision. Usually the chosen spot for shrines
and grovesstick out as closed canopies of baobab andebonytrees, perched onslightly raised pieces of land which are otherwise bare. The Tongo shrine standsclose to
the market square and adjacent to the Catholic Church.
These sacred groves were established whenthefirst settlers came to that area. So
far, these areas have beenvery significant in their socio-cultural andspiritual roles.
They haveserved as groundsforfestivals, sacrifices, spiritual worships and a place for
humanstogetcloser association with the gods. The need to maintain this relationship with spirituality has contributed to their continued existence. Stories canstill be
heard about forest situations that existed in these parts 70 years ago. The joint
actions of humansand naturehavecausedthis to disappear. The droughts and bush

fires of the early 1980s have left behind permanentscars. The groves have managed
to persist, although their flora and fauna have been transformed to someextent.
At the end of each farming season, the groves are protected bysacrificing to the
gods. Unwritten regulations permits grazing only at the fringes of the groves. Within
the groves, huntingis restricted. Felling of trees and picking of firewood is controlled. The control andrestriction measures include whatspecies can be harvested,

how often, at what timeofthe year and by whom:priests, men, women orchildren.
It is true that groves have shrunk in size and been transformed with time. The
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increased human activities, population pressure on limited resources and an increase
in hazards have contributed to these changes Even from the religious or spiritual per-

spective, the advent of Islam and Christianity has diluted the values of groves.
However, the largest culprit in the destruction has been development or modernisa-

tion. The reductionistic position that development has assumed so far has limited the
active role of groves in time and space. Centralised authority militated against the
integration oftraditional institutions into development. The cosmovision of these
rural people is counter to reductionism. Nature, the visible form of the groves, is
intertwined with people, spirituality, even Christian and Muslim gods, to the
Allfather. There is a cause and effect relationship whichis not necessarily linear. This
inter-relationship has developed an awewithin the rural people which influences the

way resources are managed. Thegrovesare the identity of the people.
The Boost
Being aware ofreligious practices in farmers’ experimentation and the cosmovision

of the Talensis, we were interested to further explore the gender dimension in cosmovisions. Thefirst phase of COMPAS (1995-1996) enabled us to study this aspect. The
people living around Bongo are called ‘Boost’. There is clear evidence of pressure on
land, with estimates of abou t 300 people per km? of land. The landis strewn with
extensive rocky out-crops. La nd holdingsaverage around acres, including the rocky
out-crops and are continuou sly under cultivation. On average the yearly precipitation is 800 mm and average crop yields estimated at 300 kg per acre cereal. To supplementthelittle that comes from the harvest, crafts, cottage industries, and livestock rearing have founda special place in the lives of the Boosi. Like everywhereelse

in northern Ghana, the traditional form of worship is the cult of the ancestral spirit.
The Boosi sacrifice to this ancestral spirit for various favours andthe earth spirit is
central amongstthe spirits worshipped. While the ritual control of the landis vested
in the landpriest, legal control is vested in the chief.
Although womenare not directly involvedin sacrificing to the ancestralspirits,

they play very importantcontributoryrolesin sacrifices as they fetch waterforsacrifices and grindflour from early millet, sorghum,andlate millet for the rituals. They
brew the local drink (pito) f r sacrifices and also do the cooking for them. The womenalso take care of the anit mals that are used for the sacrifices or sometimes provide
animals for the sacrifices. Th ey occasionally get the men tosacrifice for the women’s
personal interests, which m ay also be for the common goodof the family. The

womenare the‘diaries’ of the local home. They advice the men about the need to
sacrifice or remind them of the timefor sacrifices.
There are no written rule s or organised bodies (social groups) to ensure the managementofthe land. Thes imple fact that land is a sanctuary for the gods seemsto
be the mostactive factor reg ulating its use. The sacrifices and festivals serve as a reminder and binding mechan 1ism. The women welcomespiritual restrictions and see
them moreassocial control or regulatory mechanisms, than as oppressive systems.
So, the gods forbid married womento go into the granary without their husband’s
permission. Women do not own land and so cannot perform sacrifices on their own,
so the husbandsdoit on the ir behalf or for them. Womenare not allowed to search
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for firewoodin the fetish groves or around that area, outside the specified periods for
enteringthe groves. Women are also not allowed to flirt, butif this happens, the gods

require that they perform a ritual for purification before they are allowed into the
farm. Those women who havetheir menstrual periods do not go into a farm.
In the field of agriculture, Boosi women have a wide range of activities.

Groundnutsis a common crop produced by most womenon their ownplots.It is
used both as food andas a cash crop. In the few instances that women cultivate cereals,
their preferred choice is millet, which is the major staple in their diets. Women also

grow vegetables by taking advantageofthe borders or bare patches on their husband’s
plots. They collect millet and sorghum stalks to be stored as firewood throughoutthe
year as a major source of fuelwoodsincethereis very little vegetation left in thearea.
Womenhave small livestock, especially poultry and a few goats or pigs. Poultry is
producedeitherforsale or for sacrifices, rarely for food.

Women farmersinnovation
Thestudy focused on experimentation,spirituality and gender. As mentioned above,
the manis supposedtosacrifice on behalf of the womanandsoit was extremely difficult to find womeninteracting directly with soothsayers to resolve their concerns
for experimentation. During this survey in Bongo, I encountered the evolution of a
tool used for planting. Planting ofseeds is principally a woman'sjob. Nearly all the
cereals and legumesare planted by women andthe few roots and tubers are planted
by men.Since the principal cropsarecereals,it was relevant to discuss planting with
the women.Theresearch captured an aspectofthe system that has received very little
attention in theliterature on the area - this is ‘mixed seeding’. A typical example of
mixed seeding is the mixture ofearly orlate millet, sorghum and neri, a vegetable usually a legume. The mixture,in a calabash, is held in one hand; the second hand
holds a simple hoe whichis used to make the seed hole. Seeds are thenBpelinto
meen
the hole from the receptacle and with the
hoe, earth is put over
the seeds to cover them.
Though the seeds are
different, the seed sizes
mixed are about the
same. The seeds invari-

ably

have

different

maturity dates and are

of the small grain seed
types. A small calabash
serves as the receptacle

for the seeds and is
held between four fingers of one hand. This
is the ‘planter. An
average of two of each

4

The mixed seeding technique was an innovation ofthe women
and the spirits were taken into account.
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of the three kinds should be placed in one hole at the same time.
The womentold methati t was quite a tedious balancing-act to hold the calabash
in one hand and between the four fingers. It was demonstrated to me andI tried it

with very little success. Seedi ng this way needsa lot of mental effort and concentration to regulate the number o f seeds that comeoutofthe calabash into one hole and
to ensure that there is a mix ure. Beginners and children often find it very difficult
to hold the calabash in one hand. For the experienced,it brings a lot of pain and
strain on the back,the finger s, and on the handthatis holding the seed, especially
at the beginningofthe planti ng season. It takes a womanoneday (10 hours) to plant
2 acresif she is planting large > seeds like maize and legumes such as groundnuts and
cowpea.It takes the same an nountoftime to plant 1 acre when planting the small
seeds I mentionedearlier.
Theuse ofthe calabash fo r planting and for mixed seedingis said to be as old as
the Boosi. The women are nc t prepared to abandonit or substitute it for something
else for fear of punishment by their ancestors. However, two major modifications
have been made to improve u ponthe technology over time.Firstly, a simple mechanical modification has been do ne to solve the problem associated with seed rates and
to ensure balanced planting f seed. An equal quantity of pebbles of about the same
size are added to the seeds in the calabash and mixed thoroughly. The women then
plant the seeds plus the pebb es thus evening outthe probabilities. One does not put
pebbles gathered at random They must have been collected from farmsthat have

been spiritually processed fo r the current croppingseason - cleansed of evil spirits.

Those from uncleansed farn ns wouldintroduceevil spirits into the farm and this

would result in a poor harvest or someother calamity. The women told me this
modification was done by their grandmothers and mothers, and has been passed on
to them. Theystated thatit really reduces the strain on the mind andthe eyes.

Another modification deals with the problem of handling and thussaves on
labour time. Some of the women showed mea clever attachmentof animal skin on
the outside wall of the calabashstitched in the form offingers. This leather glove-like
attachment accommodates t he two fingers next to the small finger on the outside;
the small finger is placed in the inside of the calabash and the thumb andthe index
finger are then free to fetch he grain from the calabash andputit into the hole. By
doingthis, the womenclaim they have doubled their planting timefor the small seeds
(2 acres in 1 day) andit has considerably reduced the strain and pain in their backs,
fingers, and arms. As for the type of skin used for the support, the women said it was
often the skin from goats us ed during traditional sacrifices related to purifying the
land for farming. Where the kin is purchased from outside oris from a non-sacrificed

animal, the quality is guarant eed byfirst offeringit to the ancestral spirits for cleansing
before use. This modificatio n is not very extensively used since it is relatively new
and a few womenare trying it out. The women ‘innovators’ however, admitted that
they saw the technology in o thervillages. Their own adaptation to what they saw was
to makeprovision for four di fferentfinger sizes whenattachingtheleather. This allows
for multiple users of differer it finger sizes - you choose the two that best accommo-

date your fingers.
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At the cross-roads
Development intervention strategies and population pressure on land have resulted in
the flagrant violation ofthe traditional regulations on land. Now land is increasingly commoditized by landlords(sold for cash or for kind or both). A proliferation of
agro-forestry programmes (Government and NGO)in the area show a concern from

the ‘outside’. However, these concernsfirst ofall marginalize the womenas is the case
in most intervention programmes, and do nottake into consideration the cosmovision of the people.
Menare open to more opportunitiesas far as production resources are concerned; the
benefits of production are largely appropriated by the men which limits the woman's
role in investment decisions to increase productivity. The indigenous technologies
and production information, especially for women,is very limited. Outside intervention, in the form of extension services, is male-biased which make the predicament of women even worse. These intervention strategies do not know howto deal
with the people’s cosmovisions. The women haverealised changes in their agriculture
when they comparethe past situations with the presentsituations. Theylist these
changesas reduction in cropyields, landfertility degradation, drought (water bodies
for drinking are drying up), and theloss of vegetation (their fuelwood is now far

away). Whatare the responsesignals from developmentintervention?

Empathic Learning and Action (ELA)
After 20 years in developmentwork, I have cometo realise that the ‘project approach
to development’giveslittle room for exploring indigenous knowledge. Where there
is an attempt to go a bit more deeply, urgency from project results rapidly causes a
relapse into hasty generalisations based on very minimum exploration. CECIK, the
Centre for Cosmovision and Indigenous Knowledge has emerged as a supporting

institution to rural development,focusing on indigenous knowledgethatis linked to
people's spirituality. CECIK’s vision is to see cosmovision-based development grow
and becomesustainable in northern Ghana. Thetype of developmentin which communities themselves become the experts, own and control the pace of development.
Several activities will be undertakenlike collecting already documented information,generation anddissemination ofinformation, buildingstrategicalliances and developing
indigenous communication systems.

In orderto evolvefield-level extension strategiesto legitimise and integrate cosmovision into developmentin a participatory and a sustainable way, the Empathic
Learning Action (ELA) programmewill be initiated. ELA will provide the main frame-

workto cometo grips with tworealities [see details in Millar, 1996]. While we developmentinterventionists are using our philosophy, methods, tools and resources to

resolve issues in development, the so-called beneficiaries are doing the samein their
own way. The rural people are processing their responses within their spiritual orientations andtraditional institutions. Enrolment andbeingenrolled is an essential part of
the process and trust, confidence-building, respect, and reciprocity are pre-requisites

for ELA.
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EMPATHIC LEARNING AND ACTION
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Gender and spirit mediums
There are no written rules about the management of the land. The simple fact that

landis a sanctuary for the gods seems to be the most active factor regulating its use. The sacrifices
and festivals serve as a reminder and binding mechanism. «

6-1 Womenare notdirectly involved in sacrificing to the ancestralspirits. They play an

important role in preparingfood and drinks to be offered.

6-2 Music and rhythm supports the rituals. Drumming and dancing enhances contact
with the ancestors.
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The soothsayer has a prestigious role in the community. Some are rain-makers,
others can purify farm inputs. The Centre for Cosmovision and Indigenous Knowledge
(CECIK) in Ghana has developed the Empathic Learning and Action framework which provides a methodology for on-farm experimentation within the farmers’ cosmovision. ®

6-3 Female soothsayers are seldomly
found amongstfarmers in northern

Ghana. Divination is done with a
stick to indicate the message of the
gods and ancestors.
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6-4 Chief fetish priest sitting in state.

6-5 Family Kasise plucking groundnuts in the yard. The wall of their
house is decorated with symbols that
express fertility, food security and
wealth.
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Gender and spirit mediums

The traditional custodians of flora and fauna are the spirit mediums. In colonial
times they were executed and silenced to be replaced by Christian priests and missionaries.
Duringthis time too, laws like the Witchcraft Act were enacted in Zimbabwe which condemned

the African vision on the spiritual world. During the war ofliberation in the late 1970s and

early 1980s, the spirits played an importantrole and expressed themselves through animals. «

6-6 A spirit me-

dium is giving traditional regulations at
a sacred spring which
is also a community
well.

6-7 With their traditional hats, two male spiritualleaders (centre) have performeda traditional
ceremony. The calabashes are used as instruments during the dances.
Gender and spirit mediums
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6-8 The spirit mediums are the educators on how to live with nature. Nature as the habitat of
both the spiritual world and the animal kingdom reaffirmsthe tripartite relationship between the
people, ancestral spirits and the material world. After the war ofliberation, spirit mediums, chiefs
and war veterans came together to use their experiences in natural resource management and
formed the Association ofZimbabwe Traditional Environmental Conservationists (AZTREC).
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Gender and spirit mediums

By this design there are a set of farmers (either as groups or as individuals, based
on our design) that we would be working with, who are our collaborators. We would

have enrolled these farmers in our participatory programme. Parallel to that would
be some farmers, based within their own organisation, who would have us as their
primary collaborator - they enrolling us in their participatory programmes. It is
important to recognise and submit to this and not to try and usurp their power position. The ELA process means that we share our external resources with the farmers
and they share their internal resources with us. This means that some oftheir own
designed actions should receive financial support from our budget. That is, we fund
their activities directly based on a ‘dialogue of understanding’. The two action researches
would, therefore, receive equal treatment. It would also eliminate some biases and
most importantly, redistribute power. The right half of the twin-track is where project actions are located. This would also have aspectsof spirituality related to project
activities introduced,for example,a ritual before planting or harvesting newvarieties
or pest control measures. The farmers we have enrolled would be responsible for
guiding and advising us on spiritual aspects and ensuring thatthey are fulfilled.
Thestarting pointis a crucial departure from all conventional forms. Wewill visit
the village (Bongo near Bolgatanga) and explain ourinterest and intentions, as clear-

ly and in as much details as possible. We will then allow them to ‘process us’ within
their cosmovisions to establish whether our presence there and our desire to work
with themis ‘acceptable’ or not. If the response is negative, we will find anothervillage.
Butif it is positive after consulting the gods, we will provide ‘the necessary inputs’ to
enable the community to further consult their gods, make sacrifices, or prayers, so
the powers that be show us what we should work on or guide us in choosing our
areas of action. It is only after this is done that we will go into specific actions.
During the course ofactions, wewill periodically review ouraction choices through
the eyes ofspirituality.
There are three main objectives in the CECIK-COMPAS programme in 19982000.Firstly, we wantto research into and act upon secondary information ontraditional practices, taboos, spirituality and astrology related to sustainable land use.
Next, the aim is to understand the spiritual motivation and economic benefits for
the involvementofrural people, especially the rural women,in sustainable practices.
Andfinally, we will investigate indigenous managementsystemswithrespect to rural
people’s cosmovisionsincludingshrines, sacred groves and water bodies. After exploratory surveys and in-depthsurveys, actions within the ELA frameworkwill start. Dialogue platformsare an essential componentofthe research as a forum for sharing the
results andverifying the findings. Most often the discussions will be farmer-led and
organised in the field. Next to professional analysis, we will periodically organise
workshops with government bodies and NGOs workingin the area and in otherparts
of Ghanato present findings. Another wayofaction-oriented analysis is to challenge
the rural people to consult their gods or make sacrifices to find out whythe results
are as they are.
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CULTURE AND COSMOVISION
OF TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONS IN ZIMBABWE
Cosmas Gonese

From time immemorialthe tripartite relationship of the human, the natural and the
spiritual world remained intact in Zimbabwe, and in fact all over Southern Africa.
The existence of each world was dependent onthe other. Therespect and belief that
mortal beings held towards the natural world as the habitat of the spiritual world and
provider of foods, minerals and other resources, was in itself a manifestation of conservation consciousness. Thespiritual world, as the supreme authority before God
the creator, or mwari in the Shona language, would punish the entire society for

transgressing certain taboos, rules and regulations that were meant to protect the
environment. Large tracks of biodiversity and ecosystems were demarcated as sacred
areas and no-one was allowed to tamper with them. Thosesacred shrines, wetlands,
woodlands were deemedspiritual habitat and the foundations of survival. Society,
however, also dependedheavily on the spiritual world for guidance. Communication
with the spiritual world via the animal kingdom would notbepossible if the environment was not conducive. Good and bad messages would be transmitted through
various sacred species within the animal kingdom. Special ritual ceremonies were
performed underspecific sacred trees or shrines.
This scenario prevailed up until the period of European colonialism in the nineteenth century which introduced new philosophies on natural resource management.
The indigenousspiritual world was deliberately substituted by Christianity which
regards all sacred places and environmentsas the habitat of diabolical spirits. Some
were turned into tourist centres, like Great Zimbabwe, Matopos,while at other sacred

places mission schools were established. All this was done in the nameofcleansing
the society ofsatanicspirits. The destruction of the philosophical bases for the society's

culture and cosmovision led to the desintegration of the interwoven relationship
between thesocial, natural and spiritual worlds. The sacred animalspecies could not
stand the invasion. Thespiritual world was in disarray and this marked the beginning of a society withoutidentity. This chaotic scenario washed awaythe values the
environmentused to have and conservation consciousness was eroded withit.
Spirit mediums were regarded as demonsandall their functions were marginalised
mainly because the colonial masters did not understandtheirrole in society. New land
tenure systems were introduced. These new land tenure systemsresulted in the clear
isolation of the three worlds and inter-connectedness vanished temporarily. Thespiritual world could no longer educate the society via a mortal being - a spirit medium
- as to which animal or tree species were sacred. Thetraditional and authentic administrators of the land, the chiefs or Mamboswereforcibly replaced by district commissioners who viewed everything African as primitive, superstitious, unscientific and
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aboveall anti-God. New laws were enacted that sharply contradicted the African cosmovision and culture. District commissioners were armed with packages of land tenure
systems which took little account oftraditional land tenure systems. These conventional land tenure systems contributed enormously to the major environmental problems
weare experiencing today, particularly in Mother Africa. Sacred woodlands were turned
into Game Parks to promote tourism. No-one, not even the chiefs or spirit mediums,
could access the sacred animal and bird species without paying the same entrance
fees demanded from the tourist. In the agricultural sector external inputs, inorganic
fertilisers and numerous chemicals were introduced and this resulted in sacred wetlands running dry. Mermaids, fish-like spirit mediums that stay in water, and other
mammals and reptiles which, accordingto African traditions, preserve the balance of
an ecosystem could not stand the poisoned rainwater flowing into their habitat, springs,
vleis (waterbodies) and other wetlands. This, coupled with monoculture, resulted in

the depletion of the water table. Rules and codes of conduct which used to govern the
maintenanceofsociety’s assets were abandonedin the nameof progress and civilisation.
Thetraditional custodiansofflora and fauna, the spirit mediums, wereeither executed [Mbuya Nehanda, Sekuru Kaguvi 1898] or silenced and replaced bypriests.

Laws were enacted to suppress any spirit revival. One such law was the Witchcraft
Act. This law condemnedthe spiritual world of African belief. This further eroded
the desire and interest in conserving the natural world. These scenarios provoked the
anger of the spirit world and resulted in warsof liberation throughoutAfrica. In the
case of Zimbabwe, the powerof indigenous knowledge on wartactics reaffirmed the
tripartite relationship between society, ancestral spirits and nature. Sacred woodlands, wetlands and mountains were used as a refuge by both the combatants and
masses during enemyattacks. In the war zones it was a taboo to be seenfelling trees
or causing veld-fire because everyone knew that without good vegetation they were

like fish out of water. The spiritual world demonstrated its mighty powers duringthe
trials of war by transmitting informative signals about the movementsofthe enemy.
Various species in the animal kingdom such as baboons and snakes for example,

Chapungu (Barteleus Eagle) showing signs ofan
accepted ritual ceremony by the ancestors.
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Chapungu (Barteleus Eagle) performing spiritualsigns of
anon accepted ritual ceremony by the ancestors.

were the mostreliable spirit mediums. They could communicate with the spiritual
world and transmit instructions that could guide the combatants. The enemy was
left puzzled: how could they have been detected? All combatants underwent an orientation to enable them to interpret the messages passed on from the spiritual world
via the animal kingdom. Biodiversity as the habitat of both the spiritual world and
the animal kingdom became important hence reaffirmingthetripartite relationship
already referred to above.
In Zimbabwe, indigenous knowledge systems in natural resources management
took root in the experiences of theliberation war. The traditional institutions, mainly
the spirit mediums, were educators both for the masses and the combatants, and
taught them how they should live with nature. Rules and regulations based on traditional beliefs protected the flora and fauna. The greatest ‘drawback’ of indigenous
knowledge systems was that it had no writtenliterature and this led the colonial masters
to dismiss it as superstition and notscientific. Indigenous knowledge in natural resource managementremindsus that knowledge and understandingis not only something that comes from scientists and textbooks. We needto becritical ofall knowledge
systems, scientific and indigenous and extract what is appropriate, combining the
good from various sourcesto create a better and moresustainable environment.
The warofliberation was fought not only to gain independence butalso to revive
andresuscitate thetripartite relationship of the three worlds. Afterliberation,the chiefs,
spirit mediums and war veterans cametogetherto try and turn their war experiences

to natural resource management. The development sector was most appropriate for
the revival of African philosophy and identity and was thebasis for the creation of
the Association of Zimbabwe Traditional Environmental Conservationists (AZTREC).

The three major objectives for forming AZTREC were to rehabilitate and/or conserve
woody-biomass,to rehabilitate and/or conserve ecosystem blocks, andto establish a

land-use managementsystem that was based on indigenous knowledge and cosmovision. The basic goal was to drawto thefull on indigenous knowledge systems in
the process. Modern and scientific knowledge systems would be appreciated where
they did not conflict with the status quo.
AZTREC’S achievements
Zimbabwehas a population made up of manycultural and ethnic groups each with
its own language, dialect, custom and belief. Part of the country is semi-arid whilst
the central part is semi-humid and rains fall in the summer season. Annual

rainfall is highly variable and there are often droughts, dry spells and crop failures
especially in the semi arid regions. At the momentless than 10% ofthe country is
covered by closed canopyforest, Fifty percent is savannah woodlandandit is here
where mostof the grazingland is found. There is high pressure on existing vegetation
because ofincreasing population especially in the communalareas wherecultivation
is being practised. General causes of environmental degradation are deforestation,

uncontrolled grazing and inappropriate tillage systems. Serious soil erosion has
occurredleadingto siltation of rivers and dams, destruction ofvleis and springs, and
gully formation.
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Biodiversity management. Since its inception in 1985, AZTREC has sup-

ported the establishment and management of a total of 10,000 ha of woodland in
Masvingo and Mashonaland. The nature of the woodlands ranges from burial places
of senior Chiefs (Mapa); sacred woodlands where important traditional rituals are
performed (Marambatemwa); ordinary woodlands (Matondo) which are usually

used for grazing and construction purposes; and shrines which are potential sites for
eco-tourist development. These biodiversity management projects are directly under
the control of the communities and traditional institutions; chiefs, spirit mediums,

headmen and village heads give guidance.
Biodiversity management is considered the most crucial component of AZTREC's
conservation endeavoursfor this is the habitat of the spiritual world. The traditional
leaders that constitute the organisation’s policy-making body have each re-identified
the sacred woodlands in which their ancestors were buried. Rituals for the re-union
ofthe three worlds have been performed throughout the country. Community-based
local by-lawsrelating to the time for hunting, harvesting wild fruits, the authorisation oftree cutting for construction were spelled out by senior spirit mediums and
enforced by chiefs, headmen andvillage heads with the full support of the population
living near these sacred woodlandsandshrines. The belief is that people must identify themselves with the socio-cultural values and myths embedded in biodiversity
managementbefore they take the preservation and rehabilitation of the denuded
environmentseriously. Once the communities andtheir cultural leaders agree on what
needsto be donein order to preserve and promotetheir cultural identity, the project
ceases to be seen as an outsider driven initiative andis perceived as a spiritually driven
one.
The impact on the 10,000 ha ofsacred woodland already under managementhas
been very impressive. In some districts like Masvingo, Gutu and Bikita small game
has beensafely re-introduced. Sacred birds that had disappeared because of human
interventions and vegetation loss are now nesting in their former habitats. The key
message during the mobilisation and awareness campaigns is not simply that the
environment has to be conserved but socio-spiritual values disappear when the
natural habitat is not conducive to habitation. At the moment weare identifying
othersacred woodlands andshrines in each andevery chieftainship in the country and
are using them as entry points in a massive conservation project. In Shona customs

and belief, every chieftainship has such sacred places as Mapa and Marambatemwa.
Someordinary shrines ofless cultural significance are being transformed into ecocultural tourist centres. This is an initiative aimed at adding economicvalue to the
conservationeffort. Tourists from all over the world are received as guests ofthe local
villagers and are served with traditional foods. This has proved very popular with
both tourist and the communities themselves.

Ecosystem rehabilitation and conservation. Another dimension that
aims at combating desertification using indigenous knowledge is the wetland conservation andrehabilitation programme. Wetlands, particularly v/eis and springs, are
considered to be the special habitat of water loving spirits namely the mermaid, or
Njuzu. It is a proven belief that when this culturally importantspirit is present water
will not be a problem. The spiritual world, through a spirit medium, would com-
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municate with the water-loving spirits about what needs to be done to recharge the
ecosystems.
This communication process is carried out during a ritual ceremonyspecifically
organised for that purpose. A special type of spirit medium, Nyusa facilitates the
rehabilitation process. The Nyusaspirit medium is usually a man or a woman who
is possessed bythespirit of the Njuzu. For this reason it would be very easy to determinethe cultural procedures neededto revive or resuscitate the wetlands. These procedures would normally include the special rituals that need to be performed and
identify who must perform them? Finding out where tree and grass species need to

be planted and where? Discovering the rules and regulations that must be obeyed
during and after the recharge? Whattype ofutensils should be used to fetch water?
Whatrodents, reptiles and mammals should not be killed and what herbs and other
medicinal plants should be harvested and how? Onevery important message would
be what crop production system needs to be applied in the wetland catchment in
order to avoid waterpollution. In the ten years that AZTREC’s has been active, 11
vleis and springs that had completely dried up have been resuscitated. Thirty-nine
five hectare wetlands (on average) are under managementwiththe full support of

traditional institutions. This has been achieved by showing what is lost when v/eis,
springs and mermaids are absent.
Land-use management. Theother equally important programmeaimed at
combating desertification using indigenous knowledgeis the crop production system.
Since the introduction of mono-agriculture, pesticides and chemical fertilisers, life

has proved very difficult for most rural people. The conventionalagriculture system
is heavily dependentonexternal inputs that are not only costly and therefore beyond
the reach of many, but thatare also very environmentally unfriendly. A piece of land
treated by chemical fertilisers for last twenty years no longer produces any meaningful crop yields. Yet on the other hand thecost of these external inputs is increasing
every season. Therealisation of the negative effects of conventional agriculture is

forcing our membership to shift to natural farming systems. In natural farming we
are encouraging each other toutilise locally available organic soil and enrichment
materials such as cattle, goat and sheep manure, ant-hill soil, crop residues, compost
and humusfrom hill tops and undertrees. Intercropping of various crops to combat
the effects of drought has proved to be appropriate especially in ecological regions
that have always receive anerratic rainfall. Other non-conventional crop production

techniques which are integrated with organic farming systems are permaculture and
holistic resource management.So far, all AZTREC staff have beentrained in these

land use management techniques. Twelve community demonstration centres have
been established in Masvingo Province.

Frameworkfor field-level implementation
Based on the COMPASworkshopin the Netherlands (February 1998), we present our

frameworkforfield-level implementation and testing with a cosmovision perspective of natural resource management.
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How to get started. AZTREC'experienceis such that development agencies

must familiarise themselves with the cosmovision and the culture of the area by
studying previous cosmovisions and anthropological and development studies. A
non-bias relationship must be established with the traditional and spiritual leaders,
since they are the authentic custodians of the indigenous knowledge. An interest has
to be developed in how rural folk perceive their livelihood by attending traditional
ceremoniesandrituals in order to acquaint one-self with how indigenous knowledge
and cosmovision are seriously discussed andstrategies formulated.
How to develop a common agenda. Onehas to be culturally mature
when introducing development topics to the rural population. This can only be
achieved through a respectful and dignified approach to traditional institutions,
which beyond doubt,still commanda lot ofinfluence. This will mean that unneces-

sary resistance can be avoided. A carefulutilisation of modern participatory diagnostic tools such as PRAs for example, can be very effective. Sharing certain communication audio-visuals such as drumming, music,festivals, designs ofstructures,textiles

and objects can be used to promote the way indigenous knowledge systems can be
effectively employed to combatdesertification. Extensive dialogue on the interconnectedness of these communication audio-visuals, the spiritual world, the natural

world and social world constitute the backboneof African identity. A genuinerespect
for this identity would no doubtlead to a commonagenda.
How to determine parameters. Obviously, as a technocrat and developmentpractitioner you may have your own methodologies for determining parameters but it is always rewarding to evaluate these parameters against the indigenous
cosmovision. Try as much aspossible to incorporate spiritual elements as indicated
by spiritual diviners, respect ritual calendars, astrological data, sacred places and other
qualities of the project area as defined by the people’s cosmovision, normsand values.
Socio-cultural issues such as taboos, totems andtherole oflocal authorities in decision
making, project design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation are important
in preserving the foundations ofindigenous knowledge. Criteria for setting indicators
and strategies should be in conformity with successful parameters in the communities’ experiences. Onehas to be gender sensitive and make sex differentiation in setting parameters andindicators. It is always a fatal omission notto take into account
a resource frame that respondsto local perceptions and value systems.
How to design for action. The technocrats and development agencies
should,atall costs, desist from designing a project using conventional methodologies
and expecting the rural population to assimilate the process. The custodians of the
traditional practices, the chiefs and spirit mediums must not only be consulted but
fully involved if resistance is to be avoided. The design itself must be flexible enough
to accommodate modifications during execution. One has to ensure that the traditional institutions give a full mandate and are accountable for the design to guarantee sustainability. We should find new waysfor field experiments andtrials. One can
also carry out participatory case studies on experiments. Experiments should not

simple be randomised square-block designs. Research of this type is based on the
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conventional western knowledge system. This does not mean that we should ignore
everything conventional but we should select western techniques that are complementary to the beliefs, norms and values of the people's cosmovision.
How to monitor the process. The people who will be involved in implementation, whether farmers, chiefs, spirit mediums, women or young people, should
always be at the centre of the process from the beginning. We should strive to cultivate some degree of confidence amongthe beneficiaries of our developmentefforts.
The traditional institutions, once they develop a sense of ownership of the process
would formulate and enforce community based by-laws. It is natural that no-one
would want to be designated inferior in a development process which is claimed to
benefit the same person in the end. Participatory dialogue during ritual ceremonies
andfestivals organised by the custodians of indigenous knowledge, at which interaction with the spiritual world takes place, would strengthen the entire monitoring
process and instil conservation discipline.
How to judge the results. As mentioned earlier, the communities and the
traditional institutions should be accountable for the project cycle. We should tact-

fully revisit the agreed parameters together with all stakeholders and authentic leaders
with a view to undertaking an impact assessment. We should try to strike an equilibrium between their baselines and our baselines which must be established at the
beginning. We have to be open for intended and unexpected results and modifications should be addressed in the process. If for some reason, the results are not satis-

factory we should find a respectful way of ensuring success that does not demotivate
the people’s innovativeness. If the results are as expected then the traditional institutions

should be requested to organise a ritual ceremony to appease the spiritual world.

How do weleave without creating a dependency syndrome. The
wholeproject cycle from identification, project design, implementation, monitoring
and evaluation should bestrategically designed in a way that does not leace a vacuum
whena developmentagent goes. One way of guaranteeing continuity is by ensuring

that the entire process is embeddedin the culture and cosmovision ofthe stakeholders.
Traditional institutional networking and farmer-to-farmer reciprocal arrangements
should be developed and adapted in order to internalise the process. The young
generation, womenandtheagedusually integrated themselves into a process which
fully respects socio-cultural practices. We have to cultivate some form of confidence
in all segments of the population such that they identify themselves with the process.
Our link with COMPAS
We hope to support the COMPASprogrammewith the experience that AZTREC has
developed over the years. Our participation in COMPASwill hopefully strengthen
our owncapacity to systematise our approachesin researching and building on indigenous knowledge and cosmovision which should result in community-based development, sustainable agriculture and natural resource management. Onespecific objective
is to increase the capacity of the Charumbira community in Masvingo to autonomous-
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ly revive and develop their indigenous knowledge, techniques andskills in order to
meet the requirements ofsustainable agriculture and natural resource management
in a changing socio-economic and physical environment. Another objective is to
develop methodologies that enable communities and organisations to start this
process of endogenous developmentin otherareas of Masvingo and Southern Africa.
By meansofvillage-based workshops, observations duringtraditional ceremonies,
participatory appraisal techniqueslike retrospective mapping and thestudy ofexisting
literature, we want to further document the indigenous knowledge systems and
strengthen the cultural identity of the Charumbira community. We will focus on
topics like their concepts oflife, regulation of community decision making and
natural resource managementbytraditional institutions, the interaction ofthe traditional (local) with outside knowledge sources, the degree of influenceoftraditional

worldviews in comparison to western worldviews, and options for endogenous
development. We will also start up a process of indigenous experimentation using
methods appropriate for sustainable farming and natural resource management.
Farmer-innovatorswill be located, other indigenous knowledge in the Charumbira
community that mightbe usefulwill be identified. In addition criteria and indicators
(quantitative and qualitative) for success and failure will be defined. Once certain

experiments are consideredsuccessful, we intend tofacilitate a process of consolidation
and dialogue between farmer-innovators. The experiments will also be documented
and published in the local language.

We intend to network with local institutions to involve them in the dialogue on
cultural identity and systematic approachesto attain endogenous development. We
can sharethe results with others through workshops,field days, documents, training of

field staff and policy makers oflocal developmentorganisations. Weare also thinking
of developing a manual that can be used by networking organisations in Zimbabwe
and theregion.In order to publicise information on the cultural cosmovision of the
indigenous peoples of Southern Africa, a magazineentitled “The Three Worlds’ will

be circulated throughout Southern Africa.
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We always knew
by Backson M. C. Sibanda

Lord as I cast my eyes
Across the African plains
I see the wild wonder
as the wildlife wander
and the elephantsin their elegance

slowly blend into limitless biodiversity.
Thelion wakes again
as the king of the jungle catches anotherprey.

I climb on high to the mountain top
as the early morning dew touches myskin
The smoke from the villages below
announce thestart of another day
I listen to the early morning song
as the African wilds ofthe air
wake up andgivepraise to Thee.
I see the vulture sore on high to meettheair.
The Titihovastill sings in abundantair.

I take in a fresh drink ofair
In this serene solitude
as I look down the green beautiful valleys
of Mother Africa wake up from
a long slumber they call underdevelopment
Lord I thank you,for you delayed,
The coming of the motorcar, and smoke puffing industrial complexes.
You delayedcivilization and thy children starve.
Thereis still wilderness and the wilds here
The beauty of nature and diversity
Nearly frozen from creation to Eternity
Until they built that Safari treck
And then came the marrum road
Theycalled it the dirt dust road
Andfinally camecivilization with the motorway.
Solitude and serenity were brokenforever.
Finally from thecities of the world
They came in hundreds, thousands
Oh Lord they camein their millions
From the bowels ofthe earth
They cameto seek solitude here.
From concrete jungles they raced here.
To seek solitude and serenity
From this diversity-the hand ofcreation.
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The endless plains of the Maasai and Serengeti
Those monotonous stretches of unbelievable distances
Land meets the sky in the horizon in a dusty day
Nothing vertical but the Maasai
man and beast are crushed into insignificance
by this landscape as the heavens kiss the earth.
Until the Safari treck and the jeep
shrink this vast landscape
and biological diversity into an envelop package.
Lord they will never understand
whatthis meansto us, what they are doing to us
Ourlives are interwoven into this metrix
ofdelicate landscape and biodiversity
Lord they called them National Parks
Wecall it home-mother Africa

They called it nature reserves, botanical gardens,finally biological diversity
For us this will alwaysbelife giving
Mother Africa, home and notjungle
For us this is neither garden or jungle

To us wildlife is part of us

Our namesare elephant,lion, zebra, buffalo.
To us wildlife is life-our relatives
Howcan wekill wildlife-for that is life.
We conserveit for it is sacred

like milking a sacred cow
Wesacrifice it to meet human needs.

It is life given in abundance
It is not a breath offresh air
But a drink oflife-life given in abundance
Nowtheycall our worm fested water
Biological Diversity
For us this is just life and we have always knownthat.
The Wilderness is finally gone

The wilds and the forest have disappeared.
The wildlife no longer roams the African Plains
The Elegant Elephant is now trophy
The giraffe and thelion are nowin the zoo
The Titihoya sings no more
Theeagleflies high no more.
Only now dothey understand
The hand of Creation.
We have always knownthat.
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PEOPLE’S SPIRIT OF RESISTANCE IN LATIN AMERICA
Gerrit Huizer

In the process of the incorporation oftraditional societies into the western capitalist
system, people foundin their cultural heritage the motivation for a spiritual persistence that at somestage turned into active resistance movements. In many parts of
the world indigenousculture and knowledge hada special regard for psychic andspiritual forces which have been branded as superstitious, occult or even satanic by ruling
ideologies both Christian and Capitalist. These forces have continued to appear and
reappear as a ‘counterpointin and part offolk-culture and have had an impact into
present times. They are apparently being re-discovered.
As a United Nations development worker, I have experienced the confrontation
between our western worldview or knowledge system and that of the indigenous
peoples in the Third World. I gradually discovered the limitations of my own western
worldview and was helped to become acquaintedwith cultural and religious dimensions thatI wish to refer to with the rather inadequate term spiritual. This spirituality is related to the ‘resistance to change’ that peasants, and particularly women,in nonwestern societies have shown towards the western economic and knowledge systems
‘extended’ to them by developmentagents. It became clear from various experiences
that the ‘indigenous knowledge’ that formedthebasis of their spirituality was different
from,if not contrary to that of most western scholars. The psychologist Maslow [1966]

has made a useful distinction between ‘experiential knowledge’ and ‘spectator
knowledge’ and he stipulated that the former was a precondition for the latter. The
latter is the kind of knowledge the orthodoxscientist is generally looking for: neutral,
quantifiable, objectified, detached and non-involved. Both kinds of knowledge
complementeachother, but, as also mentioned by Darshan Shankar in this volume,
most of present-day science has neglected the experiential knowledge. Fora real understanding, in addition to the objectivity of the spectator, a ‘caring objectivity’ is needed,
which sees the object as muchas possible ‘in its own nature’. This approach is an
essential part of whatthe social psychologist Kurt Lewin called ‘action research’.

I have tried to cometo grips with spirituality through active participation in the
struggle for survival and justice of those with whom I have worked. This can be called
‘research-through-action’: there is careful reflection uponthe experiential knowledge.

In manycases the people I worked with sharedthis reflective process, makingit ‘participatory action research’ in the perspective of a ‘view from within and from below’
(Huizer 1979).

Between 1954 and 1973, I lived in Third World countries. By trial and error I
learned about, and particularly from, local people. During this learning process I
gradually became acquainted with and beganto someextentto share the worldview
that enables men and womentosurvive and that inspires them attimes to radical
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action. This worldview and inspiration is partly based on conscious and unconscious
psychological defence mechanisms. There is often a dimension ofspirituality in their
approach to the natural environment, healing and witchcraft.It should be noted that
these latter forces have not as yet been properly defined, categorised or understood
by westernscientists.
From the early days of my work amongst peasants, I experienced that seemingly
distrustful and apathetic orfatalistic peasants were highly rational in their attitude
whenfaced with ‘modernising’ agents or processes. Myfirst real experience with the
rationality of peasantdistrust occurred in 1955 whenI setouttolive as a voluntary
community developmentworkerin village in El Salvador. This was after a drinking
water project which our agencytried to introducehadfailed because of peasant nonparticipation. They did not cometo work with us. I experiencedthefirst crisis in my
developmentalist ideology.
After deciding to go andlive in thatvillage, and to relax and ‘wait and see’, I soon
learned that my neighbours - of whom hardly anyone had any formal schooling were great andpatientteachers. Not only in suchrelatively simple things as ploughing
with unwilling oxen, tracing and hunting wild pigs or the use of herbs, butalso their
capacity to analyse the behaviour of outsiders particularly those ‘from above’.
Withoutever using a term like ‘class’ they taught me, and made mefeel, what‘class
struggle’ meantto them. This struggle was closelyrelated to their deeplyfelt ties with
thevillage land, Mother Earth as viewed in holistic pre-Christian indigenous cosmologies. They showed me howthis land had belonged to their ancestors but was now
gradually being ‘washed away’ by the erosion causedfirst by coffee cultivation and
then by the extensive cattle-raising of the mostly absentee landlords who had appropriated these lands many decades ago. The peasants allowed and stimulated me to share
all their traditional celebrations regardinglife, survival, and death. These celebrations
were frequently spiritual and appeared to be the sourceoftheirresistance to the desperate conditions of (mostly covert) struggle that characterised their existence.

Clear mind and spiritual awareness

Their patience and mild nature towardstheir oppressors gave mea feeling that in their
material poverty lay the roots of an innercivilisation from which I could learn. Indirectly, they showed methe barbarity of the western‘civilisation’ that had devastated
theirs and had rather misused their Mother Earth to produce coffee andsugar ona large
scale for the world market, while their children became increasingly undernourished.
They were highly distrustful of any outside intervention. Peasants’ non-participation, however, was a rationally and consciously adopted strategy of notletting themselves be further exploited. I also learned that under more encouraging conditions,
their ‘apathy’ could easily be transformed into enthusiastic support and they were
prepared to makeconsiderable efforts when necessary eveniftheirlives wereat stake.
During suchvillage-level work experiences over the years, I observed that there
were certain people, men and women,with a special capacity to express clearly what
their peers werefeeling aboutcertain crisis situations. I learned to recognise and collaborate with such people, men or women,as persons with charisma. These persons
radiated a kindofspiritual force, knew howto inspire others, and were respected for
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this. Some of them took considerable risks in serving their community. Others used
their charisma for their own benefit. Most had a deep knowledge of age-old cultural
practices and survival strategies. When crisis situations became acute and confrontation
with powerful elite could no longer be avoided, those with charisma were the ones

who provided their peers with the crucial motivationsto act against the physical and
psychological power that landlords and rich farmers held over ‘their’ peasants.
In trying to answer the question of what kept peasants going under such oppressive

circumstances I gradually cameto the conclusion that twoaspects of indigenous culture and spirituality were crucial:

a A certain clearness in people's minds about those who are the main cause of their
permanentcrisis situation: a kind of ‘common enemy’. This awareness was combined
with a historical perspective, bridging generations, that gave them the (unspoken)
conviction that, since their society had been more just andegalitarian in the past,
it might or should beso in the future.
o A permanentspiritual and holistic awareness which takes the continuity and the
dialectical oneness oflife and after-life, good andevil, natural and supernatural for
granted. Something whichis difficult for western, middle class, Christian-educated

people, like myself, to understand.
These two aspects of the peasants’ worldview often gave them the strength to endure
what in western eyes were unbearablesituations. It sometimes prompted them to
resist or rebel as happened in someofthe villages where I have worked in El Salvador,
Mexico and northern Chile.

Thespirit in which local people actis different from the system of knowledge or
ideology of most westerners. It took some timebefore I wassufficiently familiar with
indigenous wisdom andspirituality to be able to appreciate this. Non-western indigenousspirituality and knowledge systemsare generally not purely traditional pre-western
practices and beliefs. Rather they are part of survival and resistance strategies to cope
with - often aggressively imposed - western ways. Knowledge systems cannotbe seen
outside the context of the mode of production(or exploitation) in which they func-

tion. Various studies show that the Maya knowledge system survived culturally
thanks to a creative adaptation to colonial rule. It is probably not accidental that
these areas in South and Central America havealso been centres of endemic peasant
rebellion until today’s movementin Chiapas, southern Mexico.
The endurance with which the idea of a justified access to ancestral land was
cherished is characteristic of peasant and indigenoussocieties all over the world.

Such ‘dreams’ or ‘counterpoints’ can apparently be sustained for decades or even centuries and the movements that at times emerge from such counterpoints have been
called utopian. But for those involved they have a permanent and strong topicality.
Related religious views and cultural practices which for years, or even centuries, have
appeared to foster passivity or withdrawal have also contained strong potential for
sustained resistance and liberation struggle.
The survival of traditional indigenous cosmovisions was easier in those areas that

Spanish colonialism considered less profitable. As Hans van den Berg [1989] shows,

indigenousreligion has survived most strongly in areas such as the high plateaux in
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Bolivia with their poor soils that are inhabited mainly by Aymara subsistence peasant
communities. The Aymara cosmovision with its supernatural beings, ancestral spirits,
the earth, agricultural products and otherforces that co-exist in an hierarchical equi-

librium was such that Christian elements such as saints and angels could easily been
incorporated. Van den Berg speaks of the Aymarisation of Christianity as a complement to the Christianisation of the Aymara. The Earth and the Earth Mother,
Pachamama (identified also with the Virgin Mary), continued to play a crucial role

in the Aymarareligion as well as in agricultural rituals and practices. The Aymara
tried to integrate the antagonism between good and bad, GodandSatan, introduced

by the Christians into their own views on harmonybetween opposites. Their cosmovisionis still strongly alive.
That the observations made by the theologian Van den Berg, as well as those of
PRATEC have considerable practical agricultural implications and usefulness has

been demonstrated by AGRUCO,the Agro-ecology Programmeof the University of
Cochabambain Bolivia. AGRUCO was designed to support Andean peasant communities througha transfer of ecologically sustainable technology such as those found
in organic agriculture. There was a lack of enthusiasm amonglocal peasants for these
useful technologies. However, it
gradually became clear that this
‘resistance’ was related to the fact
that the community had its own

locally tested, age-old knowledge
about

sustainable

agriculture.

University researchers and extensionists

could learn from this. Andeancivilisations have survived for over 3000
years by adapting them-selves to a
great variety of climates and ecological situations in their mountainous
homeland thanks to a holistic cosmology that combines respect for,

and harmony between the natural
environment, human communities

and spiritual beings. Rituals, related
to age-old knowledge concerning
cyclical astrological influences (the
moon, the seasons and supra-human
influences behind those phenomena)
have survived in Andean communi-

ties to the present day.
Similarly in the Huancayo region
of Peru the TALPUY emphasises the
importance of the Andean cosmo-

logy by inventarising traditional
knowledge amongpeasants. Theritual
Traditional Andean footplough is still used today.
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relationships with the Pachamama,

Pacha and potatoes
The central notion in the native Quechua concept of life is Pacha, whose nearest

equivalent in western terms would be ‘the whole conformed by space and time’. Within Pacha
there are three spheres: Pachakama:spiritual life; Pachamama: materiallife or Mother Earth and
Pachankamachana: social life. From this confluence emanates a fourth sphere Pachankiri or
daily life. @

7-1, 7-2 Rituals and music link peoples
microcosm with the macrocosm.

7-3 As part ofits traditional organisation,
the community has special people, jilakatas,
to protect the cultivatedfields. They also
have to protect the plots against negative
influences which are perceived as the result
ofbad human behaviour.
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Reciprocity is an important principle. If people misbehave, nature will react with
diseases or disasters. Through fasting, meditation, dancing and sacrifices people can redress the
situation andcreate favourable conditions for crop growth, animal and humanwelfare. Rituals
are performedin all important social and productive activities. The ritual calendaris in fact an
agricultural calendar. ©

7-4 For the Andean farmers, the landscapeis alive in the sense that the spiritual world expresses
itselfin nature.

7-5 When negative influences prevail, the Jilakatas will order the community to pay tribute to

Pachamamaorto fastfor a full day.
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The Andean concept of life or cosmovision is pantheistic, which means that mountains, lakes, streams and trees are sacred. People observesigns in nature that indicate the balance

between the lower world and the world of today. The area of Huancayo is known forits skilled
artisans who carve their cosmovision on calabashes. «

7-6, 7-7 The calabash shows how the agricultural and ritual calendarcoincide.

7-8 Celebrating ‘Day ofthe Earth during carnaval.
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Farmers’ knowledge has hardly been taken into account in agricultural policies.
TALPUYis validating traditional knowledge with farmers and intends to make an in-depth
study of the role of traditionalinstitutions andrituals, particularly those related to agriculture.
Field experiments involving traditional leaders are scheduled. @
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7-9 When the potatoes are flowering and the new.
tubers appear, the ‘Fiesta de la Candelaria’, the
day for the potato is celebrated in the highlands
ofPuno, southern Peru. Womencollect potatoes

from the plot, the mother potato is thanked and

7-10 The elders sacrifice with coca leaves,

the new tubers are welcomed.

alcohol and sweets.
ST

7-11 The people pray and later dance through thefields.
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Mother Earth, are still alive. For example, offerings are made when new roads are
opened. Traditional values such as joint labour (minka) for community purposes are
alive in spite of the migration of many people to the towns. TALPUY tries to conserve

and enhance such community values by publishing a regular magazine “MINKA in a
simple style and by helping to organise meetings.
That the Andean cosmovision andits related local agricultural knowledge has proved
to be more appropriate for the cultivation of potatoes in the Andes than modern
technical knowledge, has recently been highlighted by Salas [1996]. Salas’ dissertation gives considerable attention to the work of PRATEC (AndeanProject of Peasant

Technology) an NGO in Peru,set up in 1988 with headquarters in Lima. Its purpose
is to contribute to the quality oflife of the Andean peoples andreaffirm their cultural identity, particularly in the field of agriculture. Age-old, sophisticated life-support
strategies have been neglected by the colonial and post-colonial economythat onesidedly concentrated on mining and production for the world market. PRATECtries
to recover and/or conservethe traditional knowledgethat existed in the many miniagricultures in the great variety of Andean ecosystems. In these knowledge systems,
part of an age-old holistic cosmology, relationships with the world and cosmos continueto play a crucial role.
Theexperience of PRATEC in manyways coincides with some of my observations
on therole of indigenousspirituality and knowledge. There is a dialectical, reactive
or cyclical relationship with what could be considered to be a ‘common enemy’. In
PRATEC’scasethis is explicitly the influence of 500 years colonial heritage express_ ing itself in modernisation as promoted by multinational corporations through the
inadequate technologies that have their sourcein theresearch stations. PRATECitself
observes and supportstherevitalisation of a holistic approach which started thousands
of years ago and madeeffective survival possible in a great variety of ecosystems. A
main task of PRATECis to co-author, together with local peasants, the inventarisation of the many age-old local technologies and to transmit this knowledge to agricultural extensionists. Farmer-to-farmer communication is particularly important.
Participatory approachesare used in local meetings, bringing in those with mosttraditional knowledge, and high office holders. Further, information is gathered through
transzonal exchanges between farmers; circulating pamphlets of technologies drawn up
by the farmer themselves; and by cooperating with the network ofexisting farmers’
unions.
Resistance based on local traditions
Recently the Mother Earth symbolism, including the Virgin of Guadalupe, has been
used again in the indigenous peasantrebellion in Chiapas, Southern Mexico. The
Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN) came dramatically into the foreground
on 1 January 1994. On that day the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
officially went into effect. A numberof small towns in Chiapas were occupied byindigenouspeasantrebel forces to demonstrate that they would no longertolerate the
brutalities and land usurpations oflocal landlords and politicians. These had been

made possible by the changes in the agrarianlegislation that had formerly protected
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Smallfarmers’ cooperatives in Chiapas, southern Mexico, grow coffee organically. Through direct marketing in
Europe a premium is received which enables them to strengthen their culturalidentity.

peasantland possession but which now as part of the NAFTA agreement- favoured
large-scale privatisation. Manycases ofthe violent displacement ofpeasants, and the
assassinations of their leaders had been reported but thesituation grew steadily
worse. Armedresistance finally appeared the only way to get somekind ofjustice.
The rebel action had been prepared carefully and was strongly rooted in the local
indigenous context. One of the main leaders, sub-commander Marcos, allegedly a
former communicationscientist at one of Mexico’s universities, had lived for many
years amongtheindigenouspeasants in the Lacandonfrontier area. Marcos explained
that he had been taught aboutlocal traditions by an old indigenousleader, Antonio,
whohelped him understand the local communities and their worldview.
During August 1996,in the Lacandonjungle area of Chiapas where the Zapatistas
are dominant,a six-day ‘Intercontinental Conference for Humanity and against Neoliberalism’ took place. It was attended by 3000representatives of grassroots organisations from all over the world. Land reform, peasant organisation and sustainable
developmentwas high on the agenda. Scholars, knowledgeable in this field, made a
considerable contribution. During the conferenceitself and in several of the preparatory meetings leading up to the conference I could observe that the ecological and
earth conservationist componentofthe present Zapatista movementwas highlighted
in collaboration with environmental action groups. It was also closely interlinked
with the cultural dimension. Oflate, people's spirit of resistance under adverse con-
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ditions has attracted renewed attention thanks to the strength of its effects. Examples
are the participation of people in the liberation struggles during the past decades
through rural-based rebellions in countries like Zimbabwe, Nicaragua, Guatemala
and EISalvador. It has been documented thatin these cases spiritual and religious
factors have played a crucial role [Huizer 1998].

The role of western science
Western developmenthas been responsible for ecological disasters in many Third

World countries through deforestation and the introduction of monocultures for the
world market. Now,finally, increasing attention is being given to the ecological wis-

dom and traditional knowledgestill available among indigenous peoples. This
knowledge, often moreholistic than the purely objective and mechanistic approaches
that dominate western scientific endeavours, is now beingseriously reconsidered by
western scientists, thoughrarely in a participatory manner.
A question that shouldberaised is the extentto which western development agencies such as the World Bankwill utilise these alternative approaches and knowledge
systems to soften the worsteffects of their structural adjustment policies rather than

to modify the overall effect of these policies: the integration of every corner of the
world into a global market. Can we expect a new openness? A western perestroika,
towards an effective alternative to IMFundamentalist ‘free’ market economy?
Thestruggle of the Zapatistas and manyother indigenousresistance movements

have strong implications on the globalisation of the present world market. At present

the western scientific knowledge system is not only challenged by Third World and

feminist authors concerned with the deteriorating relation between man (male particularly) and the natural environment, but also by new discoveriesin the (natural)

sciences, particularly in thefield of quantum-physics. Somephysicists go so far as to

show a certain convergence between the most sophisticated developmentsin that field
and certain holistic indigenous knowledge systems and worldviews such as Buddhism
and Taoism. This recognition is confirmed in research by LeShan [1982] into the

activities and attitudes of physicists, mediums and mystics. However, the challenges
of physicists like Capra, Bohm and Heisenberg to the current scientific paradigms

and the mechanistic worldview have notyet had muchinfluence on thesocial sciences.
In biology, the work of Rupert Sheldrake [1991] gives considerable attention to cru-

cial aspects of indigenous knowledge systems and could be useful as a frameofreference for the studies and experiments coordinated by COMPAS.

Western scientists should continue to search for knowledge from indigenous
peoples and at the sametime examine their own place in the overall context of dominant western developmental interests. This is needed in order to ensure that they

really serve the sustainable development of mankind as a whole. Hopefully thelate
discovery of the disastrous ecological effects of the spread of western production
technologies in the pursuit of thoughtless profiteering and capital accumulationwill

help western developmentscientists to moderatetheir too self-confident supposition
that their way oflife (and death)is fostering the ‘bestofall possible worlds’, and open
up thepossibility for dialogue with other cosmovisions.
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ANDEAN COSMOVISION
AND SELF-SUSTAINED DEVELOPMENT
Stephan Rist, Juan San Martin and Nelson Tapia

Ten years of participatory research, education and support to Quechua and Aymara

communities in the Bolivian Andes has enabled AGRUCO (Agro-ecology University
Cochabamba) to learn from and with the farmers. In this article we will share our

experiencesat three levels. First we will describe the cosmovision of the Andean communities and their significance at a generallevel. Then wewill give an example ofthe
concrete way the cosmovision in a specific community shapes and organisesdailylife.
Andfinally wewill give an outline of how AGRUCOsupports endogenousdevelopmentthroughanintercultural dialogue of complementarity.
Ten years ago the programme AGRUCOstarted with the objective of promoting
ecological agriculture based on the European concept of organic farming. In the
course of the years it becameclear that this approach did not work. In the first place
it was realised that the traditional farmers in the Andes already apply most of the
principles of ecological agriculture including crop rotation, mixed cropping, use of
organic fertilisers, biological control of pests and diseases, soil conservation, conservation of genetic resources andthe protection of wild plants and animals. Further,it

was observed that the indigenous knowledge that forms thebasis of these practices
was eroding. On thebasis of these experiences, it was concluded that rather than
trying to teach farmers concepts, techniques and methods from anotherculture, the
rural communities would be better served if outside agencies would help them to

document, restore and strengthen traditional knowledge in order to reverse the
process oferosion. For this role, AGRUCO implements a programmeofparticipatory
research in and with communities.

This research is not just a method ofinvestigation;it is an approach that enhances
development, consideringthespiritual, ethical, social and technical aspects that are
specific to the area. The starting pointfor this consideration is the perception and
knowledge of the rural communities. Our main challenge is to understand and

appreciate the indigenousreality, their concept oflife and cosmovision and not to
limit ourselves to conventional scientific and technological options. In orderto really
supportthe native communities, we haveto evolve from the ‘actor oriented’ approach

of research towards an approach of developmentthatis ‘actor involved’. The actor
involved development approachis a cooperation between different actors in order to
try to solve problemsandlearn how tolive in the biophysical and to interact in the
social andspiritual environment.
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Pacha
A central notion in the native concept

oflife is pacha, whose nearest equivalent in occidental terms would be‘the
whole conformedbyspace-time’. Pacha

embracesthe idea of‘totality’ like the
eternal and dynamic‘space-time’ concept. The concept of cosmosis derived
from pacha andis understood as the ensembleofall the elements the human
beings are capable of attaining through
their senses, thoughts, intuitions andin-

spirations. Within pacha, three spheres
of life flow together and interact:
Pachakamak - Spiritual Life; Pachamama - Material Life; Pachankamachana - Social Life. Pachakamak
refers to all the invisible forces, as a
whole, proceeding from the outer cosmos. These forces eternally dynamise
the total life and enfold or ‘bathe’
everyone andeverything; it is what is
related to the spiritual life. Mankind
cannot take a direct influence in this

Rituals and music link peoples microcosm with the macrocosm.

sphere butit exists whetherit is being
ignored or not. Pachamamatefers to

all the forces, as a whole, that make
life here on earth possible expressing themselvesin all the aspects related to material
life, in particular. These are the forces we can more easily perceive and with which

living beings are in contact daily. Pachankamachanarefersto life within the society
of the living beings that all share this space-time, in order to makelife and reproduction possible.
From this confluence emanates a fourth sphere, Pachankiri - Daily Life. It is in

this sphere whereall the shared practices such as the necessary techniques and technologies for the continuity oflife, and the social, material and spiritual reproduction
take place, beit for agriculture, husbandry, forestry, art or otheractivities. In short,
it includes everything that happens within the concept ofthe evolutive spiralofreal
life. The concept of Pachankirirefers to the sphere where humanbeingsare in a state

of ‘consciousness’: conscious of the own quality, independentof any natural, social
or cultural determinism. This state thus creates a sphere of amplespiritual freedom.
This spiritual freedom permits the Andean women and mento perceive themselves
as a ‘Microcosm’ whichis thereflection of the surrounding ‘Macrocosm’. That is why

their notion ofsociety is not anthropocentric and whytheir highest aspiration is the
continuousre-creation of a maximum harmony between Micro- and Macrocosmos
(see the figure on next page).
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HOW THE DIFFERENT WORLDS ARE CONNECTED

Cosmos
Culture

Pachankiri:
daily life, being in space and yime

Pachakamak:
spirituallife

Pachamama:
material life

social life

Pachacentric
Nature

Pachankamachafia

Pachamama

social life

material life

Society - Nature
Relationship
Population - Demographics
Organization - Hierarchies
Population movements, migrations

Housingsites
Education - Formation Positions
Fair circuitry

Ecosymbiotic zones
Agricultural - Ecological zones
Territory - Community
Soil - Water - Air
Rainfed - Irrigation
Forest - Orchard
Flora - Fauna

Rhythms- Cycles - Seasons
Climatic astronomiccycles

Pachakamak
spiritual life
Myths- Rites - Legends
about nature
‘Beliefs’ - Festivities
External return
Art - Developmentwithin the
habitat
Music - Signs - Symbols
Religious life - Behaviour
Moral - Ethics

Reciprocal activities in:
Habitat, symbols,

Plantdiversity
Agriculture

Animalbiodiversity
Cattle raising
Environment

customs, art
Time
Space

Population movements,
migrations
Otheractivities

Forestry
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Native concepts on evolution and development’
Up to the present day, the essential elements of the Andean cosmovision are widespread. In this vision evolution oflife is seen as a spiral. This spiral notion of time
leads to the understanding of life in terms of ‘Jakakha’ and ‘Kutimithaya’ corre-

sponding to the concepts of karma and reincarnation respectively. ‘Developmentis
perceivedasthe ‘unrolling’ and expansion of the past where only the contextof every
specific moment changes. Timeis nota linear process from the beginning to the end,
but a spiral process. This implies that the future is a repetition and expansion of
cycles and rhythms. Developmentin this notion is the movementfrom the centre to
the periphery. The momentobstacles arise, the movementwill return to the origin,
to the sources of knowledge and survival strategies that have been provenin thepast.
This is a phase of envelopment. Oncethe solutions for the obstacles are found and
integrated, the developmentcan continue but now with a renewed potential. Thus
in the notion of the Andean people, the future is behind us and the pastis in front
of us. For example, in 1983/4 the people in the semi-desert area of Oruro experienced
the period of drought as a punishment. People reacted by fasting and by searching
and expanding their memory:theyactively searched for former experiences and their
solutions by different rituals and spiritual exercises. Older people remembered that
some 50 years ago there was a similar drought, and they could recall a major remedy:
the use of some 35 wild growing local herbs and vegetables for consumption. Once
these vegetables were reintegrated into people's diet, development could continue
again with a renewed potential.

The role of rituals
In the Andean worldview the human, natural and spiritual world are inseparable:
they are in a constant dynamic interaction with each other. The notion that people
have to relate both to the natural andto the spiritual world implies, therefore, that
they not only develop knowledge andskills to survive materially, but that they also
have to carry out their ownspiritual activities in order to relate themselves to the
spiritual world.
A ritual is understoodas a spiritual activity carried out by humansin orderto create
the spiritual conditionsfor a certain material or social event that they wish to happen.
In fact, through thespiritual activity a ritual should create room and specific movementin the material world. Rituals are, therefore, performedin all importantsocial
and productive activities. The momentthat farmers begin to create adequate physical
conditions for plant growing (by ploughing), they ask Pachamama througha ritual

to contributeto this by creating optimal spiritual conditions. Every year on Carnival
Tuesday, the farmers go to their fields to celebrate their crop, then in full growth,
with a ritual called challa. Thisritual is held in honourofIspalla, the soul andspirit
ofall food that strengthens those whoeatit. A good crop, quantitatively and qualitatively, does not only depend on the appropriate technologies, but also on the accompanyingrituals. Accordingto this view,it is clear thatalsoillnesses in humanbeings

and animals are notjust caused by nature, butare the result of a negative encounter
with the spiritual world. A disease cannot simply be cured by taking a medicinal
plant. Along with the medical treatment, a ritual is needed to re-create adequate
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spiritual conditions for a healthy life.

For AGRUCO’s work the most
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Pacha (space-time) andresults in a ritual calendar thatis in fact an agricul-
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knowledge
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development
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Yet, below the cosmetics of Catholicism thefiestas still maintain their original meaning

to a very large extent.

Living astronomy and geography
Over 3500 years have passed since the Andeansocieties built observatories to register
the passing of seasons, to measure eclipses, to observe planet rotations, moon and
sun phases andtherising orsetting of the stars. The careful and elaborate design of
those structures show the importanceattached to astrology andits relevance for the
socio-territorial organisation of the agriculture cycle. Many of the most important
spiritual moments, today marked by Christian feasts, are also important dates for

astronomical observations. Many of these momentsare used to predict the climatic
characteristics of the coming raining season. Another important elementin the
organisation of social and productive activities are their interrelations with the
moon-phases. Manyactivities such as sowing, the cutting of trees or animal castration, for example, are only donein certain moon phases. Theinterest of the Andean
farmers goes beyond an abstractscientific interest in the movementofthe stars and
planets because they try to synchronise their social and productive life with the
rhythms of the cosmos, andthis leads to what could becalled ‘living astronomy’.
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When focusing on the interaction between spiritual and natural life, the configuration of a ‘living geography’ can be understood as that on which the entire social,
economic, productive and technological organisation of the native communities is

based. Understandingthe living geography as the expression of spiritual life in nature
is, therefore, important. One of the major challenges with which the native concept
oflife was faced, was their integration and harmonisation with multiple ecological
and ethnic variabilities. The native cosmovision does not, therefore, lead to an ‘overall socio-cultural system’ but rather to a diversity of socio-cultural expressions that
stands in direct relation to the ecological and cultural variabilities chat characterise

the Andes. Theliving geography does not only allow for the existenceof spiritual life
components, or simply permits the landscape to be structured by taking the ecological
characteristics into account. It also constitutes the pillars of the social organisation.

San Antonio de Mujlli
We can draw here on a specific farming community to clarify the Andean conceptof
life further. The Ayllu of San Antonio de Mujlli is located in a mountainousarea at
an altitude ranging from 3,850 and 4,350 m.a.s.l. Its territory covers an area of about
18,400 hectares of which 92% is covered by native pastures used for grazing. Seven

percentis used for crop cultivation and the remaining one percentis taken up by
rivers, ravines and roads. The area is occupied by 769 families in 16 communities
and has a total population of some 3000 - 3500 persons. The vegetation mainly consists
of graminae andcactusvarieties, characteristic for the altiplano(high plateau). In the

raining season the annual plants develop a good vegetative cover, that serves as fodder,
food, medicine, construction materials, and soil protection. The native fauna consists

of cameloids (d/amas and alpacas) and a large number of birds. The animals introduced

have cometo outnumberthe cameloids andincludecattle, goats, sheep and donkeys.
The area, however, does not only provide a living for people, animals and plants.
Through the concept ofa living geography oneis able to see and understand in a
concrete waytheinteraction between thespiritual, social and natural worlds. Farmers
in the area live together with the following important elements.
Spiritual beings. There are a great numberofplaces that are feared, worshipped or
respected, as a result of the presence ofspiritual beings that influence the area in a
positive or negative way.

Sacred places. The ceremonial centre of the community,alsocalled ‘head’, is the village of Mujlli. Over 200 years ago, the ancestors of the present population chose this

place as the centre of the Ayllu because, in the neighbourhood, there are two very
powerful and sacred mountains: the female Mama T’alla and the male Achachila
Mallku. Moreover, there is a sacred source of water that neverdries out, something
very important in the Andean Highlands. In the wordsof one of the membersofthe
community: ‘This water permits us year by year to call the rains whenit is their timeto
comeso that they can help the crops to grow that willfeed us.
Feared places. There are places in the landscape where spiritual beings can cause
severe diseases dueto‘frights of the soul’.
Tower and square. Each ceremonial centre is represented by a tower, a male symbol
andits female counterpart a square. Duringthefestivals they are given ritual atten-
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tion to ensure fertility and reproduction in the community.
Altars. Sacred places are also present in every home. On each patio there is a small
altar of stone, which is used by the people to make their offerings to the sacred
mountains, and to Pachamama, for the benefit of agricultural and social activities.
Corrals. Also the centre of the corrals where the animals pass their nights is a sacred
place. Here people construct a tiny underground room where they keep their illas,
miniature presentations of animals made of white stone. Every year or two these stones
are taken out and are used in a ritual to ask for the further health andfertility of the
animals.
In this way, the living geography constitutes a spiritual (or symbolic) landscape
through which places and beings are related; from the most intimate place (the home)

to the farthest place represented by the most powerful mountains some hundreds of
kilometres away. Don Patricio explained the interrelationship of these different locations in the symbolic landscape by saying: ‘When we express our thanks to the Virgin
Pachamama, we call the mountains andpowerfulplaces, from the most remote places to
the altars in the homes. This way every sacredplace is invited to contribute to the welfare
ofthe community.’
AGRUCO staff noticed that the people often referred to certain locations as the
‘head’, the‘legs’, the ‘belly’ or‘the tail’ and held festivities for these body parts at these
locations. A closer study of the map of the area revealed that the contours of the
Major Ayllu, of which the Minor Ayllu of San Antonio de Mujlli is part, resembles
the form of a llama.

The socio-spiritual unit ofthe Mayor Ayllu ofSan Antonio de Mujlli is an example ofliving geography:it
resembles a llama and the farmers celebrate the various body-parts with festivities.
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The festivities and rituals continue to take place in the socio-spiritual unit of the
whole Ayllu Mayor. There are 19 important festivals. These festivals mark religious
activities, and at the same time are opportunities to express the reciprocity between
people, plants, animals, nature and spiritual beings. At present the festivals are being

threatened by religious sects, who discourage participation in cultural events and in
the community activities.
Thesocial relations at family, communal and inter-communal level, cannot be
fully understood without mentioningtheprinciples of reciprocity and redistribution,
derived from the native cosmovision. Accordingto the native cosmovision, opposites
do notexclude each other but rather constitute the two poles between whichthelife
generating forces are produced. Several forms of exchange of labour, land and of
social relations and spiritual functions exist and optimise complementarity. This

notion is not compatible with utilitarian and mercantile logic, but as the market
economypenetratesthe rural areas, the community members haveto learn to combine
mercantile economic relations with those based on reciprocity and complementarity.

The Aynoka land-use system
The Ayllu San Antonio de Mujlli has 4 different watersheds. The farmers of one watershed generally have access to the otherthree for crop cultivation and for grazing their
animals. This is a mechanism ofrisk minimisation since the four watersheds have a great

variety of soils and microclimates. Dependingon thealtitude, orientation to the sun and
soil type there is a great variation in the vegetation, and sensitivity to drought,frost,
hails, pests and diseases. Within this system the landis divided into 13 to 26 different
sections of some 1000 hectares called ayta. This in turn is subdividedinto three sections, the aynokas. The crop production ofall the families of the community is concentrated in the aynokas. The crops are grownin a three yearrotation starting with

potatoes, followed by Andean grain crops (quinua or cafahua) and,in the third year
foddercrops such as oats and barley are grown. Thelandis thenleft fallow forat least
10 years. Duringthe fallow periodit is used for free grazing andis availableto all the
animals in the community. All families follow this rotation which is decided by the
community. The decisions on where to farm are influenced by the weather expected:
if a year with drought orfrost is expected, a place which is sensitive to this will be
passed overfor a year, and locationswill be chosen which offer better protection. The

access to land in the aynokas is not based onprivate property rights but is regulated
by the community throughfamily usufruct normswhichalso permit a redistribution
ofplots from smaller to larger families according to their basic requirements.

Indigenous Institutions
Two distinct historical systems underlie the communities organisation. The ancestral,
pre-colonial organisation and a syndical organisation that was introducedasa result
of the Land Reform in 1952. At present the incompatibility of the two organisation
systems, based on twovery different cosmovisions, is becomingincreasingly clear.
This incompatibility has led to a series of conflicts and raise question about the future
ofthe social system.
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The ancestral organisation. The ancestral organisation is a social replica of
what has been described above in relation to the interaction between spiritual and

material life. It allows the organisation of the productive system, and regulates the
rotation and the complementarity of crop and animal production. Three alcaldes, the
highest authorities, are elected every year. Theydividethe tasks of coordinating decision
making about landrotation, the allocation of land rights and the performance of
functions during festivals and are considered the ‘fathers’ of all the families of the
Ayllu. Other important authorities are the jilakatas, persons who protect the cultivated aynokas, keep the animals out of these areas and sanction the owners of animals

they catch grazing there. Because climatic problems are not perceived as arbitrary
phenomena,butratheras the result of bad human behaviour, the jilakatas also have
to protectthe plots against those negative influences. If thereis hail, frost or drought,

the jilakata must order the community to pay tribute to Pachamama or to fast for a
full day. Thisis followed by a ritual during which the people promise tolive correctly.
In this way they restore the balance between the two domains and thus remove the
reason for the spiritual beings to punish the people.
The syndical organisation. As a result of the Land Reform of 1952, the
agricultural production of the haciendas was supposed to be organised through

cooperatives. As the Andean rationality and cooperativism was not compatible with

Three jilakatas (on the left) and three corregidores ensure protection
ofthe plots and community against negative influences.
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this, the syndicates suffered severe problems and were subsequently given other func-

tions. In practice, the syndicates should regulate social and economic relationships,
have political functions, solve conflicts and organise communal works for the construction of community buildings such as schools and health posts. They also have
the function ofestablishing contacts outside the community: they represent the community on NGOsand GOsandexplore markets opportunities for example. The way
the syndicates function at present is problematic. With their focus on economic and
material activities, they cannotrespondeffectively to the needs of community organisation based onreciprocity and complementarity between the spiritual, natural and
social world.

Methodological instruments
In view of the existing difference between the conventional rationalism and the
native conceptoflife, what are the options for the Andean populationto develop and
yet maintain their identity? Oneof the ways to express identity is through the native
language. From an outside perspective, we should be very careful with the interpre-

tations oflocal concepts. We are notonly referring to theliteral but also to the conceptual and the symbolic or figurative dimension of these languages. There is an
urgent need for a new relation between thescientific knowledge system and the
hundreds ofnative knowledge systemsall over the world and to recognise that, after
all, we are all immersed in the same adventure oras the native people would say ‘we
are all fish in the same sea, we areall birds of the same sky’.
Some fundamental conditions and actions enabled AGRUCOto evolve from a
conventional development programmeinto a position where it was able to try and
initiate and practice an intercultural dialogue. Three questions are important here.
Firstly, how can we establish an institutional framework that permits a harmonious

and permanentinteraction with native communities? Second, whatare the main attitudes necessary to enhancesocial evolution both at community and university level?
Andfinally, how can we encourage technical staff to overcomethelimitations of a
conventional and specialised education?
In orderto establish an institutional basis for the intercultural dialogue we had to
take two basic realities into account. On theone hand, the university of which we
are part and its academic programmerepresenting a system ofscientific knowledge
which has a different culture to that of native comrnunities. And ontheother hand,
the native communities themselves presenting us an entirely different system of

knowledge, objectives and concepts oflife. For AGRUCO this meantthat we had to
find an institutional configuration that allows for a horizontal and reciprocal interaction at each stage of the communal managementof knowledge. In order to achieve
this, as a first step we systematised the main stages of the communal managementof
knowledge as shownin thefigures.

The peasantfamilies continuously generate, revaluate, validate and test existing
and new knowledge and practices and communicate about them within and outside

the family and community. Throughthis cyclical process they adapt their knowledge
to new ecological and socio-economic conditions. Once we had been able see how
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the communities manage knowledge we could determine our institutional configuration. Since we wanted to ensure the interaction of our work with all parts of the
communal process of learning and action, we could not organise ourselves as would
be normal in conventional universities: into different departments for education,
investigation and extension.
We have chosen to structure of AGRUCO into three units. In order to contribute

to the educational process at universities, based on agro-ecology and the revaluation of
native knowledge,it was decided to create a first unit called ‘support of communities’.
Based on this domain we could then establish the basis for realising the activities of

the other two domains, ‘participatory research’ and ‘education’, both at communal
and university level. Participatory research activities have particular characteristics.
Because the investigation emerges from the support of communities it has to be in

line with the necessities of the peasant families. On the other hand,since the domain
of research constitutes the basis for the contents of the educational process, the edu-

cation ofthe future professionals also answers to a higher degree the requirements of
INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE INTERACTION OF COMMUNITIES AND AGRUCO
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the communities.
The combination of education, research and support to the communities permits
the integration of people from these communities into the educational process at the
university. During theoretical and practical courses for students, university teachers
and professionals in and with the communities, they will be able to transmittheir
knowledge and capabilities, their needs, preoccupations andaspirations to the external agents of development.
After we had overcome theartificial separation of research, extension and education werealised that the methodological instruments for conventional research, education and extension were not appropriate. In our case, when we make a description

of a peasant technology or when a student producesa thesis in and with the com-

munity, we are simultaneously contributing to participatory research, support of the
communities and reciprocal education. The figure summarises some of the main instruments or techniques used by AGRUCOfor the intercultural dialogue.
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From extension to guidance
One aspect of utmost importance for the programme and the community is the
appropriate education of the professionals involved. To integrate the work of the
three units represents a challenge for individual professionals. In order for them not
to limit their attention to a specific specialisation,it is important to involve each one
in the three domains. We consider this necessary because their own learning experience is essential for the education of professionals who are supposed to conduct an
intercultural dialogue. The limitation for this new challengelies in the conventional
education ofprofessionals and, therefore, in AGRUCO we maintain a permanent and
obligatory process ofself-education for the whole staff.
The process of self-education started with a phase of de-schooling and an analysis of the experiences of conventional agricultural extension. The intentions ofexten-

sion were to change traditional ways of production since they were considered old
fashioned and obsolete. The experience ofAGRUCO and otherinstitutions has shown
that it is possible to overcome the problems of extension by openly analysing the
contradictions and the failures and by making serious efforts to achieve dialogue on
an equal basis. There were many questions posed by professionals such as: How can
we understand the reactions and decisions of the community? How can we learn with
them abouttheirreality and their strategies? What can we contribute considering the
globalisation of the market distorts the way we should relate ourselves to nature?
Whatis extension? Whodecides what? Whatis it we all want and whatcan weoffer?
We came to the conclusion that we should move from extension to guiding the
dynamics of community knowledge. Buttoreally be able to give guidance, we need
a self-education thatwill help us to see the community as it really is and not only to
look at the community with a focus on the innovations they adapt. It means that we
have to get to know and to understandthereality through an interpersonal dialogue
in which wehaveto listen first and then support. It also meansthatfirst we have to
learn to guide ourselves amongst professionals. We have to learn to behave as an
interdisciplinary team rather than as a multidisciplinary one.
When looking into how we should go about guiding the community, wefelt that
we had reached a new approach to extension. An approach where wehave to get
involved in the total process of what the community learns, experiments and communicates. We should learn not to push anything that goes beyondthe necessities of
the community itself. We also have to be aware that the community is offering us the
opportunity to learn aboutthe potentials and the dangers of this kind of guidance.
Factors that obstruct a diversified and productive interdisciplinary dialogue are, for
example, the varying degrees of importance ascribed to different professions. This
includes such aspects for example as difference in prestige and in remuneration. This

is not surprising since professions are based on academic education where the professionals are constantly led to believe that their profession is the most important one
and, therefore, they acquire the wrong attitude towards interdisciplinary work in
support of rural communities. As we cansee, thestep ofinterdisciplinary learningis
not a mere accumulation of new knowledge butimplies a changeofattitude amongst
professionals. They haveto integrate the sameethical criteria into their individual life
as the ones that are guiding the behaviour of the community members. This is why
we considerthe self-education ofthe field worker to be the connecting link between
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the community's cosmovision and external knowledge and that is why we are giving
so much importance to overcoming our orthodoxscientific education. Once we have
achieved this, we can continuewith the following steps, where the present contributions ofscience such as philosophy, ethnology and new tendencies in physics or biology can help us understand more profoundly the support we should offer the rural
communities.
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SHARING THE FRUITS OF PACHAMAMA
Gloria Miranda Zambrano, Jesus Lindo Revilla and Raúl Santana Paucar

To understand the cosmovisionof the people of the Peruvian Andesone has to realise
thatrural life is related to different ecological zones that go with different altitudes.

Their culture and customsexpress the relationship with nature, gods, ancestors and
family groups. In the higher areas (sierra), between 3500 and 4500 meters above sea
level, plant, animal and humanlife originates. The people are the sons and daughters
of the mountains and the brothers and sisters of animals such as the condor and
llama. In the intermediary zone, of 3200 to 3500 meters abovesealevel people grow
potatoes and other Andean tuber and grain crops. Farmers use ancestral knowledge
aboutthe phases of the moon andother natural phenomenain the planningofagri-

cultural activities. They grow variety of crops butstill conserve the major quantities
of indigenousseeds. Family activities are not only agricultural, but are artisanal and
commercial as well. The lower zones, between 2800 and 3200 meters abovesealevel
are the mostprivileged: irrigation water and milder climates allow for two harvests

each year. Here farmers keep animals such as cattle, chicken, rabbits and even fish.
Cosmovision

The Andean pantheism is camouflaged by the impact of the inquisition. Ancient
beliefs, practices and rituals for the traditional gods were continued behind the
adoption of Christian saints. Grandparents tell their grandchildren legends, stories
and riddles that refer to the happenings of the past. The cosmovision assumes the
existence of three worlds: Kay pacha, the world of today; Hanan pacha, the upper world
of the gods, the saints, sun and moon; and Uku pacha or Lulin pacha, the lower
world of the ancestors. Kay pacha, the world of today, does not function well if one

does not pay tribute to God and to the saints who are the intermediaries between
humans and God.Thatis the value ofthe fiestas, festivities and folkloric dances: to

please the gods and ask their blessings. That is also the reason why agricultural
activities are programmedwith a calendaroffestivals.
The conceptis pantheistic, which means that the mountains, lakes, streams and
trees are considered sacred. People observesigns in nature that indicate the balance
between the lower world and the world of today. Dust storms in the form of a snake
are seen as an indication of imbalance. Whenthesonsof the gods behavewell in their

families and in their relationship with nature, the gods will protect them.If not, they
will be punished. Respect for nature is expressedin therituals of ‘paying the elements
of nature’ (earth, animals). The festivals also help to improve the relationships

between members of the family, the community and between labourers and
pastoralists. Divine beings are either male or female and thingslike food orplaces are
either cold or warm. Both polarities bring about a balance in nature. Therefore, the
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activities of men and women are different. In general the men carry out the heavy
labour in the field, whereas women take care of the household and the animals. Men
teach the boys and women the girls. Women are more receptive to the cultural values
andthey practice them better then men. They tend to communicate better than men
and if a decision has to be made they usually say: “J have to consult my husband. In
general they have better arguments and a better memory then men.
Since the time of the ancestors, farmers have attached importance to the existence
and survival ofall plants. They know that without them, animals and people cannot
survive. From the simplest mosses up to trees, people depend on them for
everything: medicine, fodder, fruits, food, firewood, timber, materials for housing
and handicrafts. In nature, the most important element is water, but Mother Earth
(Pachamama) supportseverything created. Animals and people can beaffected by the
warm and cold qualities of the food they take. Thereforeit is important to have a diet
whichis balanced with cold and warm food.
People deserve the blessing of the gods when theylive without egoism, when they
dance with enthusiasm. Thecostofthe festivities and ceremonial acts are paid for by the
individual, the family or the community. Anybody whohas contributed to the work
will benefit from it. Jealousy, lack of respect and hate result in bad luck, provoked by
the witches. The healers and soothsayers can help to correct these things with the
help of gods. People explain the cause of welfare in society by the behaviour of
people. They can cause confusionin the relationship with nature, the ancestors and

the living people. The effect is damage, disease, abandonment and misery. If things
are managedin a balanced way, the result is peace, mutual help and other benefits.

Paying tribute to nature and ancestors
Withoutthe social values of reciprocity, survival in the Andean communities and in
the families would notbe possible. Reciprocity takes many forms such as the minka:
joint work force; uyay: labour exchange based on the principle ‘today for me, tomorrow
for you; e/ shunay: providing some new seedsof maize or potatoes or breeding stock;

el mallichi: a meal for inhabitants of a section ofthe village organised ona rotational
basis at certain occasionslike during a harvest; el kwyay: a meal or drinks offered to the
community at the occasion offamily festivals such as marriage, baptism,anniversaries,
or funerals; e/ kutichi: returning a favour to somebody; and e/ pinachikuy. asking
somebody a favour when there is an emergency.
Despite 500 years of European domination and the effects of the Spanish
Inquisition socalled pagan practices are still being held: ritual and pantheistic
worships for nature. In some Andeanvillages there are /ayas, persons who know and
act as intermediaries between nature and men, whoreadthesigns of the mountains,
lakes and springs andhelp in the planningofagricultural activities. They can perform
the followingrites:
o Paying totheearth.
When opening a new road, building a house or ploughinga field before sowing,
the soil will be disturbed. The people perform ritual to pay the earth: chewing
leaves of coca, makingofferings offlowers, or of seed, coca leaves, cigars, liquor or
juice (chicha) so that Mother Earth (Pachamama) caneat, drink, smoke and booze.
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“We, the children ofthe earth give things back to her as she has given us ourlife.’
o Paying to the mountains.

People pay tribute to the mountains by building small pyramids of stones.
Mountains can be divided in male mountains and female mountains. If not treated
with respect, the mountains can cause damage, accidents or headaches. Today the
sites of churches, crosses, or chapels are located in places where in prechristian
times their gods and spirits were worshipped.
o Paying to the waters.

Lakes, springs, rivers and other waters are considered sacred, not only because they
are the blood of the mountains, but because water meanslife for all living beings.
No-one can refuse to give water to any being. Pacarina is the god of water and
people make offerings for the benefits received from him. An unforgivable sin is to
exhaust a water source.
o Paying the ancestral graves.

If a grave has been damaged or robbed, the place has to be treated with an animal
body or grains.
Traditional institutions and customs
The /ayas can read the signs of nature including thestars and act accordingly. Yet this
profession is scarcely found nowadays. There are several other traditional
institutions. The curandero orlocal healer is somebody who understandsdiseases in
termsofenergy from nature or energy from persons whorecently died. Elements that
absorb energy of human beings are chachu. This is the case when theroots ofa tree
cause unhappiness, when a rock causes bad effects or when the land is wild. The
healers can detect these energies and cure them. They make a diagnosis by looking
at the face, eyes, hand palm and pulse. They are aware of their own powers and
limitations. If they cannottreat somebody with the knowledge they have, they advice
the patient to go to a doctor or hospital. Soothsayers and diviners can read the signs
of cocaleaves or grains of maize. These can indicate the fate of persons.
There is a clear symbiosis between indigenous gods and Christian gods in the
agricultural calendar. Thereare special dates to celebrate festivals for planting, for the
animals, the production, the harvest, the dead and the living. These festivals are

frequent, spread over the year and are mixtures of pantheism and Christianity. The
three different ecozones exchangetheiragricultural products during the festivals of
the patronsbutalso during regular or weekly market days. Parentesco refers to ancestral
customs that aim to establish family relationships. People seek to establish these
family relationships with communities from other ecozones in order to look for
material and spiritual support, security, better social status, cultural exchange and to
reach equity in termsof dignity and labour. Marriage is of course the mostclearcase.
Before marriage, there is a period of probation. The newly married couple help in
their new relatives’ farm and, as compensation, receive food. Baptism includes the
choice of compadres and involves the exchange of a chicken, pig or other valuables.
Friendship can be formalised in the form of oath brothers, padrinos.
Major decisions are taken by the community. The head of the community
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organises meetings, communicates the plans and has them discussed by community

members. The tradition of oral communication plays a very important role in the
communities and families, and has survived the influence of the political education
of the state and the influence of the mass media. The elders teach the young people.
It includes rules for good behaviour, justness, responsibility, equality and care. Words
are important but examples are more important. Therefore, agriculture is taught in
the field with the tools in hand. There are several codes for teaching: youth may be
reproached in front of the community, or even physically punished when serious
mistakes are made. But good behaviour is publicly recognised and awarded too.

Satire is used indirectly, in addressing a person by pretending to joke to animals,tease
them or reproach them. Because of migration to towns andterrorism, many people
haveleft and those remain are wrestling with the issue of how to create autonomous
developmentbased onstrong ruralinstitutions.
Fiesta de la Candelaria
To give an example of how agriculture and cosmovisionis interrelated, we share an
experience how Greta Jiménez Sardén, a field worker from an NGO in Southern Peru
benefited from participating in the fiesta de la Candelaria. In the time of carnaval,

the town of Puno wasvibrating with thefiesta. For a numberof days in a row, from
early morning to late in the evening, the streets were full of groups of musicians:

rustic bands with pan flutes, drums and string instruments, and more urbanoriented groups with trumpets, clarinets and drums. Each group of musicians was
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La Fajinais the festivalfor opening new fields with footploughs.
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accompanied by dancers who performed the traditional dances of their regions.
One day a field trip had been scheduled to a farmers’ meeting in a village in the
province of Chucuito. Thestaff of the NGO, however, said that the field trip had to
be cancelled because thefiesta would prevent people from joining the meeting. They
said that on that particular day a tribute would be paid to the potato. It would draw
all villagers to the potato fields and there a ritual was to be held. Yet Greta intended

to go, she particularly wantedto bepresentattheritual. Early that morning, the ‘day

of the potato’ started with a ritual to honour Mother Earth, Pachamama. Every
family made an offering of sweets on a small altar made of stone, dedicated to the
virgin located in the house. Thisoffering is done while praying to Pachamama and
pouringa libation with alcohol. Usually the farmers have buried an i/a in their patio,
an amulette madeofalbast that represents a small farm unit: animals,stables, garden,
house. The function of this illa is to ensure good luck in farm work, good yields,
good reproduction for the animals and health for their owners. For the occasion of

this ritual, the il/a is dug out, subject to praying andlibationsin order to increase its

beneficial properties and is then buried again. The farmers decorate the houses and
patios with flowers and serpentines saying: “Spirit ofthe potato, this is your day, take
care ofthe food, accept the alcohol and coca leaves. Firecrackers are also used.
Then the families join the community and visit the potatofields. The older men,
who have the role ofspiritual leader in the community build an altar of stones while
the women go to the potato fields. This is the time of the year when the potatoes are
flowering and are setting new tubers. The womenvisit every plot separately, greet the
potatoes and ask permission to take a few ofthe tubers for the ritual. They take the
mother potato from one or two plants and 2 to 3 new potato seeds that are now the
size of a dove’s egg. The potatofields are then decorated with serpentines and flowers.
A group of musicians goes through thefields,followed by the women dancing. The
motherpotato andthe seedlings are then broughtto the elder men. During a ceremony, the community offers coca leaves and alcohol. Everybodyis silent for some

ten minutes, during which he or she thanks the motherpotato for its contribution

and welcomesthe youngpotatoes. Finally, the coca leaves and potatoes are burned
on thealtar. The direction of the smoke is importantas it gives an indication ofthe
spirits for future crops. The day is then concluded byvisiting the house of every
memberof the community. Music, coca leaves and alcohol is abundantlyavailable.
The presence of Greta during this festival was greatly appreciated by the
community. It was considered a sign of respect for the communities’ beliefs and
strengthened their. relationship. The community was proud to share their intimate

knowledge. On this basis Greta was able to learn from the community and to make

plans for cooperation that took indigenous concepts and spiritual leaders as the
starting point.

TALPUY’activities
Farmers’ knowledge has not been taken into account in the agricultural policies or
development models. TALPUY is promoting ecological agriculture and autonomous

agricultural development. Traditional technologies are being validated and promoted
in order to reduce the costs of production. These technologies include organic
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fertilisers, integrated pest management, enhancing biodiversity through multiple

cropping and in-situ conservation of genetic resources and ethnoveterinary practices.
TALPUY supports the development offarmers’ knowledge as well as adapted modern

technologies when they are useful and feasible for the small farmer. TALPUY is
making an elaborate inventory ofessential knowledge for each ofthe three ecological

zones. This knowledge is discussed and assessed in farmers meetings, where
technicians provide complementary information. It produces a regular magazine
‘MINKA’ with experiences of
farmers, written in a simple

style both in Spanish and in
Quechua. Before intervening
in any community TALPUY
always makes a diagnosis of
the specific situation: ecological, economic, social and

cultural. It observes the family
networks, the exchange of
goods and labour, participationin the different local institutions and land use.
The aim ofthe staff is to

becomepart of the community,
to be able to give an opinion,
or suggestion: to discuss, educate, and participate in an
equal mannerin decision making in the community. A
curriculum
based
on
indigenous
and
adapted
practices has been formed.
Farmers discuss and validate
them andthese sessions form a

forum to express farmers’
wisdom and knowledge.
In the context of COMPAS,

TALPUY makes an in depth studyofthe role oftraditionalinstitutions and rituals in
agriculture, particularly those related to potatoes. On thatbasis field experiments are
scheduled and will be carried out together with thetraditional leaders.
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The Egg of Fire

In the time ofsilence that existed before the Creation: Purun Pacha,

in the Water of Time, Kon Akiri, the Eternal Supreme,
the Lord of Time, dreamt of the Egg ofFire.
And the Egg of Fire was born in the Night of Emptiness:
in the dream of the Eternal Lord.
And in the emptiness he moved blind and mute
in its flames it twirled and listened

to the recently created music of the abysm.
The fire, in its dance, twirled and in anguish cried
andcalled and did not receive an answer.
Heasked and was notheard,

He dared to throw his anguish like a spark in the road ofthe lonely one,
ofthe indifferent, the Supreme Lord.

And Kon Akiri played in the obscure water and blewin thesilence.
Andfrom his blow, his play and the water his beloved son was born;
and hetold him:
‘Huaracocha, you will be the maker, the person with the ardentlife,
and with the Fire and the First Light you will break the Egg.
And from this egg you will take the Shining Light.
And from the water and the Egg in the great Abysm,
you will create the sky andthestars.’
And Huarakhocha, with the Lightning, broke the Egg.
and he spoke The Word and created the sky and the world.
Andin the sky he created theriver of the night and the sun,
the circularfires and the road that they continuously take in the Great
Shadow.
And the Lord of the Time, knowing that he waslonely gave him

Khuno,the First Lady;
and he gave him Auki, the Lord of Darkness.
Thethree of them, embracing eachother, created the earth.
Thus Tailka Pachamama wascreated:
..The one that is kind and the one that destroys;
..the onethat fertile and thatfertilises;
..the one that unites Life and Death;
..the one that receives, gives and takes;
Becauseit is the Light and the Shadow
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And she went up to the mountains and snowpeaks
and gave birth from within herself:
from the fire in her womb,
… the forests, the mountains and the jungles
… and the seas, the rivers;
… the animals, the birds and the fishes …

For the better understanding of this marvellous poem, Ing. Enrique Rocha gives some,
additional information. Tunapa was the ‘Cosmic Christ’ who appeared in the Altiplano of
Bolivia in the region ofParia and whotravelledin theareatill the coast of Pachakamaj in Peru,
more than 8000years before Christ. Around 1550, this codice was given by an Aymara leader
to the first Franciscan priest whoarrived at Tiawanaku,as a token ofappreciation that he has
savedhis live. The priest was punished by the Holy Inquisition for being too intimate with
the indigenouspeople andtransferred to Arequipain Peru. The document remained unknown
till 1950, when therelatives of the priest found the documentin the cryptofthefirst chapel
of the priest in the Bolivian Chaco. The person who published this document, MrAvilla
Echazu,presently claims the authorship of the document.
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BIODYNAMIC AGRICULTURE AND SPIRITUALITY
Willem Beekman and Joke de Jonge

Europe is the homeland of western science and technology. The comparisons being

made within COMPAScould be enriched if the experiences of those European
farmers who are developing their farms on ecological principles and holistic

paradigms are also included. Biodynamic agriculture is being practised today by a
small group of Dutch farmers and is embedded in a biodynamic and anthroposophic
movement offarmers, consumers and traders. These farmers regard the earth as a
living organism and in their work they take full account of cosmic forces and
spiritual beings. This article will begin by describing the historical roots of the
biodynamic cosmovision and how Dutch farmers relate to it. Some comparisons
with other cultures within COMPAS are discussed and plans for the future are

outlined. COMPAS partners were able to visit biodynamic farmers during their stay
in the Netherlands in February 1998 and this article provides some insights into this
intercultural dialogue.

Roots ofEuropean agriculture
Although European culture, including the sources of (agro) science, is rooted in
several worldviews and cosmovisions such as the Scandinavian and Celtic, its main
roots are in ancient Greece. At that time, roughly between 2000 to 200 BC, ‘new’
concepts of thinking and acting in science and agriculture emerged. In the Greek

myths, much cosmovision is expressed in poetic language and a deep understanding
of the cosmic organism and human nature is revealed. Biodynamic farmers have a
particular love for the myth of Demeter and Persephone.
Persephone is the young Goddess oftheflowers and beauty in nature. She is the daughter
of Demeter, the Goddess of the earth, mother offertility and plant growth. One day,
Persephoneis kidnapped by Hades, the God ofDeath and the Underworld, to becomehis

wife. Demeter desperately seeks her daughter and eventually comes in the courtyard ofa
royalfamily where the King has died. Demeter gives all her attention to a young prince,
Triptolemos, who takes care ofthe land with his horses. Heis a clever and hardworking
man, the prototype ofa dedicatedfarmer. Demeter has chosen him to be the mediator of
earthly and heavenlyforces in agriculture. Demeterinitiates Triptolemos throughfire but the
queen intervenes and demands that Demeter stops. The queen does not understand what
Demeter is doing and believes her son will be killed in theflames. Demeteris filled with

sadness and hides herselfin the mountains, angry and stubborn. From that moment onwards, she neglects the soil, plant growth andfertility ofthe seed. The land disintegrates.
Zeus, brother of Demeter, tries to find her. He knows that only when Persephone is
brought back to her mother, Demeter will start to take care of the earth again. Hades
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agrees to allow Persephone to stay with her motherfor two-thirds ofthe year. The rest she

must spend as his wife in the kingdom of death. Demeter agrees and life on Earth
continues.

This myth contains the main elements of biodynamic cosmovision. First of all the
existence of Demeter, Mother Earth. Demeter is the soul of the earth, the living
principle in all soil organisms. A modern version of this idea is described in the Gaia

concept of the British geologist James Lovelock. In biodynamic agriculture, the
concept of a living earth is central: all farming efforts should be directed to

improving soil fertility and enhancing soil life. This is the modern form of
worshipping Demeter. Secondly, the existence of Persephone, the Goddess of beauty
in nature, is the symbol of all spiritual beings that help plants to grow, seeds to
germinate and fragrance to spread across the land. When Persephone is captured by
Hades, the God of Death, nature loses its power and disintegration follows. Further,

there is the notion of seasons: from early Spring to late Autumn, Persephone is in
partnership with nature and with her mother Demeter. In Europe, this is the
growing season. In the short winter season, nature hides in the earth (kingdom of
death). Finally, there is also the notion of a ‘real’ human being (not a God or
Goddess), the real caretaker of the soil. The young farmer can only do his job in the

light of the spiritual world. This is symbolised by the initiation of Triptolemosin
which Demetergives her divine inspiration by meansoffire.
Europeanshavelived with such spiritual aspects for manycenturies, but they have
vanished in recent times because of the way European culture has dealt with
knowledge processes. Natural science now plays a dominantrole. Spirituallife has
almostgoneor is at least diminished andinstitutionalised in churchreligions. Yet,

there has always been a minority who held a moreholistic and spiritual worldview.
These include the various gnostic movements such as the Cathars in France, who

were forcefully suppressed by the church, as well as eco-spiritual movements suchas
the Franciscans who were accepted byit.
Goethe, the Germanscientist and poet, developed a more holistic and organic

approachto researchin the late eighteenth andearly nineteenth century. Skills such
as observation, lively imagination and intuition are meant to revive the cognitive

powers ofscientists and farmers in this phenomenological natural science. At the

end of the 19th century Rudolf Steiner further developed the theory of cognition
in Goethe's investigations in nature. Steiner’s spiritual science inspired the
anthroposophic movementand its biodynamic farming. Steiner often proclaimed
that his worldview was a spiritual science for western people, and not a mixture of
western andeastern esoteric wisdom.
,
Biodynamicagriculture was‘born’ in 1924 with series of eight lectures given by
Steiner. This ‘agricultural course’ was an answerto farmers’ looking for new insights
into a biological safe and sound agriculture at the beginning of the era of chemical

and pesticide agriculture. The dramatic decrease in seed quality was a particular
reason for farmer concern. Steiner intended to connecthis spiritual science, firmly

based onhis clairvoyance, with the modern western andscientific worldview.In the
agricultural course more emphasis was put onthespiritual aspects of agriculture such
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as the quality of food, the role of the cosmos (moon, planets and stars), the use of
hitherto unknown‘preparations’, the revival of the Greek elements (earth, water,air,
fire) and the innerquality of the protein elements as forces in nature rather than on
material constituents such as composting and mixed farming.Steineralso introduced
his ideas on the two main spiritual forces in nature, etheric and astral forces. He

created a new language for understanding the forces of nature, which was not always
clear to those farmers and researchers who took over the task of developing
biodynamic agriculture. In the last 70 years, a lot of practical experience and

scientific research has been obtained. Not every biodynamic principle and
cosmovision could be developed in day-to-day farming practices.

Biodynamic cosmovision
Dutch biodynamicfarmers have adoptedvaried positions and individual relations to
the biodynamic cosmovision and to anthroposophy. Theyall share a basic attitude in
which respect for nature and caring for the landis essential. Agriculture is not only
an economicactivity,it is also a cultural activity. There are various aspects within the
biodynamic cosmovision.
Farm organism and farm individuality. In Steiner’s Agricultural Course
someattention is paid to the organisation of the farm as a whole. ‘Farm organism’
refers to the interconnectionofall partners in nature with the farmer(s) and other
people involved. This term is not only meant as a metaphor, but expresses the
existence of a real organism, whose constituents are all the living and non-living

elementsof the farm. The coherenceoflife-cycles is the core of this ‘organism’ and
all processes are cyclically interwoven with each other. Related to the farm organism
is ‘farm individuality’. As the farm develops into a moreecologically, economically
andspiritually balanced enterprise,it reflects the skills and aims of the farmer and
the farm-organism and the farm individuality which can be seen as a higher order.

The organism becomes anidentity. Most biodynamic farmers stress the importance
of this farm individuality and it is treated with respect and care. That ‘the wholeis
more than the sum ofits parts’ is true of farm individuality and efforts are made to
broaden farm (bio)diversity by means of shrubs and hedges, ponds, weed parcels,
birds nests, mushroom corners and bee-keeping. The co-developmentof farmer(s)
with their farm(s) is an essential element in biodynamicagriculture. The inner and

spiritual developmentofthe people are in a wayreflected in the outer biodiversity of
plants and animals on the farm.

Preparations. The most intriguing part of biodynamic agriculture, at least for
the layman, is the use of specific preparations. These are compositionsof specific
minerals (like silica), cow manure, weeds and weed parts, in combination with
animalorganslike intestine, bladder, skull and horns. The clue to preparing these

compoundsis given bySteiner in the Agricultural Course. Much effort was andstill
is being made in biodynamic agriculture to conceptually grasp the meaning and

composition of the preparations, which obviously cannot be understood completely
in conventionalscientific terms. There is also cosmic energy, as planetary forces work
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in the chosen weeds and animal organs. These preparations are not seen as material
additives, but as forces in the realm of nature, coming from nature, embedded in
nature and put back to nature, after very careful handling. Scientifically, much
research has been done in proving the effects of preparation use with varying success.
Here, as in the so-called sowing calendar (see below), the conventional way of thinking

in science is inadequate for a full understanding and appreciation of these aspects.
Farmers also have different experiences with these preparations. Some are committed
users and have a goodfeeling about using them; others doubt abouttheir effect.
Cosmic influences. A sowing calendar based on the lifetime work of the

German horticulturist Maria Thun is used in biodynamic agriculture. This calendar
uses the position of the moon in the Zodiac as a guideline for practical handling.
Thun made this her life-task and she paid special attention to the influence of the
position (not the phases) of the moon in relation to four different qualities. Taurus,
Virgo, Capricorn (earth): roots; Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces (water): stem and leaves;
Gemini, Libra, Aquarius(air): flowers; Aries, Leo, Sagittarius (warmth): fruits. It

must besaid that in spite of the popularity of the Thun calendarits results are
debatable. There is a clear distinction between those who use the calendar in their
own (mostly amateur) garden, andthescientists who are lookingfor proof. Scientific

research did not confirm the strong results that Thun obtained in her own garden.
Therefore, the sowing calendar is not used as a law. One can also be a good

biodynamic practitioner without it. On the other hand, it can be said that in
biodynamicagriculture, there is deep interest in these cosmic aspects anda strong
belief that the cosmic environment of the earth plays an important role in the

ecosystem of the earth. In several places in the world research is taking place to
ascertain this cosmic relationship, sometimes with positive results. As there are also

relations between certain tree species and planets some people plant these trees in
specific arrangements to symbolise the connection between nature and cosmos.
Spiritual beings. In the anthroposophical work of Steiner one can find a

tremendous effort to re-introduce spiritual beings into the western mind. Biodynamic farmers as anthroposophers are fully aware of the so-called ‘elemental
beings’ and are working with them. The elemental beings are related to the wellknown Greek elements: earth, water, air and fire. Via these elements the spiritual
beings are thought to be connected with the corresponding parts of the higher

plants: roots, stem andleaves, flowers and finally fruits. Only for the clairvoyant are
these beings (also called gnomes, leprechauns, nymphs, sylphs, fairies and others)
visible to the inner eyes. Some farmers are aware of the presence ofthese beings as a
kind offeeling or moodin different parts of the farm and at specific timesofthe day.
Also other spiritual beings like angels and archangels up to the Holy Trinity (Father,

Son and Holy Ghostas aspects of God) live in the thoughts andfeelings of many
biodynamic farmers. Manyspiritual beings are presented in this worldview, in a very
complex butstrictly hierarchical order, from the lowest (gnomes) to the highest
(spirits of the heavens). Farmers have different experiences with these beings. These

experiences are not limited to biodynamic farmers, though they may be more
conscious in their observations.
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Rituals and festivals. Biodynamic agriculture has a strong link with seasonal

activities which are often embedded in festivals related to the rhythm of the year.
Mostly these festivals are related to traditional Christian ones, which in turn were
often proceeded by ancient cults. All farmers have a special day for making
preparations. Each farmer has to create the traditions he or she considers important

for the well-being of the farm, its plants, animals and people. Very often, the festivals
take place in the larger social setting of the farm, consumers, volunteers, trainees and
- if the farm is connected to such institutions - mentally handicapped people,
prisoners and drugs-addicts.
Mixed farming system. According to Steiner’s Agricultural Course, and in
line with agricultural traditions in the nineteenth century and the beginningsof this
century, the ideal farm is a mixed one. Farmers who havecattle next to arable crops

see this as being very satisfactory, as animals andcrops use each others’ products so
that external inputs can be minimal.
A fertile soil. The stability of a fertile soil, capable of producing healthy food
for decades, is the ultimate goal in biodynamic agriculture. It is a prerequisite for
healthy plants and healthy food. This refers to Steiner's Agricultural Course in which
the soil is elaborated as a highly sophisticated living system composed of minerals,
plants and animals. Thesoil is an interplay of cosmic and environmental forces: all
regulatory principles andlife-forces are directed towardsfertility and the vitality of
plants. Composting plays a majorrole. Thesoil is seen by the farmers as the skin of
the earth and as a living being. Many farmersfeel a great love for the soil and for what

growsin it. They pay a lot of attention to her. ‘Thesoil is almost like a second wife’,
said one farmer.
Gender aspects. Gender plays the samerole in biodynamic agriculture asit
doesin other parts of Dutch society. It could be, however, that on biodynamic farms

female qualities are more
desirable than on conventional farms and that there
is a larger possibility to explore these qualities.

Social aspects. As
mentioned before, Steiner
provided newinsights into
the social construction of
institutions and provided a
wider perspective on socie-

ty. Biodynamic farmers,
trading firms and bio-

dynamic related institutions
often try to realise his
vision.
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Piet van Yzendoorn established with his family a newfarm on the
former seabottom according to biodynamic principles.
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It is difficult for farmers to explain in words the biodynamic cosmovision, which
is mainly a matter of feeling and intuition. Whereas there are some farmers who
doubt the effect of preparations, others are becoming increasingly sensitive to the
spiritual aspects of their farm and to nature. This is based on their knowledge and
experiential learning. However, these seem to bestrictly individual experiences which
are difficult to put into words and thus even more difficult to communicate. One
might ask if this is essentially different from organic farmers and if so, in what way.
Thefailure of exchanging cosmovision with conventional farmersis partly dueto the
exclusive character and specific jargon of this vision. Many farmers experience this
situation as conflicting.

Plans for the coming years
With the help of Coen ter Berg, a former farmer and currently an extension worker,
the plans of the Biodynamic Association for the coming years as these relate to
COMPAS have been defined. The aim is to stimulate farmer experimentation
(amongst others on the preparations) and farmer-to-farmer approaches. There will be

moreinteraction with other groups and approaches,butit will be emphasised that biodynamic agriculture is a way ofsearching andlearning, a way of conscious dynamic
development, bothpractically on the farm and personally. Some new courses for
farmers to develop their personal spiritual skills will support this learning process.
Conferences will also be organised and biodynamic seed breeding and improvement
will receive more attention.
Various new extension approaches are emerging within the biodynamic

movement.Firstly, there is the ‘Coachings project’ which started in 1997. Selected
farmers are individually coaching fellow farmers during farm visits. Each of the ten
‘farmer-coaches’ work with somefive to ten farmers each, colleagues who requested
support in the developmentof their farm. The coaches are expected to be able to
listen and stimulate the potential of the farm and the farm family. In doingso, they
are a human sounding-board for the farmer and help improvehis or her personal
skills in order to develop morefeeling and understanding of the cosmovision (the

dynamicaspects) of biodynamic agriculture. The coach is expected to withhold his
or her own knowledge and judgements, and stimulate the farmers’ creativity. In the
end, the assessments of the coached farmer and of the coaches themselves come
together.

Another new project is ‘Made to Measure’. This project has been started by the
Louis Bolk anthroposophic research centre in order to find new ways in extension

and alternatives to the negative effects latent in top-downrelationships between
extension-workers and farmers. Theproject will be finished by the end of 1998 and
oneofthe outputswill be a handbook for extension workers. Thetypical attitude of
conventional extensionists and researchersisstill to ‘solve’ farmers’ problems. Thisis
donein a hierarchical relationship. In ‘Made.to Measure’, a new methodis tried out,

which takes its inspiration from antroposophic cosmovision. The farmer and
extension worker are seen as ‘partners’. The approach demandsfrom the extension
worker or researcher that heor she is open to the whole: the totality of the farm as
well as the farm family. But he or she shouldalso be openfor‘the unexpected’ and
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Organic farming and endogenous development
Europe is the homeland of Western science and technology but there have always
been minorities who have held a more holistic and spiritual worldview. COMPAS is a platform
for intercultural dialogue between knowledge systems in the South and the North.
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8-1 Biodynamicagriculture is based on the spiritual science ofSteiner. To harmonise relations in
the farm, certain preparations or ‘medicines for the earthare used.

In countries like the Netherlands, traditional cosmovisions and spirituality have
almost completely disappeared. There is widespread discontent about the materialism of modern
farming. Currently anincreasing interest in organic farming can be observed.

8-3 Inorganic farming, arable and animal production are integrated. Contrary to most conventionalfarmers, organicfarmers keep cows on straw to produce good manure.

8-4 Organically grown products are being sold in farm shops (like shownhere), in special shops

andincreasingly in supermarkets. Control andcertification ensures that no chemicalsare used.
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Organic farming8 and endogenous
development
8

It is not wise to romanticise traditional knowledge, norto reject everything that has

been developed by Western science. It is a challenge to understand and appreciate traditional
knowledge and look for possible combinationsof this knowledge with outside knowledge.

8-5 Farmer workshops to discuss traditional practices. ‘Seed Mela’, supported by GREEN
Foundation, provides a forum for exchange ofindigenous seed varieties, knowledge and rituals.

8-6 Martin Duan of TIRD-P in Timor,

Indonesia, with the clan elder or pah
tuaf during a village meeting. More
than 50 farmers have discussed crop
and animal husbandry practices. The
meeting is concluded with a ritual
song, sacrificing a fowl and reading
its signs.
Organic farming and endogenous development
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In the design of the framework for their activities, COMPAS partners build on ex-

periences with participatory farmer experimentation. The cultural and spiritual dimension will
be part and parcel of the experimental design.

8-7 NGOstaffandfarmers during a lively
discussion on traditionalfarming.
8-8 During afarmersmeeting, mr. Wijenayaka,
the shaman or kapu mahattaya who performed

the kem explains traditional rituals to other
| farmers.
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Organic farming and endogenous development

sensitive and curious. For the extension worker the emphasis is on the farm or farm
management. Very subtle personal communicative (psycho-social) skills are needed
in order to encourage the farmer to come forward with his or her experiences in
dealing with the real agricultural situation. The extension worker withholds his own
opinions and judgements for a long time. Of course, at a certain momentin the
process he orshewill also bring in other knowledge. Forthe researcher, the emphasis

is more on specific theme such as weed problems. The researcherwill have to do
outer and inner research onthe ‘character’ of a problem. Questions are posed such
as: What does it mean thatthere is a weed problem here? What quality is lacking on
a farm thatis taken over by this weed? In the endhe will share his findings with the
farmer in order to find out whether the farmer recognises the found ideas and
concepts whichvisualise the problems in words and images. Both the researcher and

the extension worker have to make a ‘translation’ by finding words that stress the
positive potential of the farmer and his farm. They will put that potential into the
actual process and developmentofthe farm and the people who workandlive there.
Experience shows that, in doing so, creative possibilities for further developing the
farm arise. We have noticed that when we presented this new approach to other

COMPASpartners, they recognised certain aspects of their own work and were
interested in this new approachto extension work.

A meditation course has started for farmers who want to improvetheir personal
spiritual skills, in order to help them pay more concentrated attention to their
farmingactivities whetherthese involve animals, plants orsoil. After this course, they
were ableto feel the energy ofliving beings and improved their intuition. They had
more awareness of the needs of their cows, crops or soil. Such a course enables some

farmers to go beyondthestrict rules of biodynamic agriculture as explained in the
Agricultural Course. It widens the farmers’ perceptionsas to the possibilities inherent
in themselves and nature.

An external study of the image of the biodynamic movement in 1996 revealed
that manyoutsidersregardit as ‘a closed society of farmers, who always knowbetter’.
This critique has been taken seriously and one way ‘to open up’ will be to organise
conferences for broader audiences. The first one is planned to be on the theme
‘agriculture andspirituality’. It will involve all those in the Dutch society who take
this subject seriously, whether Catholic, Protestant or inspired by other forms of
spirituality. The aim here is to remain open to other perceptions and be enriched in
this way. A further conference may deal with the question of seed quality. Experiences with intercultural dialogue in the COMPAS workshopscan beofinspiring
value.
In recent years farmers have been searching for new ways of cooperating with
consumers. Several farmers are experimenting with and developing the model of
‘Consumer Supported Agriculture’. For them it is a way of freeing their farms from
the hopeless spiral of economic pressure by sharing financial risks with consumers.
Consumersgetfull insight into their book-keeping and they decide together which
crops and what quantity will be grown. These consumersalso help the farmer with
weeding, packing and selling. Sometimes a group of consumerswill even buy tiny
piece of land, to offer the farmer the possibility of growing a particular crop. Other
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farmers have chosen for a ‘subscription-system’: consumers subscribe for a certain
amountofvegetables (and potatoes, eggs andfruit if available) at a fixed price for

every week ofthe year, so the farmeris sure of a certain income. Within the context
of COMPASwewill follow the development ofthis new strategy closely and can, for
example, be inspired by the Andean cosmovision onreciprocity.
As genetic engineering and othertechnical ways of seed improvement have been
introduced on a large scale into European farming, organic and biodynamic farmers
have problems in obtaining the right seeds. The European Community has set
guidelines for organic agriculture such that it should remain free of genetically
modified organisms. Organic and biodynamic farmers strive to obtain regionallyadapted crops, which meansthat those crops are flexible in their interaction with
different environmental circumstances. In conventional farming, the environmental
circumstances are standardised as muchas possible, while the environmental factors
of each organic and biodynamicfarm is different and unique. Together organic and
biodynamic farmers have formulated their ideas on organic and biodynamic seed
improvement.Firstly, the plant should be seen within the wholenessofit’s natural
surroundings. Secondly, the plant should have the possibility of being able to
maintainitself. Andfinally, the plant should be able to multiply itself.
Biodynamic farmers do not agree with methods andtechniques that destroy this
wholeness, such as DNA techniques. This also means that they do not agree with
growing methodsthat are not boundtothe soil, such as growing on orin nutrient
mediums. Not waiting for the governments judgements oftheir claims, a foundation

called ‘Seed-goods’ started, which will stimulate the breeding of biodynamically
grown seed. We hope that other COMPASpartnerscanhelp us with their knowledge
on natural seed improvementand seed conservation.
Our role within COMPAS
We are surprised to note that in Bolivia, as well as in Sri Lanka, people are aware of
biodynamic preparations and the sowing calendar. The Bolivian farmers’ concept of
living geography seems quite similar to the biodynamic concept of farm
individuality. Interestingly, the Sri Lankan partner had compared the biodynamic
sowing calendar with Asian almanacs. He had betterresults with the Asian almanac
as not only the position, but also the phases of the moon are taken into account.
SomeSri Lankans have a more elaborated personal sowing calendar to combine with
calendars for farming activities. In India, some farmers working with Krishi Prayoga
Pariwara are using hornpreparations.

We are still in the process of digestion and offinding out what in COMPAS can
be useful for Dutch farmers. Biodynamic farmers do have a basic, anthroposophic
cosmovision from which they get their inspiration. The cosmovision from Steiner's
Agricultural Course is young and has to be developed further through practical
experiences. This often meansa personal, and sometimes even painful, struggle. All
the personal learning points can be fruitful for the well-being of the whole
biodynamic movement. Butit will only bring developmentif farmers openly and
respectfully communicate about their experiences and conscious choices and if this

is done in freedom. COMPASenriches. It helps to reflect on our own position and
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cosmovision. Knowing how certain things are seen for example in India orin Peruis
a starting point for our ownreflections: how do weseeit ourselves, is it different,is it
similar, what are our own choices and what can welearn from others? We know how
rich and wise other cosmovisions are. We have a great respect for all the COMPAS

friends. Therefore,it is our wish to stay modest, butalso to have self-respect and value
our ownsearch and our ownrichinitiatives.

A fantastic possibility of exchange with other COMPASpartners was given to a
group of Dutch biodynamic farmers in February 1998. Nine farms invited two
COMPASpartners to their farms in order to experience Dutch biodynamicfarm life

and to dialogue on agriculture and cosmovision. COMPASpartners felt at home
because there were universal ideas even

though the culture was very different.
It was an exiting experience for both the
Dutch farmersandthevisitors. Though
the COMPASpartners mayhave a longer
cultural tradition as a basis for their
search for holistic development, the
commonalities were recognised in the
same struggle against the materialistic
mainstream. Asse Aukes, one of the
farmers whoreceived the partners from
TALPUY and AGRUCO (Jaime Delgadillo and Gloria Miranda Zambrano)

wrote a short report in the biodynamic
movement’s magazine.
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Jaime Delgadillo, Asse Aukes, Gloria Miranda Zambrano

and Willemijn Cuypers at Gerbranda State,
a biodynamic farm in Fryslân, the Netherlands.

Tt had been late the night before, due to the long discussions we had, but I get up early,
before sunrise. Carefully, Igather some ofthe products ourfarm has produced:vegetables,
some potatoesfrom the different varieties we grow, some hay andgrass, goat milk and even
goat droppings. I arrange them on a beautiful plate. When I woke our guests Jaime and
Gloria, I saw that they werestill wearing their coats and hats in bed. Despite the heating
system, they felt the Dutch cold ofminus eight degrees.
At dawn we will bring a sacrifice to Pachamama, Mother Earth, just like thefarmers
do in the Andes. Couldn't wefind someflowers? No, unfortunately at this time in winterthere
are no flowers on thefarm. A bit later, I make a hole in thefrozen soil. While we see the sun
rising, Jaimeis praying, thanking Mother Earth. Willemijn, our translator, is explaining
in Dutch the meaning of the prayers. We put the plate with the produce of our farm in
thesoil as a sacrifice and libate some home-made maizebeer. We allpoured somebeer on the
sacrifice and closed the earth again. Then we were silentfor meditation for a halfhour.
It was curious to feel the mysterious power of the mountains of the Andes, which
seemed to move our deeply religious Latin American guests in the freezing cold of the
Frisian winter. It reminded meofa saying in the Bible: ‘Where there are two or more
gathered in My name, I am among them.’ It was wonderful to host some people from a
different culture, who so naturally experience God in nature. The respect they show to
even the smallest detail ofdaily life was very heartening.
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Dream of the circular swings
by Bertus Haverkort

During the first COMPAS workshop in Capellani, Bolivia
I had a dream, the dream ofthe circular swings.

I saw a long cable hanging between twopoles.
From both ends and towards the middle,
a swingwas rolling overthe cable.
In each swing there was a smallgirl,
both with enthusiasm and goodintentionsto enjoylife.
Coming from different directions and withincreasing speed,
they were approaching eachotherandI was afraid that they would
crash.
Yet at the momentofcontact,
both made a slight movementto the left and the right,
by which, instead of a deadly crash,
they started to make circular movements,
each in a differentdirection,
and with eachcircle comingcloser to each other.
Finally they touched eachother.
Then the movements started in the opposite direction and repeated
endlessly.
This dream represents what I hope COMPASwill be: confrontationof differences in opinions, avoiding a crash and the transformation oflinear
and opposite opinions into circular movementsleading to contact. The

most important experience of the two workshops was the enthusiasm of
the participants, their recognition and commonness. The timeis ripe for
an approach in which both western and non-western sources of knowledge
and wisdom make contacts, are brought into an intercultural dialogue
and are being usedto find solutions for future and present problems of

food production and health.
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TOWARDS A METHODOLOGY FOR SUPPORTING
ENDOGENOUS DEVELOPMENT

The previous chapters show a great diversity of cultural expressions. A wealth of
visions, concepts, techniques, institutions, customs, rituals and other cultural practices
have been presented. Cultural diversity is linked with biological diversity and with
diversity in epistemologies and systems of knowing. The case studies of the COMPAS
partners show the way in which indigenous organisations support farmers and rural
people in the processes of learning, teaching and experimenting within their own
worldview.
The experiences and plans of the various COMPAS partners were discussed during
a workshop in February 1998. This was a process of sharing between some thirty
persons of fifteen organisations from ten different countries. The goal of the workshop was to lay the basis for future cooperation between partners and to formulate
an approach‘forfield-basedactivities. There was room for dialogues on concepts and
approaches, butalso for meditations, rituals and symbolic expression in the form of
poems, sculptures, dreams and music. The partners worked on methods,activities
and approaches for fieldwork with the aim of making the first steps towards a
methodology and framework for action. In the mix of methodologies being used by
COMPAS,eachofthe partners has its own comparative strengths and makesits own spe_ cific contributions.

This final chapter describes the beginning of a methodology and frameworkas
defined by the partners. Theideas presented are the best approximationsthe partners
could formulate. In the immediate future, an approach for joining endogenous
developmentwill be developed further onthe basis of the experiences built up by the

partnersin field situations. The COMPAS programmeimplies four broad types of
activities for organisations that support rural communities in endogenous development.
First, the efforts to strengthen the cultural identity of local populations by learning
together about cosmovision and indigenousinstitutions. Second, conducting local

experiments in the context of the farmers’ cosmovision. Third, self-development and
the training offield staff. And, finally, sharing the experiences through networking
and advocacy.

Learningfrom and with the rural population
Building a relationship. Partners haverealised that one ofthefirst requirementsfor any rural developmentagency to cooperate successful with the rural population is that it understands and respects the rural situation. Therefore, a relationship has to beestablished that makes it possible to learn about people’s cosmovisions
or conceptsoflife, with its three dimensions- the natural, social andspiritual world.

It is also necessary to get a feeling about the wayrural people learn, teach and experi-
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ment. An attempt must be made to learn about the roles of indigenous institutions
such as elders, the political and spiritual leaders, the spirit mediums, local healers, the
different classes and castes and the changes taking place within them. It is important
to realise that this learning process can only take place if confidence, based on mutual
respect, exists between the people and the outsider. Having respectfor local concepts,

values and institutions is very important.
Experience during the first phase of COMPAS teaches us that, in many cases,
indigenous concepts oflife are still very much part of a community's knowledge system and indigenous institutions are frequently very influential. Yet outsiders often
fail to notice this, partly because villagers have learned not to express these matters
openly. Out-siders often show a lack of appreciation for traditional knowledge and
values. In many cases it is ridiculed as primitive, old-fashioned and full ofirrational
superstition. Modernisation is often considered to be a process of substituting traditional knowledge and indigenous institutions for more modern forms rather than
trying to improve indigenous concepts by using local experiences or by searchingfor
complementarity between indigenous and outside knowledge. Indigenous institutions are frequently neglected by development organisations or seen as obstacles to
change. In many cases modern concepts have a higher status, and the confrontation
between the tradition and modern may lead to conflicts between generations and
socio-economic groups.

Often, in the communication with outsiders, villagers pretend to think and act
according to the concepts of the outside world, whereasin reality, under the surface,
they follow their own internal logic, maintain their own cosmovision and havetheir

own values. In most cases there will be a mix of indigenous and outside knowledge
and values. Scientists use terms such as acculturation or syncretism for this. For some
communities, the elements introduced from outside can have considerable impact.
Communities then receive the label modernised. Other communities may still be
mainly governed by their traditions. Farmers in these communities are sometimes
labelled conservative, risk avoiding andresistant to change. Traditions are hardly ever
considered on their own merit. Age, gender, profession, traditional status, migratory
experience and education may influence the orientation to tradition and to the

modern world. There may also be conflicts or tensions between subgroups in this
respect.
The relationship between outside organisations and rural communities needs to
be established with care. When an agency has been working in a community for
some time and wants to address the issue of cosmovision, a new definition ofits role
has to be made. It should be made very clear to the community that the agency has
a sincereinterest in learning about its cosmovision,traditions and spirituality. It may

take a while, however, before the community feels confident enough to expressitself
in this way. In each situation, therefore, every agency has to address the question of
how confidence can bebuilt up. In the communication with rural people, the attitude
of field workers is important. People’s expression and values should be respected,
evenif it is hard to understandtheir reasoning. It is important to have patience, and
notto disagree too quickly. Respectful disagreement can do no harm,if expressed at
the right time.
There is frequently a limitation in the skills of outsiders, including COMPAS
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partners in establishing good relationships with local communities. Certain facilita-

tion and participatory skills may exist including the capacity to speak and/or understand the local dialect. To a greater orlesser extent skills to act according to indige-

nous forms of communication and documentation may also exist. Listening is an
importantskill: one should be able to keep one’s ears open to the ideas of another

andrecognise their ideas. But frequently onecrucial skill is missing: the ability to act
with empathy. Empathy means putting oneself in the position of the other and
attempting to understand and appreciate how they think andfeel.

Possible methods for building relationship
a Identify the population concerned: whatis the boundaryofthe target population, their tribal name, socio-economic description and
location?
o Compile existing anthropological, agricultural and other relevant
literature and summarise existing information on the above. For

this, the libraries in the area have to be consulted. Possibly libraries
in other countries mustalso be used. In manycases, for example,
anthropological data are moreeasily retrieved in the west than in
the country theyreferto.
a Also classical texts such as the Vedas and other scripts can be consulted. Cultural expressions in houses, painting, sculpturing, religion can give important information.
o Whenentering into a new community makesure to showrespect

andinterest in their values. When already working in a community
considerefforts to redefine the existing relationships.
o Agree with the population on theactivities related to COMPAS.
Agree onthe goals andactivities to be carried outas well as on the
roles of the different leaders. As muchas possible make a covenant

on the process and ownership of the results. Use the principle of
prior informed consentandjoint planning.
a Agree about the methods to be usedfor learning about Indigenous
Knowledge and Indigenous Institutions. Consider (a mix of) the
following methods: Asking key persons aboutthetraditional social
structure and leadership; interview traditionalleaders (men and women), be keen to learn about their worldview and abouttheirrole
in teaching and experimentation; take note oforal life histories; use
village workshops, village theatre, visual presentations, and linguistic

analysis; understandfolk stories, creation:myths, songs, customs,
rituals, visual expressions in painting, architecture and sculpturing;

participate in festivals, rituals and other important events. Accept
that you are a learner.
a Persons to be interviewedcan be traditional leaders,spiritual leaders,

healers, old farmers, young farmers or key persons with specific
information.
o In all cases make sure that gender differentiation is being made.
o Make sure that the results ofthis process will be discussed and assessed
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with members of the community and that conclusions will be drawn
together, taking into account gender, age and power differences in
the community.

o Ensure, as much as possible, that documentation is in a form thatis
in line with rural traditions and can be retrieved and used by the
population.

Documentation and joint assessment. The aim of learning about cosmovision is to find the point of articulation for cooperation: the joint path for learning,
experimentation and action. A cosmovision can be documented if this is useful for
the cooperation process; it can help to make indigenous knowledge explicit and
hence help in strengthening the cultural identity of the people.
Village documentation, assessment and a dialogue on these issues can play an important role in revaluing, reviving and improvingtraditional values. Cooperation of
development organisations with indigenous institutions and traditional leaders may
help the community to strengthen its own cultural identity and to integrate outside
influences with traditions in a balanced way. These activities can lead to community
testing, adapting local practices or experimenting with external innovations. Documentation and assessment of local tradition may strengthen the community. But how
should this be done? Making a description ofthe situation as it is at the moment can
be made in several ways. The most conventional way is to produce a paper that can
be published in the local newspaper or that can be presented to donors andtheinternational or academic public. COMPAS does not exclude this type of documentation,
as long as it has been carried out in a participatory way, and its results can be used
by the local population. Carrying out documentation in this way serves as a step in
the process by which the local population makes an own assessment of the present
situation. What are its strong and weak points, what are the opportunities and what
are the threats. On the basis of this assessment, the population can (be supported to)
experiment with different options to improve their situation.
It may be that documentation is good for the external relations of a development
agency. But is it good for people? What are indigenous forms of communication?
How do we use documented knowledge within the community? Documenting and
assessing indigenous knowledge and practices should not be an extractive exercise. It
should rather be seen as support towards the community. Participatory methods can
be chosen that help self-assessment based on the values, indicators and experiences
of the community themselves.
Ancient materials and literature can be looked for andfolklore traditions, festivals
and rituals can be included. These practices and community knowledge are an
important and relevant aspectofliving knowledge. Sometimes, groups practise these
traditions, sometimes they are practised by individuals. It is also important to find
out whether ‘a certain practice is relatively new or has been tested and experimented
with over a longer period of time. Its usefulness to certain groups of people can be
described, as well as whetherits use is limited to certain persons orit is widespread.
Support organisations should be sensitive and try to understand the cosmovision
and look deeper into the background andeffects ofrituals, taboos and totemic relationships. In Zimbabwethereis a taboo thatforbids farmers for going into thefields
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on certain days. In India and Sri Lanka, women whoare menstruating are often not

allowed to carry out certain farming activities. As an outsider, one should try to
understand these taboos. They might have a very practical origin, but they can also
have a deeperspiritual meaning. To give an example: in Sri Lanka, beef should not
be eaten in front of a yantra. What will happen if someone does this? What is the
taboo really about? Is it about the cow?Is it about eating of beef? Can this be an entry
point for experimentation? In some cultures it is easy to find the logic behind certain rituals or taboos. But in other cultures it will be difficult to find the reasons.
Sometimes one can and in other cases one cannot experiment with these puzzles. The
community can guide thefield staff on whether an experiment and the questionsit
involves is appropriate or not.
Another piece of the cosmovision puzzle is how secret knowledge can be dealt
with. Often secret knowledge is only passed on to particular people so as to avoid misuse. This person may have undergone somespecific training and initiation or may

be part ofa distinct family. There may be good reasonsfor not allowing the information to pass outside theinitiated. Field staff should try to understand andrespect
these processes.
There will be manysituations in which certain knowledge has disappeared oris
disappearing. There maybecertain things that grandparentsstill know. A contest or
an exposition can beorganised, and this knowledge mightbe revived. Rituals that have
disappeared andcertain traditionalskills may also be restored. Registration can help
to bring this type of information into the open,can help identify sources and lead to
testing. A list can be madeofthespiritual leaders in an area and the waytheyrelate
to other spiritual leaders can be described.
Another methodof assessment might be comparison. Whatexperiences do other
knowledge systems or communities have and how dothey value and think about
these practices? In the field of health care FRLHT encourageslocal healers, Ayurvedic
doctors and western bio-medical practitioners to exchange experiences aboutthe use
and effects of herbs. Such comparisonscan also take place between cultures. A certain
plantis used to cure hepatitis in Sri Lanka. This also appears to be the case in South
America. When people see that the sameplantis used for the same purpose in another
culture, or has a slightly different use, it might encourage them to experiment with
new options.

The themeoffolklore, traditions and rituals should not onlybe restricted to two
or three festivities in the year, it should be considered throughouttheyear given the
differences during the seasons. Frequently theritual calendars coincide with the agricultural calendars. Planting, weeding, harvesting and otheractivities may go together
with or be conditionedby certain rituals orfestivals. Folklore and spirituality is often
integral in agriculture and feasts. A calendar could be made in whichall the aspects
of the lives of these communities are included. IDEA, TALPUY and AGRUCO have
already madesuch calendar.
Farmers could be encouraged to express their experiences. Farmerswill not express
their skills so long as they feel their ideas are not being respected. There maybe traditional practices that have ceased to haveanyactive role. People talk about them but
they do notpractise them anymore. School children can help with collecting infor-
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mation. Such a procedure can have several implications: one is raising awareness,

anotheris motivation. If children are asked to bring seeds to school, they have to ask
their parents. It makes the parents and the children aware of their own knowledge
and culture.
It is important to work in local languages and put the ‘documentation’ in forms
that harmonise with local tradition. The creation of a song, visual expressions in

ceramics, textiles or paintings on walls may also serve the purpose, as it can continue
to be part of community expressions. Information can be fed back to the community
and conclusions can be drawn using a wide range of different methods: village workshops; village drama or puppet shows; visual aids such as slides, videos or more traditional media; publications in the local language or discussions in the local media.

This feedback can be planned together with and implemented as much as possible
by traditional and indigenous institutions. During these sessions the population is
stimulated to value their own knowledge and culture, to assess its potentials and

strengths, and identify ways and means to enhance endogenous development. The
possible complementarity and conflicts between traditional knowledge and indigenous institutions and ways of handling them can also be discussed.

To present the conclusionsto the outside world, an exchangeofresults and plans
can be organised with adjacent communities, NGOs, government agencies, organisations concerned with research and developmentas well as donor agencies. Also the
COMPASpartnersare an obvious forum forpresenting findings: both theresults and

the experiences with the methods used can be exchanged through the COMPASnewsletter, through workshops and through exchangevisits. Care will be taken to give the
rural people anactiverole in this.

Topics for joint documentation and assessment
The following items have been found useful and provide a checklist
for documentation and assessment ofrural knowledge.
o Cosmovision and conceptsoflife: creation myths; divine beings
that play a role in the society; the role of ancestors, sacred persons,
animals, places and objects; the conceptofnature, the role of energy,
rituals andspiritual technologies; the time concept,relationships of
cause and effect; the relationship of mankind to nature and the
spiritual world.
o Indigenous institutions: institutions that regulate community decision making, the managementofresources and experimentation with
new farming practices; persons who have special knowledge and
power and whoplay a particular role in the community. Theirroles,
responsibilities and attitudes in agricultural experimentation and
innovations.

o Indigenouspractices and use of knowledge: What are the important
practices relating to the management of natural resources, agriculture and health? What are concepts and explanations for the practices
used by the local population? And how do theyrelate to western explanations and concepts? How do people learn, teach and experiment?
Whatagricultural experiments have taken place and how have they
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been carried out: subjects, methods, parameters, criteria, indicators?
What changes take place with respect to the way indigenous
knowledge is being used in learning, teaching and experimenting?
a Interaction: How dothe indigenous knowledge systemsinteract with
outside sources of knowledge? Whatis the focus of general and agricultural education, agricultural research and extension,religion and
health?
o Changesin the traditional cosmovision of the local communities:
Thosethat are the result of external influences and those that are a
result of adjusting to ecological, technological commercial, political or
demographic change? To whatextentis experimentation andlearning
influenced by, or mixed with the western worldview? Whatare the
contradictions or tensions: erosion of indigenous knowledge and
indigenous institutions, creative adaptation, conflicts or parallel
systems, underground knowledge, syncretism?
a Options that exist for endogenous development amongstthelocal
populations: How can the local community develop in such a way
that cultural identity is maintained and enhanced,local resources
are used properly and opportunities for the use of external knowledge
are carefully considered?
This list of issues for documentation is quite elaborate. It is important

that the choice of the methodfits local conditions. If required, possibilities for training offield staff in appropriate methods for documentation could be included. Therefore, the possible training needs of
field staff could be considered in this stage and plans could be made
accordingly.
Property rights. Within the COMPASprogramme,care should be taken with
publication of documented local knowledge. Sometimes local communities do not

wanttheir information to be published other than in their own language.It is always
the community or its members that has the property rights over their own knowledge
(see also the first chapter). Publishing should only be done whenthereis really some-

thing to share within the community or with other communities. The timing, the
method and the medium needto be consideredvery carefully. As documentation and
publicationis a sensitive issue in view of property rights, COMPASpartners should be
very careful in publishing local information. A code of conduct with various rules is
therefore appropriate. The following points have been mentionedin this respect.

Elements of a code of conduct for publishing
a A risk assessment of documentation:the possibility of publication
can be discussed, andrisks be assessed together with the local population and possibly with national or international lobby organisations, that favour the protection local knowledge.
o Publication should only take place if it serves the purpose of the
rural communities or other communities and should not be (mis-)
used to further the (academic) careers of outsiders.
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a Publication should be in a medium and language that serves the
communities.

a Publication does not only mean an article in a news medium or scientific journal; it can also be a presentation in the community in the
local language, using local symbols.
a The authors of publications should,as far as possible, be the original
owners of the knowledge concerned. Publications by NGOs or universities should be co-authored by representatives of the community as
much as possible.

o In publications it is important to state that the ownership of the
knowledgeis a particular community, ethnicity or population.
a Whenavoidable do notprovide technical details.
o Anticipate the possibilities of monopolisation by private enterprises
and enhancé ownership in the public domain.
a Descriptions should not only be in termsof biology, chemistry and
physics but shouldalso be describedin the terminology of the cosmovision and the worldview of the people which includesspiritual and
cultural aspects. Limiting the description to the active ingredients of
plants orto biological or physical aspects is an unjustified reduction
of the richness of local knowledge.
o Where possible the COMPASpartners should endeavourto enhance

the claim-making capacity of the rural population to help them
negotiate fair exchange of their knowledge.
o Make sure that the data collected and publications made remain in
the community. Do everything to ensure a sense of ownership by

the rural community.

Exchange meetings. Farmer-to-farmer meetings are known to be very impor-

tant ways of allowing farmers to exchange experiences and learn from each other.
Such meetings may be important for persons with a comparable responsibility within
the indigenousinstitutions such as spirit mediums,spiritual leaders, healers, village
leaders and midwives. In somecases the role of the NGO can be supportive of the
process of organising exchange.
It is important to realise that the participation ofspiritual leaders and/orspirit
mediumsimplies a very special approach. Contacting these persons requires respect

for or belief in the spiritual world they represent anda sensitivity to spiritual realities.
General guidelines cannotbegiven, as the approach depends very much on the local
situation.

Possible methods for exchange meetings
o Identification of the need and possibilities for exchange meetings
within the project area by consulting the traditional institutions,
including the spiritual leaders and spirit mediums. There may be
political differences between different spiritual leaders. Given this
situation, a meeting betweenspiritual leaders may be difficult and
it may be better to look for a good combination of a particular
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spiritual leader with a number of people who accept the authority
of that leader.
o Building the responsibility for the meeting in the traditional institutions. An example is the case of AZTREC, wherethere is a coalition between traditional leaders and spirit mediums.
a Identification of the people whopractise certain traditional roles in
the community. The traditional leaders and spirit mediums or
spiritual leaders should decide whoarethe right people to participate in the exchange meeting.
o Also the right time to meet should be determined by thevillage
leaders. In somecases astrology, certain moon phasesorreligious dates
are important.

o The location of the meeting should be left to the leaders. In cases
where sacred places will be used such as temples or sacred trees, the
necessary rituals should be observed and possibly be encouraged.
o If appropriate and acceptable, the government and staff of NGOs
may also be invited to join to provide legitimacy and to help lobby.
o As facilitating organisation, provide maximum opportunity for

rural leaders to exchange their own views. Place yourself in the position ofa learner.
o Ask the traditional leaders to prepare their presentation to the meeting
by making a diagram or visual presentation of their knowledge and
practices, by giving a demonstration, or by performing a ritual.
Ensure that the contribution of each person is clearly defined and
well prepared.

Conducting local experiments
Local or indigenous knowledge has been developed in the local ecological and cultural context. This suggests that it will be appropriate knowledge for that particular
circumstanceand location. Indigenous knowledgeis often found to be holistic, to be
related to community-based activities, to enhance the optimaluse oflocal resources,
to use genetic and physical diversity, to minimise risks, and to allow forsite specific
solutions. However,it is importantto realise that indigenous knowledge canalso have
its limitations. It is not always uniformly spread throughout the community and
individual talents for using and improving indigenous knowledge differ. Specialised
knowledge, for example treasured insights into medicinal qualities of plants, are
often kept secret or knownonlyto select few such as elders, midwivesorhealers.
Certain knowledge may betied to economicor cultural roles in the community and
may not be known ornoteven beaccessible to other,members of the community,
for which there may be legitimate reasons. Other knowledge mayberelated to magic
or spiritual practices that are difficult to understand. Farmers’ knowledge is frequently limited to what they can sense directly, usually through observation, and
what they can comprehend with their ownintuition or concepts. Even though these
concepts grow outoftheir past experiences, it may bedifficult for them to relate
them to processes that are new to them like population growth, deteriorating natural
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resources and external markets. Yetit is also possible that their own concepts, rituals

and insights, once taken seriously, may bring about important contributions to problem
solving. Indigenous experimentation is also an important aspect of indigenous

knowledge systems. Even in the most traditional societies farmers are found to experimentin order to improve their farming practices and to adjust to changing circumstances. In these experiments, farmers have their own experimental design,use their
owncriteria and their own indicators. In many cases these are appropriate, but in
othercases there may be room for improvement.

Only through a good dialogue aboutthese criteria and indicators will farmers be
prepared to reconsider or to improve upon experimental design, analytical approach
and measurement methods. Where indigenous knowledge and practices have gone
underground,thetraditional mechanismsfor improving farmers knowledge through

indigenous experimentation mayhavelost their significance and, as a consequence, the
quality of indigenous knowledge may have been reduced. This gives extra importance
to reviving and improving the experimental practices of the farming communities.
Taking indigenous knowledge seriously means that romanticism should be avoided.
There should be a preparedness to understand, respect and challenge it and look for

ways to test and improve it. The way to do this is to cooperate with indigenousinstitutions, look for ways to test and improve local concepts, as well as to explore the

applicability of certain external innovations.
Farm-level experiments can contributeto three goals. Firstly, the effectiveness and
relevanceoflocal practices can be tested. Secondly, the local experimental practices
andskills of farmers can be improved. Andfinally, the experiments may help to build
a theory to explain the effectiveness of indigenous technologies.
Testing effectiveness and relevance.

Farm-level experimenting may

involve several aspects. Whentesting theeffectiveness oflocal practices, a distinction can
be made between effective practices on the one hand,andpractices that are or remain

doubtful, or appear to be based on superstition or the abuse of power. Subsequently,
onthebasis of the outcome, the farmers or support organisation can decide to further
promote the developmentofeffective practices or test or discourage the further

application of doubtful ones. Testing may also give more insights into the full costs
and benefits of traditional practices in ecological, economic andcultural dimensions.
Further, the possibilities for upscaling certain local practices in the same cultural or
ecological zoneorfor transcultural translation of the practices into other ecological,

spiritual and social systems can be determined. An importantaspect oftesting is to
find possibilities for combining local practices with science-based technologies and
for developing synergetic combinations oftraditional practices and western-based
technologies. Also the potential of indigenous knowledge and institutions for
improving the management of natural resources can be clarified through experiments. Some partners of COMPASlike IDEA and AZTRECbuild on indigenous
knowledge andpractices in their programmesforerosion control, reforestation and
nature protection.

Carrying out farm-level experiments based on cosmovisionis a considerable challenge. The design should be made together with spiritual leaders and rural people. The
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local concepts should beincluded in the design. This implies local criteria, local parameters andlocal record keeping. However, there are also practices which go beyond
the scopeoftesting in the conventional way. A practice might be emotional or spiritual and thus rather difficult to explain and to test. Therefore, establishing the parameters is important. Such a parameter could be that the ancestorsaresatisfied, or
that the vibration sensed bythe spirit mediumsare good. A parameter also might be
social, as is often heard in Latin America. One can establish parameters from theperspective of the people.
Before embarking on experiments, access to information from literature or other
people is important. In this way an awarenessof external ideas and technologies can
be built up. In order to find outif a technology from outside is complementary with
the values and concepts of an area, the three dimensions of the cosmovision - the
spiritual world, the material world and the social world should be taken into
account. Complementarity might be possible in one of these three aspects. But,
being accepted by the community is important. We should notalways be lookingfor
higher production, things can also be measured in the spiritual or social domain.
Endogenous developmentis a permanentprocess in the community, that takes place
with or with-out support institutions.

Framework for experimenting
within a cosmovision perspective
To develop a framework for experimentation andtesting, the following questionsforfield staff of outside agencies are suggested.
1. How to (re)enter the self-developmentprocess of the community

and build up a good working relationship?
2. How to develop a working agenda together with the community?
3. How to determine the parameters for testing and experimenting
together?
4. What commonstrategy to useto realise the commonobjective? And
howto design the experiments?
5. How to keep track together of the process (monitoring, assessing,
assisting, supporting, sharing and developing)?

6. How to judge or determine the results or products of the process,
considering the three aspects of spiritual, material and social growth?

7. Howtoleave their process such that the community can continue
the growth andself-developmentprocess (how to continue, how to
up-scale, considering the spiritual, material and social equilibrium

of the community)?
By elaborating the methodsfor each ofthese questions, the COMPAS
partners have formulated the following framework fortheactivities of
developmentagencies.
1. How to (re)enter the process ofself development of the commu-

nity and build up a good working relationship?
-If a field worker is approached by somebody from the community
with the requestto offer somehelp,it is important to find out whatis
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it that the community wants and whatcan be considered good experiences so far. An appointmentcan be made during whichall senses
should be open to existing knowledgeandtheinstitutional context.
Also openness and transparency about the interest in cosmovision
includingits spiritual aspects is needed.

- In case the process is renewing older contacts, makesure to follow-up
on a previous dialogue. In is important to make clear to the community how cooperationis foreseen, also indicating theinterest in cosmovision and its three dimension (natural world, social world andspiritual world).

- Whenpossible and relevant, participation in ceremonies andfestivals
is desirable, thus learning about the cosmovision, indigenousinstitutions and cultural identity.
- Familiarisation with the cosmovision and the culture of the area by
studying previous cosmovision studies, anthropological and develop-

mentstudies can provide important background information.
-It is important to establish contacts with and have discussion with

traditional andspiritual leaders, spirit mediums, healers and elders.
- When meetings are organised,reflect on including traditional cere-

moniesandrituals as performed bytraditional andspiritual leaders.
- Developintuition andspirituality. Listen to dreamsand othersignals
from the unconsciousness.
2. How to develop a common agenda?
- Starting with positive experiences on the issues brought forward
(yours and theirs).
- Consulting spiritual institutions.
- Meditation andreflection.
- Using participatory diagnostic tools.
- Carrying outvisits and cross-visits.
- Havingextensive dialogue with villagers.
- Using local means of communication audio-visuals such as drumming,
music, drama, ceramics, designs on houses, textiles, and art objects.
- Participating in ceremonies.

- Participatory involvementofinterest groups/ stake holders.
- Being aware ofpossible resistance and confrontation andrespect limits

set by the community.
3. Howto jointly determine parameters?
- Askingthe spirit mediumsabouttheir parameters and to whatextent
is it possible for them to carry out andbeinvolved in experiments.
- Identifying the successful parameters in the farmers’ experiences.

- Evaluating project parameters against those of the indigenous cosmovision.

- Using a time framethatrespects ritual calendars andastrological data.
- Taking into accountthe location; respecting sacred places and other
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qualities of the location indicated by the cosmovision.
- Taking into account a resource frame that responds to local perceptions and value system.
- Incorporating socio-cultural issues such as taboos, totems, class and
caste, and involve local authorities in decision making and the managementofnatural resources.
- Being gendersensitive and makesex differentiation in parameters
andindicators.
- Incorporatingspiritual elementsas indicated by thespiritual leaders:
respectingsigns of the ancestors, indications by dreams andvisions.
- Dealing more with qualitative than with quantitative data.
- Developingcriteria, indicators and strategies gradually.
4. How to design actions?
- Using traditional institutions in the design process and if suggested

include indications given by dreams, visions and intuition.
- Being open for modifications of the design during execution.
- Letting the local institutions be accountable for the design (for the
whole action).

For example, the traditional astrologist in Sri Lanka sets the time for
the meetings and experiments; the spirit mediums in Zimbabwedesign
rituals during tree planting activities. New ways have to be foundfor
field experiments andtrials. Case studies on single experiments can be

carried out andnotjust randomised square-block design experiments.
Researchofthis type is based on the conventional western knowledge
system. This does not mean these certain methods should be excluded,
but the idea of not randomisingcan also be accepted.
5. How to monitor?
- Building the strength into the communities and traditional institutions.

- Using relevant monitoring components from tools of participatory
approaches.
- Letting the spirit mediums monitor.
- Setting up community code-of-conducts and by-laws.
- Making observations and reflections by meditation.
- Conducting participatory dialogue, ceremonies,festivals, parties.
- Emphasising participation in special ceremonies, festivals and consultations.

- Using field notebooks and diaries, community registers, indigenous
recording forms, village albums, reports and audio-visuals.
- Giving attention to school children, women, and the elders.
The people involved with the action, whether farmersorspiritual leaders, should be right in the centre. Spirit mediumsdo not have to do
the experimenting, butat certain critical moments their advice should
be asked.
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6. How to judge the results of the experiments?
- Going back to or revisiting the parameters with all stakeholders.

- Making a comparison with project baselines and the community's
baselines established at the beginning.
- Doing impact assessment.
- Being open for intended and unexpected results and modifications
of the experiments.

- Have open discussionsontheresults: Is everybodysatisfied, can results
befelt, tasted, parameters measured? Can symbols or signs indicate the
results?

- Spiritual results can also express themselves in the physical world.
7. How to leave the community?
- A periodical follow-up, a social conversation, a call.
- Consulting spirit mediums.

- Being sure that the ‘process’ is embedded in the culture, especially
when you duplicate orscale-up.
- Still being part of the community, especially for festivals and ceremonies.

- Ensuring networking with traditional institutional networking
throughout.
- Developing farmer-to-farmer reciprocal arrangements.

- Involving womenandtheyouthearly, looking for signals from them
and asking for their commitment.
- Havingvarious forms of documentationavailable locally. Leaving a

summary as a pointofdiscussion.

Improving experimental practices and skills. The mere fact that an
outsider takes indigenous knowledgeseriously and wants to cooperate with indigenousinstitutions in testing and experimenting, may give a boostto theself-respect

ofthe traditional system. Likewise, a joint reflection about the way experiments take
place traditionally and a systematic community activity to decide about the experimental agenda mayin itself have a positive effect on the communities’ capacity to

experiment. This also accounts for the parameters for the work, the design of the
experiments, community involvement in monitoring, and judging the outcome on
the basis of concepts that havetheir origin in the communityitself. They are stimulated to make their own process and the concepts they use explicit and transparent.
In the course of the joint exercise they can adjust and modify their process, and thus
the local experimental activity can be seen as a learning processforall actors involved.
Various skills are to be developed: skills for improved sensibility; experimental
skills; quantitative skills; monitoring skills; training skills; social skills; communication skills; analytical skills; skills for support and encouragement. Gender and agespecific training needs ofeach ofthese skills for the different actors (farmers,political
leaders, spiritual leaders) could be assessed and the necessary action betaken.
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Theory building. A third goal for experimentation may be to validate traditional and classical knowledge and contribute to theory building. Positivistic scientific
development in the west has followed the guidelines of Descartes. These guidelines
imply that those aspects of the reality that cannot be measured quantitatively are neglected in research and development. Therefore, there is a lack of recognition ofthe
relevance ofspiritual practices and a lack of theory about spiritual phenomena. Many
of the practices that are encountered in non-western traditions cannot be explained
by conventional western science.

In the history of mankind other sources of knowledge have existed besides the
Cartesian one. Thesepersist today. This is relatively well known in a numberof medical traditions. Chinese, Ayurvedic, Andean and Mayanhealth systems have been
documented andare recognised as valuable andeffective or complementary to western
bio-medicine under particular circumstances. Local health treatmentis common and
widespread in Africa, Asia and South America, not only amongstilliterate rural populations, but also amongstintellectuals. They often give considerable attention to the
spiritual and psychological aspects of health. Herbs are used for treating different
types of disease. The Chinese and Ayurvedic medical sciences are based ona systematic theory, documentedinscripts in languages that are difficult for westerners to
access (such as Chinese, Sanskrit and local Indian languages). In India and Sri Lanka a

very large numberofhospitals follow theclassical approach andthere are universities
that teach and do research in the Ayurvedic tradition. Ayurvedic hospitals have
incorporated certain products ofwestern developmentsuch as X-rays. Where they are
unable to cure a disease, they may refer the patient to a western bio-medical hospital.
Contrary to medical science, in agricultural science hardly any attention has been
given to classical science, notwithstanding the fact that in India classical texts and
scripts exist about animal health, crop production and cropprotection.It looks as if
there is an under-utilised stock of knowledge available for testing and development.
FRLHTworks this way in the domainof health, whereas CIKS, GREEN Foundation
and KPP work in the domain ofagriculture.
In Sri Lanka,traditional spiritual practices are influenced by Buddhist philosophy.
The use of mantras and yantras are based on a notion that sounds and symbols have
a power that can beinfluenced by certain tones and words (mantras) and symbols

(yantras). Also the influence of cosmic forces are acknowledged in biodynamic agriculture andby leaders in Sri Lanka, Nepal and the Andes.
Several methods may be applied to contribute to theory building: studying classical texts; identifying the experiences of practitioners (spiritual leaders, healers
and/orvillagers); trying to link newinsights in science to provide explanations,as in
the case ofastrology;revitalisation of the (ecological and social) meanings ofcertain

festivals; including classical knowledge in the experimental designing.
It is important to include local practice and wisdom in university curricula. One
could try to see how to develop and include other cosmovisions and knowledgesystems
into university teachings. One could study the concepts used in local languages to
get deeper access to indigenous concepts within cosmovision. An example can be
found in the book onthe indigenouspeople of Tojolobales in Mexico where Carlos
Lenkesdorf analysed the language and cosmovision in detail. Much can also be
learned from the work of AGRUCO which operates in a university context.
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Certain skills are needed in order to understand the broader perspectives behind
a practice. More use can be made ofindigenous ways of communication and expression like music, art and dance to give new insights into classical texts. And also
modern information system as well as computer and laboratory equipment can be
helpful. There should be an ability to appreciate alternative experimental explanations or designs. It might not be possible to repeat some experiments or practices but
it may well be possible to challenge them. A proper investigation should be made of
rituals, symbols and festivals. But care should be taken not to fall into the trap of
stereotyping, romanticising or trying to explain things with inappropriate concepts.

The challenge is to go deeper and make sense, to challenge present concepts.
The aboveissues also confront the COMPAS partners with the question of how to
relate to western science. For many of the partners it is clear that it cannot be the
only standard for their work. Probably a valuable service to western science would be
doneif its deficiencies and biases are challenged. These challenges could take place
in debates, but in the spirit of COMPAS an open dialogue is suggested where thereis
also room for respectful disagreement and where suggestions can be made for joint
experiments with concepts and parameters from other sources of knowledge.
Self-development and training
Most staff of support organisations have undergone training based on western scientific concepts where itis suggested that the western scientific way ofthinking is superior
to that of other traditions. There should be an awareness about possible arrogance
displayed in the professional situation and possibly a process of ‘de-schooling’ or
‘learning how tolearn from the communities’ may be needed. Similarly, conviction
that traditional knowledge and cosmovisionrepresentthe solution to all problemsis
far from desirable.
Every individual who interacts with rural people has to reflect on his or her own
position andask the question: Whatis myattitude and behaviour? We haveto realise
that our ownattitude and behaviour can either strengthen or weaken the culture. An
example of this would be our presence during the performanceofa ritual with a soothsayer or a spirit medium. If we cannot connect ourselves with the spiritual process,
wehaveto be careful and we should ask ourselves what we want: to act as an observer
with empathy andrespect or to develop ourspirituality and participate fully in rituals?
We may haveto developskills in intuition,reflection,in flexibility, spirituality and
in openness. These skills are generally not taught at universities, but we mightfind
teachers in the communities.
Thepractical translation ofthese skills is the capacity to have a good dialogue.
Dialogue does not necessarily mean reaching consensus. Sometimes there may be disagreement. Thekey is to make an effort to understand, agree to disagree or respectfully disagree and remain open to feedback and further information. Many ofus
have notsufficiently developed the skill of listening! One should be able to understand hiddeninformation: body language, emotional expressions, symbolic language.
Rural people will not easily reveal the actual reason for traditional practises or rituals
either because they are secret or because they simply do not know. We needskills to
understand these aspects. A person whogets involved in a community should be able
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to identify with the feelings expressed by the people. One should not only be talking
andlistening with the head,for example, butalso be able to feel with theheart.Bridging

the heart and the mind and bringing them together is an important challenge. The

experience of AGRUCO in the Andes underlines the importance of communication
from heart to heart. A field worker should go with an open mind and open heart, not
just with the aim of documenting facts and figures. IDEA in India can provide more
information on the method of emotional integration. CECIK has developed the concept of Empathic Learning and Action. These (and other) partners may provide im-

portant clues on the ways mind and the heart can be linked.
Mostfield staff and managers of development organisations have been trained in
the conventional way. Often it has been suggested that,in order to modernise indigenous knowledge and institutions should be substituted by modern knowledge and
institutions for research and extension. Enhancing endogenous development requires
a different attitude towards indigenous knowledge and institutions and a different
method for technology development. Not a top-down approach of transfer of technology nor the use of PRA techniques during a diagnostic phase, followed by a persuasive phase of technology testing. Rather thereis a need to express appreciation for
indigenous knowledge and indigenous institutions that is combined with empathy,
but which also encourages a provocative dialogue with the community in the search

for better alternatives. This requires a re-orientation and re-training. Frequently this

training cannot be offered by conventional training institutes, and, therefore, it
needs to be developed by innovative NGOs or universities. Often, however, the
teachers should be drawn from the communities or from centres for spiritual
development. The developmentof intuition, meditation, learning how to interpret
dreams and how to be opentorevelations, in short the spiritual developmentofprofessionals, may need very different learninglocations and teachers.

Networking and stimulating dialogue
Networking is an importantactivity and allows organisations to exchange andassess

experiences and to build coalitions between like-minded organisations for cooperation in domains wherethe organisation itself would have been too smallto carry out
the activity on its own. This can bethecasein training, technology development and
lobbying. Networkingis especially important in the context of the COMPASproject,
whereit is developinga relatively new approach.
Manypartner organisations have been engaged in networking. AGRUCOhasdistributed the COMPAS newsletter in Latin America. AZTREC recently organised a
southern Africa workshop andset up a regional network to ensure recognition ofindigenous knowledge by governmentstructures and other policy-making bodies.
CECIK is producing a newsletter and is stimulating NGOsin the southern part of
Ghanato start work on endogenous development. Atpresentit is also involved in
teaching the subject of Cosmovision and Indigenous Knowledgeat university level.
ECOin Sri Lanka has done extensive lobbying in governmentagencies, universities,

developmentprojects and the mass media andhas established contacts with Buddhist
religious centres to consult them and involve them in field activities. FRLHT proposes to organise nation-wide workshopsto share and discuss findings. KPP is part
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of a national farmers’ movement and IDEA is active in lobbying and cooperation
with other NGOs. Regional networking has been foreseen in the COMPAS pro-

grammeand regional coordinators have been appointed andplans can be formulated.

The research, developmentand teaching agendaofthe international and national
research organisations and universities generally follow the Cartesian tradition. One
can say that these efforts have the tendency to enhance globalisation. Initiatives for

supporting endogenous development andcultural diversity may also need the help

of these institutions. Globalisation and diversification are not necessarily in conflict
with each other. They can be complementary as well. Therefore, the possibility of
influencing the agenda at the local and (inter)nationallevel in favour of policies for

cultural diversity is important. We should try to influence agendas by meeting with
peopleat differentlevels, and sharing theresults achieved. Cooperation mightbe crea-

Participants ofthe COMPAS workshop (February 1998)
gathered around a sculpture which visualises intercultural dialoque.
From left to right andfront row first are:
Rukman Wagachchi, Vanaja Ramprasad, Mary Shetto, Backson Sibanda, Maheswar Ghimire,
Gloria Miranda Zambrano, David Millar, Jaime Delgadillo, Kalyani Palangasinghe, Marthen Duan.
Second row: Purushothama Rao, Krishna Prasad, Joke de Jonge, Cosmas Gonese, Shyam Sundar,
G.K. Upawansa, Gowtham Shankar, Bertus Haverkort, Marijke Kreikamp.
Back row: Aruna Kumara, Coen ter Berg, Darshan Shankar, Wim Hiemstra, Ananda andJohan Kieft.
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ted with institutions that have a complementary capacity: some dealing with the
technical aspects whilst others concern themselves with cosmovision. Influence can
be mosteffectively exerted by finding strategic alliances, persons or organisations
that have a genuineinterest in the subject and with whom wecan exchangeideas and
build coalitions.
Whenlobbying, the focus maybe on relating to governmentagencies and international organisations. Of course, the relationship with the community is very important indeed. In fact, the role of NGOs and developmentorganisations in this
respect could be to support indigenous people, spiritual leaders and local groupsin
their efforts to influence policy and research and developmentagendas. Theyare the
first interest groups. Developmentorganisations can act as their ambassadors, their
coaches and funders.
In order to enhance the dialogue between the COMPASpartners and between
these and others interested in research and development, COMPASwill produce a
six-monthly newsletter and organise regional and international workshops. With this

book, COMPASpartners have set out to share someoftheir orientations and plans.
Timeis neededto really include the aspects that are suggested by indigenous knowledge
systemsand to build a capacity to support the new dimension and makingit practical.
Readers are invited to send their comments, suggestions and ideas to any of the
COMPASpartners and to share their own experiences in the COMPAS newsletter

which will be produced regularly.
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Mo! Ye mao mo
by David Millar

BIRTH? YES!
You were born of‘three worlds’
Your mental birth was in Europe
Your spiritual and physical birth in Africa
At dawn, when the Moon was setting,

You were taken out, naked! in the cold morning
You were presented to the Ancestors, Spirits and the Gods
They chose for you the name Compas
If you have come,stay well
Mo! Ye mao mo- well done! We give you: well done!
GROWTH? YES!
You haveto crawl, to walk and to run
You haveto crawl on the earth
make contact with it by eating portionsofit
It shall fortify you;
afterall the soil you eat
is mild doses of vaccines
for variousillnesses that will come your way
You sure will be sick, you will have your ups and downs
Then you will walk
You will learn the Ancestral trade
You will learn from other cultures and Ancestorsas well,
but don't leave yoursfor theirs.
You will be prepared for responsibility and continuity
Then you will run
You sure run! You can run as much as you like
but you can never hide
You can never hide from the Ancestral Spirit
So be careful how and to where you run ~
If you run, run well
Mo! Ye mao mo!
DEATH? YES!

You sure will die!
Forall that has life has death
Thereshall be crying and disappointments
Thereshall be sorrow and depressions, even frustrations
But no! Thatis not the end
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Death for us is the beginning of a new life
A Life of higher Lights
You will be transformed by Death to high energies
and then you shall live in this transformed form forever
If you are thus transformed… …
Mo! Ye mao mo!

(a poem made during the second COMPASworkshop, February 1998,
dedicated to COMPAS’life cycle)
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COMPAS (Comparing and Supporting Endogenous Development) is an international programme designed to
understand the diversity of rural people's knowledge, encourage local experimentation within farmers’ worldviews
and have inter-cultural dialogues on farmers’ knowledge,
indigenous learning and experimentation in the fields of
agriculture, use of natural resources and health.
Endogenous development is development based on the
resources, concepts, values and dynamics of local communities. Cosmovision or worldview is the way a certain
population perceives the world in which it lives. It includes
the assumed relationships between the natural, human

Foodfor Thought presents new insights about knowledge of rural people. In many
societies, good harvests and good health can only be obtained if the laws of nature,
regulations of the community and rules set by the spiritual beings are properly followed. This book hopes to stimulate development agencies to take indigenous
knowledge seriously. Based on the experiences and insights of some 15 organizations
in ten countries, it goes beyond the technical knowledge embodied in traditional
farming, land use and health practices. The book deals with ancient worldviews or
cosmovisions and the role of traditional leaders. It draws conclusions about the
holistic nature, strengths and also limitations of this knowledge and describes how
in various countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America and Europe some development
agencies are supporting rural people in carrying out practical experiments based on

local concepts. A framework for such on-farm experiments and ideas for a methodology for supporting endogenous development are presented.

and spiritual worlds and embodies the philosophical and
scientific premises on which people organize themselves
and relate to their environment. Many rural communities
have holistic cosmovisions that assume a reciprocal relationship between humankind, nature and the spiritual
world. The belief is widespread that, if people do nottreat
nature well, disregard basic human values and do not

respect the spirits, misfortune will befall che world.
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